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Preface

T his volume compiles nearly 200 specific policy o0 increasing federal

revenues or reducing spending in a wide variety ot a.(" i programs. This is
the 15th such compendium that the Congressional Buoget (.ffice (CBO) has

prepared as pan of its annual report to the House and Senate Committees on the Budget.
Over the years. this report has become a staniard reference for developing deficit reduc-
tion plans.

The 197 specific policy options included in this report come from many sources, and
most have been considered by the Congress at some time in the past. In accordance
with CBO's mandate to provide objective and impartial analysis, the discussion of each
option presents the cases for and against it as fairly as possible. CBO does not endorse
the options included, nor does exclusion of any proposal imply a recommendation.

The report begins with an introductory chapter that provides general background
information on CBO's latest deficit projections and reviews the actions taken in the
1990 and 1993 deficit reduction efforts. The next three chapters present 161 options for
reducing spending, organized by broad categories that have become the focus for deficit
reduction efforts--defense and international discretionary spending, domestic discretion-
ary spending, and entitlements and other mandatory spending. The last chapter presents
36 revenue-generating options. The report concludes with an appendix listing the spend-
ing options by the budget functions that would be affected and a glossary of budget and
economic terms.

The economic assumptions and baseline budget projections underlying the estimates
of spending reductions and revenue increases contained in this volume are described in
more detail in the first volume of CBO's annual report, The Economic and Budget
Outlook: Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (January 1994).

All divisions of the Congressional Budget Office contributed to this report, which
was coordinated by James L. Blum. Philip Joyce prepared Chapter 1. The options
presented in Chapters 2 through 5 were coordinated by Mark B. Booth, David H.
Moore, R. Mark Musell, Constance Rhind, and Neil M. Singer. Budget authority and
outlay estimates were coordinated by Michael A. Miller, William P. Myers, Charles E.
Seagrave, and Robert A. Sunshine. Revenue estimates were prepared by the staffs of
the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Committee on Taxation and were re-
viewed by the Tax Analysis Division of CBO under the supervision of Rosemary D.
Marcuss.
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Chapter One

Curbing the Long-Run Growth
of the Federal Budget Deficit

Requires Further Policy Actions

he first session of the 103rd Congress saw crease from 3.1 percent at the end of 1993 to 4.5

the passage of the second multiyear deficit percent at the end of 1995, and long-term rates are
reduction package in three years. Each of expected to rise slightly over the same period as

these two packages resulted in deficit reduction in well.
excess of $400 billion, and the projected path of
federal budget deficits is significantly lower today Over the medium term (1996 through 1999),
than it would have been without the 1990 and 1993 CBO projects that potential real GDP will grow at
actions. But despite these two significant deficit an average annual rate of about 2.4 percent. (Poten-
reduction packages, the Congressional Budget tial GDP is the maximum level of output that can
Office (CBO) projects that annual deficits will re- be maintained without igniting inflation, based on
main in the $200 billion range in the short run and such factors as growth in the labor force, national
will increase both in dollar terms and as a percent- saving, and productivity.) Projected growth of real
age of gross domestic product (GDP) once again by GDP will exceed that rate through 1999--CBO
the turn of the century. For this reason, further assumes average annual growth of 2.6 percent in
policy actions are necessary if the deficit is to be 1996 through 1999. As a result, the gap between
brought down, and are most certainly necessary if actual and potential GDP would shrink from 2.0
the budget is to be brought into balance. percent at the end of 1993 to its historical average

of 0.6 percent in 1999. Steady growth at that pace
would push down unemployment to 5.7 percent in
1999. Because GDP, on average, remains below its
potential, the projected rate of inflation will be

The E-conomy and the Deficit steady. The projections assume a slight increase in
both short- and long-term interest rates during the

CBO forecasts that real GDP will grow at an annual 1996-1999 period.
rate of nearly 3 percent through 1995 (see Figure
1). The combination of moderate economic growth One factor that can significantly affect the abil-
and an increasing number of people actively looking ity of the economy to sustain real growth and re-
for work will result in a gradual decline in the un- main healthy in the long run is the federal budget
employment rate-from the 6.4 percent reported for deficit. Amid the concern that U.S. living standards
December 1993 to 6.0 percent at the end of 1995. may grow more slowly in coming decades than they
The consumer price index is expected to grow at did during most of the postwar period, reducing the
around 3 percent annually through 1995. The rate budget deficit continues to be an important focus of
on three-month Treasury bills is projected to in- attention because it will increase national saving. In
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fact, reducing the deficit is the most reliable way to vestments would also spur economic growth, but is
improve national saving. Over the long run, a per- not likely to be an effective substitute for the in-
manently higher rate of saving would stimulate new creased private investment that would stem from a
investment, increase productive capacity, lower real lower federal deficit. Further, although the deficit
interest rates, and raise the nation's standard of has been decreased substantially since 1990, it will
living. Decreasing federal spending on consumption begin to rise again as a percentage of GDP by late
and increasing spending on well-chosen public in- in this century.

Figure 1.
The Economic Forecast and Projection
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CHAPTER ONE CURBING THE LONG-RUN GROWTH OF THE FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT 3

are not changed and that discretionary spending
The Outlook for the Deficit keeps up with inflation once the Budget Enforce-

ment Act's (BEA's) statutory caps on discretionaryOver the Next 10 Years spending expire, indicate that deficits will decline

from $223 billion in fiscal year 1994 to $166 billion
The outlook for the deficit is distinctly rosier than it by fiscal year 1996. After that point, however, the
was a year ago, largely because of the substantial deficit is projected to rise again, exceeding $300
tax increases and spending cuts enacted by the billion again by fiscal year 2003. As a percentage
Congress last August in the Omnibus Budget Rec- of GDP, the federal deficit would decline to a low
onciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA-93). The actions of 2.2 percent in 1996 (down from a high of 4.9
taken in 1993--and the earlier deficit reduction percent in 1992), but would grow to 3 percent again
actions taken in November 1990--have resulted in a soon after the beginning of the next decade. The
substantial improvement in the long-run deficit ratio of federal debt to GDP would also begin to
picture from what would have occurred without climb again around the turn of the century.
those legislative steps.

The projected growth in the deficit will continue
The deficit problem, however, is not over. to be fueled by the growth of spending for the

CBO's projections indicate that, even accounting for government's health care programs--Medicare and
the changes resulting from these two actions, the Medicaid. These programs not only are projected to
deficit will continue to be unacceptably high be- almost triple in size in dollar terms, but each will
tween now and fiscal year 2004 (see Table 1). almost double as a percentage of GDP over the
These projections, which assume that current laws period as well. Adopting a plan that substantially

reforms the nation's health care system might slow
the future growth of such spending, but that positive
effect on the deficit might be more than offset--at

Table 1. least in the short to intermediate term--by the costs
Baseline Deficit Projections, of expanding health care coverage to people who

are currently uninsured.

Total Deficit In contrast, discretionary spending is projected
Assuming Discretionary Caps to decline as a percentage of GDP over the period

In Billions As a Percentage under current law, if the caps for 1994 through
of Dollars of GDP 1998 are complied with and no real growth occurs

in discretionary spending between 1999 and 2004.

1993 255 4.0 The projections assume that revenues remain a
1994 223 3.4 fairly constant percentage of GDP throughout the
195 171 2.4 period, as is implied by current law. Although all
1996 166 2.2 budget projections (particularly those extending far
1997 182 2.3 into the future) are imprecise, these projections
1998 180 2.2inoteftr)aeipeiethspojcos1999 204 2.4 represent CBO's best guess of where the federal
2000 226 2.5 budget is headed if current laws and policies are not
2001 256 2.7 changed. (For more details on both the economic
2002 288 2.9 and budget outlook, see Congressional Budget Of-
2003 324 3.1 fice, The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal
2004 365 3.3 Years 1995-1999, published in January 1994.)

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office. The imperative for additional deficit reduction
would become particularly acute if the Congress

NOTE: GDP = gross domestic product, were to enact, and the states were to ratify, a bal-

anced budget amendment to the Constitution. This
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amendment is scheduled to be considered again this pear to live within the annual constraints, while
year and may take effect as soon as fiscal year actually doing little to reduce the deficit. By early
1999, a year in which the deficit is projected to be 1990, it was obvious that the balanced budget target
$204 billion. If the amendment is adopted, the need was not going to be reached. The deficit in 1993
to consider a further reduction in the deficit will be (the year in which the revised targets were to re-
even more immediate, as a deficit reduction of that quire a balanced budget) turned out to be $255
size is most unlikely to occur in any one year. billion.
Consequently, making the kinds of policy choices
represented by the options in this volume will be- Largely because of the failures of GRH to re-
come more necessary than ever. duce the deficit as planned, a five-year budget plan

was enacted into law in November 1990, with two
major components. First, the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA-90) and several

What Happened to Deficit companion measures reduced the deficit by almost

Reduction in 1990 $500 billion over a five-year period (1991 through
1995), by a combination of tax increases, mandatory

and 1993? spending cuts, and limits on discretionary spending.
Those new laws increased net revenues by an esti-

If another large package of deficit reduction actions mated $158 billion over the five-year period; the
is to be attempted, the 1990 and 1993 deficit reduc- increased revenues included income tax changes
tion packages could serve as guides. Each of these affecting high-income taxpayers, an additional tax
packages was the product of an era in which the of 5 cents per gallon on motor fuels, and new or
primary focus of the budget process has been on increased excise taxes on various goods (see Table
deficit reduction. Reviewing what actions were 2). Entitlement spending was reduced by $75 bil-
taken can provide some insights into which of them lion, more than half of which ($42 billion) came

might be attempted in a third such package. from reducing Medicare spending. The sa,,ings on
discretionary spending (a total of $189 billion)
resulted from a combination of enacted savings in

The 1990 Budget Plan 1991 appropriation bills and new caps that were to
limit future appropriations through 1995. The ma-

The explosion of the federal budget deficit in the jority of the enacted and proposA.d savings in discre-

early 1980s resulted in a great deal of frustration tionary spending were to come from the defense

with the inability of the Congress and the President budget. The actions taken as a result of OBRA-90

to control it. In response to this frustration, the and the appropriation limits were also estimated to

Congress passed the Balanced Budget and Emer- reduce debt-service payments by a total of $59

gency Deficit Control Act of 1985, popularly known billion over the five years.

as the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) legislation.
GRH had a simple goal--to reduce the size of the In addition, the 1990 package established the
deficit to specified levels each year until expendi- Budget Enforcement Act, whose primary purpose
tures were in balance with revenues. According to was to ensure that the savings agreed to in the defi-
the targets specified in the legislation, the budget cit reduction accord would be realized. Two major
was to be balanced by fiscal year 1991 (in a 1987 sets of rules for enforcement were included. The
rewrite of the legislation, this date was changed to first of these was the discretionary spending caps on
fiscal year 1993). But the deficit did not come appropriations for fiscal years 1991 through 1995.
down as promised by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings For fiscal years 1991 through 1993, annual ceilings
legislation. In an effort to live within the short-term on budget authority and outlays were established for
budget constraints, the President and the Congress the three categories of discretionary spending--de-
circumvented the targets by relying on overly opti- fense, domestic, and international. After 1993, caps
mistic economic assumptions and short-term budget on budget authority and outlays exist only for the
fixes. This strategy enabled policymakers to ap- total of discretionary spending. Compliance with
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the appropriation caps is enforced through a seques- revenues not increase the deficit in any year. If this
tration of discretionary spending. The second major conditi, a is not met, the PAYGO discipline is en-
enforcement mechanism included in the BEA is the forced through a separate sequestration of the re-
pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) process. This set of rules sources available to a prescribed and limited number
requires that legislative actions affecting entitle- of mandatory programs, such as Medicare and farm
ments and other mandatory spending as well as price supports.

Table 2.
Major Elements of Deficit Reduction Under OBRA-90 (By fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

Five-Year
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 Total

Revenues
Increases in taxes on high-income individuals -2.4 -8.1 -8.9 -9.9 -10.9 -40.2
Increase in Medicare taxable ceiling to $125,000 -1.8 -5.7 -6.1 -6.4 -6.8 -26.9
Imposition of 5 cents per gallon motor fuels tax -4.4 -5.2 -5.1 -5.1 -5.2 -25.0
Increase in tobacco and alcohol taxes -1.8 -2.6 -3.4 -3.4 -3.4 -14.6
Extension and modification of telephone tax -1.6 -2.6 -2,- -2.9 -3.1 -13.1
Increase in Airport and Airway Trust Fund taxes -1.4 -2.3 -2.5 -2.7 -3.0 -11.9
Extension of OASDI coverage to certain state and

local government employees -0.4 -2.0 -2.1 -2.3 -2.4 -9.2
Change in accounting rules applying to

insurance companies -1.6 -1.8 -1.8 -1.7 -1.6 -8.6
Expansion of earned income tax credit a 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 1.7
Other -2.3 -2.9 0.4 -3.0 -2.9 -10.6

Subtotal -17.8 -33.0 -31.9 -37.0 -. 8.7 -158.4

Mandatory Spending
Medicare -Z.3 -5.7 -8.8 -11.2 -13.4 -42.5
Federal employee retirement and health benefits -2.3 -2.1 -3.1 -3.3 -3.7 -14.5
FDIC premiums -1.1 -1.8 -1.9 -2.1 -2.1 -9.0
Farm programs 0.6 -0.4 -1.1 -1.5 -1.7 -4.1
Veterans' benefits -0.6 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7 -0.8 -3.6
Federal Housing Administration reforms -0.6 -0.8 -0.7 -0.9 -0.6 -3.6
Federal Family Education Loans 0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.7 -1.7
Refundable earned income tax credit 0.2 2.5 3.2 4.1 6.7 16.6
Other -2.1 -3.2 -2.6 -2.3 -2.4 -12.5

Subtotal -9.3 -12.3 -16.0 -18.6 -18.7 -74.9

Discretionary Spending -5.5 -19.3 -31.6 -57.9 -75.1 -189.4

Debt Service -0.7 -4.3 -9.9 -17.5 -27.1 -59.5

Total Deficit Reduction -33.3 -68.8 -89.3 -131.0 -159.7 -482.1

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTES: A less detailed version of these estimates was published in Congressional Budget Office, The Economic and Budget Outlook. Fiscal Years
1992-1996 (January 1991); revenue increases are shown with a negative sign because they reduce the deficit.

OBRA-90 = Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990; OASDI = Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance; FDIC = Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.

a. Less than $500 million.
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The BEA was generally successful in its first billion in revenue increases. Aimost half of these
three years in enforcing compliance with the deficit increases came from raising income tax rates for
reduction actions. The discretionary spending caps high-income individuals. Other components of the
held; the appropriations committees and the Con- revenue increase included raising the motor fuels
gress lived within their limits in fiscal year 1992 tax again, repealing the cap on earnings subject to
and actually reduced appropriations to a level below the Medicare tax, and increasing the taxable portion
the caps in fiscal years 1993 and 1994. The pay-as- of Social Security benefits. Second, the package in-
you-go process seems to have discouraged major cluded a total of $77 billion in reductions in manda-
efforts either to increase entitlement spending or to tory spending, about 70 percent of which ($56 bil-
cut taxes. lion) came from reductions in Medicare. Third, the

extension of the discretionary spending caps is
Nonetheless, the deficit did not come down to estimated to save an additional $68 billion. Finally,

the levels promised in 1990. When the BEA was the aforementioned changes would reduce debt-
enacted, policymakers believed that the deficit service payments by $47 billion.
would be lowered substantially, but the BEA in-
cluded no requirement for additional deficit reduc-
tion if this outlook worsened. In the end, the deteri- Planning the Size and Makeup
oration of the economy and failure to project explo- of Another Deficit Reduction Package
sive growth in programs such as Medicare and
Medicaid were largely responsible for the increase How much further should the deficit be reduced?
in #he projected deficits since 1990. Virtually none There is no apparent consensus on this issue. By
of the change in the deficit outlook after OBRA-90 way of comparison, each of the last two budget rec-
resulted from legislative actions. Still, the contin- ondiliation agreements provided for more than $400
uing high deficits occasioned another effort to re- bilion inrspen ts and tax inreas oefi

ducethe, wichculinaed i th pasag ofthe billion in spending cuts and tax increases over five
duce them, which culminated in the passage of theUsroftivluemgtcndraohr
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. years. Users of this volume miglt consider another

package of roughly that size. One additional way to

approach the issue of appropriate size is to assume a
level of deficit reduction necessary to eliminate the

OBRA-93 deficit in fiscal year 1999, the earliest year in which
the proposed constitutional amendment to require a

Mindful of the need to reduce federal red ink fur- balanced budget would take effect. Eliminating the
ther, President Clinton in 1993 proposed another deficit through actions taken in the 1995-1999
five-year deficit reduction package. The goal of this period would necessitate total reductions of $600
plan was to redilce cumulative budget deficits by a billion over that period--a substantially larger reduc-
total of $500 billion between 1994 and 1998. The tion than that achieved by OBRA-93. Of this $600
Congress adjusted the proposal somewhat, but billion, almost $530 billion would need to come
OBRA-93, enacted in August of last year, eventu- through the kinds of policy actions included in this
ally codified a new five-year deficit reduction plan. volume. The remainder would come through the
It included revenue increases, discretionary spending accompanying debt-service savings.
cuts, and new, more stringent limitations on discre-
tionary spending. The BEA's enforcement proce- What is the appropriate mix of revenue in-
dures, including the discretionary caps and the creases and spending cuts in a deficit reduction
PAYGO process, were extended through 1998.
(Table 3 summarizes the results of the 1993 deficit
reduction actions.) 1. The $433 billion calculation is the level of deficit reduction if the

value of OBRA.93 is computed relative to the CBO capped base-

By CBO calculations, OBRA-93 reduced the line, which assumed that the caps set by the 1990 Budget Enforce-

projected deficits by $433 billion over the 1994- ment Act arm complied with. For more details on the budgetary
effect of OBRA-93. see Congressional Budget Office. The Eco-

1998 period, through a combination of four types of .and Budget Outlook An Update (September 1993).
actions.' First, the package included a total of $241
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Table 3.
Major Elements of Deficit Reduction Under OBRA-93 from the CBO Winter 1993 Baseline
(By fiscal year, In billions of dollars)

Five-Year
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Total

Revenues
Increase in tax rate for high-income individuals -15.4 -22.8 -25.7 -24.6 -26.3 -114.8
Extension and increase of motor fuels tax -4.4 -4.5 -7.4 -7.5 -7.5 -31.3
Repeal of cap on earnings subject to Medicare tax -2.8 -6.0 -6.4 -6.8 -7.2 -29.2
Increase in taxable portion of Social Security benefits -1.9 -4.6 -5.3 -6.0 -6.7 -24.6
Increase in corporate tax rate -4.4 -2.8 -2.9 -3.1 -3.2 -16.4
Reduced business meal and entertainment deduction -1.8 -3.1 -3.3 -3.4 -3.6 -15.3
Expansion of earned income tax credit a 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.7
Other 4.3 0.2 -0.9 -9.8 -4.6 -10.8

Subtotal -26. -43.5 -51.5 -60.7 -58.5 -240.6

Mandatory Spending
Medicare -2.1 -5.5 -11.6 -16.4 -20.2 -55.8
Federal employee retirement and health benefits -0.4 -0.8 -2.9 -3.7 -4.0 -12.0
FCC electromagnetic spectrum auction -1.7 -1.8 -1.7 -1.0 -1.0 -7.2
Medicaid a -1.0 -1.6 -2.1 -2.5 -7.1
Federal Family Education Loans -0.6 -0.4 -0.8 -1.2 -1.2 -4.3
Veterans' benefits -0.2 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -1.2 -2.6
Farm programs -0.1 -0.7 -0.5 -0.6 -0.5 -2.5
Refundable earned income tax credit 0.2 2.0 4.4 6.1 6.4 19.1
Food stamps a 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 2.5
Other -0.3 -0.2 -1.8 -2.4 -2.5 -7.2

Subtotal -5.3 -8.5 -16.6 -20.9 -25.7 -76.9

Discretionary Spending 0 0 -7.7 -23.0 -37.9 -68.5

Debt Service -0.9 -3.4 -7.5 -13.6 -21.3 -46.8

Total Deficit Reduction -32.6 -55.5 -83.3 -118.1 -143.4 -432.9

Memorandum: Deficit Reduction
from Alternative Baselines

Reduction from the CBO Uncapped Baselineb -47.4 -83.2 -111.8 -147.4 -174.5 -564.4

Reduction from the CBO Estimate of
the Administration's Baselinec -42.0 -72.9 -94.1 -123.7 -144.3 -476.9

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTES: The CBO winter 1993 baseline assumed compliance with the discretionary spending limits of the Budget Enforcement Act through 1995.
Discretionary outlays were assumed to grow at the same pace as inflation after 1995. See Congressional Budget Office, "An Analysis of the
President's February Budgetary Proposals," CBO Paper (March 1993).

Revenue increases are shown with a negative sign because they reduce the deficit.

OBRA-93 = Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993: FCC = Federal Communications Commission.

a. Less than $500 million.

b. The CEO March 1993 uncapped baseline assumed that discretionary outlays would grow from 1993 appropriated levels at the same pace as inflation
through 1998.

c. CBO's estimate of the Administration's baseline assumed that discretionary outlays for nondefense accounts would grow from the 1993 appropriated
levels at the same pace as inflation. Defense discretionary outlays equaled the amounts requested in the Bush Administration's January 1992 budget
request (with various adjustments by the Clinton Administration).
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package? Again, there is no absolute answer, but it income people is a matter of some debate: CBO
would surely be difficult to enact a large package of estimates that the 1990 and 1993 actions have re-
deficit reduction actions--as was enacted in 1990 suited in higher-income families' paying the same
and 1993--that relied solely on either cuts in spend- share of their income as taxes as comparable fami-
ing or increases in revenue. As an illustration, in lies did in 1977 (for an expanded discussion, see the
the path alluded to above, a package that eliminated introduction to Chapter 5). Although middle-
the deficit by fiscal year 1999 by cutting spending income taxpayers were affected by excise tax in-
alone would require spending reductions of more creases enacted in 1990 and 1993, they were largely
than I 1 percent. The increases in taxes would be an untouched by the increases in income taxes.
almost identical percentage if only revenue in-
creases were used to balance the budget. If there Defense. Since the passage of the BEA in 1990,
are to be large, multiyear deficit reduction packages the largest portion of discretionary savings has come
in the future, they will probably have to rely on a from the defense budget. The cuts in the defense
mix of spending and revenue actions. For this budget have permitted the discretionary caps to be
reason, policy actions that would both increase reached without any reduction--in inflation-adjusted
revenues and decrease spending are included in this terms--in other discretionary spending. But these
volume. cuts have reduced armed forces personnel and have

dislocated other workers in areas of the country that
The 1990 and the 1993 deficit reduction pack- rely on defense employment, making the prospects

ages relied on many of the same sources for reduc- of further reductions of this magnitude speculative
ing the deficit. On the revenue side, the OBRA-90 at best (see Table 4). This situation is exacerbated
agreement included a healthy dose of increases that
tended to be targeted toward high-income individu-
als, through a combination of increasing marginal
tax rates and phasing out or limiting exemptions and Table 4.

deductions; the percentage of revenue increases Comparisons of Defense and Other Discretionary

coming from this source was even bigger in OBRA- Approprations, Fiscal Years 1990-1994

93. On the spending side, reductions in the defense (In bilons of dollars)

budget have enabled the discretionary spending caps
to be complied with to date without the need for Other

substantial reductions in domestic appropriations. Discretionary Total
Further, the Medicare program has contributed the Defense Spending' Discretionary

largest share to reductions in mandatory spending.
The types of actions--increasing taxes on high-in- 1990 304.4 182.1 486.8

come people, cutting the defense budget, and reduc- 1991 287.9 202.5 490.4

ing Medicare spending--that have made up the ma- 1992 285.9 220.1 505.9

jority of the savings in the first two rounds may be 1993 277.1 227.0 504.2

more difficult to rely on in a third. 1994 262.0 238.0 500.0

Percentage
Revenues. Most striking about the 1990--and par- Change for

ticularly the 1993--tax actions was the relatively 1990-1994

large portion of the increases that fall on higher- Period -13.7 30.7 2.8

income taxpayers. For example, CBO estimates that
37 percent of the total additional revenues collected SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

as a result of OBRA-90 were collected from fami-
lies in the top 1 percent of the income distribution. NOTE: Excludes emergenmy spending, the majority of which oc-

curred in the defense category in 1991 and 1992 to cover the
In OBRA-93, the effect on families in the top 1 costs of Operation Desert Storm.
percent was much more pronounced, with 76 per-ofete wadde taxes boei p ainouned, bthi g6ro. a. Includes the Budget Enforcement Act categories of international
cent of the added taxes being paid by this group. and domestic discretionary spending.
The desirability of further increasing taxes on high-
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by recent changes in the world, which suggest that and also presents options that involve raising user
it is still an uncertain place in which to live. fees. Chapter 5 discusses options that would raise

tax revenues.
Medicare. The Medicare program has borne the
brunt of mandatory spending reductions in 1990 and Each of the options starts with a table showing
1993. Moreover, although health care spending is annual and cumulative five-year savings. For an
by far the biggest culprit in the rise in mandatory entitlement program, the numbers in these tables
spending, the possibility that the Congress will en- show the difference between what the program
act comprehensive health care reform has implica- would cost under the CBO baseline, which assumes
tions for the role that Medicare and other health continuation of current law, and what it would cost
programs may play in future deficit reduction ef- (in millions of dollars) under the proposed modifica-
forts. Though reductions such as the ones included tion. In the case of revenues, the entries show the
in this volume may be enacted, there is likely to be increase in tax collections (in billions of dollars)--
some disagreement over how these savings will be over and above those due under current law--that
used. Some policymakers may choose to dedicate would take place if the option were enacted.
the savings to deficit reduction, while others may
want to use the savings from changes in existing For discretionary programs, the tables compare
programs to finance expansions in services or cover- the savings with a baseline in which the assumed
age that may result from comprehensive health care level of appropriations equals the actual 1994 appro-
reform. priation increased for projected inflation. Because

this baseline does not incorporate the discretionary
In short, the three biggest single contributors to spending limits imposed by the Budget Enforcement

the two recent deficit reduction efforts--tax increases Act for 1994 through 1998, it is often termed the
on the wealthy, decreases in the defense budget, and uncapped baseline. In contrast, the CBO deficit
reductions in health care spending--may play a less- projections described earlier assume that the discre-
er role in the next round of deficit reduction. If so, tionary spending limits are met (see Table 5).
it means that if and when the next major deficit re-
duction agreement comes, it will probably involve In developing a deficit reduction plan, users of
different kinds of actions--and ones that the political this volume should subtract the savings for their
system has found it difficult or unnecessary to take chosen options from the deficits in the uncapped
so far. baseline. Just to reach the deficits in the CBO

baseline, they will have to select options that reduce
discretionary outlays by $11 billion in 1995, $19
billion in 1996, and $166 billion over the 1995-

How to Use This Report 1999 period. But even this understates the diffi-
culty of meeting the caps for many federal agencies,

This volume presents a menu of options that could since the uncapped baseline does not assume full
be used to make policy choices to reduce the deficit. funding of pay increases (including locality pay)
Users of this report will be able to select options, under current law for many federal employees.
based on their own policy preferences, that could Funding these increases will force many agencies to
contribute to decreasing federal red ink. identify cuts in other parts of their budgets over and

above those needed just to bridge the gap between
The policy options for deficit reduction, which the uncapped baseline and the CBO baseline.

include both those that would decrease spending and
those that would increase revenues, are presented in The path of the Clinton Administration's de-
the four remaining chapters of this report. Chapters fense budget offers much of the savings needed to
2 and 3 cover the discretionary front--national de- reach the CBO baseline from the uncapped baseline.
fense (including international programs) in Chapter Compared with the uncapped baseline, CBO esti-
2, and domestic programs in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 mates that the Administration's 1995 budget would
covers entitlements and other mandatory programs reduce defense outlays by $2 billion in 1995, $16
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billion in 1996, and $117 billion over the 1995- this volume presents the pros and cons of the vari-
1999 period (see Table 6 in Chapter 2 for additional ous proposals. The decision as to whether to carry
details). Many users of this volume may want to out any of them is for elected officials to make.
start by assuming all of the reductions inherent in
this year's budget request. In fact, most of the Numerous proposals have been made recently to
defense options are constructed with this year's re- decrease the deficit even further. These include
quest in mind. candidate Ross Perot's 1992 proposal, a more recent

plan put forward by the Concord Coalition, and
The specific options that are included in this numerous initiatives supported by Members of Con-

volume came from various sources, such as past gress (the best-known recent example was the pro-
Presidential budget proposals, past legislative pro- posal by Representatives Penny and Kasich, which
posals, and the suggestions of various private was considered in the first session of this Congress).
groups. Others have been developed by CBO staff. These proposals, and many others, have relied in
In none of these cases is the inclusion of an option part on past editions of Reducing the Deficit as
intended to communicate its endorsement by CBO. source materials. Readers who wish to develop
Further, this particular menu is meant to cover a other such plans might also find the options in this
broad range of options, and the exclusion of options volume to be a useful place to start.
does not necessarily imply that they lack merit.
Finally, variations of these options are also possible. Four general caveats are in order. First, virtu-
For example, tax rates could be raised by more or ally all of the options presented here would, in iso-
less than is contained in a specific option, or a lation, reduce employment temporarily. Accord-
decision could be made to change policies that ingly, this particular drawback is not noted in each
affect spending by a lesser or greater amount than is discussion. Similarly, all of the proposals to reduce
indicated in a spending option. For each option, grants to state and local governments would

Table S.
Required Reductions In Discretionary Spending (By fiscal year, In billions of dollars)

Cumulative
Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total

Uncapped Baseline Deficit 182.4 186.0 219.9 236.1 263.5 1,087.9

Reductions Required to Meet CBO Baseline
Discretionary spending -11.2 -19.0 -34.7 -50.7 -50.5 -166.1
Debt-service savings -0.3 -1.2 -2.8 -5.4 -8.6 -18.3

Subtotal -11.4 -20.2 -37.6 -56.1 -59.1 -184.4

CBO Baseline Deficitb 171.0 165.8 182.3 180.0 204.4 903.5

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

a. The assumed level of discretionary appropriations in 1995 through 1999 equals actual 1993 appropriations increa "d for projected inflation and
excludes emergencies.

b. Discretionary appropriations are held to the limits established by the Budget Enforcement Act through 1998 and are adjusted for inflation thereafter.
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make their financial status worse, and that fact is for the options discussed here. The estimates do not
not repeated in each discussion. take into account the possible gains or losses in

GDP or other economic effects associated with
Second, some options may not be counted in large-scale deficit reduction. All options, instead,

meeting the BEA'. requirements for implementa- are evaluated against CBO's assumptions about the
tion, even though they -would reduce the deficit. An path of the economy.
example would be a red~ction in Social Security
spending, which would n Jt enter either the discre- Fourth, subsequent CBO cost estimates, which
tionary or PAYGO calculus, since Social Security are required to accompany any bill reported by a
was given its own limiting rule in the BEA. Gener- Congressional committee, may not match exactly
ally, if the savings cannot be counted under the the numbers shown in this report. Policy proposals
BEA, this caveat is noted in the write-ups of indi- that are the subject of these subsequent cost esti-
vidual options. mates may not be identical to those analyzed in this

book, or assumptions used in the analysis may dif-
Third, though all of the options, if devoted to fer. For example, certain individual options con-

deficit reduction, would reduce federal interest tained in Reducing the Deficit that affect federal
costs, these savings are not part of the calculations employment assume that reductions can be accom-
made. Ordinarily, when CBO is presented with a modated without extra costs because of severance
detailed budgetary plan, the individual options are pay and early retirement programs. Further, future
"costed" as in this book, but a supplementary saving estimates may be compared with baselines that are
is calculated for the effect of the whole package on different from the one used for the estimates that
net interest spending. Moreover, when such budget follow in this volume. Finally, estimates for indi-
packages are put together, one can adjust for any vidual years included in the options presented here
interactions among the parts that would raise or have often been rounded to the nearest $5 million,
lower the savings--something that cannot be done $10 million, or $100 million.



ChMpter Two

Defense and International
Discretionary Spending

B udget authority for national defense has

declined markedly in real terms since 1985, Threats to National Security
and further reductions are part of the Ad-

ministration's plan for defense through 1999. In the It is axiomatic that U.S. military forces must be
past, defense cuts have been motivated by b~oth strong enough to deter threats tG national security at
budgetary pressures and geopolitical changes. Bud- an acceptable level of risk and to defeat such threats
getary pressures will continue to influence the Con- if deterrence fails. In practice, this axiom translated
gressional debate over defense spending for 1995 for many years into strategic forces able to deter the
and beyond, as discussed in Chapter I of this vol- nuclear threat posed by the Soviet Union, and con-

ume. In particular, the fixed dollar limits on total ventional (nonnuclear) forces capable of simulta-

discretionary outlays offer little room for new non- neously fighting a learg war in Europe and a major

defense programs unless they are financed through regional conflict elsewhere. Smaller commitments,
additional cuts in defense spending, such as fighting insurgencies or projecting power in

isolated parts of the globe, were largely subsumedProponents of defense in the Congress and the in the major force requirements.

Administration, however, argue that further reduc-

tions in defense spending would be unwise. They Geopolitical changes during the past few years
contend that the steady drawdown of military forces have fundamentally altered the threats from which
has reduced U.S. military capability at least as rap- these requirements were derived. During the Coid
idly as the easing of world tensions has reduced the War, the overriding danger to the United States was
threat. They point to the Administration's Bottom- the global threat from the Soviet Union's nuclear
Up Review (BUR), organized last year by then and conventional forces. As stated succinctly in the
Secretary of Defense Les Aspin, as justification for Department of Defense's (DoD's) report on the
opposing further cuts in defense. BUR, in contrast, in today's world there is no single

preeminent threat: instead, new dangers exist in theThese conflicting arguments suggest that th spread of nuclear, biological, and chemical weap-

debate over the 1995 defense budget will be conten- s are ssion byoregioal pwr etic and
tiou. T hel inormthatdebtethischater ons; aggression by regional powers; ethnic and

tious. To help inform that debate, this chapter religious conflicts; the potential for the failure of

presents 44 options for cutting spending in a wide democratic reform efforts in the republics of the

range of defense and international programs. This former Soviet Union and elsewhere; and the possi-

introduction sets these choices in the broader con- bility that the United States' economy will fail to

text of the United States' national security objec- recover and grow.

tives and economic constraints and discusses some

of the criteria that might be applied in judging the These new threats have led some Members of
merits of the individual options, the Administration and the Congress, including
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some senior Members of the Committees on Armed defense spending constitutes one budgetary path
Services, to conclude that further cuts in defense consistent with the OBRA-93 caps. DoD's budget
funding would endanger force structure, readiness, allocation, however, was insufficient to fund the
or modernization programs that are essential to forces recommended in the BUR and related invest-
national security. In support of their position, pro- ment programs because of higher projected infla-
ponents of defense spending can point to a variety tion. This well-publicized shortfall has led some
of global events, including North Korea's emerging Members of Congress to call for increases in de-
nuclear program, the threat that hostilities in Bosnia fense spending.
will spread throughout the Balkans, and the persis-
tence of ethnic strife in many of the republics of the Nonetheless, there could well be pressure for
former Soviet Union. significantly larger defense cuts. Supporters of the

Administration's domestic agenda may want to
Threats such as these underlie the recommenda- finance their programs through reductions in defense

tions of the Bottom-Up Review. The forces recom- spending. Congressional interest in deficit reduction
mended by the BUR, however, are not linked spe- remains strong, as shown by last year's close House
cifically to particular scenarios or warfighting plans. vote on the plan offered by Congressmen Penny and
Instead, they constitute what the department believes Kasich. And even if a package of specific spending
are "sufficiently capable and flexible military forces cuts beyond those implicit in OBRA-93's caps on
. . . to fight and win two major regional conflicts discretionary spending is not enacted, further reduc-
nearly simultaneously." Left unanswered in the tions might be mandated if the Congress passes a
BUR report are many important questions: Would balanced budget amendment.
the Army divisions be heavily armored or light?
Would there be sufficient air- and sealift to deploy
to distant theaters? Could the reserves be mobilized
and deployed rapidly enough to meet contingency Effects of Alternative
plans? Does the Air Force need to modernize its
fighter fleet to meet future threats? Such questions Reductions on Military
may be raised in Congressional review of the Ad- Capability
ministration's plan.

The combination of budgetary constraints and re-
ductions in the threat to U.S. security have already
led to cuts in military forces and programs. TheEconomic and Budgetary possibility that further cuts might be proposed raises

Constraints the question of whether the remaining forces would
be sufficiently capable to defend against foreseeable

Both in the Congress and elsewhere, many voices military threats. At issue are the size of these

have called for defense spending to be reallocated to forces, their readiness to fight early in a war, and

other national needs. Suggested uses for the peace modernization of their weapons.

dividend have included virtually every type of fed-
eral program: national health care, tax relief, in-
creased grants to states and localities, rebuilding the Size of Forces
nation's transportation systems, aid to education,
higher payments for Aid to Families with Depen- Based on judgments expressed in the Bottom-Up
dent Children, space programs, and countless others. Review, cuts in force levels below the levels of the

Administration's plan would jeopardize the ability
As was discussed in Chapter 1, the spending to meet U.S. military requirements. Those judg-

ceiling incorporated in the Omnibus Budget Recon- ments reflect the desire to have enough active and
ciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA-93) applies only to the reserve forces to win two nearly simultaneous major
aggregate of defense and nondefense appropriations, regional conflicts of approximately the scale of
The Administration's plan for defense and non- Operation Desert Storm. Such a goal might well
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require all the units in the Administration's plan, the likelihood of having to fight two nearly simulta-
together with "force enhancements" such as ex- neous major regional conflicts as remote and thus
panded prepositioning, and even then there would question the need for forces as large as those in the
be few forces in reserve for additional missions Administration's plan. Smaller U.S. forces could
such as peacekeeping or military presence. still be substantial in comparison with those of

regional powers that maintain large military forces,
The BUR recommends ground forces consisting such as Iraq and North Korea. A smaller active

of 10 active Army divisions, down from the Bush force also would be large enough to meet the needs
Administration's plan for 12 active divisions, and a of a large regional conflict such as Operation Desert
cut of 18 percent in Army reserve personnel. Navy Storm if reserve forces were called to active duty as
forces would include 11 active carrier battle groups backups for other contingencies. And forces from
and one more manned partly with reserves, a re- allied nations might well be available to supplement
duction of one fully active battle group. The Air U.S. forces, as they were in Operation Desert
Force would retain 13 wings of tactical aircraft Storm.
(fighters) in the active component and seven in the
reserves, down from a previous total of 26 wings. Moreover, smaller U.S. forces should be ade-
The Marine Corps would consist of three active and quate to handle smaller contingencies of the sort
one reserve divisions, the same as its current com- that have occurred in the past. Leaving aside Oper-
position. Overall, active forces in 1999 would total ation Desert Storm and wars for which the United
only about 1.4 million, nearly 200,000 below previ- States has used conscription to build up its military,
ous plans, and reserve force levels would fall by the largest previous deployment of U.S. forces in
over 100,000, a slightly smaller percentage decline, combat consisted of the 22,500 troops used in Pan-

ama in 1990 for Operation Just Cause. (At its peak,
Some of the BUR's recommendations have Operation Restore Hope in Somalia--which was

already been adopted. Congressional supporters of largely a peacekeeping mission, despite occasional
Reserve and National Guard forces have indicated episodes of intense combat--involved about 25,800
acceptance of the Administration's plan to scale U.S. troops.) The military forces recommended by
down the reserve components. Similarly, as some the BUR would far exceed those required to handle
in the Congress had urged, the Administration has such relatively small contingencies.
reduced to a technology development program the
effort to build a national missile defense system and
shifted some of its ballistic missile defense efforts Readiness
toward regional threats such as the shorter-range
Scud missiles used by Iraq in the Persian Gulf War. Readiness for war is another criterion used to judge

military capability. During the transition to a
Defense proponents in the Congress and else- smaller force, military readiness would probably be

where argue that the BUR's recommendations go reduced in comparison with current levels. As addi-
too far. They express concern that the BUR does tional units are eliminated, the services will have to
not provide enough air- and sealift capacity to move reassign and perhaps retrain personnel and either
forces between theaters as envisioned in the report. redistribute equipment or prepare it for storage.
They believe that prior defense reductions have Larger reductions would mean a greater disruption
eliminated new weapon systems that the smaller in training and readiness.
forces in the BUR would need to be effective. And
they decry the absence of any program that would Once this transition was over, however, training
deploy defenses against missile attacks on the U.S. and readiness probably would depend on the amount
mainland. of operating funds available for a typical unit. The

Congress and the Administration seem united in the
Supporters of larger cuts in military forces, belief that training and readiness need to be main-

however, contend that the assumptions underlying tained even in a period of budget reductions, al-
the BUR are unnecessarily pessimistic. They view though operating funds were not exempted from
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cuts in the 1994 budget. The importance placed on sharply from levels of the 1980s. Coupled with the
readiness thus suggests that training, maintenance, high prices of many new weapons, lower procure-
and other activities related to readiness should be ment budgets would cause the industrial base for
able to continue at current levels, weapons production to shrink, perhaps jeopardizing

the ability of the United States to produce weapons
Readiness also depends on the number, quality, in large quantities in the future, should that be

and experience of military and civilian personnel, needed.
Unless the military services draw down their forces
in a balanced manner, they might be left with more The reductions in capability associated with
senior personnel and fewer recruits than they need. slower modernization could be offset, at least for
That could result in assignment mismatches, slower some types of forces, by making disproportionate
promotions, lower morale, and--in the long run--a cuts in other types of units. For example, strategic
shortage of midcareer commissioned and noncom- forces might be subject to larger-than-planned re-
missioned officers. If the overall drawdown was ductions if relations between the United States and
smaller than for some of the options discussed in the republics of the former Soviet Union continued
this chapter, these problems might not be as severe, to improve.

Within the military services and in some quar-
ters in the Congress, there is the belief that readi-
ness has deteriorated from the peak of Operation Specific Options for Reducing
Desert Storm, perhaps even to levels associated with
the "hollow" forces of the late 1970s and early Defense Spending
1980s. Concern about this possibility led to the
creation of several DoD task forces to address readi- Many of the issues touched on briefly in this intro-
ness, and a senior position was created in the Office duction are discussed at greater length in connection
of the Secretary of Defense to provide a focal point with the specific options presented in the remainder
for readiness issues. Some indicators suggest that of the chapter. Those options are grouped accord-
recent declines in readiness have been modest, at ing to topic. Options numbered DEF-01 through
worst, and that U.S. forces are not substantially less DEF-20 address changes in investment plans and
ready than in the years before Operation Desert force structure. These options include possible
Storm. Nonetheless, widespread perceptions, and reductions in funding for strategic systems, Navy
the fear of future declines in readiness if funding is ships and related systems, tactical aircraft in the
cut further, may make it difficult to realize savings Navy and Air Force, and Army units, as well as
from those categories of spending tied to readiness, other issues related to procurement.

Options for reducing the costs of manpower,
Modernization both military and civilian, and support activities are

presented in DEF-21 through DEF-37. Some of
During the next decade or so, the Administration these options would reduce pay, and others would
plans to equip many military units with new and change personnel policies, funding for operation and
expensive weapons. Additional reductions in fund- maintenance, and military medical care. Finally,
ing for procurement would force many of these options dealing with international affairs (budget
modernization plans to be abandoned or delayed function 150) are presented in DEF-38 through
significantly. Systems affected could include those DEF-44.
in all four services and strategic as well as conven-
tional forces. Each of the defense options displays savings in

comparison with both the CBO baseline and CBO's
Canceling or delaying weapon systems could estimate of the Administration's plan. The text

adversely affect the viability of many defense con- tables show total savings in the federal budget. For
tractors. Procurement budgets have already fallen many options, savings in the DoD budget (budget
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function 050) include accrual charges *for military others might use wholly different criteria. More-
and civilian retirement programs. These charges over, the options have not been designed to be
result in transfers to other federal budgetary ac- additive, so that in some cases more than one option
counts and are offset in the overall federal budget, might include the same savings.
so net federal savings for these options are lower
than savings in the DoD budget. DoD savings are Subject to this caution, readers might choose to
presented in Appendix A. combine options to meet a target for deficit reduc-

tion. Table 5 in Chapter 1 displays deficit projec-
The options in this chapter are neither recom- tions that reflect defense spending according to the

mendations about nor a comprehensive list of ways uncapped (inflation-adjusted) CBO baseline, as
to reduce the defense budget. Options were in- shown in Table 6. Most of the options in this chap-
cluded here because the Congressional Budget Of- ter, however, show savings relative to both this
fice judged that they met one or more of several uncapped baseline and the Administration's plan.
criteria: they had previously been the subject of Thus, the reader can start with either the baseline or
Congressional debate, the need for them might be the budget request and select from the options ac-
affected by recent changes in threats, or the option's cordingly.
efficacy was supported by analysis. Other analysts
applying the same criteria might well reach different With the uncapped baseline as a starting point,
conclusions about which options to include; still constructing a deficit reduction plan is straightfor-

Table 6.
Comparison of CBO's Uncapped Baseline with the Administration's February 1994 Defense Plan
(By fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total

Uncapped CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 269.0 277.6 286.0 294.8 303.9 1,431.3
Outlays 272.8 276.9 282.7 290.0 297.9 1,420.3

CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 263.8 255.3 252.0 258.7 265.1 1,294.9
Outlays 271.3 261.1 256.4 256.6 257.5 1,302.9

Savings

Budget Authority 5.2 22.3 34.0 36.1 38.8 136.4
Outlays 1.5 15.8 26.3 33.4 40.4 117.4

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The uncapped baseline assuims that individual discretionary appropriations increase at the rate of inflation.
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ward. The outlay savings from any package of op- would require two steps to reach a deficit reduction
tions can be subtracted directly from the deficits target. The first step would be to reduce the deficit
projected in Table 5 for the uncapped baseline. The and defense outlays under the uncapped baseline
Administration, however, has proposed cuts in many over the next five years by $117 billion (that is, the
defense programs. Because the baseline generally difference between the uncapped baseline and the
assumes continuation of programs at the real (infla- Administration's plan, as shown in Table 6). The
tion-adjusted) levels funded for 1994, the savings of second step would be to select individual budget op-
a particular option are often greater relative to the tions using the outlay savings projected relative to
baseline than to the Administration's plan. None- the plan instead of relative to the baseline. Savings
theless, adding up savings from the options shown associated with particular options then would be
here may not yield as much deficit reduction as the added to the savings already contained in the Ad-
Administration's plan, which also includes many ministration's plan to get the total amount of deficit
cuts in defense programs besides those discussed in reduction. Thus, the revised deficits (or surpluses)
this volume. would be computed by subtracting from the deficits

under the uncapped baseline, as shown in Table 5,
Alternatively, a reader seeking to reduce the both the outlay savings planned by the Administra-

defense budget may want to choose the Administra- tion--$117 billion--and the additional outlay savings
tion's plan as a starting point. That starting point from the package of options.
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DEF-01 REDUCE NUCLEAR DELIVERY SYSTEMS WITHIN OVERALL LIMITS OF START II

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 370 710 860 1,020 1,160 4,120
Outlays 280 580 750 920 1,060 3,590

Savinp from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 120 320 510 710 840 2,500
Outlays 80 250 420 600 750 2,100

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Depatment of Defense budget.

With the end of the Cold War, the nuclear super- roughly twice as many warheads as planned on each
powers have begun to scale back the size of their Trident missile. By deploying Trident nuclear war-
nuclear arsenals. If put into effect, the Strategic heads more economically and in a manner consis-
Arms Reduction Talks (START I and START II), tent with START II, this option represents one
completed in 1991 and 1993, respectively, will approach to satisfying a goal expressed by the
require that long-range nuclear forces be cut by House Committee on Armed Services in its report
roughly two-thirds of their 1990 levels by early in on the 1994 defense authorization act.
the next century. The United States and Russia
have begun to plan their nuclear forces within the Under this option, the United States would retire
framework provided by these accords; Ukraine's eight Trident submarines, 200 Minuteman III
apparent decision of February 1994 to accede to ICBMs, and about 50 B-52H bombers. It would
START should aid greatly in the effort to imple- deploy 300 Minuteman III ICBMs (carrying 300
ment these treaties. warheads), 50 to 60 nuclear bombers--a comb;..rtion

of all the remaining B-52H and some of the B-1
The most recent official plan for U.S. nuclear fleet--each with a loading of 16 to 20 warheads

forces, subject to revision by an ongoing Pentagon (1,000 warheads), 20 B-2 bombers (320 warheads),
review of U.S. nuclear doctrine and forces, envi- and 10 Trident submarines, each with a near-maxi-
sions a strategic force with 500 Minuteman III mum loading of 175 warheads (1,750 warheads).
ICBMs (intercontinental ballistic missiles carrying a The total strategic nuclear force would consist of
total of 500 warheads), up to 94 B-52H bombers some 3,400 warheads, and no weapon system would
(probably about 950 warheads), 20 B-2 bombers be deployed with more warheads than it was de-
(about 320 warheads), and 18 Trident submarines signed for.
(about 1,730 warheads). Overall, the strategic nu-
clear arsenal would reach the START II ceiling of Air Force documents suggest that the Adminis-
3,500 warheads. tration may decide to reduce the deployable B-52H

force to about the level assumed in this option
This option would not reduce the number of (roughly 40). Thus, the above table counts no say-

warheads below START H levels, but instead would "ngs from reductions in the bomber force. Still, this
retire some systems the Administration plans to approach would save $120 million in 1995 and a
retain, offsetting the loss in warheads by deploying total of nearly $2.5 billion from 1995 through 1999
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compared with the Administration's plan. Savings nuclear modernization programs in the former So-
would be greater in comparison w~th the CBO base- viet Union terminated, fewer weapons at high states
line, which assumes no reductions from 1994 force of readiness, and geopolitical competition over,
levels, these concerns have become less acute. The United

States may now decide that it can save money by
These savings reflect reduced operating and deploying its warheads on a smaller number of

support costs for the forces that would be retired, weapon systems.
(In audition, forgoing the acquisition of submarine-
launched missiles would yield additional savings not This option also would preserve flexibility for
included here. See DEF-02 for a discussion of future developments. For example, it would retain
Trident (D5) missiles.) three types of nuclear systems (the so-called triad),

despite the suggestions of some analysts that ICBMs
Although not reflected in the above table, the be retired in order to save money. This option

savings under this option might be partially offset would retain ICBMs because at least a modest frac-
by a funding increase of several tens of nmllions of tion of them would be able to survive virtually any
dollars each year to improve the safety of existing type of attvck by any country, even if they had been
U.S. forces. These funds would allow the place- taken off alert; they also provide an additional mar-
ment of so-called permissive-action links on subma- gin of security against an adversary's developing a
rine-based missiles and accidental-destruct mecha- new technology that might render one or more legs
nisms on all ballistic missiles. These features, of the nuclear triad more vulnerable to attack.
advocated by many analysts but not universally ac-
cepted or part of the Department of Defense's plans, Against this option's advantages, the Congress
would reduce the risk of an unauthorized launch of would have to balance a number of disadvantages.
missiles and provide a mechanism for destroying Carrying more warheads on individual weapons
any missiles that were launched accidentally. platforms would somewhat reduce the targeting

flexibility of U.S. planners. Particularly on Trident
During the Cold War, this option might have submarine-launched missiles, whose number of

raised concerns about stability. By putting more warheads would be doubled, it also might increase
nuclear "eggs" in fewer baskets, the United States the severity of any accident that resulted in dispers-
would have increased--at least somewhat--its vulner- ing toxic plutonium particles over populated areas.
ability to a surprise attack. But today, with most
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DEF-02 TERMINATE PRODUCTION OF D5 MISSILES AFTER 1994

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 900 700 700 1,100 1,200 4,.J0
Outlays 130 370 640 740 890 2,770

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 600 400 600 900 1,200 3,700
Outlays 80 230 420 540 760 2,030

The D5 missile (also called the Trident II missile) is The C4 missiles are aging, and the Navy had
the most accurate and powerful submarine-launched planned to modify (backfit) the first eight Trident
ballistic missile (SLBM) in the U.S. inventory. The submarines beginning in 2001 so that they could
result of more than 15 years of research and devel- carry the larger D5 missile. Otherwise, according to
opment, it is the keystone of the Navy's plan to the Navy, the C4 missiles will have to undergo an
modernize its ballistic missile force. Because of its expensive program to keep them in service until
accuracy and the size of its warheads, the D5 is the their submarines are retired. The Administration

first submarine-launched missile that has a high will not make a decision about the backfit until next
probability of destroying counterforce targets-that year. But it has not included funds in its budget for
is, targets such as missile silos and command bunk- 1995 through 1999 for either backfitting the subma-
ers that are hardened against nuclear attack. This rines or extending the service life of the C4 mis-
capability will allow the Navy to assume some of siles. Because the Navy must do one or the other
the counterforce missions that previously could be and because both programs will cost roughly the
carried out only by the Air Force's land-based inter- same, according to the Navy, CBO has included
continental ballistic missiles and long-range backfit costs in its estimate of the Administration's
bombers. plan.

By 1998, the Administration will deploy a force In contrast to the Administration's plan, this
of 18 Trident submarines. The newest 10 Trident option would terminate D5 production at the end of
submarines--four of which are still under construc- 1994 after buying 319 missiles. This option would
tion--will be outfitted with the D5 missile. Because require the Navy to make three changes to its Tri-
the D5 missile had not yet been developed, the first dent submarine force in order to reduce its require-
eight Trident submarines were originally outfitted ments for D5 missiles. First, the Navy would have
with the older C4 missile, which is less accurate and to terminate the backfit program and continue to
has a shorter range than the D5. The Administra- deploy the C4 missile on the first eight submarines.
tion plans to procure a total of 389 D5 missiles and Second, the Navy would have to undertake a new
to install 24 of them on each of the Trident subma- program to extend the life of the aging C4 missiles
rines that will be capable of carrying the D5. The so that they could remain in the fleet until the Tri-
remainder will be used for testing. The Navy has dent submarines carrying thent were retired. Third,
already purchased 319 missiles and plans to buy 18 the Navy would have to modify the Trident subma-
more in 1995, 12 per year from 1996 through 1999, nines to carry only 12 missiles rather than the 24
and four in 2000. missiles they were built to carry. To keep the num-
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ber of U.S. warheads at the ceiling allowed by the Office, Rethinking the Trident Force (July 1993),
second Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START II) for more details about the effects of this and other
Treaty--which limits the number of warheads on options for reducing the costs of the Trident force.)
submarine-launched ballistic missiles to 1,750--this
option would deploy eight warheads on each missile Perhaps most important, deactivating 12 missile
(for a total of 1,728). In contrast, the Administra- tubes on each submarine ("detubing") would require
tion plans to comply with the treaty by reducing the changes to the START treaty. If the United States
number of warheads per missile from eight to four terminated D5 production before it could reach an
and keeping the number of missiles per submarine agreement with the Russians to allow detubing, it
at 24. would be required to deploy almost 500 warheads

fewer than the Administration had planned under
Relative to the Administration's plan, this op- START II. Administration officials have expressed

tion would buy 66 fewer missiles and save $600 reluctance to enter negotiations to modify the
million in 1995 and $3.7 billion through 1999. START protocols for two reasons. First, the Ad-
Savings relative to the CBO baseline ($900 million ministration is trying to stave off requests by Russia
in 1995 and $4.6 billion over the next five years) and other former Soviet republics to modify some
would be higher because the baseline, which is of the provisions in the treaty that they find costly
based on the Administration's plan for 1994, as- or onerous for other reasons. In this context, Presi-
sumes that the Navy would buy 24 missiles annu- dent Clinton has stated that raising the detubing
ally through 1999. Most of the savings are attribut- issue would undermine U.S. efforts to keep the
able to reducing the number of missiles per subma- treaty intact and might even cause the START
rine. Canceling the backfit generates only small net treaty to unravel. Second, Russia might try to ex-
savings because of the added costs required to ex- tract some concessions from the United States that
tend the life of the C4 missiles. Savings are also the Administration would prefer to avoid.
offset modestly (by about $1 billion) beyond 1998
by the cost of modifying the submarines to carry 12 Nevertheless, terminating D5 production may be
missiles in a way that can be verified, acceptable given the marked reduction in the

chances of nuclear war between the superpowers.
There are drawbacks associated with terminating In this environment, the capability that would be

D5 production. Because this option would not retained under this option for Trident submarines to
deploy D5s on the first eight Trident submarines, it destroy hardened targets, which exceeds the capabil-
would reduce the number of warheads on D5 mis- ity that exists in today's fleet of ballistic missile
siles by 44 percent below planned levels, which submarines, may be judged sufficient to deter nu-
would reduce the capability of the fleet to destroy clear war. Although this option reduces the range
some types of hardened targets. In addition, in- of the missiles and the size of submarine patrol
creasing the number of warheads per missile from areas relative to those of the Administration's plan,
four to eight would reduce the range of the missiles. they would still exceed those planned during the
That would decrease the areas of the ocean in which Cold War when Russia's antisubmarine capability
submarines could operate, thereby rendering the was greater.
fleet somewhat more vulnerable. Furthermore,
increasing the number of warheads per missile The targeting flexibility given up by this option
would reduce the targeting flexibility of the force might not significantly affect the ability of the
because the Navy can cover more widely dispersed SLBM force to deter nuclear war. It is not clear
targets with four warheads on each of two missiles that the force of 1,728 warheads that the Adminis-
than with eight warheads on a single missile. Also, tration plans to deploy on its Trident fleet under
requiring the Navy to deploy D5 missiles with their START II will deter an adversary more effectively
full load of eight warheads would prevent the Unit- if it is deployed on 432 rather than 216 missiles.
ed States from increasing the size of its SLBM The diminished likelihood of nuclear war with Rus-
force rapidly if Russia were to break out of the sia may also have reduced the rationale for the
START II treaty. (See Congressional Budget United States to deploy only four warheads on each
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D5 missile (which can carry eight) in order to retain established to implement the treaty. Indeed, the
its ability to increase U.S. nuclear forces rapidly. treaty obligates the parties to try this approach first.
Moreover, the United States could increase the Regardless of the approach used, Russia may agree
number of warheads on land-based ballistic missiles to detubing to eliminate the significant breakout
or bombers if Russia was to break out of the potential posed by the United States' half-loaded
START II treaty. SLBMs. Furthermore, the Administration may be

able to explore the detubing approach with Russia
Finally, it may be possible to address the treaty to see if it can be achieved without raising unrea-

issues associated with deactivating missile tubes by sonable requests from the former Soviet states.
making modest changes to the START protocols Alternatively, post-Cold War realities may allow
without formal amendments to the START treaty. some of the changes to START that these states
If both sides are willing, they can make the changes have suggested without undermining the treaty or
in the Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission jeopardizing the security of the United States.
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DEF-03 REDUCE DOE'S WARHEAD ACTIVITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 160 370 670 780 900 2,880
Outlays 110 310 580 750 870 2,620

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 160 370 680 790 920 2,920
Outlays 110 310 590 760 880 2,650

For the first four decades of the nuclear age, the This option would gradually reduce DOE's
United States spent billions of dollars a year to annual costs for developing, producing, and main-
produce highly enriched uranium, plutonium, and taining nuclear weapons and materials to about $4
tritium for use in weapon systems. It also em- billion. Savings compared with the Administra-
ployed thousands of weapons scientists to improve tion's plan and the CBO baseline would be about
the ways in which warheads were designed and $160 million in fiscal year 1995 and total $2.9
built, and kept over 20,000 warheads in its arsenal. billion over five years.
By contrast, the United States now plans to keep
only about 5,000 warheads in active service and is These savings are predicated on two broad
gradually working toward this goal by dismantling changes in policy. First, the option assumes a per-
existing warheads and not building any new ones. manent end to nuclear testing and related reductions
It no longer produces nuclear materials (although in spending at nuclear research, development, and
tritium, which decays with a half-life of about 12.3 testing facilities. Further, it assumes that the future
years, will need to be produced starting fairly early U.S. nuclear arsenal would contain no more than
in the next century). Finally, the United States has 3,500 warheads of all kinds combined--the maxi-
adopted a restrictive policy for testing its nuclear mum number of strategic warheads that can be
weapons. deployed under the second Strategic Arms Reduc-

tion Talks (START I) Treaty. Weapons in storage
These steps are producing substantial savings in and all tactical warheads would be eliminated. As a

the defense programs accounts of the Department of consequence, nuclear facilities could be built on a
Energy (DOE), which is responsible for the devel- smaller scale.
opment, production, and maintenance of nuclear
weapons and materials. Secretary of Energy Under this approach, one of the two main weap-
O'Leary's first budget proposal anticipates that ons design labs--either Los Alamos or Livermore--
annual spending will decline to about $5.2 billion would effectively be taken out of the nuclear war-
by the late 1990s, in contrast to the 1993 level of head business. Much of the spending at the Nevada
$7 billion. Even at $5.2 billion a year, however, Test Site would be cut, under the presumption that a
spending on defense programs still would exceed permanent end to nuclear testing and a cessation in
average real levels in the 1970s, when the United development of new types of nuclear warheads
States was designing new warheads and maintaining would allow for a significant scaling back of opera-
an arsenal of some 25,000 warheads. Further sub- tions. No full-fledged successor to the Rocky Flats
stantial reductions in DOE's weapons facilities, plutonium processing facility would be constructed.
activities, and spending may therefore be possible. Plutonium pits, the spherical shells of fissionable
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material used to start nuclear explosions, would be tional comprehensive test ban (CTB). If achieved, a
built at whichever weapons lab remained involved CTB might bolster the prospects for extending and
with warhead design--both as a way to economize expanding the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
and as a way to maintain the proficiency of the This 1970 treaty, due for renewal in 1995, calls for
laboratories. At least one of the three major DOE an end to all nuclear testing. By agreeing to a
facilities in South Carolir ennessee, and Texas CTB, the United States might improve the prospects
would be closed. Neces, -nctions related to the for a strengthened nonproliferation treaty that al-
maintenance, assembly, dis,,sembly, and storage of lowed challenge inspections and a broader range of
nuclear warheads and materials would be consoli- standard inspections on the territories of potential
dated at the remaining site or sites. proliferators. The extent to which such a treaty

would prevent proliferation is a matter of consider-
In an era in which stopping nuclear proliferation able debate. But with nuclear proliferation now one

has become a key national security priority, the of the key threats to U.S. national security, pursuing
United States may find advantages to scaling back all available avenues to limit it is important.
its work on nuclear warheads. Doing so would
draw a clearer line between conventional weapons, Opponents of this option might argue that a ban
which the United States sees as legitimate instru- on testing would not allow the United States to
ments of warfare, and nuclear weapons, which it retain complete confidence in the reliability of its
wishes to stigmatize. nuclear deterrent or to develop new nuclear war-

heads designed for optimal performance and maxi-
But even under this option, the United States mum safety. The Department of Energy has argued,

would remain a nuclear superpower. Its arsenal for example, that some nuclear testing will be help-
would remain comparable with the likely size of ful--at least at some point in the future--in order to
Russia's and would dwarf that of any other country. retain high confidence that warheads have not atro-
U.S. forces would remain formidable, with the phied with age or that the addition of new and
capability to attack large and diverse target sets in slightly different parts has not adversely affected the
other countries, including a comprehensive range of warheads' ability to detonate properly.
key industrial and conventional military facilities as
well as many nuclear weapons-related sites. Opponents might further argue that this option

would imprudently prejudge the outcome of future
Moreover, under this option DOE would retain geopolitical trends. They might claim that a deci-

sufficient funds to sustain techniques of unsurpassed sion to scale back the design and testing of war-
quality for "safeguarding" warheads--that is, ensur- heads and reduce the overall size of the arsenal
ing their reliability through various computer simu- would represent too much change too fast, coming
lations and tests on individual warhead components. as it would on top of the recent START process that
These are the standard ways in which the reliability produced major treaties in 1991 and 1993 (which
of warheads has always been tested. Actual nuclear have not yet been carried out). Even if military
explosions typically are used in the design of war- considerations eventually permit further reductions
heads rather than in their upkeep. and an end to the development of new warheads,

opponents of this option might urge that further
To avoid further nuclear testing, the United changes be delayed at least until implementation of

States probably would need to conclude an interna- START II and a CTB has begun.
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DEF-04 FOCUS THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE EFFORTS ON CORE SYSTEMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 4,200 4,000 4,300 4,700 4,600 21,800
Outlays 1,890 3,450 4,100 4,480 4,550 18,470

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 500 500 400 700 800 2,900
Outlays 210 400 440 540 670 2,260

The Strategic Defense Initiative, which President includes both point defenses (which can protect
Reagan started in 1983, focused solely on protecting relatively small targets like airfields or command
the United States from a deliberate large-scale attack facilities) and area defenses (to protect areas a few
by Soviet ballistic missiles. The Bush Administra- hundred kilometers in diameter). Specifically, the
tion added an effort to protect U.S. troops and Army would deploy a point defense called the Pa-
allies' civilian populations from attack by shorter- triot Advanced Capability (PAC) 3 and an area de-
range "theater" missiles such as the Scuds used in fense called Theater High-Altitude Area Defense
the Persian Gulf War. The Clinton Administration-- (THAAD). The Navy would develop a sea-based
citing the urgency of the threat posed by theater point defense based on the Standard missile that the
ballistic missiles and the end of the Cold War--has Navy deploys on its Aegis destroyers and cruisers.
reoriented the program to give priority to develop- To increase the area that THAAD and the Navy's
ing theater missile defenses (TMDs). It has also de- area defense can protect, the Administration is de-
emphasized the effort to develop so-called national veloping space-based sensors, a constellation of 20
missile defenses, delaying indefinitely a decision to to 40 satellites called Brilliant Eyes. The Adminis-
deploy defenses to protect the United States against tration would also develop a battle management
longer-range missiles. To reflect these changes, it system to enable these TMD systems to function
has renamed the effort the Ballistic Missile Defense effectively together.
(BMD) program. This option would make cuts in
theater missile defenses beyond those proposed by The Administration plans to develop several
the Administration. systems in addition to those in the core package.

The Administration's plan funds an Army antiair-
The Administration plans to spend $17.6 billion craft and antiballistic missile system--called Corps

for all BMD efforts from 1995 through 1999--an SAM--tc protect its maneuver forces closer to the
average of $3.5 billion a year. The Department of front from aircraft, cruise missiles, and short-range
Defense would spend an average of $2.3 billion a ballistic missiles, although much of the funding for
year on TMD, $700 million a year on BMD tech- this effort will be deferred at least until 1998. In
nology efforts, $200 million a year on Brilliant Eyes addition, the Administration will examine the feasi-
(discussed below), and about $300 million a year on bility of interceptors that can destroy missiles early
management and other research efforts. in their flight (during the so-called boost phase).

Finally, the Administration's plan continues to help
Under its restructured TMD program, the Ad- pay for Israel's effort to develop the Arrow missile

ministration would deploy a "core" package that as an area defense system.
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Some Members of Congress have expressed amphibious landings from the sea. But without the
concern about the cost of developing so many ap- Navy's sea-based area defense system, the United
parently redundant systems, including both land- States would not be able to defend larger areas such
and sea-based point and area defenses. Some Mem- as cities until THAAD could be deployed. Nor
bers also question why the United States should could it use forward-based ships to defend large
bear all of the cost to develop area defenses like areas of Europe or Japan against attack from the
THAAD that would be used primarily to protect the Middle East or North Korea, respectively.
civilian populations of other nations. Other critics
are concerned that the Brilliant Eyes space-based Changes under this option would also limit the
sensor proposed by the Administration would vio- area that could be defended by the remaining sys-
late the terms of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) tems. Canceling Brilliant Eyes would limit the area
Treaty. that THAAD could defend because ground-based

and airborne sensors would take longer to detect
This option would save money by developing incoming missiles, thereby reducing the range at

only the core TMD programs with the exception of which those missiles could be intercepted. These
Brilliant Eyes. It would develop only the Patriot effects may be made more severe by the recent
and Navy point defenses, the Army's area defense, decision by the Department of Defense to cancel the
and a battle management system. The Navy area Follow-on Early Warning Satellite, which might
defense, the Brilliant Eyes program, and the Army's have provided some of those capabilities. Canceling
Corps SAM system would all be terminated. This Brilliant Eyes could also affect the capability of a
option would keep all non-TMD funding at the future national missile defense system, if the United
Administration's planned level (as estimated by States eventually chooses to deploy one. In addi-
CBO) but would eliminate funding for boost-phase tion, terminating boost-phase interceptor programs
interceptors and Israel's Arrow missile. would halt work on systems that have the potential

to be effective against missiles armed with nuclear
Relative to the CBO baseline, which assumes or chemical warheads if technical problems Can be

that annual BMD funding would have remained at overcome. Finally, cutting off funding for Israel's
the 1993 planned level of $7 billion, these actions Arrow area defense missile would jeopardize a
would save $4.2 billion in 1995 and nearly $22 critical program for one of the United States' closest
billion over the next five years. Savings relative to allies, which currently faces a real ballistic missile
the Administration's plan would be $500 million in threat.
1995 and nearly $3 billion through 1999; these
savings are lower because the Administration has Notwithstanding these disadvantages, under this
already reduced average funding to only $3.5 billion option the United States would still deploy capable
a year. land- and sea-based point defenses, a land-based

area defense, and a battle management system, all
Because it would cancel the Navy's area defense according to the schedule proposed by the Adminis-

system, this option would reduce the flexibility of tration. By eliminating all TMD funding beyond
U.S. commanders during a crisis. Although sea- the core systems, this option would halt several
based defenses are limited to defending coastal programs early in their development phase. In
regions, they can be deployed to a region quickly addition to the savings between 1995 and 1999,
and do not require access to secure airfields to be these actions could save significant sums beyond
airlifted into the theater--a limitation of land-based 1999, when the noncore programs and Brilliant
systems like THAAD. The United States can also Eyes would have entered full-scale development and
deploy sea-based defenses without having to obtain production. (At current and projected budget levels,
basing rights in another country, a process that procurement funds may never be available for many
could cause domestic political difficulties for some of these systems.) This option would also eliminate
friendly governments. This option would preserve payments to Israel to support development of the
the capability to defend small areas such as ports or Arrow missile. In this period of tight budgets, it
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may be inappropriate to spend U.S. funds for devel- capability of its system does not depend critically
opment of a foreign system that the United States on Brilliant Eyes and that such sensors are needed
has no intention of buying. only to defend the large areas required for national

missile defenses. Since the Administration has
In addition to lowering costs, canceling Brilliant delayed indefinitely a decision to deploy national

Eyes would eliminate the concerns of some critics missile defenses, space-based sensors such as
that the sensors-by effectively substituting for Brilliant Eyes may not be required for many years,
ABM radars-would violate the ABM treaty. The if at all.
contractor building THAAD has stated that the
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DEF-05 TERMINATE PRODUCTION OF THE TITAN IV

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 600 800 900 1,000 1,100 4,400
Outlays 210 430 620 800 920 2.980

Savings from ClO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 100 300 500 700 1,100 2,700
Outlays 30 120 230 400 650 1,430

The Titan IV is the United States' only unmanned deploy and sustain all of the satellite constellations
launch vehicle capable of carrying large satellites that it currently maintains or plans to deploy.
into orbit. The Air Force started developing Titan
IV in 1985 to ensure that it had the capability to Titan IV is a very expensive launcher. When
launch large payloads without using the space shut- purchased and launched at the average rate of two
tde. These efforts intensified after the Challenger per year planned by the Administration, they are
disaster in 1986. Today, the Department of Defense projected to cost $230 million to $320 million per
is completely independent of the shuttle for its launch depending on how the rocket is configured.
heavy-lift needs. For comparison, the average cost of a shuttle launch

is around $300 million. (Although accounting dif-
The Air Force currently relies on Titan IV to ferences make it difficult to compare these costs

launch satellites that provide early-warning and directly, they should still illustrate the rough costs
certain types of communications. The Air Force of each launchern) DoD has developed an upper
also launches classified satellites on Titan IV for stage called Centaur that will allow Titan IV to lift
intelligence agencies to provide photoreconnais- larger payloads into orbit, which adds to the cost of
sance, radar imaging, signal intelligence, and ocean the program, and is also upgrading the Titan IV
surveillance. (All information contained in this solid rocket boosters to improve their reliability and
discussion is based on unclassified data from the capability.
Air Force and published reports.) Through the end
of 1994, the Congress has authorized 41 launchers. Under this option, the Air Force would termi-
Seven of the 41 have been launched successfully; an nate production of Titan IV beyond 1994, after
eighth Titan IV failed shortly after launch. purchasing 41 launchers. The option offers the

potential for sizable savings in the long run,
The Air Force plans to purchase eight more although its short-term savings would be more mod-

Titan IVs through 1999 to fulfill its requirements est. Compared with CBO estimates of the Adminis-
and those of the intelligence agencies. Beyond tration's plan, terminating production of Titan IV
1999, the Air Force will not purchase any more would yield a net savings of $100 million in 1995
Titan IVs for its own needs, but it plans to purchase and nearly $2.7 billion through 1999. Relative to
two per year indefinitely to meet the projected de- the CBO baseline, which keeps funding constant at
mand for classified payloads. Air Force data indi- the authorized level for 1994 after adjusting for
cate that DoD would probably have to launch an inflation, net savings would be higher ($600 million
average of four to five Titan IVs per year through in 1995 and $4.4 billion through 1999). Savings
2000 and about two per year thereafter in order to through 1999 would result from halting procurement
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of Titan IV; beyond 1999, savings would be par- For example, DoD recently canceled the planned
tially offset by the cost of buying alternative launch replacement for the Defense Support Program's
vehicles and redesigning payloads. Finally, in the early-warning satellite (the Follow-on Early Warn-
middle of the next decade when Titan IV launches ing Satellite, or FEWS) and now plans to deploy a
are halted, savings would increase after the United less capable version of FEWS that would be small
States shut down the facilities required to launch enough to be launched by a medium-lift rocket.
Titans. DoD may also be able to reduce the weight and size

of satellites by eliminating some of the systems that
In the long run, this option assumes that DoD were intended to increase satellites' survivability

will redesign its large satellites by 2006 so that they during the Cold War. For example, it could elimi-
can be launched on smaller rockets such as Atlas nate laser cross-links and reduce the amount of
medium-lift vehicles. In some cases, DoD could rocket fuel kept on board each satellite for evading
use the shuttle or foreign launchers to orbit heavier Soviet antisatellite weapons.
payloads. The Air Force already plans to stop
launching payloads requiring heavy-lift vehicles by The United States could also move away from
the middle of the next decade. However, other Titan IV by reducing the resolution that it requires
agencies plan to continue to launch large payloads from its imaging satellites. Current photoreconnais-
on Titan indefinitely. sance satellites have high resolution (reportedly on

the order of inches) and survey the entire Earth.
To allow time for redesign, the option assumes Yet the United States may be able to relax those

that DoD would continue to use the 33 remaining requirements--especially over northern latitudes--
launchers for large payloads but at a slightly lower because the Soviet Union is no longer an adversary.
rate than planned by the Administration. The For example, the United States could deploy its
United States could reduce the launch rate by limit- high-resolution satellites on the shuttle into inclined
ing the number of satellites it keeps in orbit. For orbits (say, between 57 degrees north and south
example, the end of the Cold War may have re- latitude). Those orbits would increase coverage
duced the number of imaging satellites that the over the nonpolar regions of the globe, which en-
United States needs to cover potential trouble spots compass virtually all of the world's unstable regions
adequately. The need for ocean surveillance satel- and likely U.S. adversaries. To ensure global cover-
lites may also have diminished because the threat of age, the United States could use medium-lift vehi-
a large-scale war at sea has eased: Russia's navy is cles to deploy satellites with coarser resolution in
deteriorating in port, and no other country has a polar orbits (perhaps even one of the commercial
large fleet capable of operating in the open ocean. satellites with one-meter resolution that have re-
The Air Force may also be able to deploy smaller cently been proposed).
versions of its last four MILSTAR satellites, as
suggested in a recent paper by RAND. Further- Finally, the United States could eliminate its
more, many satellites reportedly have been lasting requirements for Titan IV by launching its heavy
longer in orbit than planned, thereby reducing the intelligence payloads on foreign launchers such as
need to launch replacements. the Russian Proton or the French Ariane V. Reports

indicate that these launchers are significantly less
Yet this option makes sense only if the United expensive than Titan.

States can eliminate its long-term requirement for
Titan IVs by the middle of the next decade. It Although this option promises substantial say-
could achieve that goal in several ways. Using new ings, it has several significant drawbacks. The
technologies such as adaptive optics, the United principal disadvantage is that if redesign efforts
States may be able to reduce the size of its imaging failed, terminating Titan IV production after 1994
payloads without sacrificing their ability to see could seriously limit the United States' ability to
small objects on the earth (a quality called resolu- launch, in the next decade, those intelligence satel-
tion). By changing requirements, the United States lites that cannot be made smaller or lighter. Unex-
may also be able to reduce the size of its payloads. pected technical problems or higher-than-expected
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costs during rdesign could prevent DoD from re- those satellites that require polar orbits; nor can it
ducing the weight of these satellites by the time it lift into distant geosynchronous orbits payloads as
uses its last Titan IV. If so, it might have to deploy large as Titan IV with its Centaur upper stage.
satellites with less capability or shorter service lives. Legislation also discourages using the shuttle if un-
Reducing the amount of rocket fuel on board satel- manned alternatives are available. Thus, without
lites could also shorten service lives, and eliminat- Titan IV the United States might have to use for-
ing cross-links could increase operating costs. eign launchers for those large payloads that cannot

be launched by the shuttle. Such a course could
If DoD is unable to reduce the size of all of its risk divulging secrets or having an unreliable supply

payloads, it might have to rely on the shuttle or of launchers if the international situation changed.
foreign launchers. But the shuttle cannot deploy
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DEF 06 REDUCE THE NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT CARRIERS AND AIR WINGS TO 10

Annual Savings Cumulative
"Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 3,920 640 1,050 1,490 1,540 8,640
Outlays 240 730 1,460 1,880 2,020 6,330

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 2,760 640 850 1,080 1,120 6,450
Outlays 230 660 1,130 1,360 1,450 4,830

NOTE. This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The aircraft carrier is the centerpiece of the U.S. overseas in peacetime. Perhaps for these reasons,
Navy. In 1994, the Navy will have a fleet of 12 some policymakers have contemplated carrier force
carriers and 11 active and two reserve air wings--the levels below those recommended by the Administra-
numbers that the CBO baseline assumes will be tion's plan. In 1990, before the breakup of the
maintained through 1999. The Administration's Soviet Union, the Chairman of the Senate Commit-
plan also calls for a fleet of 12 carriers in 1999 (11 tee on Armed Services recommended a force of 10
active plus one carrier, manned partly by reserves, to 12 carriers. And during the 1992 campaign,
that could also be used for training) with 10 active President Clinton called for a Navy with 10 carriers.
air wings and one in the reserves to provide combat
capability for these ships. The carriers would be This alternative would retire two conventionally
accompanied by a mix of surface combat ships-- powered carriers early so that by 1999 the Navy
usually cruisers and destroyers--and submarines that would have 10 carriers (nine active carriers and one
can attack planes, ships, and submarines that manned partly by reserves that could also be used
threaten the carrier. These surface combatants and for training). In addition, from the force of 10
submarines can also attack targets on land. active and one reserve air wings, it would eliminate

one active air wing and leave nine active air wings
Some policymakers have argued that the United and one reserve wing to match the number of carri-

States does not need a force of 12 carriers in the ers. The alternative would also cancel additional
aftermath of the Cold War. Such a fleet would con- funding for the next planned new carrier, the CVN-
tribute substantially to U.S. tactical air power, but 76, because the Navy, with a smaller force, would
even after the reductions proposed by the Adminis- not need to replace retiring carriers in the near term.
tration, the total capability of all U.S. tactical air- In fact, with a 10-carrier force, the Navy would not
craft in the Navy and Air Force would substantially need to replace a retiring carrier until after the turn
exceed that of any regional power that seems poten- of the century.
tially hostile. Further cuts may therefore be accept-
able. Compared with the CBO baseline, which has 12

carriers and 13 air wings, savings could total about
Moreover, the capabilities of U.S. ships are $3.9 billion in 1995 and roughly $8.6 billion over

unsurpassed worldwide. The Navy has ships other the next five years. Total savings estimates include
than carriers, including large amphibious vessels, about $3.6 billion in 1995 from canceling the next
that can assist in maintaining a U.S. naval presence planned carrier. Compared with the Administra-
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dion's plan, which CBO estimates will have 12 fraction of the carrier fleet that might operate over-
carriers and 11 air wings, savings could be $2.8 seas routinely is larger than the Navy's current
billion in 1995 and $6.5 billion over the 1995-1999 formula would suggest, although according to the
period. The total savings estimates include about Navy such intensive use of carriers led to a number
$2.5 billion requested for the CVN-76 in 1995. of problems.
(Savings from the Administration's plan are so
much lower than savings from the CBO baseline Furthermore, a reduced overseas presence may
because the Administration apparently hopes to be acceptable in the post-Cold War world. The
receive approval to reprogram over $1 billion in United States would still have at least two carriers
1994 from the National Defense Sealift Fund for the deployed overseas at any one time, and possibly
purchase of this ship. The budget, however, does more if the Navy deployed a larger fraction of its
not contain this reprogramming request.) Costs to carrier fleet. However, some missions, such as
decommission the retiring ships would offset some those requiring substantial numbers of fixed-wing
of these savings, but CBO does not have the data to aircraft, can be performed only by carriers. In a
estimate their magnitude. Additional procurement crisis requiring such capability, a smaller force
savings, also not included in the savings shown might mean an increase in the time before U.S.
above, might be realized. For example, the Navy combat capability became available.
might not need to buy as many DDG-51 destroyers
for the smaller fleet (see DEF-09 for a discussion of Alternatively, the Navy could use surface com-
the DDG-51). Also, the cut in air wings would batants other than the carriers to maintain a naval
reduce the number of required aircraft (see DEF-12 presence in peacetime and to assist in responding to
for a discussion of changes in procurement of naval crises. For example, it could use groups of ships
aircraft). centered around the 11 planned large amphibious

assault ships that are designed to transport Marines
According to former Secretary of Defense Les and their equipment; these ships can embark heli-

Aspin, reducing the force to 10 carriers would not copters and Harriers (Marine Corps attack aircraft
impair the ability of the U.S. military to fight and that can land and take off vertically) and are as
win two regional wars that start nearly simulta- large as the aircraft carriers of many other countries.
neously. He has argued, however, that having fewer These Amphibious Ready Groups are fully capable
ships would limit the Navy's ability to keep three of handling some missions usually performed by
carriers deployed overseas most of the time. carriers, such as limited strikes and the evacuation

of noncombat personnel.
It may be possible, however, to maintain de-

ployments with a smaller fleet. In peacetime, some The Navy may also be able to meet some of its
carriers spend time in repair; others are kept at U.S. deployment requirements with groups of surface
ports to provide stateside duty time for their crews; combatants that do not include any kind of carrier.
still others are in transit to their operating stations. These formations have been made possible because
The Navy argues that only one-quarter or less of the the offensive capabilities of surface combatants have
carrier fleet can be deployed overseas in peacetime. been augmented with the Tomahawk missile for
Thus, a reduction to a fleet of only 10 carriers attacking targets hundreds of miles inland and be-
might mean that, much of the time, one carrier cause their defensive capabilities have been en-
fewer on average could be deployed overseas com- hanced by the Aegis system for defense against
pared with the level under the Administration's attacks from aircraft and antiship missiles. With the
plan. demise of the Soviet Union, a substantially reduced

threat to U.S. ships also contributes to the feasibility
But the factors the Navy used throughout the of maintaining a presence with ships other than

1980s implied that about a third of the carrier fleet carriers.
would be deployed overseas. Moreover, the Navy
kept five carriers overseas out of a fleet of 13 ships There are disadvantages to this option. If
in the late 1970s. That experience suggests that the peacetime deployments required of carriers continue
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at current levels but the Navy has fewer vessels beyond 1999; these additional costs includ,: restart-
available, the time that ships spend at sea would ing the shipbuilder's production facilities after clos-
have to increase. That would mean that the high- ing them down in the intervening years, retraining
quality sailors the Navy needs would be spending the workers, and requalifying the manufacturers of
more time away from their homes and families, thus components. The report notes, however, that in-
making it harder for the Navy to retain them. creases in costs might also be constrained by careful

plannhig before the shutdown to minimize the cost
In addition, under this option the Navy would and effort of restarting production. Alternatively,

not build another nuclear-powered carrier until after the report states that the increased costs and risk to
the turn of the century. Since the carrier now under the shipbuilder could be minimized by keeping the
construction is likely to be completed in 1998, shipyard open through rescheduling ship overhauls,
much of the carrier industrial base might be shut the delivery of carriers already being built, and
down. According to a report released by DoD, other work.
restarting it would cost $2.1 billion in the yeat,
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DEF-07 TERMINATE PRODUCTION OF SEAWOLF SUBMARINES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority -330 0 0 0 0 -330
Outlays -260 -60 -10 0 0 -330

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority -330 1,550 0 0 0 1,220
Outlays -260 60 390 360 350 900

The SSN-21 (Seawolf class) submarine was de- rine is scheduled to be purchased beginning in
signed to counter projected improvements in Soviet 1998.
submarines. Like the SSN-688 (Los Angeles class)
submarine that it follows, the Seawolf's mission is Canceling plans to buy the SSN-23 would save
to detect and destroy enemy submarines and surface $1.2 billion in budget authority during the 1995-
ships and to launch cruise missiles against targets 1999 period compared with the Administration's
on land. According to the Navy, the Seawolf would plan. (There would be no savings from the CBO
have many advantages over the SSN-688, including baseline, which does not include production of the
the ability to dive deeper, carry more weapons, and third Seawolf.) Although the Navy expects the
operate more quietly at higher speeds. In addition, SSN-23 to cost $2.5 billion, the Congress has al-
it would have advanced sensors for detecting enemy ready appropriated about $920 million that could be
submarines and a more powerful computer system used to purchase the ship. Of the $920 million,
to coordinate sensors and weapons. about $380 million was appropriated for advanced

procurement for the ship's combat system and com-
Although the Congress had previously approved ponents of the nuclear reactor; the remaining $540

the purchase of three Seawolf submarines, by 1992 million was appropriated to support the submarine
a combination of budgetary pressures and the end of industrial base and could be used to help pay for a
the Cold War led the Bush Administration to pro- third Seawolf. The Navy would incur about $330
pose canceling the last two vessels and terminating million in additional expenses to close down one of
all future Seawolf procurement and research. The the two shipyards that produce submarines. (CBO
Congress, however, decided to restore funding for a assumed that these costs would be incurred in
second of the three submarines, and the Clinton 1995.) The $2.5 billion cost for the third Seawolf
Administration subsequently expressed its support minus the $920 million already appropriated and the
for producing a third Seawolf (designated the SSN- approximately $330 million in additional costs to
23). close down a shipyard leaves about $1.2 billion in

savings.
The Administration acknowledges that the SSN-

23 is not needed to meet military requirements. The need for U.S. attack submarines has de-
Rather, it will be purchased to keep open a second clined sharply because of the greatly diminished
shipyard capable of producing nuclear submarines, threat from submarines of the former Soviet Union.
The two yards eventually will compete to build the Because the Navy now needs to purchisc fewer
New Attack Submarine, designed to be a lower-cost submarines, a seven-year gap in production will
successor to the Seawolf. The New Attack Subma- exist between authorization c f the second Seawolf
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(1991) and the scheduled authorization date for the One main argument for buying the SSN-23 from
New Attack Submarine (1998). Without new orders Electric Boat is that keeping that yard in business
for submarines during this period, General Dynam- would ensure competition for future submarine
ics' Electric Boat shipyard--one of the two U.S. contracts, thus saving money. But the costs of
facilities that produce nuclear-powered submarines-- buying another Seawolf and thus keeping Electric
would probably go out of business. The survival of Boat open could more than offset savings from
Tenneco's Newport News Shipbuilding, the other future competition. Such savings might not be that
producer of submarines and also nuclear-powered great because the small number of submarines that
aircraft carriers, is not in jeopardy, although that would be produced would probably allow competi-
yard also might lose the capability to build subma- tion to be maintained only in the design of the ship.
rines. And even if only one shipyard survived, the Navy

would still remain its principal customer and as
Proponents of the SSN-23 contend that it would such might be able to control costs.

maintain the industrial base of submarine subcon-
tractors until the New Attack Submarine is built. Maintaining the industrial base, moreover, may
For example, the manufacture of periscopes may be not require producing additional submarines. For
put at some risk during a gap in production. Buy- example, in its report on the 1994 defense appropri-
ing the SSN-23, however, would not greatly affect ation bill, the House Committee on Appropriations
maintenance of the industrial base for components notes that less expensive alternatives may be avail-
used in nuclear propulsion, because most of the able to provide work for the industrial base. One
funds for the submarine's reactor have already been alternative is overhauling older 688-class subma-
appropriated for advanced procurement. rines and modernizing them to the improved 688-

class standard. The Navy currently has no estimate
Seawolf supporters also argue that if there is of the cost of overhauling and modernizing 688-

insufficient work to keep its industrial base operat- class submarines, but it has been asked by the
ing, the Navy would probably experience higher House Committee on Appropriations to make one.
costs and longer procurement times to reconstitute Funding for these activities might come from the
these capabilities in the future. According to one previous appropriation of $540 million.
Navy official, most industrial capabilities can be
reconstituted, but at a higher cost in both time and Overhauling and modernizing 688-class subma-
money. According to an analysis done for the rines might not provide sufficient manhours of work
Department of Defense, a hiatus in submarine pro- to maintain the current submarine industrial base,
duction would engender additional costs and delays and some types of work (and workers) might be
associated with reassembling and retraining some of excluded. For example, the skills needed to form
the work force needed to produce submarines, un- submarine hulls would not be needed to overhaul
less workers were retained on the payroll during the and modernize existing hulls. But according to the
gap in production. If production was delayed indef- analyst who did the study for DoD, overhauling and
initely, the skills to produce submarines or their modernizing 688-class submarines would exercise
components and systems eventually might be lost. most of the skills required to sustain the industrial

base and would therefore lower the costs to recon-
stitute industrial capabilities in the future.
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DEF-08 ELIMINATE FRIGATES FROM THE NAVAL FORCE

Anr.ual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Saving from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 110 340 580 840 1,120 2,990
Outlays 80 260 480 720 990 2,530

Savings frout CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 80 240 410 590 760 2.080
Outlays 60 180 340 510 680 1,770

NOTE: Ths table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

In addition to aircraft carriers, the primary surface Reserve forces. Reductions would be carried out in
combatants of the U.S. Navy are cruisers, destroy- equal increments from 1995 through 1999. Com-
ers, and frigates. Cruisers and destroyers often form pared with the CBO baseline, which has 51 FFG-7s,
part of a carrier battle group, escorting and protect- savings could total about $110 million in 1995 and
ing the carrier. Destroyers and frigates can escort roughly $3 billion over the next five years. Com-
the ships of an Amphibious Ready Group, which pared with the Administration's plan, which accord-
carries Marine troops and equipment. Frigates also ing to CBO estimates will have 34 FFG-7s by 1999,
can escort both the Underway Replenishment savings could be $80 million in 1995 and about $2
Groups that resupply naval forces and the convoys billion over the 1995-1999 period.
of merchant ships that resupply troops fighting in a
foreign theater. According to one Navy official, Retiring the 34 additional Perry class frigates
under the Administration's plan the U.S. Navy would remove this class of ships from the Navy's
projects that it will need 126 cruisers, destroyers, inventory. Retiring an entire class of ships can
and frigates in its inventory in 1999--116 surface substantially reduce expenses for logistics and spare
combatants in the active forces and 10 frigates in parts. Cutting the number of surface combatants
the reserve forces. Although this number of surface might also permit a cut in the number of combat
combatants constitutes a significant reduction from logistics ships and, hence, in their associated operat-
about 150 under the Bush Administration's pro- ing and support costs. These potential savings,
posed "base force," further reductions are possible. however, are not included in this option. Some of

the savings in this option would be offset by costs
The Navy's current inventory includes 51 Oliver to decommission these ships, but those costs would

Hazard Perry class frigates (FFG-7s). For the Navy probably be small.
to reach its goal of 126 surface combatants by 1999,
CBO projects that the Navy will have to retire early With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the
17 of the 51 frigates, threats facing Navy ships from enemy aircraft and

submarines operating in the open ocean have greatly
This option would reduce the number of surface diminished. The most likely opponents the United

combatants by retiring early an additional 34 FFG- States would face in a regional war generally have
7s, leaving 92 surface ships in the inventory by only modest naval assets and no heavy bombers that
1999. Twenty-four of these 34 FFG-7s would be could attack U.S. ships at long ranges. The United
retired from the active forces and 10 from the Naval States may be able to counter these threats even
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while substantially reducing the number of surface Under this opt-ion, however, the Navy would
combatants. have fewer surface combatants to deploy indepen-

dent of battle groups or during regional conflicts.
Moreover, the FFG-7 frigates, which specialize Such ships might be useful to conduct naval quaran-

in antisubmarine warfare, are the Navy's smallest tines, such as those imposed on Haiti and nations of
and least capable surface combatants. Because the the former Yugoslavia. This reduced capability
submarines of the former Soviet Union have be- could also be of concern in the unlikely event that
come less of a threat and war in Europe has become two or more regional wars occurred nearly simulta-
much less likely, the United States may no longer neously and involved regional powers that had
need frigates to escort convoys of war supplies. In significantly increased their naval capability--for
addition, because submarines now pose less of a example, by buying submarines or other ships from
threat to Amphibious Ready Groups and Underway Russia. In addition, by retiring the frigates, the
Replenishment Groups in transit to carrier battle Navy would lose some of its antisubmarine warfare
groups, fewer surface combatants may be needed as capability. Given the significant decline in the
escorts. threat from submarines of the former Soviet Union,

however, this reduced capability might be accept-
able.
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DEF-09 REDUCE PROCUREMENT OF DDG-51 DESTROYERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 510 1,440 1,360 710 1,400 5,420
Outlays 40 240 590 860 970 2,700

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 900 940 950 970 1,010 4,770
Outlays 70 300 520 740 820 2,450

The DDG-51 destroyers of the Arleigh Burke class Reducing the number of DDG-5 Is purchased
would be used in a war to protect aircraft carrier per year could have some disadvantages. Buying
battle groups and to attack land- and sea-based tar- fewer DDG-51 s might reduce the capabilities of the
gets. The ships incorporate the Aegis combat sys- fleet by providing fewer ships that can perform
tem, which is designed to protect aircraft carrier multiple missions (such as strike and anti-air, anti-
battle groups from attacks by enemy aircraft and surface, and antisubmarine warfare). With the
antiship missiles fired from them. Compared with Navy's post-Cold War policy of deploying its ships
previous classes of destroyers, the DDG-51s incor- more flexibly, which could require that surface
porate other improvements in speed, weapons, and combatants sometimes be deployed without an air-
armor. The Navy states that the DDG-51s also will craft carrier, such capabilities might be more impor
be more difficult for enemy forces to detect because tant.
of design features that reduce their radar, sonar, and
infrared signatures. To date, the Congress has Moreover, proponents of the Administration's
funded 29 of the DDG-5is. The Administration plan might contend that the advanced capabilities of
plans to buy 15 more DDG-5 Is--three per year from the DDG-51s will continue to be needed in the post-
1995 through 1999. Cold War world. The sophisticated combat systems

that the DDG-51 incorporates include the Aegis
This option would buy only 10 DDG-51s from system for air defense, designed to stop attacks by

1995 through 1999 at a rate of two a year. Coin- large numbers of enemy aircraft and their antiship
pared with the CBO baseline, this option could save missiles attempting to saturate the air defenses of
about $500 million in 1995 and $5.4 billion over the aircraft ca&,rier battle group. The hostile air
the next five years. The CBO baseline is consistent threat to the U.S. Navy has declined with the break-
with last year's budget request and includes 18 up of the Soviet Union, and smaller air forces of
DDG-5is at a total cost of about $14.7 billion, or regional powers that the United States is most likely
roughly $820 million each. Compared with CBO's to fight are less capable of launching saturation
estimate of the Administration's plan, which would attacks. Combat against regional powers, however,
buy 15 DDG-5 Is at a total cost of about $14.3 bil- is likely to bring ships into littoral areas where they
lion or $950 million each, savings could be $900 would have less time to react to threats and thus
million in 1995 and nearly $4.8 billion through might benefit from the quicker reaction of the Aegis
1999. The smaller fleet of DDG-51s in the next system.
decade would also result in savings in operating and
support costs that are not included in this option.
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Only two shipyards currently build surface A reduction in the number of DDG-51s, as
combatants, and reducing procurement to two ves- proposed in this option, need not limit the Navy's
sels a year might sustain only one producer. The ability to counter regional threats. For example, the
shipbuilding industrial base has declined markedly combination and automation of sensor inputs and
over the past decade, and the Congress would have weapons in non-Aegis ships may allow them to
to weigh carefully the possible effects of further react faster to the shorter-range threats in regional
reductions to the country's naval shipbuilding capa- conflicts. Advances in communications may allow
bilities and the ability to reconstitute them if a a ship with an advanced Aegis system to control the
change in threat required a buildup of forces. weapons of all other ships in a group, shortening

the reaction time of the entire group.

In addition, savings from reducing purchases

could be smaller than estimated under this option if With the 66 Aegis ships that would eventually
the unit cost per ship rose because overhead was be available under this option (27 authorized CG-47
spread over fewer units produced. If reduced pur- Ticonderoga class cruisers, 29 authorized DDG-5 Is,
chases caused one shipyard to close, the remaining and 10 future DDG-51s), two could be assigned as
shipyard might be able to charge higher prices that escorts to each of the 12 aircraft carrier battle
might offset some or all of the savings from lower groups, leaving 42 available for independent opera-
production. In addition, if the remaining shipyard tions. In addition, the Navy would need fewer
had to finish building ships that the closing shipyard Aegis ships to escort carrier battle groups if the
had begun, the unit costs of those ships might rise. number of carriers was reduced (see DEF-06) or if
The government, however, might be able to arrange lower threat levels warranted assigning only one
for the closing shipyard to finish ships under con- Aegis ship per battle group. Because of the reduced
struction before going out of business, threat, the Navy is lowering the number of surface

combatants assigned to escort and protect the air-
The Navy may be able to minimize such growth craft carrier.

in unit costs. Even if only one shipyard remained,
the government--a single buyer that has many alter- Even with the slower rate of construction in this
native uses for its limited procurement budget-- option, the Navy could meet its goal for surface
might be able to exert pressure on that yard to re- combat ships. Under the Administration's plan, the
strain costs. Indeed, one approach that the Navy Navy will seek to maintain a smaller force of about
might take would be to let the two shipyards bid 110 to 116 active surface combatants (cruisers,
competitively for a single contract covering all 10 destroyers, and frigates). The Navy is now retiring
ships purchased during the 1995-1999 period. The ships before the end of their service lives to make
size of such a contract would guarantee competitive resources available to buy the DDG-5 is. To reduce
bidding. the rate of procurement of the DDG-51 and still

meet the goal of 110 to 116 ships, the Navy would
have to allow some ships that it scheduled to retire
early to serve out their useful service lives.
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DEF-10 REDUCE AIR FORCE TACTICAL FORCES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 170 900 1,500 1,550 1,600 5,720
Outlays 120 680 1,240 1,420 1,520 4,980

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 120 660 1,100 1,140 1,180 4,200
Outlays 90 500 910 1,040 1,120 3,660

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The military forces proposed by the Administration Administration's plan. (Savings from the CBO
include 20 tactical air wings--i3 active and seven in baseline, which funds operations at 24 wings--the
the part-time reserves--six fewer than the Bush level requested in 1994--would be higher, at $170
Administration planned to have. (Traditionally, an million in 1995 and $5.7 billion for the period from
Air Force tactical air wing has consisted of 72 corn- 1995 through 1999.) Additional savings might
bat aircraft, plus about 28 aircraft for training and accrue from reductions in the procurement of air-
naintenance, though the service may be revising craft, but those savings are not included in the table
this concept.) There is substantial disagreement above. (See DEF- 11 for a discussion of changes in
about whether all of these forces are needed, since procurement of Air Force tactical aircraft.)
U.S. tactical aircraft enjoy overwhelming superiority
compared with the forces of those regional powers In addition to achieving savings, a reduction to
that appear potentially hostile to the United States. 18 Air Force wings could still leave the United
Perhaps for this reason, former Secretary of Defense States with an acceptable level of military capability
Les Aspin, when he was the Chairman of the House in a post-Cold War world. "Balance and Afford-
Committee on Armed Services, recommended in ability of the Fighter and Attack Aircraft Fleets of
1992 that the Air Force retain only 18 tactical the Department of Defense," an April 1992 CBO
wings--10 active and eight reserve. analysis of several potential adversaries (North

Korea, postwar Iraq, and Cuba), found that even
This alternative would follow that recommenda- after reducing the number of tactical air wings to 26

tion and further reduce the tactical fighter forces in as proposed by the Bush Administration, the capa-
the Air Force to 18 wings by the end of 1995. So bility of the tactical aircraft in the Air Force ex-
rapid a schedule for reductions should be feasible ceeded that of the other countries by factors of 22,
inasmuch as the Air Force has reduced the size of 24, and 56, respectively. (The analysis was based
its fleet quickly in the past; for example, it elim- on a scoring system developed for the Department
inated six wings during 1991 and 1992. Moreover, of Defense.) The large margin of superiority sug-
most of the six additional wings the Clinton Admin- gests that additional reductions may be feasible
istration plans to eliminate will be cut by 1995. without sacrificing the U.S. advantage.
Reducing the number of Air Force wings to 18
would cut the service's operating costs by $120 Retaining only 18 wings in the Air Force, how-
million in 1995 and by almost $4.2 billion through ever, would not meet the military's current estimate
1999 in comparison with CBO's estimate of the of its requirements. Analysis by the Department of
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Defense suggests that 20 wings would be the mini- Some analysts would also argue that additional
mum needed to win in two nearly simultaneous cuts in Air Force wings ignore a major lesson from
regional conflicts. Today's U.S. force planning the war with Iraq: aerial bombardment by tactical
assumes that the United States needs to be able to aircraft can be quite effective and may greatly accel-
fight virtually simultaneous wars in two regions of erate the end of a war, thus reducing the loss of
the world--one in the Middle East and another per- lives among U.S. ground troops. A sizable inven-
haps in Asia. If one accepts this requirement, then tory of tactical aircraft, perhaps more than would be
the Air Force may well need more than 18 wings. maintained under this option, may therefore be a

wise investment.
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DEF-I1 CANCEL THE AIR FORCE'S F-22 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 2,460 2,370 2,510 2,120 2,860 12,320

Outlays 1,140 2,030 1,900 1,660 1,710 8,440

The F-22 aircraft is being developed as the Air reduction in total quantity, but CBO has not yet
Force's next premier fighter and is scheduled to received new estimates of the program's cost from
begin replacing the F-15 aircraft around 2000. the Department of Defense.
Fighter aircraft are designed primarily to destroy
enemy planes, thus guaranteeing the United States Since the costs of many weapon systems in-
and its allies control of the air. The Air Force crease during the full-scale development phase that
wants the F-22 aircraft to have supersonic cruise the F-22 entered in 1991, actual costs could be even
speed as well as stealth characteristics that make it higher. For example, the F-22's cost could rise if
difficult for enemy sensors to detect. The F-22 the Air Force has to fix design flaws. The Air
aircraft would also be designed to fly long distances Force argues that the April 1992 crash of the only
and to have highly effective avionics that could flying prototype of the F-22 was caused by the way
make it more capable than other fighters in many the aircraft was operated and that certain operating
types of combat. The F-22 entered full-scale devel- restrictions or at most minor software changes
opment in 1991, and the first F-22s are to be bought should prevent future problems, but such mishaps
in 1997, according to the Administration's plan. may portend costly production problems. Some

recent press reports also suggest that the F-22 may
This option would cancel the F-22 program on be experiencing other development problems, such

the grounds that its additional capability may be as increases in weight, that can raise its costs. And
both unnecessary and too expensive. Compared unit costs will rise if F-22 procurement is reduced
with the Administration's plan and the CBO base- even further below planned levels.
line, canceling the F-22 would save almost $2.5
billion in 1995 and $12.3 billion for the 1995-1999 Events in the Persian Gulf suggest that current
period. The total estimated savings include procure- Air Force aircraft are able to counter any threat less
ment, research and development, and military con- severe than that formerly posed by the Soviet Un-
struction. ion, which many analysts consider to have been the

only hostile country whose air force had the capa-
The high cost of the F-22 is one argument for bility to threaten U.S. fighters. In view of that

canceling it. The Air Force planned to buy 648 reduced threat, the F-22 may provide more capabili-
aircraft last year at a total cost of about $71.3 bil- ty to attack enemy fighters than the United States
lion in 1994 dollars ($86.6 billion in current dol- needs.
lars). The average unit procurement cost of the F-
22 would have been about $81 million in 1994 Moreover, other types of aircraft may prove to
dollars--about 75 percent more than that of the F-15 be more useful in future conflicts. The extensive
aircraft in 1991, the last year that fighter was in use of tactical bombing in the Persian Gulf War
production. Now the Air Force seems likely to buy emphasizes the value of aircraft that can attack land
no more than 442. The unit procurement cost of targets, perhaps in preference to aircraft such as the
the F-22 would probably rise as a result of this F-22, which is designed to combat enemy fighters.
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Given the changes in the nature of the threat, strate- first decade of the next century would be similar to
gies other than buying expensive F-22 aircraft might that of today's F-15 aircraft, which entered develop-
better meet the Air Force's future needs. Such ment in the 1960s. By the next decade, regional
strategies might include upgrading existing aircraft powers such as Iraq may possess fighter aircraft that
or developing a new plane that is less capable but are at least the equal of the F-15. Thus, to maintain
cheaper than the F-22. its edge, the Air Force believes that the United

States needs the improved capability the F-22 air-
Nor does the Air Force need to buy the F-22 craft offers. The Air Force also raises concerns

any time soon to support the reduced size of its about escalating threats from the ground that may
tactical forces. CBO's analysis suggests that even if degrade the. survivability of current aircraft. Sur-
the Air Force procured no fighter aircraft after 1993, face-to-air missiles are cheaper and easier to operate
it would have more than enough aircraft to support than fighter aircraft and may be more accessible to
the currently planned force of 20 tactical wings regional powers. To counter these threats, fighters
through at least the middle of the next decade. may need the improved capabilities of the F-22,
(This analysis assumes that the Air Force does not including stealth and higher speed.
retire aircraft in current inventories before their
service lives expire. If the Air Force retires a num- In addition to its value as a fighter aircraft, the
ber of planes early-as it may be planning--it may F-22 may offer some capability in the ground attack
have to buy new planes sooner to maintain inven- mission. DoD has recently announced its intention
tory levels. The Air Force will also increase its to provide the F-22 with some ground attack capa-
need for new planes if it uses fighters as sources of bilities. The plan to add this ability to attack tar-
spare parts rather than buying new spares, as it may gets on the ground may be the Administration's
do with portions of its bomber fleet.) response to criticisms that the F-22 is less useful in

regional conflicts if it is a pure fighter aircraft. The
The Air Force contends that the improved capa- F-22's capability to attack targets on the ground

bilities of the F-22 aircraft would be required even may be modest, however, according to some press
in a world in which U.S. tactical air forces are reports. And the F-22's ability as a bomber will
smaller and the former Soviet threat is much re- undoubtedly be less than that of a plane developed
duced. If the United States canceled the F-22 pro- primarily for the bombing mission.
gram, the capability of its fighters through the
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DEF-12 CANCEL THE UPGRADE OF THE NAVY'S F/A-18 FIGHTER

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 1,350 970 2,000 2,340 2,360 9,020

Outlays 740 830 800 1,170 1,710 5,250

For the foreseeable future, the F/A-18 aircraft will The requirement for an upgraded F/A-18 aircraft
account for the bulk of the Navy's fleet of carrier- may be questionable in view of today's reduced
based aircraft that perform fighter and attack mis- military threat. The threat to carrier battle groups
sions. The F/A-18 attacks targets both in the air stemmed largely from the former Soviet Union, and
(the fighter mission) and at sea or on the ground the possibility of conflict with the former Soviet
(the attack mission). The current version of the republics now seems increasingly remote. Regional
F/A-18 is designated the C/D model. powers are not likely to be able to match the capa-

bility of current U.S. fighters for many years. But
In 1991, the Navy announced plans to develop a if the enhanced fighter capabilities offered by the

new E/F variant of the F/A-18. The E/F version E/F version are not needed, neither may be its
features several modifications: a longer fuselage, a added attack capabilities, based on the Navy's judg-
larger wing, and a more powerful engine than are ments about other systems. The Navy plans to
now on the C/D version. These changes should retire its venerable but longer-range A-6 fleet in
enable the E/F version to carry a larger load of 1997 and has canceled development of a new
weapons than the C/D version, or to carry the same longer-range replacement, the A/FX, at least in part
load about 50 percent farther. Both attributes are because the service now places less emphasis on
important factors in determining the plane's capabil- deep strike and more on supporting Marine forces
ity in the attack role. The new engine should also that operate at relatively short ranges from the ships
enable the heavier E/F aircraft to retain the speed that transport and support them. And even if the
and maneuverability of the earlier version, important added capabilities of the E/F model are needed,
performance considerations in fighter combat. trends in the F/A-18 program suggest that they may

be hard to achieve. Some critics of the program
Though more capable, the E/F version will also have noted that the A/B model of the F/A-18 at-

be more expensive than the CR) model--about 40 tained only about 75 percent of the originally speci-
percent more by some estimates--and the Navy will fled goal for the fighter's range, and the C/D model
have to pay about $2.6 billion from 1995 through achieved only about 70 percent of the original spec-
1999 to develop the plane. This option would can- ification.
cel development and procurement of the new E/F
model and instead would buy sufficient additional Canceling the E/F development program would
C/D aircraft to maintain the Administration's have some disadvantages. Even in conflicts with
planned production rates. Compared with both the smaller nations, improvements in the F/A-Ig's
CBO baseline and CBO's estimate of the Adminis- range, if they materialize, might be useful in the
tration's plan, savings would total $1.4 billion in attack mission; indeed, critics of the C/D version
1995 and $9.0 billion over five years. Savings from believe its relatively short range limits its useful-
canceling the upgrade might be even larger if the ness. Moreover, now that the A/FX has been can-
F/A-18 experiences unanticipated cost increases. celed, the E/F upgrade will be the only major up-

grade the Navy will purchase for its fighter fleet for
at least 10 years.
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DEF-13 CANCEL THE MARINE CORPS'S V-22 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 380 40 -100 -120 -200 0
Outlays 230 230 70 -50 -130 350

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 450 570 1,090 1,050 1,010 4,170
Outlays 270 520 600 680 750 2,820

The V-22, a new plane entering procurement in the procure a total of 425 V-22s. Another 50 planes
late 1990s, is intended to help the Marine Corps might eventually be bought for special operations
perform its amphibious assault mission of seizing a forces, and the Navy plans to buy 50 for combat
beachhead in hostile territory and its subsequent search-and-rescue missions and for logistics support
operations ashore. V-22s will transport up to 24 of its fleet.
Marines or 10,000 pounds of their equipment, mov-
ing either from amphibious ships to the shore or At present, the Marines use helicopters to trans-
from one shore base to another. The plane employs port personnel and equipment in amphibious mis-
a "tilt-rotor" technology that enables it to take off sions. One helicopter--the CH-53E, which carries
and land vertically like a helicopter and, by tilting heavier loads than the V-22 and costs about 60
its rotor assemblies into a horizontal position, be- percent as much to procure--will continue to trans-
come a propeller-driven airplane when in forward port Marine equipment even after the V-22 is
flight. The V-22 will be able to fly faster than fielded. The Marines will continue to need some
conventional helicopters; it will also fly longer CH-53Es to meet requirements for lifting heavier
distances without refueling and thus can "self- equipment, but the Administration plans to cancel
deploy" rather than being carried to distant theaters procurement of the helicopters in 1995.
on planes or ships, the common mode of transport
for conventional helicopters. The Marine Corps This option would cancel the V-22 and continue
also argues that analysis shows the V-22's increased procurement of CH-53Es. It would buy six CH-
speed and other characteristics of its design will 53Es per year from 1995 through 1999, half the
make it less vulnerable when flying over enemy number bought in 1994. Relative to CBO's esti-
terrain. mate of the Administration's plan, the option would

save about $450 million in 1995 and $4.2 billion
Despite all of these advantages, the Bush Ad- over five years. Compared with the CBO baseline,

ministration tried to cancel the plane, largely be- the option would save nearly $400 million in 1995,
cause of its expense. At a projected unit cost of but net savings for the 1995-1999 period would be
about $45 million, the V-22 costs considerably more zero. The CBO baseline, which reflects last year's
than conventional helicopters. Notwithstanding the budget request, includes funds for development but
V-22's high cost, the Congress has continued to no money for procurement. Tbh cost of buying six
fund it, and the Clinton Administration's 1995 bud- CH-53Es annually from 1995 tnrough 1999 com-
get request contains funds to continue development pletely offsets these development costs.
and begin procurement. The Marine Corps plans to
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In addition to saving money, buying CH-53Es carry, but Marine Corps doctrine dictates that the
might entail less risk than developing a V-22. Two first assault wave be delivered by a more survivable
of five V-22 prototypes have crashed, as has one of aircraft than the CH-53E. Furthermore, Marine
two XV-15 aircraft built to demonstrate tilt-rotor Corps personnel suggest that CH-53Es might not be
technology. The Marine Corps argues that the able to build up sufficient forces fast enough to stop
problems that caused these crashes have already enemy troops who might arrive soon after opera-
been remedied without substantial design changes. tions begin. Smaller U.S. forces would increase the
But the crashes may suggest problems with the likelihood of a U.S. defeat or potentially increase
design. If there are problems, developers may need the number of casualties. This problem of building
to increase the already high costs of the plane or up forces quickly might be at least partially over-
reduce its capability. Indeed, if some press reports come if each CH-53E carried more troops, but the
are accurate, the V-22's capabilities may already be Marine Corps argues that CH-53Es are too unwieldy
eroding. These recent reports imply that the plane and vulnerable to carry large troop loads.
is overweight, resulting in reductions in its payload
and range, though the plane is apparently still ex- Finally, Marine %orps personnel argue that the
pected to meet the Department of Defense's specifi- CH-53E, or indeed tny other current helicopter,
cations. would be unaccepuble because it canr-; deploy

overseas without substantial assistance and risk.
The Marines Corps argues that the CH-53E does Many current helicopters can make the relatively

not meet its requirements for the amphibious assault long trips over water required to deploy in the Pa-
mission for a number of reasons. First, the slower cific, but they must refuel in flight, requiring the
CH-53E is less likely than the V-22 to survive in assistance of tanker aircraft, and their slower speed
hostile environments. Second, even if the V-22 is increases the chance that pilot fatigue will result in
purchased, CH-53Es will be needed to transport missing a tanker rendezvous or cause other mishaps.
heavy items of equipment that the V-22 cannot
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DEF-14 REDUCE THE NUMBER OF ARMY LIGHT DIVISIONS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 370 1,240 2,710 4,280 5,290 13,890
Outlays 310 1,070 2,400 3,890 4,930 12,600

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 460 1,580 2,780 3,710 4,180 12,710
Outlays 380 1,360 2,490 3,410 3,940 11,580

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

As of early 1994, the active portion of the U.S. Other questions arise about the capability of the
Army consisted of 14 divisions, eight of which are LIDs once they have been transported, presumably
generally regarded as "heavy"--that is, equipped to a hostile location. With 870 jeeps, 135 motorcy-
with tanks and other armored vehicles. The eight cles, and 41 utility helicopters for transportation, a
heavy divisions are primarily intended to be used light infantry division has limited mobility, and
against other armored forces. The other six divi- most of its 10,000 to 11,000 soldiers would have to
sions, ref Ted to as "light" divisions, are useful move by foot. A LID also has limited firepower,
against luo, heavily armored forces and were de- particularly against an enemy with any kind of
signed to be dispatched quickly and transported armored vehicles. Each division has only 44 long-
easily to trouble spots around the world. They range antiarmor missiles, 62 howitzers, and 29
include one airborne division, one air assault divi- armed helicopters; the most numerous antiarmor
sion, and four light infantry divisions (LIDs). The weapon in the LID--162 Dragon medium-range
Administration plans to eliminate two LIDs by the antitank missiles--has limited capability against
end of 1994 and two heavy divisions during the modern tanks.
next five years.

Perhaps the strongest statement about the utility
The utility of the light infantry divisions has of the LIDs in combat was made by the Department

been questioned in the Congress and elsewhere of Defense when it failed to use any light infantry
since their creation nine years ago. The Reagan forces during Operation Desert Storm. That conflict
Administration justified the LIDs by emphasizing was initiated by a relatively unsophisticated foe and
the need to respond to events anywhere in the world occurred halfwa., arour, the world with very little
by rapidly dispatching U.S. forces. But recent warning. The need to establish some military pres-
history indicates that the United States may not ence in theater very rapidly would seemingly have
need these divisions. Between 1945 and 1978, 215 argued for the use of light infantry forces. Never-
incidents required some sort of U.S. military action, theless, none of the LIDs we. leployed. Another
but only about 5 percent of them required a force of telling experience has been that of the 10th Moun-
division size or larger. One can argue that other tain Division--a light infantry division--in Somalia.
units--including the Army's airborne and air assault The division's firepower and protection proved to
forces and three Marine Corps divisions--provide be inadequate against even the unsophisticated and
sufficient rapid response. poorly equipped troops of a Somali warloid. As a
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result, parts of a heavy division were dispatched to remaining -',;ht infantry divisions and portions of
Somalia to provide armored protection to U.S. the airborne and air assault divisions. To permit an
forces there. orderly drawdown, one division would be elimi-

nated each year, starting in 1995. The alternative
Questions could also be raised about the Army's would retain one airborne division consisting of two

need for both an airborne and an air assault divi- air assault brigades and one airborne brigade. Start-
sion. The former is designed to be dropped by ing from the CBO baseline, which is based on an
parachute into hostile territory when no seaport or Army that includes six light divisions in 1994, this
airport is available for debarkation; the latter is alternative would eliminate five light divisions over
designed to be deployed by helicopter to relatively the next five years, saving $370 million in 1995 and
remote locations, although the deployment must be almost $14 billion over the next five years. Coin-
staged from a protected area. The United States has pared with CBO's estimate of the Administration's
not conducted a parachute assault involving an plan, which includes only four light divisions in the
entire division since World War II. Drops including Army in 1994, this alternative would eliminate three
one brigade--about one-third of a division--were light divisions over the next five years and save
carried out in Korea and Vietnam and in Panama in slightly less than $13 billion for the same period.
1990. In Operation Desert Storm, portions of the
82nd Airborne were sent to the Middle East early in Despite these savings and the shortcomings of
the operation, but they did not parachute in and, the light infantry divisions, eliminating them would
once reinforced by later-arriving heavy combat reduce U.S. capability in certain situations. For
units, were assigned supporting roles and were not example, LIDs might be useful during combat in
involved in any major battles. Additional para- urban areas where armored vehicles cannot operate
troop-qualified units exist in the special forces easily. LIDs might also be useful for defending
branch of the Army, and it is not obvious that the areas such as airports or seaports if the enemy did
Army needs an entire division designed to be not have armored capability. A proposal to elimi-
dropped by parachute. nate all of the LIDs might also encounter political

opposition because it would mean closing some
This alternative would eliminate all but one of military facilities that have been activated and refur-

the remaining light divisions from the Army's active bished in recent years.
forces. Forces disbanded would include all of the
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DEF-15 CANCEL THE ARMY'S TANK UPGRADE PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budgei Authority 120 220 90 -80 190 540
Outlays 20 60 130 120 20 350

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 150 520 390 480 530 2,070
Outlays 10 80 270 370 400 1,130

The shrinking of the U.S. military, coupled with the the 7,880 Abrams tanks in the Army's inventory by
disappearance of a long-time foe and the unprece- only 3 percent. This slight increase in capability
dented peacetime investment in modem weapons would come at a high price--a total of almost $2.3
that occurred in the 1980s, has sharply reduced the billion over the next five years.
need for new weapons. In particular, the Army now
has enough of the latest type of tank, the Abrams, This alternative would cancel the Army's up-
to equip the forces it plans to have for the foresee- grade program but would retain the components of
able future, and so has no plans to buy new tanks the tank industrial base in a mothballed status.
for at least the next 15 years. Mothballing the government-owned facilities that

manufacture tanks and components could cost
The Army has proposed instead to upgrade nearly $400 million over the next five years. By

about 1,000 Mis--the first model of the Abranis preserving the facilities, however, the United States
tank--to a later configuration designated as the would retain the capability to produce tanks again
MIA2. This program is intended, in part, to in- when the next generation is needed to replace the
crease the capability of some of the tanks that the Abrams or in the event of a crisis that would re-
Army will have in the field for the next 20 years quire more Abrams tanks. Compared with the CBO
and in part to keep producers of tanks and tank baseline, savings from adopting this alternative
parts in business, pending the need for a tank to would amount to about $120 million in 1995 and
replace the Abrams. would total $540 million over five years. Com-

pared with CBO's estimate of the Administration's
During the Bush Administration, the Army plan, savings would be $150 million in 1995 and

advocated closing the tank production line and about $2.1 billion from 1995 through 1999.
putting it in mothballs. In March 1992, then Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Colin Closing the tank line would also have some
Powell testified before the Congress that the Army's disadvantages. Without an upgrade program, the
current tank is the best in the world. That testi- U.S. inventory would include almost none of the
mony disputes the Army's current rationale for most capable M1A2 tanks. As regional powers
upgrading tanks, which is based on the need for acquire improved tanks, the absence of M1A2s
better ones. Indeed, although the MlA2 is 20 per- might erode the U.S. advantage in a war, even
cent more capable than the MI model--as measured though the MIA1 remains a highly capable tank.
by one scoring system developed for the Defense Closing the tank line would also end U.S. capability
Department--converting 1,000 MI tanks to the to produce new tanks quickly. The Army estimates
Ml A2 model would increase the total capability of that producing a new Ml A2 tank from a mothballed
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line could take more than four years--one year more up to government standards. Even though Defense
than to produce a new tank from a line involved in Department officials have asserted that the United
modifying tanks. States currently has enough capable tanks to meet

any foreseeable contingency and that there would be
Perhaps the most important drawback of this enough time in the event of a major crisis to restart

option is that some businesses that currently manu- the tank line, shutting the tank line down com-
facture tank components might close and so be pletely carr4 "s. These risks have to be
unavailable to produce tanks in the event of a crisis. weighed ag&. .. dreds of millions of dollars
A related concern is the potential loss of workers that would need to be spent annually to provide
whose skills are unique to tank manufacture and insurance against them.
who would have to be retrained in order to perform
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DEF-16 CANCEL THE ARMY'S RAH-66 PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 220 100 30 160 360 870
Outlays 210 230 110 130 220 900

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 300 140 260 280 410 1,390
Outlays 260 280 260 280 300 1,380

The Army fields about 6,500 helicopters, some of each Comanche has grown by a factor of two, from
which are approaching the end of their expected 20 $10 million in 1985 to $20 million in 1992, and the
years of service life or have exceeded it. About Comanche has become more expensive to acquire
3,000 of the helicopters, the OH-58 Kiowa scout than the Army's current generation of attack heli-
helicopters and the AH-1 Cobra attack helicopters, copter, the AH-64 Apache, which is bigger and
are Vietnam-era aircraft that the Army is anxious to heavier than the Comanche. This growth is signifi-
replace with the RAH-66 Comanche helicopter, cant, particularly in a helicopter whose development
The Comanche will fill both the reconnaissance and was originally justified on the basis of its being
attack roles that these two helicopters now perfonn. inexpensive to purchase, operate, and maintain.

Indeed, the Comanche's high cost calls into ques-
The Comanche program, when it was conceived tion the prudence of pursuing this yet undeveloped

in 1983, was intended to develop one aircraft that, Hfrcraft instead of continuing to buy existing heli-
in two different configurations, could replace not copters such as the AH-64 or later models of the
only the Vietnam-era scout and attack helicopters OH-58.
described above but also the UH-1 utility helicop-
ters of the same vintage. The Army originally The General Accounting Office (GAO) has
planned to buy over 5,000 Comanches of various questioned the wisdom of continuing the Comanche
configurations. The utility version was dropped in program. A report published in 1992 noted not

1988, however, because the program had become only the increase in the cost to acquire the Coman-
too costly; since then, the program has included che but also the potential for increases in the main-
only the attack and scout version, and the quantity tenance costs to three times the original estimates.
has been reduced further, from a planned purchase These factors, plus the risk of additional cost in-
of over 2,000 aircraft to just under 1,300 helicop- creases as technical issues are resolved, caused
ters. The helicopter is still in the development GAO to question the Army's underlying rationale
stage, which will continue at least through 1999. for the Comanche program. In addition, the Co-
The Army, which as recently as 1992 had planned manche, which was conceived at the height of the
to start buying Comanches in 1996, has since de- Cold War, will no longer need to counter threats of
layed 'he start of procurement until at least 2000. the same scale or sophistication as those it was

designed to thwart. Indeed, the Comanche is now
As a consequence of changes in the objective so similar in capability to the Apache, the aircraft it

and size of the program, the cost of each Comanche is supposedly designed to complement, that it is
helicopter has increased substantially since the pro- unclear what unique role it would play in Army
gram began. In constant 1993 dollars, the cost for aviation. Without a mission that existing Army
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helicopters cannot perform, it is hard to justify the alternative would buy 36 armed scout helicopters
continued development of an aircraft that is more each year, leading to a total procurement of 495
expensive to acquire than existing helicopters, helicopters through 1999. After taking into account

the cost of buying these helicopters, net savings
Based on these various concerns, this alternative compared with the CBO baseline would be $220

would provide other means for filling the million in 1995 and would total $870 million over
Comanche's role, at reduced cost. It would cancel the 1995-1999 period. Compared with CBO's esti-
the RAH-66 program, thereby saving $2.6 billion mate of the Administration's plan, net savings
over the next five years. Some added costs would would be $300 million in 1995 and almost $1.4
be associated, however, with buying more helicop- billion through 1999.
ters of other types. The Army has already pur-
chased enough Apaches to fulfill the attack role The disadvantage of adopting this alternative
assigned to eight of its 12 divisions. During Opera- would be the loss of new aviation technology incor-
tion Desert Storm, Apaches performed their mis- porated in the Comanche. Some analysts would
sions without scout helicopters, and this alternative argue that the threats the Comanche is likely to face
accordingly provides no replacements for the aging would not demand the very sophisticated stealth,
OH-58s currently assigned that role in those divi- avionics, and aeronautic technologies slated for the
sions. The Army, however, needs to replace the new helicopter, but others would support the pro-
aging AH-ls assigned to the attack aviation units of gram as a way to maintain the U.S. lead in helicop-
its remaining divisions. Armed scout helicopters, ter technology. Some of the Comanche's new tech-
known as armed OH-5 8Ds, were used effectively in nologies already are being incorporated into current
the Persian Gulf and could replace the AH-ls still U.S. helicopters such as the Apache. Abandoning
in service. The Congress has supported purchase of the RAH-66 program, however, would mean that
these aircraft in the past, and the Army has pro- the Army would have to rely on helicopters
posed a program to field a limited number (315) of designed in the 1960s and 1970s for years to come.
these helicopters over the next few years. This
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DEF-17 CANCEL THE C-17 AIRCRAFT AND BUY COMMERCIAL AIRLIFTERS

Annu• Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 2,300 3,220 3,090 3,160 3,910 15,680
Outlays 120 670 1,680 2,430 2,840 7,740

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 1,940 1,910 -350 0 -20 3,480
Outlays 160 570 1,100 960 400 3,190

The C-17 is a four-engine transport aircraft that can billion in 1995 and nearly $3.5 billion over the
carry a cargo payload of at least 110,000 pounds for 1995-1999 period. (These estimates use Boeing
a distance of 3,200 nautical miles without aerial 747-400F prices.) Virtually all of these savings,
refueling. It is being produced as the next-genera- which are net of the cost of buying 12 commercial
tion airlift aircraft to replace the C-141 Starlifter. aircraft and their support equipment, would be real-
Because it is designed to land at relatively small ized in 1995 and 1996, when, according to the
airfields with short runways, the C-17 also is ex- Administration's plan, the 14 C-17s are scheduled
pected to play an important role in meeting trans- to be bought.
port needs within a combat theater and will substi-
tute for other aircraft, such as the C-130, that tradi- CBO's baseline is generally consistent with last
tionally perform that role. year's budget request, which supported purchiasing a

total of 120 C-17s--66 of which would be bought
Twenty-six C-17 aircraft have already been over the 1995-1999 period. Savings relative to the

authorized through 1994, and after an intensive CBO baseline therefore appear much larger: about
review of its airlift options, the Administration $2.3 billion in 1995 and nearly $16 billion over the
recently announced that it will commit to purchas- five-year period. Readers should use these figures
ing only 14 more planes. The Administration holds with caution, however, since the ultimate size of the
out the possibility of additional purchases if the C-17 program is uncertain, and relative to the CBO
C-17's producer, McDonnell Douglas, lowers the baseline, the purchase of 12 commercial aircraft
aircraft's costs and reduces its manufacturing de- would not provide the Air Force with equivalent
fects. Alternatively, the Air Force may rely on a airlift capability.
mix of fewer C-17s and new C-5B aircraft or wide-
body commercial jets for its core airlift capability. The option would minimize purchases of an

aircraft that, among other problems, has had diffi-
This option would cancel the Administration's culty meeting its performance goals. As part of a

plan to buy 14 more C-17 aircraft and instead settlement reached in January 1994, the Defense
would purchase 12 wide-body commercial aircraft Department plans to lower sc 'specifications for
such as the Boeing 747-400F or the McDonnell the amount of weight the nust be able to
Douglas MD-11 freighter. These purchases would carry, the plane's landing disk.= while carrying its
provide the Air Force with roughly the .,me maximum payload, and the amount of heavy equip-
amount of airlift capability, as measured in millions ment it can air-drop. Air Force officials claim that
of ton-miles per day. Relative to CBO's estimate of the original C-17 contract specifications were based
the Administration's plan, savings could be $1.9 on transportation goals set during the Cold War,
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which are now unnecessary. But some analysts it is expected to be more maneuverable and better
contend the C-17 will have trouble meeting even able to detect and avoid missiles and antiaircraft
these lower performance thresholds. artillery.

Manufacturing quality has also been of concern. In addition, commercial planes are ill suited for
For example, in October 1992, the wing of the C-17 austere environments and require long runways and
test aircraft buckled under a test load equal to 124 special equipment to be loaded or unloaded. With-
percent of maximum operating weight. Specifica- out the C-17, limitations on the availability or ca-
tions for the C-17 contract require that the aircraft pacity of large international airports might restrict
be able to withstand 1.5 times the structural stress it the ability of the United States to deploy forces.
is expected to encounter during a lifetime of normal This issue may be especially important given the
use. More recent wing tests have been controversial Administration's stated goal of being able to deploy
as well: the left wing failed in two areas as it neared enough forces to fight and win two major regional
or soon after it reached the 150 percent goal. conflicts nearly simultaneously.

Costs for the C-17 program have risen dramati- Finally, this option could eventually reduce
cally. If one excludes changes in costs caused by airlift capability below curtrznt levels. Today's fleet
updated assumptions about inflation and the number of dedicated military airlifters has a capacity of 35
of aircraft to be purchased, cost estimates for the C- million ton-miles per day. But the workhorse of the
17 have increased nearly $19 billion, or 47 percent, current fleet, the C-141, is reaching the end of its
from the original plan. Last year, the Air Force service life. After conducting some inspections in
estimated that the total unit cost for each C- 17 early 1993, the Air Force limited the majority of its
would be about $330 million if 120 planes are pur- Starlifters to loads of 55,000 pounds (about 14,000
chased. That cost is likely to rise if the Air Force pounds less than normal maximum loads) and
buys fewer aircraft, grounded 45 planes because of small cracks emanat-

ing from weep holes in the planes' wings. As of
Opponents of this option would argue that at a January 1994, 114 out of 244 aircraft were in main-

time when the U.S. military is preparing to face tt.nance depots awaiting repair work. The Air Force
diverse regional conflicts on short notice, the Air e-pei that all but 42 of the Starlifters will be
Force needs more of the versatile C-17 airlifters. -!paire, by March 1h;94, and the entire fleet should
Civilian wide-body jets can deliver bulk cargo very oc i cstored to unrestricted flight by December 1994.
efficiently, but they cannot carry "outsize" cargo If other structural problems emerge, however, the
such as an M1 tank or an Apache helicopter. Can- Air Force may have to accelerate its retirement
celing the C-17 program at 26 aircraft therefore schedule for the aircraft. Replacing this lost ca-
might limit the speed with which the United States pacity would require the purchase of additional
could carry out some military missions. The C-17 C-17s or commercial airlifters, which would reduce
is also designed to be able to survive enemy attacks savings under this option.
better than existing military or commercial airlifters;
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DEF-18 RETIRE EXCESS KC-135 TANKERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 40 110 190 280 370 990

Outlays 30 90 170 250 340 880

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The U.S. Air Force owns a large fleet of aircraft to fleet provides an "air bridge" for deploying conven-
refuel transports, fighters, and bombers while they tional forces, reducing the amount of time it takes
are airborne. Being able to do so is important for to place U.S. forces in distant theaters and decreas-
tactical air operations and for deployment of forces ing the degree to which the United States must rely
by air from the United States to other parts of the on staging bases abroad. Tankers can be used to
world. Currently, U.S. tanker forces consist of 489 refuel airlift aircraft, as was done recently to support
KC-135 aircraft and 57 KC-10 aircraft (both figures the C-5 aircraft that carried heavy equipment into
are in terms of primary aircraft authorized). Somalia. To a limited extent, KC-135s can also

transport cargo. Once in theater, tanker aircraft
During the past several years, most of the air- support fighters and bombers, increasing their corn-

craft in the KC-135 fleet have been retrofitted with bat range and endurance. For example, about 300
new CFM-56 engines that increased their thrust and tanker aircraft supported operations in the Persian
fuel-carrying capacity. Over two-thirds of the KC- Gulf War.
135 fleet has been or will be modernized with this
engine by 1995. The remainder (designated as KC- This option could provide enough tanker capac-
135E aircraft) have been retrofitted with less effi- ity to meet the requirements of future regional con-
cient engines for the Air Reserve and Air National tingencies. The combination of planned KC-135
Guard. retirements and the changes in this option would

amount to less than a 25 percent reduction in the
The Air Force plans to retire approximately 20 Air Force's total capacity for fuel delivery by 1999

KC-135s by 1997. This option would retire another compared with its current level. In terms of num-
100 E-version aircraft--those with the least efficient bers of aircraft, these reductions are commensurate
engine technology and the smallest capacity for fuel with the Administration's plans to reduce the num-
delivery--at a rate of 20 planes per year through ber of Air Force fighter wings by nearly 30 percent
1999. That would still leave the military with below the current level.
nearly 425 wanker aircraft (including KC-10s).
Compared with the CBO baseline and the Adminis- Retiring more of the older KC-135E aircraft
tration's plan, this approach could save about $40 would also avoid other problems. The KC-135E
million in 1995 and nearly $1 billion through 1999. has a refurbished engine used formerly by Boeing

707 aircraft in commercial service. Although this
Historically, the tanker fleet has played an im- engine has greater fuel efficiency than the KC-135's

portant role in the nuclear deterrence mission by original engine, it gives the aircraft less capacity for
supporting long-range strategic bombers. Today, fuel delivery and slightly higher operating and sup-
however, most of the requirements for aerial refuel- port costs than aircraft equipped with the more
ing are derived from regional threats. The tanker modem CFM-56 engine. In addition, the older
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engine does not comply with Federal Aviation Ad- option might argue that a large tanker fleet makes
ministration Stage IlI noise standards set for the the United States less dependent on obtaining over-
year 2000. Since tankers often operate out of air- flight and landing rights.
fields used for both military and commercial air-
craft, the Air Force would probably have to pur- This option might leave the United States un-
chase "hush kits" or put new engines in its E-ver- able to wage a conventional war and a major nu-
sion planes ii the near future. clear war involving strategic bombers at the same

time. However, in light of the low probability of
Retirement of KC-135E tankers, however, might nuclear war and the availability of other platforms

reduce the number of KC-10 aircraft available for for delivering nuclear weapons that do not depend
airlift tasks. In addition to being an aerial refueling on tankers (particularly missiles based on subma-
aircraft, the KC-10 can be used as an airlifter; it is rines), this loss of capability is unlikely to be a
especially efficient at delivering bulk cargo. The proble~n.
Air Force plans to dedicate just 19 of its 57 KC-10s
to air refueling missions, leaving the remainder free Perhaps more important, this option might also
primarily for cargo delivery. By retiring more of limit the United States' ability to achieve the Ad-
the Air Force's aircraft dedicated to refueling, this ministration's stated goal of being able to prosecute
option may reduce the number of KC-10s that can two major regional conflicts that occur nearly simul-
be devoted to airlift missions. taneously. In the Persian Gulf War, the military de-

ployed 46 KC-10 and 262 KC-135 tankers. The
Moreover, the Air Force may need to rely on refueling aircraft retained under this option would

aerial refueling more heavily if the United States be sufficient for a future deployment of similar size
loses access to foreign bases that support airlift and would also provide capability for a simulta-
missions en route. During the Gulf War, three neous, smaller conventional deployment in some
bases (Zaragoza, Torrejon, and Rhein-Main) handled other theater or for support of a small nuclear mis-
61 percent of the airlift traffic. Of these bases, one sion. But such a force would not perrrLit the United
is no longer available and it is questionable whether States to fight two simultaneous wars on the scale
the United States will have the same degree of of Operation Desert Storm.
access to the others in the future. Opponents of this
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DEF-19 PHASE OUT SPENDING ON SEMATECH AND THE TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROJECT

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 120 240 370 510 650 1,890
Outlays 50 160 280 410 550 1,450

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 270 390 500 650 740 2,550
Outlays 130 290 410 540 660 2,030

The Department of Defense's Advanced Research funding levels, savings would be $120 million in
Projects Agency (ARPA) has played an expanded 1995 and nearly $1.9 billion over the five-year
role in sponsoring research and development (R&D) period. Compared with the Administration's plan,
in dual-use technologies--those that have both civil in which funding for TRP grows from $625 million
and military applications. Some Members of Con- in 1995 to $725 million by 1999, phasing out these
gress and the Administration endorse this role in programs could save $270 million in 1995 and
order to bolster economic growth in certain high- nearly $2.6 billion through 1999.
technology industries and help defense contractors
to diversify into commercial markets. Two dual-use Phasing out SEMATECH's funding could be
programs that ARPA supports are SEMATECH, a justified on several grounds. The consortium has
consortium of private companies that develops semi- already achieved many of its original technical
conductor manufacturing technology, and the Tech- objectives, such as developing process tools to make
nology Reinvestment Project (TRP), a program that integrated circuits with device widths of 0.35 mi-
provides support to consortia that develop or dis- cron. SEMATECH has set follow-on objectives,
seminate dual-use technologies. The Congress but it is not clear how well these technical goals
appropriated a total of $564 million for these pro- suit Department of Defense needs; ARPA has pro-
grams for 1994, and the Administration, given its posed in the past that it fund only those
commitment to technology policy and the Con- SEMATECH projects that the agency selects on the
gress's interest in the programs, supports continued basis of merit.
funding.

Even if federal support for SEMATECH contin-
This option would keep federal support for ues, the consortium may not be able to sustain some

SEMATECH and TRP at its 1994 appropriation domestic suppliers of semiconductor manufactur-
level and then phase it out by cumulative incre- ing equipment. For example, with the help of
ments of 20 percent per year between 1995 and SEMATECH, GCA Corporation--one of the few
1998, eliminating funding by 1999. The effects of U.S. producers of photolithography niachinery--
the defense drawdown on the U.S. economy should increased the technical sophistication of its equip-
have declined significantly by the end of the decade, ment. But sales prospects dropped off and GCA
and a sunset provision for SEMATECH and TRP closed its business; the company's assets were auc-
may help focus efforts on a limited number of tioned off in December 1993. SEMATECH also
achievable research objectives. Relative to the CBO cannot control whether companies that develop
baseline, which assumes no real growth from 1994 technology with its help share those innovations
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with foreign firms, even though such sharing may the private sector will underinvest in research of
undermine the objectives of the program. that type. More contentious, however, is the degree

to which the government should support applied
Perhaps for these reasons, in 1992 ARPA pro- R&D, the type funded by SEMATECH and TRP.

posed that federal funding be phased out and that As projects move from underlying scientific knowl-
private industry assume full responsibility for edge closer to products and processes, the commer-
SEMATECH. For 1994, DoD officials indicated cial benefits of that R&D are likely to be more
that consortium members were willing to contribute apparent. Applied research projects could take
only $90 million, and the Congress reduced its numerous paths, and it is difficult to select a few
matching appropriation accordingly. projects from among several promising applications

and then evaluate critically the role of federal sup-
Because the Technology Reinvestment Project is port. Some analysts therefore contend that the

a newer and more diverse program, justifications for private sector--with its vested interests in identifying
phasing it out are somewhat different from those for commercial potential--is better suited to promote
SEMATECH. The TRP collectively refers to a these types of R&D projects. Furthermore, if sup-
number of DoD programs designed to help integrate ported with federal funds, R&D programs can be-
the military and civilian sectors of the U.S. econ- come entrenched politically and difficult to discon-
omy. ARPA and five other federal agencies are tinue.
awarding funds on a competitive cost-sharing basis
to groups of private companies, research organiza- Supporters of these programs would argue that
tions, and educational institutions that develop or DoD should continue to fund SEMATECH and TRP
disseminate dual-use technologies. Most of the because of their benefits to national security. Semi-
funding for 1993 had been allocated to 162 project conductors are widely used in a variety of weapon
proposals by December 1993, and the Congress systems, and SEMATECH could help keep the
appropriated anoti.er $474 million for TRP in 1994. United States from becoming dependent on foreign
The Administration hopes to reprogram another suppliers for chips used in military equipment.
$120 million out of DoD's 1994 budget and include Likewise, TRP may help maintain the base of U.S.
the $30 million MARITECH maritime technology companies that can produce defense equipment, help
program in the TRP award process. That would firms incorporate cheaper or more capable civilian
raise TRP's available funds to $624 million--the components into weapon systems, or find new com-
level at which it was authorized. mercial applications for defense technology.

TRP awards are unlikely to create enough new More generally, SEMATECH and TRP make up
jobs in the near term to reduce substantially the part of the Administration's technology policy,
layoffs that will take place because of cutbacks in which is aimed at increasing and improving R&D.
defense spending. Under the Administration's pro- Advocates of technology policy see a role for the
posal, 1999 defense budget authority would be federal government in transforming scientific dis-
about $29 billion lower than its 1994 level (mea- coveries into commercial products by selectively
sured in 1995 dollars). Even if its funding rose to promoting generic applied research--the develop-
more than $700 million annually, TRP would coun- ment of technologies that are useful in more than
terbalance only a small fraction of job losses in the one industry. In addition, SEMATECH has suc-
defense sector. R&D projects sponsored by TRP ceeded in some important respects, such as stimulat-
may improve overall productivity in the economy, ing investment and encouraging clearer communica-
but any effects on job creation are likely to be long tion between producers and users of semiconductor
term, perhaps taking a decade or longer, manufacturing equipment. Because it encourages

collaborative R&D, TRP may likewise improve
Moreover, SEMATECH and TRP sponsor a communication among research teams, spread the

type of R&D for which the grounds for government risk inherent in large projects, or reduce duplication
funding are less clear. Most economists believe that of research effort.
federal support for basic R&D is justified because
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DEF-20 CUT FUNDING FOR MILITARY SPACF PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 700 900 1,000 900 800 4,300
Outlays 260 560 760 860 860 3,300

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 0 0
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0

Military space programs, as defined by the Depart- $4.3 billion through 1999, compared with the CBO
ment of Defense, consist of launch vehicles, satel- baseline. Should DoD or the Congress choose to
lites, communications systems, navigation systems, restore any of these programs, the projected savings
and various space-related projects. The Congress would not be achieved and the Congress's goal of
has expressed concern about the affordability of 15 percent savings would not be reached.
these programs in light of DoD's plans to spend
about $3.6 billion in 1995 on acquiring selected Cutting military space programs is not without
major space programs, excluding the Strategic De- risk, however. These programs play a critical role
fense Initiative. In the 1993 defense authorization in various national security functions including
act, the Congress directed DoD to review space military operations, intelligence reporting, and sup-
programs and policies and to develop alternative port during a crisis. Operation Desert Storm used
plans that could save up to 15 percent compared various space-based capabilities, such as the De-
with the Bush Administration's January 1992 plan. fense Support Program and the Defense Satellite
The Clinton Administration subsequently initiated a Communications System, that played vital roles in
comprehensive policy review that delayed DoD's the coalition's success. Any reductions in spending
alternative plans for reducing the space program. for space programs should preserve the ability to

perform these critical missions. In particular, ir-
The Administration's budget request achieves posing proportional reductions on all space pro-

the Congress's goal of reducing -pending for mili- grams could delay some that deserve high priority.
tary space programs by 15 percent below the 1992 Specific proposals for appropriate priorities within a
plan. By canceling the Follow-on Early Warning declining budget should be identified in DoD's
System, the Spacelifter, and the Landsat Remote revised plans, which may also analyze the advan-
Sensing Program, the Administration effectively tages and disadvantages of alternative programs, in-
reaches the goal set by the Congress in 1993. If the cluding their impact on the industrial base, their
Congress approves the Administration's plan, sav- ability to meet requirements, and potential revisions
ings would approach $700 million in 1995 and total to the militar., departments' roles and missions.
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DEF-21 USE EARLY RETIREMENT TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF MILITARY PERSONNEL

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 640 1,520 1,250 960 660 5,030

Outlays 580 1,450 1,260 980 680 4,950

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget

The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal ence between the Administration's planned person-
Year 1993 allows the service secretaries to permit nel levels at the end of 1995 and at the end of
military personnel to retire with as few as 15 years 1999. It is somewhat lower than the difference
of active service. That provision differs from normal between the number of people now serving with 15
retirement at 20 or more years of service in two to 19 years of service and the number that would be
important respects: (1) the service secretaries may serving in the long run in the smaller force planned
prescribe eligibility criteria involving factors such as for the future, which is one estimate of the number
grade, years of service, and skill; and (2) the of excess personnel in that experience range.
member's annuity amount, although based on the
same formula used for normal retirement, is reduced Compared with either the CBO baseline or the
by 1 percent for each year short of 20 that the Administration's plan, savings in federal budget
member retires. Authority for early retirement authority under this option could total about $5
expires on October 1, 1999. billion over the 1995-1999 period. These savings

assume that personnel levels in 1995 would be
How the Department of Defense uses the au- reduced by 49,000, the number of additional early

thority could have important effects on both near- retirements beyond the Administration's plan. Per-
term defense costs and long-term federal costs for sonnel levels in later years would gradually return
military retirement. The services could use early to the Administration's planned levels because the
retirement to avoid the need to separate involun- people who retired early in 1995 would otherwise
tarily senior members who are eligible for normal have left the service. The savings are net of the
retirement, to reduce the need for involuntary sepa- retirement benefits paid to the early retirees, which
rations of more junior personnel, as a substitute for would total $1.6 billion over the five years. Say-
other incentives designed to encourage the voluntary ings in the defense budget, shown in Appendix A,
separation of career members, or to speed up per- include reductions in the accrual charges for mili-
sonnel reductions. All of these policies would tend tary retirement that DoD pays into a trust fund.
to reduce near-term defense costs, but only the last-- These reductions in DoD outlays are offset in the
speeding up the reductions--would definitely reduce total federal budget.
federal outlays in both the near and the long terms.

In addition to the near-term savings, long-term
This option would link the services' use of the outlays for military retirement would decrease under

early-retirement incentive in 1995 to reduced per- this option. For each officer who retired at 15 years
sonnel levels, thus ensuring long-term savings in of service, total retirement payments would be re-
retirement costs. The Congress would direct DoD duced by at least $56,000 in present-value terms--
to grant early retirement to at least 73,000 personnel $130,000 or more if the officer would have received
during 1994 and 1995. That number is the differ- another promotion had he or she not retired early.
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Comparable reductions for an enlisted member inability of the personnel management system to
retiring at 15 years of service would be $22,000 and replace departing personnel rapidly in the units that
$60,000 or more, respectively, need them. Increasing the number of separations

compounds the problem, even if the services do not
If personnel levels are not reduced, long-term need the additional personnel in the long run. Crit-

retirement costs could increase substantially. The ics might also argue that the early-retirement pro-
services might then use early retirements to lessen gram would not reduce the services' use of other
the need for the voluntary or involuntary separation separation programs; rather, early retirement would
of other career personnel who were not eligible for allow the services to raise the number of aew re-
retirement. If allowed to stay, many of them would cruits to levels consistent with their long-term
eventually qualify for retirement at 20 years of needs. Finally, extensive use of early retirement,
bervice, costing the government much more than it which this option would virtually guarantee, might
would save as a result of the early retirements. create pressure to continue the program beyond its

current expiration in 1999. Continuing the program
Critics of using early retirement to reduce the could lead service members to view retirement after

size of the military might argue that the primary 15 years of service as the norm rather than as a
obstacle to faster personnel reductions is not the temporary authority to meet extraordinary needs.
availability of tools for separating personnel but the
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DEF-22 RESTRUCTURE OFFICER ACCESSION PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 120 200 290 380 380 1,370
Outlays 110 190 280 380 390 1,350

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 130 210 300 390 390 1,420
Outlays 110 200 290 390 400 1,390

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The military services have drawn on several man- Of this total, $1 billion would come from cut-
agement tools to reduce the size of the officer corps. ting class size at the three service academies. At
They have encouraged voluntary separations through present, each academy graduates about 1,000 second
specific actions such as tightening criteria for pro- lieutenants or ensigns a year. This option would
motion and liberalizing early-out procedures. They reduce that number to 625 by cutting the size of the
have reduced the number of senior officers by selec- entering class for the three academies from a total
tive early retirement, and they can make further cuts of 3,000 to only 1,875. Estimated savings from this
through reductions in force if necessary. Finally, action reflect only those costs that would change in
the military services have reduced the number of the near term, such as faculty and cadet pay and
new officers (accessions) who enter the force each operating expenses. These savings would be offset
year, consistent with the projected smaller force. by the additional costs needed to procure officers

from OCS and ROTC to replace those from the
This option would restructure officer accession academies, which would total about $55 million

programs beyond the changes the Department of over the five years. In the longer term, savings also
Defense has already made. Overall accession levels might accrue from changes in the academies' physi-
would not be cut below the level planned by the cal plant.
department, but more officers would be drawn from
lower-cost commissioning programs--Reserve Offi- Additional savings under this option would stem
cer Training Corps (ROTC) and Officers Candidate from changes in the structure of ROTC programs.
School/Officer Training School (OCS/OTS)--and In 1994, DoD plans to spend $132 million for
fewer from the more costly service academies. In ROTC scholarships. (DoD covers other costs of
addition, a ceiling would be placed on the per capita education, but this option deals only with tuition.)
amount that could be spent on each recipient of a About 30 percent of ROTC students now attend
ROTC scholarship. Further, the option would cut private institutions. The average cost per student in
Junior ROTC programs and eliminate the prepara- 1993 for tuition at four-year private institutions,
tory schools operated by the service academies. based on data from the Department of Education,
Relative to either the Administration's plan or the was $10,400 a year, rmiore than four times the aver-
CBO baseline, DoD would realize savings of about age cost of $2,400 at public universitie3. The op-
$130 million in 1995 and a total of $1.4 billion tion would cap ROTC scholarships at the $2,400
through 1999. level consistent with average tuiticn at public insti-
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tutions. Under a cap, DoD might choose to reduce the minimum efficient level, as supporters have
the number of units at high-cost institutions, reallo- claimed in arguing that further cuts would not pro-
cating resources to lower-cost schools in order to duce savings.
maximize the number of officers trained. Alter-
natively, the department might elect to pay only a Opponents of a dollar ceiling on ROTC scholar-
fraction of total tuition at high-cost institutions, ships might argue that the quality of a graduate
requiring the student to make up the difference. from a private institution is higher than that of a
Students currc atly enrolled would be allowed to graduate from a public institution. Setting a cap--
complete their education without financial penalty. and limiting the number of accessions from private

institutions--thus might reduce the overall quality of
Further, this option would cut Junior ROTC the officer corps. However, the national security

programs by about 25 percent. Junior ROTC pro- benefits of paying the higher tuition at private
vides introductory military training and uniforms to schools are unclear at best. Supporters of the public
students in secondary school, at an overall cost in educational system might claim that the quality of
1994 of $140 million. Recent Congressional action education at public schools equals that provided at
significantly expanded Junior ROTC in an effort to private ones.
place more units in the inner cities. The reduction
called for in this option would restrict this expan- Proponents of Junior ROTC include many Con-
sion by 50 percent. DoD could retain units in urban gressional supporters, who contend that it provides
areas or elsewhere. Savings would be $40 million discipline and reinforces positive values for teenage
in 1995 and $200 million over five years. youth, particularly in inner-city schools. Nonethe-

less, the program's contribution to national security
Finally, the option would close the preparatory is difficult to measure, and if its benefits lie in the

schools operated by each service academy. These behavioral changes it encourages, it arguably should
schools accept students who cannot meet the strin- be funded in competition with other social programs
gent admission criteria of the academies and gives targeted toward sucl populations.
them a year of additional training and schooling so
that they can gain entry to an academy. Savings in Similarly, supporters of the service academies'
1995 would be about $20 million and would total preparatory schools claim that those schools are
about $130 million through 1999. needed to provide an opportunity for students from

less fortunate circumstances to enter the military
Supporters of the military academies have con- academies. These schools also provide an avenue

tended that these programs are needed to produce for enlisted personnel to enter the academies. Op-
future service leaders. This argument has not per- ponents argue that the schools are used to enable
suaded the Congress, but past attempts to mandate the academies to recruit athletes and minorities who
cuts at the academies have been only partly success- cannot otherwise qualify for admission, and that at
ful; class size has declined modestly, but academy an average total cost of about $40,000 per student
graduates now account for a !arger share of officer they are more expensive than most .her secondary
accessions than at any time since at least 1980. education or than OCS/OTS programs, the primary
There is little evidence for the contention that the avenue of commissioning for enlisted personnel.
academies have already reduced their class size to
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DEF-23 REDUCE THE SIZE OF THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 200 610 1,040 1,500 1,990 5,340
Outlays 190 590 1,030 1,490 1,970 5,270

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 50 160 350 610 900 2,070
Outlays 50 150 340 610 890 2,040

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

In the aftermath of the Cold War, military forces are 1995 and $2.1 billion over five years as compared
undergoing a major downsizing as budgetary re- with the Administration's plan. Savings compared
sources are reduced. As part of this effort, active with the CBO baseline would be much larger--S200
Army forces will decline from a level of 780,815 in million in 1995 and $5.3 billion through 1999--
1987 to about 495,000 in 1999--a 37 percent reduc- because the baseline projects a continuation of
tion. The drawdown of Army National Guard and strengths at 1994 levels. Total savings could be
Reserve strengths, however, is occurring at a much even greater if the Congress reduced funds for pur-
slower pace. Under the Administration's plan, the chasing reserve equipment in proportion to the cuts
combined strengths of these two components will in reserve strength.
decline by only 25 percent between 1987 and 1999,
to a level of 575,000. The National Guard and Reserve are an integral

part of the total Army; they provide essential sup-
This relative shift in favor of reserve forces may port and augmentation for active forces during both

not be entirely the result of planning. In the past, peacetime and wartime. Under current and planned
when the Department of Defense has tried to reduce alignments of reserve and active forces, the active
reserve forces more nearly in proportion to cuts in forces could not perform many of their wartime
active forces, the Congress has consistently added missions without support from the reserves in areas
strength back to reserve levels. For example, in the such as medical resources, logistics, and transporta-
1993 budget, the Administration requested an over- tion. Many reserve support units were deployed
all reduction of 108,000 reservists, but the Congress during Operation Desert Storm and by many ac-
authorized a cut of only 35,000. counts made important contributions. Some Mem-

bers of Congress point to this experience in support
This option would reduce Army National Guard of their view that the Department of Defense has

and Reserve strengths about 16 percent below levels placed too little value on the contribution of the
projected through 1999, to mirror the 37 percent reserves.
decline in active Army forces between 1987 and
1999. Compared with the Administration's plan, Supporters of the Army reserves also argue that
that translates into additional cuts of 9,000 Army maintaining large reserves (even at the cost of hav-
reserve personnel in 1995 and more than 90,000 ing smaller active forces) will save money without
through 1999. Savings in the cost of personnel and appreciably diminishing national security. The cost
day-to-day operations would equal $50 million in of manning and operating Army reserve units typi-
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cally averages about 25 percent of that of similar Moreover, although the Guard and Reserve have
active units. A major recent study by RAND, con- performed well when called upon, reservists are
ducted for DoD at Congressional direction, found part-time military members who train, on average,
that these savings come at the price of lower readi- much less than active-duty personnel. Because of
ness. Nonetheless, the longer mobilization times the differential in training time, the reserve units
that the Army reserves require may not pose a prob- that perform best may be those that face narrower
lem in light of the reduced threat of a major Euro- missions with simpler constituent tasks.
pean war in which large numbers of reserves would
be needed. According to this argument, reserve ground

combat units will always be less ready to perform
Others might contend, however, that in an era of because they are unable to train in some of the

diminishing threats to U.S. security, the reserves more complex tasks required on the modem battle-
should be reduced proportionately to the active field. The recent RAND study of the mix of active
forces. In this view, it makes little sense to retain and reserve forces concluded that early-deploying
all or most of the reserves when many of the active reserve ground combat units might take four months
units that they support are being eliminated. In- or more to reach the level of readiness of compar-
deed, the opposite approach may be appropriate: as able active units. Advocates of larger cuts in Army
forces become smaller, a larger fraction may have to reserve forces contend that this disparity makes it
be on active duty so they can respond to crises on unwise to rely on the reserves to be able to meet the
short notice. contingencies that the United States is likely to face

in the post-Cold War world.
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DEF-24 RESTRUCTURE RESERVE COMPENSATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 410 420 440 450 470 2,190
Outlays 390 420 440 450 470 2,170

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 390 380 370 370 370 1,880
Outlays 370 380 370 370 370 1,860

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

In 1994, nearly 1 million people will serve part time credited with two drills per day for a total of 48.
in the reserves, with personnel costs of roughly $5.8 For each drill, a reservist receives "one day's" (that
billion. These personnel typically participate in 48 is, one-thirtieth of one month's) basic pay and credit
training drills per year, which usually involve one toward retirement but no additional money for either
weekend of reserve duty each month, and also serve subsistence or housing. Thus, the reservist receives
on active duty for two weeks each year. These two basic pays and double retirement credit for one
reservists are compensated with pay and allowances day's work. That equates to being paid about 30
for time spent training as well as with credit toward percent more per day than active-duty personnel.
military retirement benefits.

This alternative would redefine drill pay so that
This alternative would make three changes to two drills (one day's work) would be compensated

the reserve compensation system that would save with one day's total pay. Reservists would be
about $400 million in federal budget authority in treated on equal terms with active-duty personnel
1995 and a total of about $2 billion through 1999 as and would receive basic pay and cash allowances
compared with either the CBO baseline or the Ad- for subsistence and housing for each day of training,
ministration's plan. Annual savings would con- regardless of the type of training being performed.
tinue to grow in the years beyond 1999. In addition Savings in direct costs would average about $600
to realizing savings, these alternatives would aim to million in each of the next five years. In addition,
simplify the reserve compensation system, treat the Department of Defense's required contribution
different categories of reservists more equitably, and toward reserve retirement would decline, but that
improve efficiency in personnel management. would not affect total federal outlays over the next

five years. Eventually, however, savings in retire-
Redefine and Reduce Drill Pay. During their two ment costs could substantially reduce federal costs.
weeks of active training, reservists receive the same
daily compensation as active-duty personnel, namely Eliminate Dual Compensation for Reservists
basic pay plus allowances for subsistence and hous- Employed by the Federal Government. More
ing. When reservists attend their weekend training, than 110,000 reservists are employed in civilian
however, this parallel does not hold. In fact, reserv- jobs in the federal government. These individuals
ists actually receive higher pay per day than their bencfit from the government's strong support of
active-duty counterparts because reservists normally reserve training and may experience fewer conflicts
do their weekend training over 24 days but are with employers than do reservists who work in the
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private sector. In addition, reservists employed by Although these three changes offer potential
the government receive dual compensation--both advantages, they could also raise problems. The
their government and reserve pay--during their two changes would be imposed during a period of con-
weeks of annual training without having to use siderable turmoil caused by the reduction in the
vacation time or annual leave. Although a few of number of military personnel, including reserve
the larger private-sector employers mirror this gov- personnel. Broad changes in the compensation
ernment pay practice, dual compensation is not the system may be easier to effect once the drawdown
general rule for reservists who are employed outside is complete.
the federal government.

More importantly, these changes would result in
This alternative would eliminate dual compensa- lower paychecks for reservists and would eliminate

tion for reservists who are given time off from their their retirement benefits, which could lead to re-
federal jobs to carry out their active-duty commit- cruiting and retention problems. Retention is al-
ment. Instead, they would receive only the higher ready lower among reservists who are at the early
of the two payments during the service period. stages of their reserve careers than among their
Savings would average just over $80 million in each active-duty counterparts; additional losses among
of the five years. This particular proposal has been reservists could leave some reserve units without
included in the National Performance Review initia- enough junior personnel to be fully effective in
tives and may be enacted next year. wartime. Problems of recruiting and retention may

be at least partially offset as forces are reduced,
Eliminate Reserve Retirement. The United States because many former active-duty personnel are now
is the only country that offers retirement benefits to seeking reserve positions. Once the active draw-
its part-time military personnel. These benefits down is complete, though, some of the savings from
parallel those provided for active-duty service and the other options--perhaps a substantial part--might
have remained largely unchanged since their enact- have to be used to pay bonuses to offset any recruit-
ment in 1948. Reservists are entitled to retired pay ing and retention problems.
at age 60 after 20 years of active or reserve service,
but at least the last eight years must have been The military could target bonuses toward those
spent in the reserves. The amount of retired pay is reserves most in demand, making payments at vari-
based on length of service and the average highest ous points during reservists' careers to retain those
three years of pay. Payments to reserve retirees in with needed skills. Bonuses could also be used to
1993 totaled $1.9 billion. In 1995, DoD will set recruit new reservists into areas that are difficult to
aside an amount equal to 10.5 percent of reservists' fill. Added costs could average $230 million a year
basic pay, or roughly $400 million, to pay for their and are reflected in the savings noted above. The
future retirement benefits. bonuses could be even higher if the Congress man-

dates an increased emphasis on reserve forces,
This option would terminate reserve retirement which may mean relatively small reductions in

for those entering the reserve components after the reserves compared with those in the active forces.
end of fiscal year 1994. The federal government
would not realize savings for many years because The military could also use these bonuses to
the actual payments would not occur until these new phase in the retirement changes more quickly, by
reservists reached age 60. Officers would be af- offering reservists a choice between continuing
fected most because they receive about 80 percent under reserve retirement or potentially receiving
of the total amount of retirement benefits paid to re- bonus payments. Reservists choosing bonus pay-
servists, even though they constitute only 15 percent ments would then forgo future retirement benefits.
of reservists.
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DEF-25 DENY UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION TO SERVICE MEMBERS WHO
VOLUNTARILY LEAVE MILITARY SERVICE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Aathority 280 230 230 230 230 1,200

Outlays 280 230 230 230 230 1,200

Many military personnel who leave active-duty civilian work force must follow by stipulating that
service are eligible for unemployment benefits. only personnel who left service involuntarily be-
Their payment amounts are calculated in the same cause of force reductions would be eligible to re-
way as those of civilian personnel who qualify for ceive payments. Eliminating payments to individu-
unemployment benefits. However, eligibility of als who leave service voluntarily would reduce the
former military personnel differs from that of recipi- number of recipients by at least 50 percent, resulting
ents in the civilian labor force in one important in savings of about $230 million annually. Because
respect. Former military personnel can apply for the Department of Defense ultimately reimburses
and receive unemployment benefits even if they the Department of Labor for the cost of unemploy-
voluntarily leave military service, but civilian recipi- ment payments to former service members, these
ents must have lost their jobs involuntarily. savings would occur in the defense budget. Savings

under this option are relative to both the CBO base-
The majority of personnel who leave military line and the Administration's plan.

service do so voluntarily. For example, many
choose not to reenlist following completion of their The unemployment insurance program was
term of service; others, who have completed a mini- established with the intent of aiding those who lose
mum of 20 years of service, opt for voluntary retire- their jobs involuntarily. Subjecting military person-
ment. Still others may choose to leave military nel to the same rules as the rest of the work force
bervice in return for cash payments under the volun- regarding unemployment compensation thus could
tary separation incentive and special separation be seen as a more equitable use of an existing enti-
benefits programs enacted in 1991. A much smaller tlement program. But if military service is consid-
group is separated involuntarily for reasons related ered to be fundamentally different from other types
to job or promotion performance or, in recent years, of employment, one could argue that voluntary
because of the drawdown of military forces. separation from service is not comparable with

voluntary termination of civilian employment and
This option would apply the same rules to for- therefore should not be subject to the same restric-

mer rmiitary personnel that other members of 1-e tions on eligibility for unemployment compensation.
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DEF-26 REDUCE DRILLS FOR NONCOMBAT RESERVE UNITS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 130 140 140 140 150 700
Outlays 130 130 140 140 150 690

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 130 120 120 130 130 630
Outlays 120 120 120 130 130 620

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The National Guard and Reserve play an important five-year savings totaling $700 million. Savings
role in U.S. defense policy by providing a trained, would be smaller relative to the Administration's
combat-capable force that can be mobilized in time 1995 plan, which assumes a smaller number of
of war. Some of these reserve units are included in reservists.
the forces that deploy overseas early in a major
conflict. Others would supplement existing active Reducing drills for these noncombat units may
units and would provide much of the combat sup- not harm readiness and warfighting capabilities. In
port needed to fight a war. many cases, required skills could probably be main-

tained even with the reduced amount of weekend
Some reserve units, however, have non- training. Because total pay wouid be reduced,

combat-related missions that may not be needed fewer reservists might be willing to serve in these
immediately or that may be met by the civilian units, and shortages could occur. But most of the
sector. Included in this category are units such as general skills required are readily available in the
bands and those that provide administration, food civilian sector, so qualified personnel could presum-
services, registration of combat casualties, and laun- ably be recruited in the event of a war. Also, as
dry services. Like units directly involved in com- levels of active-duty personnel are reduced during
bat, reservists in these noncombat units are paid to the next few years, a larger pool of manpower will
train full time for two weeks each year and to drill be available from which to meet requirements for
for one weekend each month (drills total 48 because the reserves.
there are four per weekend).

A decline in the number of personnel willing to
This alternative would reduce the number of serve in these units, however, could create some

weekend drills for the roughly 90,000 reservists in problems in peacetime. Increased recruiting efforts
these noncombat units from 48 to 24. Members may be needed to maintain the size of the noncom-
would still be paid to train full time for two weeks bat units. Costs for this extra effort are not re-
each year, but on average they would train for one flected in the savings shown above. If the size of
weekend every other month instead of each month. these noncombat units declines, some of their peace-

time functions--particularly administration and fi-
Compared with the CBO baseline, savings in ., nance--might need to be transferred, resulting in in-

first year would be $130 million, with cumulative creased work loads for other units or individuals.
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DEF-27 REDUCE GOVERNMENT SPENDING FOR MILITARY HEALTH CARE
TO ACCOMPANY CAPITATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 170 360 560 790 1,040 2,920
Outlays 120 300 490 710 950 2,570

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 160 340 530 740 980 2,750
Outlays 120 280 460 670 890 2,420

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defene budget.

The Department of Defense has determined its This option focuses on the delivery of health
budgets for health care programs on the basis of care to military dependents and retirees, who receive
historical patterns of provision of care and use of much of their care in military medical facilities. To
resources by military treatment facilities. This reinforce the incentives under capitation for hospital
budgetary process rewarded hospital commanders commanders to use resources more efficiently, this
with larger budgets if they provided more health option would adjust capitation rates to require DoD
care and thus offered few incentives to curb the to bring the use of health care more closely in line
delivery of unnecessary and inappropriate health with civilian rates for military beneficiaries under
care. Considering that DoD plans to spend almost the age of 65 (with the exception of active-duty
$16 billion to support the military health care sys- personnel). Because hospital commanders may find
tem in fiscal year 1994, the consequences of ineffi- it difficult to control the use of health care that
cient use of resources are serious. beneficiaries receive from civilian health care pro-

viders (reimbursed under the Civilian Health and
To give hospital commanders a fiscal incentive Medical Program of the Uniformed Services), this

to control costs, DoD introduced a system of capita- option adjusts capitation rates to reflect reductions
ted budgeting in 1994. Under capitated budgeting, in health care use only at the military facilities.
each commander receives a fixed amount per bene- Based on the higher patterns of rates of use in the
ficiary for providing all health care to the popula- military compared with those in the civilian sector,
tion within the hospital's defined service area. By DoD could lower health care costs by about $160
limiting future budgets according to a fixed amount million to $170 million in 1995 and $2.8 billion to
per person, capitation radically alters the incentives $2.9 billion over the next five years, in comparison
inherent in the previous system of budgeting, en- with both the CBO baseline and the Administra-
couraging the commander to deliver only care that tion's plan. Under this option, DoD is assumed to
is both necessary and appropriate. DoD's system- set aside 10 percent of total savings, which hospital
wide approach to capitation, however, projects re- commanders would be allowed to retain to enhance
source requirements on the basis of historical spend- the delivery of services at military medical facilities.
ing patterns. To the extent that inefficiencies are
part of the current medical care system, capitation Compared with the U.S. population at large,
thus may tend to perpetuate them. military beneficiaries under age 65 (excluding ac-
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tive-duty personnel) make heavy use of both inpa- cause some civilians lack insurance coverage, na-
tient and outpatient services. In 1992, civilians in tionwide rates of hospital use by civilians may
the United States under the age of 65 used about actually be lower than medical considerations war-
530 days of hospital care per 1,000 people and rant. Military beneficiaries may actually be health-
made 4.5 outpatient visits per person. When ad- ier than civilians because of their unimpeded access
justed for the distribution of that civilian population to care. That said, however, civilian health mainte-
by age and sex, as well as insurance coverage, nance organizations have shown that high-quality
military beneficiaries under the age of 65 living in care is achievable with rates of hospital use well
the United States used about 615 days of hospital below 400 days per 1,000 enrollees.
care per 1,000 people and made 6.7 outpatient visits
per person. Opponents might also claim that basing funding

on capitation risks giving hospital commanders
Improvements in efficiency are both necessary insufficient funds to offer beneficiaries a military

and possible under DoD's plans to integrate the benefit plan consistent with the provisions of nation-
military into national health care reform by estab- al health care reform. At present, military benefi-
lishing regional military health care plans that are ciaries are not generally required to enroll in any
competitive with civilian networks. Several of the plan as a precondition for using the military health
managed care strategies that are now a part of many care system. Capitation formulas, therefore, could
civilian plans could be employed to reduce the use be based only on DoD's estimate of the number of
of health care by military beneficiaries: for exam- bereficiaries, and in practice more beneficiaries
ple, extending current guidelines on the appropriate- might elect to enroll than particular hospitals could
ness of inpatient care to the military treatment facil- accommodate. A capitation formula based on a
ities, and establishing "gatekeepers" to control the system of enrollment in a military health care plan,
use of outpatient care. In addition, the military may as proposed under national health care reform,
also need to consider strategies for controlling costs would provide a more accurate basis for making
such as increased cost sharing by beneficiaries (see spending reductions and encouraging efficiency, but
DEF-28). such a formula cannot be implemented before the

national system is enacted. Waiting until then,
Opponents of this option might argue that high however, would forgo the opportunity to squeeze

rates of hospital use do not necessarily imply abuse any present inefficiencies from the military health
of the military medical system. For example, be- care system.
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DEF-28 REVISE COST SHARING FOR MILITARY HEALTH CARE BENEFITS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 350 350 350 360 360 1,770
Outlays 270 330 350 350 360 1,660

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 340 340 340 340 350 1,710
Outlays 260 320 330 340 340 1,590

About 8.5 million people are eligible to use the regardless of whether that care is received in a mili-
military health care system. That total includes all tary or civilian setting. As a consequence, this
men and women on active duty, their spouses and option would address the twin problems of effi-
children, and retired military personnel and their ciency and equity. New cost-sharing requirements
dependents and survivors. Those who choose to use for direct military health care would be modeled
this health care system receive most of their care in after the civilian cost-sharing requirements proposed
the military's hiospitals and clinics (referred to as under Tricare, the health care plan that DoD plans
the direct care system). When beneficiaries receive to offer as its contribution to national health care
care in military facilities, they pay very little. Hos- reform. Savings could amount to about $350 mil-
pital care costs between $4.75 and $9.30 per day for lion in 1995 and $1.7 billion through 1999 com-
most beneficiaries; retired enlisted personnel pay pared with either the CBO baseline or the Adminis-
nothing. Outpatient visits and prescriptions are free tration's plan. These savings stem from both the
of charge for all beneficiaries, revenue generated from increased charges and the

reductioiis in patterns of use by beneficiaries in
When direct military care is unavailable or response to higher cost sharing. Some of these

inaccessible for dependents and retirees under the savings, however, would be offset by the cost of
age of 65, the Depaiitment of Defense reimburses modifying existing automated information systems
civilian providers through a traditional fee-for-ser- to collect the higher fees.
vice insurance program known as the Civilian
Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed The principal reason to revise the cost-sharing
Services (CHAMPUS). Compared with cost-sharing requirements for the military health care system is
requirements in military facilities, beneficiaries to slow the rising costs of providing military health
using CHAMPUS generally pay more. For inpa- care. Controlling these costs will be possible only
tient care, for example, retirees must pay the lesser if beneficiaries and providers alike face improved
of $265 per day for inpatient care or 25 percent of incentives of the kind incorporated in DoD's Tricare
hospital charges. For outpatient care, all users face plan for care received in the civilian sector. Imple-
both a deductible and copayments. Such low menting this plan for military beneficiaries, how-
charges for military facilities lead to inefficiently ever, need not impose onerous requirements on
high use of health care there and are inequitable to them because it should improve their access to less
beneficiaries who must rely on civilian providers, expensive care at military medical facilities.

This option would equalize the cost-sharing Aside from raising revenue, this option would
requirements for outpatient care for all beneficiaries yield many other benefits. Higher charges for mili-
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tary care would help curb excessive use in military There are disadvantages to this option. Because
facilities by creating the same incentives for benefi- medical care is a key part of military compensation,
ciaries who use the military treatment facilities as military families might view increased charges as an
for those who use civilian providers. At the same erosion of benefits. That may be of particular con-
time, charges for using direct military health care cern during a major drawdown of forces, which has
would also assist commanders in holding down already created considerable uncertainty among
costs through capitated budgeting. Under capitated military families. Recruitment and especially reten-
budgeting, commanders of mili.ary treatment facili- tion could suffer, although Tricare would continue
ties receive a fixed amount ba.,ed on the projected to be significantly less expensive to join than other
beneficiary population to be served (see DEF-27). medical plans offered to civilian employees in either
This option would make cost-sharing requirements the federal government or the private sector. Nor
for military care similar to the low end of cost- should rising charges necessarily harm health, be-
sharing requirements proposed under national health cause evidence shows that people at ages and in-
care reform for the civilian sector. And it would come typical of military beneficiaries seek needed
eliminate the inherent inequity of providing more care even when they share costs.
generous health care benefits to those who live near
a military hospital or clinic.
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DEF-29 CLOSE THE UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 20 30 40 70 70 230
Outlays 20 20 30 60 60 190

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 0 0
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

Historically, the Department of Defense has faced percent, and the remaining 15 percent came from
shortages in medical personnel, particularly physi- other sources, including volunteers.
cians. To alleviate this situation, DoD has devel-
oped various programs to provide a supply of these This option assumes that the class of students
personnel. One such program is the Health Profes- admitted in August 1993 would be USUHS's last;
sionals Scholarship Program (HPSP), which pays the institution would close at the end of fiscal year
tuition and a stipend to medical students and those 1997 after those students have graduated. Other
in other health-related programs in return for a programs for obtaining physicians would be ex-
military service obligation. Another example is the panded to offset some of the loss of physicians.
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sci- Compared with the CBO baseline, which assumes
ences (USUHSN, a medical school operated by DoD. continuation of the USUHS program at current

levels, net federal savings would be about $20 mIl-
The Congress created the university in 1972 to lion in 1995 and $230 million over five years.

train physicians committed to long-term military These savings include reductions in military'and
careers. At a total cost of about $90 million in civilian personnel assigned to the university and
1994, the school provides a full education for its would be in addition to planned drawdowns. They
participants, including a stipend to cover room, also reflect the added cost of obtaining physicians
board, and books. Based on figures from 1991, from other sources, such as the HPSP.
USUHS is the most expensive source of military
physicians at $562,000 per person. By comparison, The Administration supports this option. On the
scholarships cost $111,000, and other sources, such basis of findings by Vice President Gore's National
as the Financial Assistance Piogram and the Volun- Performance Review, the Administration's budget
teers Program, range in cost from $55,000 to for fiscal year 1995 also proposes to close USUHS
$13,500. Even after adjusting for the lengthier at the end of fiscal year 1997 on the grounds that
service commitment required of physicians trained DoD can obtain medical personnel less expensively
at USUHS, their training cost is still higher than for from other sources.
physicians from other sources.

This proposal has some drawbacks. Supporters
USUHS has met only a small fraction of DoD's of USUHS claim that its physicians are better

need for new physicians--less than 12 percent in trained for the special needs of the services because
1992, for example. Scholarships provided about 73 of the university's focus on the study of military
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medicine and preparation of military medical offi- medical commanders to hire civilian medical per-
cers. In addition, some of the higher costs of sonnel, might allay Congressional concerns on this
USUHS are repaid, in effect, because USUHS- score. For example, the Military-Civilian Health
trained physicians have a longer service commit- Service Partnership Program allows commanders of
ment than physicians from other sources. For ex- military treatment facilities to enter into agreements
ample, graduates of USUHS must pay back seven with civilian providers to compensate for staff short-
years of active duty, whereas scholarship recipients ages, thus improving access to services for benefi-
must pay back only about one year of active duty ciaries. Alternatively, if the Congress allows the
for each year of health professional training. The military departments to reduce the number of physi-
longer tenure of USUHS graduates may enhance cians below current targets, then the loss of USUHS
stability in the medical corps and reduce demands physicians could be partdally offset by the smaller
on the other sources of physicians. Perhaps because number of physicians required. Expansion of exist-
of these considerations, the Congress strongly ing programs could make up the rest of the loss.
backed the ci.-ation of USUHS and has consistently
given the institution full financial support. Direct cost comparisons between USUHS and

other sources of physicians may be unfair to
Reflecting its concern about the general state of USUHS because of indirect subsidies that the fed-

military medical care, the Congress in recent years eral government provides to medical schools, which
has limited the authority of the military departments in effect raise the true governmental cubt of physi-
to reduce the number of health care personnel. cians from sources other than USUHS. Nonethe-
Some Members of Congress might oppose closing less, even taking these subsidies into account prob-
USUHS because that could contribute to a shortage ably would not affect the conclusion that USUHS
of military doctors. Other programs to improve remains a relatively expensive source of military
military medical care, such as allowing military physicians.
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DEF-30 REDUCE FUNDING FOR DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 300 310 320 340 350 1,620

Outlays 210 270 300 320 330 1,430

Although defense spending has declined by about The Congress has expressed concern about the
15 percent since 1990, funding for environmental lack of progress being made in the cleanup program
security programs has increased by about 290 per- and--despite the overall growth of funding for clean-
cent. In 1990, the Department of Defense spent up in recent years--has indicated that, in some in-
$1.4 billion on environmental programs for cleaning stances, reductions in funding may be warranted.
up operational bases and closing military installa- For example, the House Committee on Appropria-
tions, complying with federai and state standards in tions recommended a $600 million reduction in
handling hazardous waste materials, and conducting spending in 1994, concluding that less stringent
research and development of environmental remedi- cleanup standards for military bases being closed
ation technologies. In 1994, the Congress autho- could provide significant savings. CBO does not
rized $5.4 billion for these activities, an increase of have data to support the details of that estimate, but
$200 million over the Administration's request. recent experience at Mather Air Force Base in Cali-
The Administration's plan includes $5.7 billion for fornia illustrates the potential for savings from less
environmental programs in 1995 and $26.2 billion stringent cleanup standards. DoD has estimated that
over the 1995-1999 period. the cost of cleaning up Mather Air Force Base

could be reduced by 25 percent or more with such
Compared with the Administration's plan and standards.

the CBO baseline, this option identifies potential
savings of $300 million in 1995 and $1.6 billion It is difficult to estimate the total savings that
over the five-year period through 1999. These might stem from less stringent standards, reduced
savings would result from adopting less stringent management costs, and more efficient remediation
cleanup standards, reducing management costs, and technologies. The projections in this option were
using new remediation technologies. Such changes chosen to lie between the reductions imposed last
in DoD's environmental programs would be consis- year by two Congressional committees.
tent with concerns expressed by oversight commit-
tees in the Congress. Recent advances in remediation technologies

could yield significant savings. The department
Despite the recent dramatic increase in funding might achieve near-term savings by revising sam-

for environmental programs, DoD has achieved only pling and analysis practices during the early phases
limited progress in cleaning up the 18,795 contami- of the cleanup process. For example, a recent DoD
nated sites on its 1,800 installations. Most of the study of five contaminated sites found that the ap-
work to date has involved identifying and character- plication of statistical design techniques in sampling
izing contamination, and little actual cleanup has to characterize and monitor contamination could
been accomplished. As of April 1993, the depart- save as much as 30 percent compared with the cost
ment reported that cleanup activities were complete of current approaches. In addition, new technolo-
or under way at fewer than 4 percent of the total gies, such as the Site Characterization and Analysis
number of contaminated sites. Penetration System, a type of ground radar, ac-
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Penetration System. a type of ground radar, ac- But the policy changes underlying the estimated
counted for savings of an additional 7 perrent com- savings are not without risk. The savings estimates
pared with past practices. DoD estimates that the for site characterization are based on a limited num-
application of these new techniques could save ber of samples and may not be achievable for all
between $56 million and $246 million for some 900 contaminated sites. Similarly, DoD's estimated
sites requiring characterization work. The study savings for applying new technologies during the
also concludes that more effective characterization remediation phase are based on laboratory results
could save aignificant costs, perhaps billions of and reflect only limited experience in the field.
dollars, during the remediation phase.

Also, the potential savings from the application
Savings might also be achieved during the next of new technologies during the characterization and

several years by applying certain new technologies remediation phases of cleanup may not be realized
during the remediation phase. For example, the as quickly as DoD has estimated. Few of the new
current cost of cleaning contaminated soil by incin- remediation technologies are mature enough to be
eration varies from $350 to $1,500 per ton. Biore- used on a wide scale during the next year or so.
mediation techniques, such as composting, can Thus, a disproportionate share of the near-term
achieve the same standards at a considerably lower savings assumed in this option may have to be
price--between $100 and $400 per ton. Recent achieved through management changes.
cleanup work under way at Umatilla Army Depot in
Oregon confirms that composting is an effective Finally, the possibility of realizing savings
alternative to incineration. through adopting less stringent cleanup standards is

subject to the vicissitudes of negotiation among the
Application of new technologies for treatment of Department of Defense, the Environmental Protec-

fuels and solvents in groundwater also has the po- tion Agency, and the states. In some cases, such as
tential for considerable savings during the next few George and Mather Air Force bases and the Rocky
years. Current technologies such as air stripping Mountain Arsenal, disagreements among DoD, EPA,
and activated carbon adsorption cost between $5.00 and the states have occurred and more stringent
and $7.50 per 1,000 gallons of contaminated cleanup standards were eventually adopted. Less
groundwater. The department estimates that by stringent standards could be agreed upon in other
1996, crossflow air stripping with catalytic oxida- cases, but in any event, the resulting standards are a
tion could reduce costs to as little as $1.50 per matter for negotiation.
1,000 gallons.
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DEF-31 REDUCE FUNDING FOR DOE'S CLEANUP PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Sa@VWV from ClO 5m""

Budge Authority 630 650 670 690 710 3.350
Outlays 310 550 650 670 690 2.870

Savings from CBO EAtmale d Adminiutration's Plan

Budget Authonty 630 660 670 690 700 3.350
Outlays 310 550 660 680 690 2.890

The Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for activities. At each of DOE's 15 major sites, a sin-
operating, maintaining. and cleaning up the large gle management and operations (M&O) contractor
complex that develops and produces nuclear weap- is responsible for all phases of on-site operations.
ons. In 1989. the Environmental Restoration and In some cases, the same contractor is responsible
Waste Management (EM) program was created both for production and for cleanup of any wastes
within DOE to oversee and direct all aspects of that resulting from that production. DOE also contracts
cleanup. Since that time, the program's annual with an additional firm at many sites for architec-
budget has more than tripled, from slightly under $2 tural and engineering (A&E) work. Some critics of
billion in 1989 to over $6 billion in 1994. The DOE have argued that this arrangement has led to
Administration has requested more than $6 billion duplicate layers of bureaucracy and administration
in budget authority for 1995 and plans to budget a as both the M&O and A&E contractors subcontract
total of almost $34 billion in the next five years. for the performance of specific tasks. In addition,

until recently, contracts between DOE and M&O
As budget levels for the program continue to contractors were subject to less scrutiny than other

rise, so do concerns regarding the efficiency and government contracts, and many contained clauses
feasibility of the program as it is currently struc- that were unusually favorable to the contractors.
tured. This option would reduce spending in this DOE and its predecessors justified these unusual
program by 10 percent below the Administration's contracting practices based on the unique and secret
plan in each year from 1995 through 1999. Savings work performed at the nuclear weapons complex.
would be realized by reducing spending for admin-
istrative and support functions and by delaying Several reviews of the budget for the EM pro-
some projects in the environmental restoration pro- gram conducted by both internal and external re-
gram. Relative to the Administration's plan, say- view teams have found excessive levels of funds
ings would be $630 million in 1995 and a total of devoted to management functions. In the past, the
S3.4 billion through 1999. Savings would be simi- Congress has directed DOE to reduce these costs,
lar relative to the CBO baseline, and the Assistant Secretary of Energy for EM has

acknowledged the potential for savings in this area.
One concern voiced both by critics outside DOE Means suggested for achieving such savings include

and by high-level managers within the department is reforming the contracting process, eliminating un-
thal the EM program is not being managed effi- necessary programs or those duplicated elsewhere in
cienly. Several factors contribute to the perception the federal government, and tightening oversight of
that significant portions of EM funds are being contractors' performance.
wasted on unnecessary administrative and support
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Another concern often expressed about DOE's Reducing total EM funding by 10 percent, how-
cleanup effort is that in many cases DOE does not -ver, could cause problems for DOE. Reducing
have any techniques for effectively cleaning up its funding for administration and support without

contaminated groundwater and soil. A large portion specific proposals for realizing savings could ham-

of DOE's funds allotted to remediation are devoted per execution of the program rather than make it

to cleaning up contaminated groundwater, soil, or more efficienL Although the Congress does not
buildings--tasks that are difficult and expensive to have direct oversight of administrative costs and so
accomplish with today's techniques. At the same cannot eliminate or reduce them directly, it could
time, DOE is investing its own money to develop mandate savings and instruct DOE to realize them
new techniques to perform these tasks more quickly through better management. Alternatively, it could
and cheaply. By delaying remedial actions that are -ire DOE to provide the Congress with more
difficult to accomplish with today's techniques until %ation, thus enabling better Congressional
more efficient methods are available, DOE could ..ght.
not only save money and time in the long run but
also realize budgetary savings in the near term. Rt~ucing funding for remediation programs

could also have drawbacks. DOE feels it must
By reducing funds dedicated to administrative proceed w,-'i many difficult 3nd expensive remedia-

and support functions and delaying some remedia- tion projects be*.ause it is required to do so by the
tion projects, DOE could achieve significant say- agreements it has signed with various states and
ings--perhaps on the order of 10 percent--over the EPA. Those agreements stipulate v, hen DOE must
next five years. Savings of this magnitude in an- start and finish many cleanup t;ks. Delaying
nual budgets have been discussed by previous re- projects would require renegotiating at least some of
viewers of the EM budget. Moreover, changes those agreements. Furthermore, somc. remedial
sufficient to generate these savings might be accept- action ma) be required immediately in order to
able to the many parties involved in cleanup efforts. protect the environment or public health. Finally, if
For example, a recent agreement between DOE, the long-term benefits are to result from delaying tech-
federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), nically difficult projects, DOE might have to invest
and state regulators stipulated that savings of more additional money in the meantime to develop better
than 10 percent would be achieved at the Hanford technologies to execute the projects more efficiently.
site. Those investments might reduce the savings avail-

able under this option unless they can be accompa-
nied by larger cuts in support or other activities.
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DEF-32 REVAMP MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 690 720 730 680 560 3,380

Outlays 50 320 530 710 490 2,100

NOTM This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget. See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Depastrnent of Defense budgeL

More than two-thirds of the military families in the have deteriorated, especially those in localities that
United States receive cash housing allowances and have adequate and affordable housing in the private
either rent or purchase housing in the private sector. sector.
The rest (approximately 30 percent) forfeit their
cash housing allowances and live in housing units The current system of housing allowances,
provided by the Department of Defense. DoD's however, discourages reliance on the private sector.
policy is to rely on cash allowances wherever the Families have a strong financial incentive to live in
private sector is able to provide adequate, affordable on-base housing because the allowances do not fully
housing. Nonetheless, CBO projects that the per- cover the cost of obtaining private-sector housing.
centage of military families in the United States Despite DoD's stated policies regarding reliance on
living in DoD housing will increase from 30 percent the private sector, it will be difficult for the depart-
to 38 percent between 1990 and 1999. In the long ment to reduce its role as a direct provider of hous-
run, that increase means higher costs for DoD be- ing when there are long waiting lines for existing
cause the average annual cost of providing DoD on-base units.
housing (including the amortized cost of construc-
tion) is approximately $11,000 per unit, compared This option would change the incentives that
with approximately $7,000 for housing allowances, military families and DoD housing managers face.

Under this option, all military personnel eligible for
Increased use of DoD housing could also push family housing would receive cash housing allow-

up costs over the next several years. Most of ances regardless of whether they lived in DoD or
DoD's U.S. inventory of family housing was built private-sector units. Families choosing to live on-
early in the Cold War, when domestic housing was base would be charged rent. Rents for each type of
in short supply and when DoD first faced the task housing unit at each installation would be adjusted
of rotating a large standing army between assign- based on the actual demand for those units; rents
ments in the United States and overseas. These would fall when there were vacancies and rise when
housing units are near the end of their service lives, there were waiting lists. DoD would continue to
Significant budgetary savings are possible in the operate existing units as long as the rert--the value
near term if, rather than replacing or revitalizing its of the unit to military families--covered DoD's
existing stock, DoD were to retire these aging units operating costs. It would authorize revitalization or
and rely more on private-sector housing. In recog- replacement, however, only in locations where the
nition of this, the conference committee's report on value of the unit to service members (the rent level)
the 1994 appropriation bill for DoD family housing was at least as great as the cost of operations plus
asked the services to consider closing units that amortized construction costs.
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Savings compared with both the CBO baseline when considering whether to live in on- or off-base
and CBO's estimate of the Admir istration's plan housing. A rental system also would eliminate the
could amount to $690 million in 1995 and $3.4 costs and frustrations associated with the current
billion through 1999. Over the very long run, esti- system of rationing through waiting lists. The
mated annual savings in the steady state could be quantity and location of DoD housing units would
$500 million, be determined based on the preferences of military

personnel. For example, rent levels for DoD units
Some of the savings under this option would could signal the value of additional DoD units in

derive from more efficient management of existing areas where service members prefer to live on-base
units: for example, the meteiing of utilities lowers because the crime rate is high in the surrounding
energy costs (metering becomes equitable under a civilian community.
rental system since units with low energy efficiency
would rent for less than other units), and eliminat- Disadvantages to this option include the costs of
ing the waiting lists yields savings in turnover of determining initial rental rates, setting up utility
units and moving costs. Other savings would derive metering, and collecting rents. Special arrange-
from lower revitalization and replacement costs, ments would have to be made for historic units
since existing DoD units would be revitalized or (units that DoD must maintain even if rents do not
replaced only in locations where the rent that ser- cover operating costs) ard for personnel who are
vice members were willing to pay covered the full required to live on-base to be available in the event
cost to DoD of providing the units. Still other fed- that military needs arise (approximately 3 percent of
eral savings would come from reduced school Im- all personnel). Since a rental system might have to
pact Aid; since on-base housing is not subject to be phased in as individuals started new tours, ineq-
local property taxes, the Department of Education uities might exist initially between individuals under
pays federal Impact Aid for schools to local govern- the old system and those under the new. The op-
ments to offset the cost of educating the children tion would also redistribute benefits: families who
who live on-base. prefer to live in the private sector would be better

off because of the higher allowances; families who
These savings assume that rents for only 25 prefer the on-base lifestyle would for the first time

percent of existing DoD units would meet the crite- face the full cost of their choice.
ria for revitalization or replacement. The estimates
reflect the cost of raising the housing allowances to Questions arise, however, about whether this is
hold constant the total out-of-pocket cost incurred an appropriate time to consider such a change. On
by service members (the difference between their the one hand, decisions about revitalizing and re-
total expenditures on housing and the total amount placing the 40-year-old housing stock must be made
of allowances provided). Holding those costs con- soon, which suggests that the market signals a rental
stant ensures that the savings shown above reflect system could provide would be particularly helpful
real savings in resources, not just a transfer of dol- right now. On the other hand, a major change in
lars from the pockets of service members to DoD. housing policies may be inappropriate at a time

when the services are conducting a large drawdown
In the long run, a rental system for DoD hous- and many military personnel are anxious or uncer-

ing would allow DoD to provide service members tain about their careers. That may be one reason
with the same quality of life at lower cost. It would that DoD is not currently considering a change of
provide better signals about the value of DoD hous- the sort envisioned in this option, although it has
ing to service members and would encourage them done so in the past.
to take into account the full costs of their choice
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DEF-33 ELIMINATE FEDERAL SUPPORT OF COMMISSARIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 300 620 970 1,330 1,380 4,600
Outlays 230 530 860 1,220 1,330 4,170

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 280 550 810 1,060 1,040 3,740
Outlays 210 470 720 970 1,010 3,380

The Department of Defense currently operates about Because 20 percent is a large price increase, this
360 military commissaries in the United States and option would phase out the subsidy gradually over
overseas. These commissaries are like grocery four years. Over the next five years, total savings
stores, selling food and other products to military associated with eliminating the subsidy would be
members, retirees, and their dependents. Commis- $3.7 billion compared with the Administration's
sary shoppers save an average of just under 25 plan. Savings would be somewhat larger relative to
percent compared with shoppers in civilian grocery the CBO baseline.
stores. Established in 1866 to provide food and
other items to military personnel assigned to remote Commissaries have far exceeded their original
posts, commissaries now are viewed as a benefit of purpose of providing food items to active-duty
membership and are entrenched as part of military military personnel in remote locations. They are
life. open to many types of people, including retired

personnel and their surviving spouses, certain per-
The commissary system will cost the federal sonnel involuntarily discharged from service, dis-

government about $1 billion in appropriated funds abled veterans and their surviving spouses. reserv-
in 1995. These funds pay for military and civilian ists, and officers of the Public Health Service,
salaries for commissary employees, transportation of among others. Moreover, although commissaries
goods to overseas stores, contractors, and other were established in remote locations, there are now
operating costs. This option would eliminate the $1 seven stores in the Washington, D.C., area alone.
billion in appropriated funds, forcing the commis- Ending federal support for the commissaries might
saries to become self-sustaining. Based on pro- force the system back toward its original purpose.
jected sales of $5.8 billion in 1994, the commissar- To keep prices down, the commissaries might im-
ies could do that by raising current prices by 20 prove efficiency by cutting costs and then pass their
percent, thus generating the needed additional reve- savings on to commissary users. In fact, the Ad-
nues. Commissary goods would still cost about 5 ministration is reviewing several proposals to reduce
percent less than those in civilian stores, on average, the subsidy, though it is unclear whether a decrease
DoD would retain some flexibility for raising or will actually be recommended.
lowering prices in remote areas where military
members have few alternatives for shopping.
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This option has important drawbacks. Coir- In addition, the higher prices that service mem-
manders might argue that subsidized commissaries, bers would have to pay would amount to a reduc-
along with other benefits unique to the military, tion in the net value of military compensation.
foster a sense of esprit de corps that is important for DoD would probably argue for a comparable in-
retaining the cohesion necessary for combat. Elimi- crease in pay to offset the resulting negative effects
nating this subsidy could be viewed -s harmful to on re4zuiting and retention. If pay was not raised,
the quality of military life. The increase in commis- military personnel might view their higher cost of
sary prices could lead to a significant reduction in living as an unfair erosion of their benefits, which
sales and ultimately force the closing of some could harm morale Finally, subsidized commissar-
stores. The 1994 DoD authorization bill, however, ies are popular with military personnel. Terminat-
expanded the commissary customer base, which ing such a popular benefit in the midst of the tur-
should enhance the viability of commissaries even if moil associated with a major reduction in the num-
their prices increase, ber of military personnel may not be appropriate.
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DEF-34 REDUCE SUBSIDIES FOR MORALE, WELFARE, AND RECREATION PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 100 210 320 450 580 1,660

Outlays 70 170 270 390 510 1,410

The Department of Defense spends about $1 billion nance, with minor additional savings from military
a year to maintain an extensive system of programs construction.
designed to enhance the quality of life of its mili-
tary members. These programs, which are referred Subsidies would not be reduced in remote loca-
to as morale, welfare, and recreation (MWR) activi- tions where alternative recreational facilities are
ties, are divided into three categories that reflect unavailable in the civilian community. A reduction
differences in the proportion of costs paid by users in appropriated support of 50 percent should leave
through fees and by the government through appro- enough government funds available to support facil-
priated funds. ities in such locations. According to DoD, appro-

priations spent in remote locations totaled $160
Category A includes mission-related activities million in 1992, or only about 17 percent of the

such as fitness centers, libraries, and recreation total subsidy.
centers. Just over half of the funding for these
activities comes from appropriations (almost $500 A reduction in MWR subsidies would force
million in 1992), with the rest paid from user fees. DoD either to discontinue some activities or to
Category B activities include child care, community increase its reliance on user fees. The department
programs, and individual recreation such as arts and might be given the flexibility to decide which activ-
crafts. In 1992, DoD's appropriations provided just ities to close and which fees to adjust. In a time of
under $400 million, or 40 percent, of the costs of declining budgets, for example, DoD might decide
these activities. (Of this total, $180 million was for that there is little need to maintain separate and
child care.) Category C activities cover post ex- -xpensive activities when civilian counterparts are
changes, cafeterias, bowling alleys, and similar readily available in nearby communities. Such
facilities. Over $250 million of appropriated funds activities might include fitness centers, libraries,
was spent for Category C, about 10 percent of the bowling alleys, and movie theaters.
cost of these activities.

Most of the reduction in funding under this
This option would gradually reduce the level of option could be realized from Category A activities.

appropriated funding for MWR activities, cutting it For instance, about 30 percent of the appropriated
by an additional 10 percent each year from 1995 support for Category A programs is for physical
through 1999. By 1999, appropriated support fitness. To help defray the costs of providing these
would be reduced by 50 percent. Compared with kinds of facilities, military members could pay
the Administration's plan and the CBO baseline, net monthly fees similar to membership charges in
savings to the federal government would equal $100 civilian health and fitness clubs. Or if civilian
million in 1995 and $1.7 billion over five years. health clubs were convenient to an installation, DoD
These savings would be achieved primarily by re- might be able to subsidize military memberships at
ducing the appropriations for operation and mainte- lower cost than maintaining its own separate system.
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This option would provide substantial savings on recruiting and retention. Furthermore, reductions
during a time of ever-tightening budgets. It would in its budget and forces have prompted DoD to
also force the department to improve further the consider changes in many other programs that sup-
efficiency of its MWR activities by reducing operat- port military members and their families. Among
ing costs in order to minimize the need for raising the most prominent of these programs is military
user fees. Presumably, DoD would eliminate some health care, which will be affected both by changes
activities that could not be supported by user fees internal to the Department of Defense and by those
and cut its support for others or discontinue them. resulting from Congressional consideration of na-

tional health care reform. (For a discussion of some
This option does have drawbacks, however. If of these issues, see DEF-27, DEF-28, DEF-32, and

DoD elected to continue to provide some services DEF-33.) A continual erosion (;'I such benefits
but imposed user fees to pay for them, it could could lead to serious morale problems, which (as
incur administrative costs associated with collecting DoD would argue) could harm readiness. Finally,
the fees. These added administrative costs are not there is considerable Congressional support for
reflected in the savings estimates for this option. family-related programs in general, so changes in

these programs might be made only if the Congress
Moreover, MWR activities are considered part is convinced of the availability of alternatives in the

of the military compensation package, and as such, civilian community.
any price increases could have detrimental effects
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DEF-35 REDUCE FUNDING FOR U.S. FORCES STATIONED ABROAD

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 0 1,940 3,990 4,090 4,210 14,230
Outlays 0 1,410 3,270 3,820 4,040 12,540

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 0 1,480 3,040 3,120 3,200 10,840
Outlays 0 1,070 2,490 2,910 3,080 9,550

The Congress has repeatedly expressed its frustra- The Congress, of course, cannot mandate that
tion at the unwillingness of allied nations to pay other countries increase their contributions, but it
more of the costs of stationing U.S. forces in those can reduce the burden on U.S. taxpayers from sta-
countries. As illustrations of this concern, the con- tioning troops overseas. This option assumes that
ference reports on both the defense authorization the Congress reduces funding for foreign stationing
and appropriation acts for 1993 called for increases costs to a level consistent with general acceptance
in host nation support. Both committees urged that by host nations of additional obligations similar to
the United States renegotiate agreements about such those of Japan. Allied nations hosting major con-
support with its allies similar to the one with Japan; centrations of U.S. forces--Italy, Germany, the
when that agreement is fully phased in, Japan will United Kingdom, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands,
contribute 75 percent of the costs of stationing U.S. Iceland, Portugal, Turkey, and South Korea--would
forces in that country (excluding U.S. personnel make up the difference or the United States would
costs). The conference report on the defense autho- cut either forces or readiness. To allow time for the
rization act for 1994 urged that these negotiations United States to conclude negotiations with these
be intensified, nations, this alternative would phase in the funding

cuts over two years beginning in 1996. Reducing
To provide incentives for both the Department funding in this manner would save a total of $10.8

of Defense and host nations to negotiate such agree- billion over the 1995-1999 period compared with
ments, the conference report on the 1993 defense the Administration's plan and $14.2 billion com-
authorization act cut $500 million in funds for sta- pared with the CBO baseline. Reflecting current
tioning U.S. troops abroad. The coruference report law, the savings assume a limit of 100,000 troops
on the 1993 defense appropriation act cut $250 stationed in Europe; the number of troops stationed
million in funds to support U.S. bases in Europe elsewhere is assumed to remain at its current level.
and prohibited obligation of an additional $175
million until the Secretary of Defense notified the Persuading U.S. allies to increase significantly
Congress that negotiations with the European allies their support as host nations may be difficult.
had yielded increased contributions. The conference Lower security threats may have reduced the impor-
report on the 1994 defense authorization act limited tance of supporting foreign troop deployments on
the funds used to support U.S. bases overseas to their soil. Also, many U.S. allies are currently
about $17.5 billion. experiencing recession or sluggish economic growth
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that crimps their ability to increase government Alternatively, savings could be realized by
spending. Moreover, all major U.S. allies spend a reducing funding for defense programs without
greater percentage of their gross domestic product cutting forces. In that case, a likely outcome would
on defense than does Japan. Therefore, other U.S. be some degracation in readiness, depending on
allies might feel unduly pressured by negotiations how DoD chose to respond to the funding reduc-
aimed at raising their support to Japan's levels, tion. That degradation would affect overseas forces
which could lead to less friendly relations with and could also affect stateside units. Reductions in
these nations. readiness or modernization also could adversely

affect the ability of U.S. forces to deploy quickly.
If other nations refuse to increase their support

of U.S. forces, the United States cou'd still realize Either method of achieving savings would
the savings assumed under this optioni by withdraw- threaten the status and capability of U.S. forces
ing its troops and demobilizing 'hem. (Because stationed abroad. This prospect might give both the
costs are incurred to base fortes in the United Department of Defense and the host countries suffi-
States, simply bringing the troops home from over- cient incentive to reach new agreements that in-
seas without reducing military forces eliminates crease the contributions of those nations.
most or all of the savings.) Withdrawing U.S.
forces from abroad and demobilizing them, howev-
er, could in some cases lessen the ability of the
United States to respond to crises rapidly.
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DEF-36 ADOPT SHORT, UNACCOMPANIED TOURS FOR EUROPE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline and CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 240 240 240 400 410 1,530

Outlays 220 220 210 370 400 1,420

Under current policy, military personnel in Europe with the Clinton Administration's plans to limit U.S.
generally remain for tours of three years and may troops in Europe to 100,000 by 1995 and to main-
be accompanied by their families. The U.S. govern- tain the current troop level in Korea.
ment pays for the moving expenses of dependents
(spouses and children) and for other costs associated Additional savings not reflected in these esti-
with their stay in Europe. In 1990, about 310,000 mates might eventually be realized if the number of
military personnel were located in Europe along hospitals and other facilities that cater to dependents
with some 317,000 dependents. By 1993, the num- can be reduced. However, there could be greater
ber of military personnel in Europe had decreased to costs, also not reflected in the estimates, for federal
167,000 with a similar number of dependents. Impact Aid for schools in U.S. localities where
Accompanied tours require that DoD maintain a military dependents would increase in number.
large support infrastructure in Europe, including
schools for dependents, commissaries, hospitals, This option would primarily affect personnel in
family centers, and family housing. In countries the Army and Air Force, who accounted for more
like South Korea, where housing shortages and than 90 percent of U.S. militz.'y personnel in Europe
other factors make it difficult to support families, at the end of 1993. Even though many--perhaps as
most personnel are assigned for only one year with- many as half--of the positions in Europe could be
out their families, filled by unmarried personnel, the shift to short,

unaccompanied tours would increase the portion of
This option assumes adoption of one-year unac- married Army and Air Force personnel serving

companied tours in Europe for almost all U.S. mili- without their families. By 1997, that share would
tary personnel assigned there. Longer, accompanied rise from today's level of about 8 percent to about
tours would still be permitted for a few key person- 12 percent, which is the current level for Navy and
nel who need to remain overseas longer to ensure Marine Corps personnel. However, the share of
continuity in U.S. operations. This change would Army personnel serving without their families
be phased in over three years, starting in 1995. would be almost double current levels, but still only
When fully in effect, the new policy should permit one-third higher than the rates typical for Navy
elimination of all overseas schools for dependents, personnel.
family centers, family housing, and some commis-
saries and other support facilities. The added costs Coupled with the increased disruptions associ-
associated with moving military personnel more ated with the ongoing drawdown of U.S. military
often would be offset by savings in other areas. forces, this increase in time away from their fami-
Together, these actions would reduce overseas sup- lies might cause some Army and Air Force person-
port costs by $240 million in 1995 and by a total of nel to leave the military. Although such departures
$1.5 billion through 1999, compared with costs would be unlikely to cause shortages of skilled
under the CBO baseline. This option is consistent personnel during the current drawdown, lower reten-
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tion could be a problem in the future. Shorter tours viduals could be rotated; in this way, individuals
would also increase trnover among personnel in would already be accustomed to operating as a unit.
Europe, which could adversely affect readiness by Finally, for those positions that require continuity,
reducing the amount of time units train together. longer accompanied tours could be permitted with
Finally, some headquarters or support positions special provisions for educational and other support.
could require the continuity provided by longer
tours. Adverse effects of unaccompanied tours would

be further reduced if U.S. forces in Europe were cut
Some of the problems associated with shorter even more. Some military analysts and policy-

tours could be minimized by the force drawdown or makers have suggested that 50.000 or 75,000 U.S.
policy changes. The Congress has mandated a military personnel in Europe may be adequate in
reduction of troops in Europe of about 65 percent view of the greatly diminished threat to European
between 1990 and 1995, compared with the 25 security posed by the republics of the former Soviet
percent decrease in overall forces. As a result, Union. Moreover, if only a small force was sta-
fewer military personnel will face the prospect of tioned in Europe, the per capita cost of maintaining
unaccompanied tours, thus reducing any negative schools, commissaries, and other support facilities
effects on retention. To counter the effect of higher would grow sharply, thereby encouraging a shift to
turnover on readiness, entire units rather than indi- unaccompanied tours.
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DEF-37 REDUCE AND RESHAPE DOD'S CIVILIAN WORK FORCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savinp from CBO laine

Budget Authority 1,130 3,330 5,530 7,920 10,520 28.430
Outlays 820 2,650 4,750 7,050 9,550 24,820

Savings from CBO Estimte of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 360 1,060 1,860 2,980 4,350 10,610
Outlays 260 850 1,590 2,600 3,870 9,170

NOTE: This table includes estimated net savings in the federal budget See Appendix A for estimated savings in the Department of Defense budget.

The civilian work force of the Department of De- This option reduces civilian employment levels
fense provides support services to military forces by 21 percent between 1994 and 1999. The Admin-
that range from payroll administration to mainte- istration plans to reduce civilian employment by 14
nance of weapon systems. In 1992, DoD's civilian percent in that period. CBO's baseline, however,
work force was 3 percent smaller than in 1982. In assumes a continuation of the 1994 level of employ-
contrast, the active-duty military that the civilians ment with no reductions in the future. Because
support had shrunk by 12 percent. On average, CBO's baseline assumes a higher level of employ-
each DoD civilian supported 1.9 military personnel ment than that planned by the Administration, say-
in 1992, compared with almost 2.1 in 1982. Under ings from reducing civilian employment are greater
the Clinton Administration's plan, that ratio is pro- in comparison with the CBO baseline than in com-
jected to fall still further by 1994, to 1.8. parison with the Administration's plan.

At the same time that the number of military Compared with the Administration's plan, this
personnel whom civilian workers support has fallen, option would reduce civilian personnel costs in the
the average pay grade of DoD's white-collar civilian federal budget by about $360 million in 1995 and
work force increased by one full grade (from just $10.6 billion through 1999. Like the Administra-
below GS-8 to nearly GS-9) between 1982 and tion's plan, this option assumes a reduction of
1992. This growth has been concentrated in super- 50,000 in the number of civilian workers in 1995.
visory grades (GS-13 through GS-15) and midlevel Savings in this option in 1995 assume that DoD
grades (GS-10 through GS-12). adopts policy changes to lower average grade levels,

thus reducing the grade creep of the 1980s. In fact,
Between 1994 and 1999, this option would half of the savings between 1995 and 1999 are a

gradually reduce and reshape DoD's civilian work result of lowering average grades.
force to restore the ratio of military to civilian sup-
port personnel to 2.0-the level characteristic of the The additional reductions assumed in this option
1980s--and reduce the grade creep of the last de- could be accomplished by continuing a partial civil-
cade. By 1999, DoD's civilian work force would ian hiring freeze that would limit replacements to
decrease by 196,000 under this option (from roughly one of every two civilian employees who
923,000 in 1994 to 727,000 in 1999) compared with leave voluntarily. The 1993 defense authorization
a reduction of 129,000 under the Administration's act also gave DoD new authority to offer monetary
plan. incentives to civilians affected by the defense draw-
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down; these incentives are designed to induce civil- abou: DoD's inability to reduce overhead consistent
ais to resign or to take regular or early retirement, with reductions in force structure.
If DoD used cash incentives to achieve one-quarter
of the additional separations proposed in this option, Some analysts and policvmakes might argur
savings in the total federal budget would be reduced that the size of the civilian work force cannot be
by $1.4 billion over the five-year period. Using expected to fall at the same rate a that of the ac-
these incentives would minimize the number of tive-.,-:y military, as this option assumes. Propor-
layoffs but would also substantially reduce DoD's tional cuts may be particularly difficult to achieve in
immediate and long-term savings. The savings in the short term because some civilian functions--such
this option do not reflect the use of separation in- as maintaining buildings and grounds on military
centives. installations or supporting a unit--will decrease only

when a building or base is closed or a unit is dis-
To reverse grade creep, DoD would need to banded. Other types of support are reduced only

slow the rate of promotions and rehire at the lowest when the work load falls below a certain point (for
grade level appropriate to the position. The needed example, if class size is 20, one instructor fewer is
personnel reductions might concentrate on manage- needed when the number of students falls by 20).
ment and administrative positions, which grew by For that reason, the reductions in this option would
33 percent (from 143,000 to 190,000) during the be phased in gradually; savings associated with
1980s, rising as a share of the work force from 15 excess management and support personnel are as-
percent to almost 20 percent. This option would sumed to precede those associated with operating
restore the grade distribution existing in 1987, the fewer facilities or reorganizing -'ctivities to reflect
peak year for civilian employment, reductions in work load.

This option is consistent with recommendations Attempting to restore the ratio of military per-
of the National Performance Review (NPR) that call sonnel supported by each civilian worker to that of
on all federal agencies to streamline headquarters the 1980s could also jeopardize the quality of sup-
and reduce overhead and supervisory personnel, port services that civilians provide. Changes in that
DoD has already adopted a wide variety of man- ratio may in fact reflect changes in the type of
agement reforms, including the consolidation of services they provide. Little evidence of such a
common support services (for example, centraliza- change over the last decade exists, however, in fact,
tion of finance and accounting administration) and a the occupational makeup of the civilian work force
large number of smaller efficiency measures. And has been relatively stable.
DoD, like other agencies, may adopt additional
streamlining measures to carry out these NPR re- Although the decrease in the civilian work force
ductions. might not keep pace with the reductions in military

forces in the short term, it should adjust in propor-
To achieve the cuts assumed in this option, tion to the size of the military force in the long term

DoD would have to be more aggressive in carrying if support functions are reorganized to reflect
out the recently adopted management reforms as changes in work load, particularly when reductions
well as make significant efforts to reorganize and are predictable and carried out gradually. In addi-
reduce other support activities consistent with the tion, the size of DoD's infrastructure is decreasing,
smaller work load generated by fewer military which should aid in attaining civilian cutbacks. For
forces. This option would also be analogous to example, some military installations are being
Congressional direction in 1991 requiring DoD to closed or realigned in accordance with the recom-
reduce both military and civilian headquarters per- mendations of three Presidentially appointed com-
sonnel by 20 percent between 1991 and 1995 to missions on base closure, and more facilities are
match overall reductions in the size of the military. likely to be closed in the future.
The Congress has voiced considerable concern
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DEF-38 RECOVER THE FULL COST OF MILITARY EXPORTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baselnm

Budget Authority 240 340 380 380 380

Outlays 170 290 360 370 380 1,5,

The United States now exports more military equip- ment's investment. In addition, the option would
ment and services than any other country, a position require that the cost of administrative services in-
held by the former Soviet Union during the 1980s. clude the full cost of civilian and military personne'
U.S. exports have expanded in part because of sub- who work on foreign military sales. Finally, the
sidies introduced by the Reagan and Bush Adminis- option would eliminate all U.S. government financ-
trations. But economic concerns rather than Cold ing of military sales except for those to Israel and
War competition have now become the primary Egypt.
motivation for arms sales, and with the end of the
Cold War, the need to subsidize global alliances has Proponents of subsidizing military exports argue
greatly diminished. Indeed, Russia has terminated that the exports forge important ties between the
most of its grant agreements and now pursues arms United States and foreign military leaders. They
exports as a means of earning hard currencies. also contend that having U.S. equipment would

facilitate joint operations involving U.S. and foreign
This option would reinstate a policy of full cost forces. Exports are also an important source of

recovery to U.S. foreign military sales programs by business and employment for defense industries.
reversing recent changes in U.S. laws and regula- Advocates of arms sales claim that each billion
tions. If the government recovered the full cost of dollars of exports supports 20,000 to 25,000 jobs in
arms sales, its additional receipts would save $240 defense industries.
million in 1995 and $1.7 billion over five years
compared with the CBO baseline. The baseline Opponents counter that concerns over the prolif-
assumes some decline in new arms sales agreements eration of weapons outweigh the benefits of protect-
compared with recent levels, as other countries ing the defense industrial base. They contend that
focus on sustaining existing weapon systems. Low- military exports contribute to destabilizing local
er subsidies are estimated to have little effect on arms races, increasing the destructiveness and vio-
sales. The Administration has restructured its re- lence of regional wars. Any beneficial effects on
quest for financing the sale of military equipment the defense industrial base, they believe, are offset
and services. CBO does not have sufficient detail by the drain of resources away from commercial
to estimate savings relative to the Administration's investment.
plan.

This option takes no position on the merits or
Specifically, this option would eliminate several demerits of arms sales programs. It notes only that

different subsidies now provided for foreign arms U.S. defense industries have significant advantages
sales. It would reimpose charges--dropped in the over their foreign competitors and thus should not
last days of the Bush Administration--for nonrecur- need additional subsidies to attract sales. Because
ring research, development, and production on li- the U.S. defense procurement budget is nearly twice
censed commercial exports of major defense equip- that of all Western European countries combined,
ment. That would recoup some of the U.S. govern- U.S. industries can realize economies of scale not
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available to their competitors. The U.S. defense the Persian Gulf War generated calls for new ap-
research and development budget is five times that proaches to controlling the proliferation of conven-
of all Western European countries combined, which tional weapons, especially within the Middle East.
assures that U.S. weapon systems are and will re- The United States began a series of discussions with
main technologically superior to those of other the other permanent members of the United Nations
suppliers. The military and political ties with the Security Council with the intention of establishing a
United States associated with the sales are also an mechanism of notification and consultation to curtail
important benefit to many foreign countries. No destabilizing arms sales to that region. Those dis-
other country can offer the same military or logisti- cussions faltered when China ended its participation
cal assistance in times of crisis as the United States. following the United States' sale of F-16 fighter

aircraft to Taiwan. As these events suggest, pro-
Perhaps most important, the elimination of moting arms sales for economic reasons can have

government subsidies might encourage discussions serious diplomatic and security implications that
about nonproliferation with other arms exporters. By may outweigh economic concerns.
demonstrating the threat posed by regional conflicts,
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DEF-39 REDUCE STATE DEPARTMENT FUNDING AND ELIMINATE
MISCELLANEOUS FOREIGN AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 140 230 300 310 320 1,300
Outlays 110 190 260 290 310 1,160

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Phm

Budget Authority 120 120 120 60 0 420
Outlays 100 110 120 70 10 410

The Department of State, which employs about activities. Smaller agencies such as the U.S Insti-
25,000 full-time personnel in the United States and tute of Peace, the Asia Foundation, the East/West
in foreign countries, promotes U.S. w-,eign policy Center, and the North/South Center perform func-
interests abroad. Other, smaller agencies also con- tions that could be eliminated without directly af-
duct research and activities relating to foreign af- fecting U.S. foreign policy. These agencies, which
fairs. Compared with the CBO baseline, this option have combined budgets totaling about $60 million
would reduce State Department funding by $1 bil- annually, conduct research and work to build better
lion over the 1995-1999 period and would save an relations between the United States and various
additional $300 million by eliminating the related foreign countries.
functions of various other agencies dealing in for-
eign affairs. Compared with the Administration's This option would keep State Department fund-
plan, which is substantially lower than the CBO ing at its 1994 level from 1995 to 1997 and then
baseline, this option would save about $420 million allow funding to increase with inflation in later
over the five-year period. years. Relative to funding under the CBO baseline,

which assumes that funding remains constant in real
The State Department will receive about $2.6 (inflation-adjusted) terms at its 1994 level, this

billion in 1994 to administer its foreign affairs pro- funding profile would yield savings totaling $80
grams. In the 1980s, this portion of the State million in 1995 and about $1 billion over the five-
Department's budget averaged $1.6 billion. Infla- year period. By 1997, State Department funding
tion was responsible for some of the increase, but (excluding the cost of security improvements and
the funding that was added to provide security for new posts in the former Soviet Union) would return
diplomats and to establish new posts in the repub- to its average real level of the 1980s. The depart-
lics of the former Soviet Union also contributed. ment could accommodate these cuts by eliminating
Even when funding for added security and new or consolidating posts in less important areas of the
posts is excluded, however, real growth from the world, by reorganizing the State Department bureau-
1980s through 1994 amounts to about 10 percent. cracy, and by reducing the number of senior foreign
The increases in funding mainly reflect growth in service officers, which some studies have suggested
salaries and related expenses and in rental and ac- is too high given the size of the foreign service.
quisition costs of residences and office space. These changes would make the State Department

more efficient and able to operate at a lower fund-
The State Department is not the only federally ing level. This option also would eliminate funding

funded organization that works on foreign affairs for the smaller agencies dealing in foreign affairs.
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Compared with the CBO baseline, funding would vice officers may be needed to represent the United
fall by about $60 million in 1995. States in the post-Cold War world in which eco-

nomic superpowers will compete. Finally, the
Opponents of this option would argue that more smaller agencies dealing in foreign affairs might be

money-not lcss--will be needed to handle the new, viewed as providing valuable independent analysis
complex issues that the United States now faces of issues and improving the United States' under-
abroad. The current number of senior foreign ser- standing of, or relations with, foreign countries.
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DEF-40 REDUCE DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savinp from CBO Basem

Budget Authority 330 370 380 390 400 1.870

Outlays 40 240 310 350 370 1,310

The Agency for International Development (AID) Some critics of assistance offer an even harsher
administers development-related projects and pro- assessmenL They contend that even if U.S. devel-
vides technical advice in 92 developing countries. opment assistance programs were properly managed
Since the creation of AID in 1961, the United States and targeted, the resulting improvement in economic
has spent $118 billion on development assistance. development would be marginal. These critics
AID and its programs have been criticized, how- argue that countries whose economies have grown
ever, for waste and ineffectiveness. This option steadily have typically not achieved this growth
would markedly scale back AID and the programs it through the use of foreign assistance but by adopt-
administers, thereby allowing the agency to focus ing economic policies that promote free markets and
on more attainable goals in those countries most trade. Furthermore, some analysts contend that
likely to benefit from U.S. development assistance. because the performance of the U.S. economy af-
Reducing development assistance along the lines fects the economies of developing countries, a
suggested below would save $330 million in 1995 healthy U.S. economy is the best type of develop-
and $1.9 billion over the five-year period, relative to ment assistance the United States can provide. With
the CBO baseline. The Administration is proposing a healthy economy, U.S. consumers will buy more
te rewrite the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and imports from developing countries, thereby creating
has structured its budget request accordingly. The wealth and promoting markets and trade in those
Administration has not provided sufficient detail on countries.
its plan for CBO to estimate savings from this op-
tion. This option would limit the number of countries

in which AID operates. It would eliminate develop-
Two decades ago, the last major revision of the ment assistance to about 30 middle-income coun-

Foreign Assistance Act directed AID to focus on tries and would also terminate aid to those lower-
four objectives: alleviating poverty, fostering eco- income countries in which U.S. assistance has
nomic growth, encouraging respect for civil and shown no results. As a result of these changes,
economic rights, and integrating developing coun- AID would be providing assistance to fewer than 60
tries into an international economic system. Since countries, compared with 92 countries today. Its
then, the Congress has added more than 30 new assistance would target lower-income countries that
objectives that range from promoting biodiversity to have economic policies designed to encourage
reducing urban pollution. Reports issued by AID, growth through free markets and trade.
as well as by the Congress and independent com-
missions, have stated that AID has too many objec- In addition, this option would narrow the scope
tives and supports projects in too many countries, of the agency's funding by providing assistance
These reports recommend that AID narrow its focus only to programs that focus on alleviating poverty
and fund fewer projects with more attainable goals. and promoting economic development. In particu-
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lar, it would eliminate the housing investment guar- Opponents of these reductions would argue that
antee (HIG) program, which arguably is inconsistent AID has technical expertise that the developing
with other U.S. objectives. The HIG program pro- world finds valuable. Despite the mixed success of
vides high-interest, hard-currency loans to develop- AID projects, its supporters contend that the United
ing countries for housing. A decade after the recog- States should continue to fund development assis-
nition of the international debt crisis, the United tance programs in a large number of countries be-
States is not helping recipient countries by extend- cause many problems that developing countries face
ing hard-currency loans to them for an activity that cannot be solved by the free market alone. Among
does not generate the foreign exchange needed to these problems are environmental pollution, the
retire the debt. spread of the acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome, and immigration and refugee problems.
Other programs would be shifted to agencies These problems are international in scope and thus

whose mission is closer to the objective. For exam- affect the United States. Opponents of cutting
ple, private enterprise activities would be shifted to development assistance might argue that it is a
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, and foreign policy tool that can help solve these prob-
transnational concerns, such as the environment, lems and ultimately help the United States itself.
would be devolved to the domestic agency dealing Finally, U.S. aid might be justified on purely hu-
with the issue in the United States. These shifts manitarian grounds.
would reduce the AID budget but would not affect
total government spending.
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DEF-41 ELIMINATE P.L. 480 TITLE I SALES AND TITLE Im1 GRANTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Bamilne

Budget Authority 640 660 680 690 710 3,380
Outlays 350 620 670 680 700 3,020

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 470 470 480 480 480 2,380
Outlays 260 450 470 480 480 2,140

The Agricultural Trade and Development Act of agricultural exports. Since the mid-1960s, the value
1954 (P.L. 480) was enacted during a period when and tonnage of shipments under Titles I and III
the inconvertibility of foreign currencies and the have declined as commercial exports have grown.
lack of foreign exchange held by potential custom- In 1993, these shipments represented less than 2
ers limited commercial exports of large domestic percent of the $43 billion in total agricultural ex-
surpluses of agricultural commodities. Sales for ports. U.S. security or foreign policy interests
foreign currencies, concessional credit, and grants largely determine which countries receive commodi-
provided a mechanism for developing markets, ties under Tides I and MII. To the extent that market
disposing of surplus commodities, and furthering development is still an objective of U.S. policy, it
U.S. foreign policy interests, should focus on countries that are likely to become

commercial customers in the near term. Other
Changes in the world over the past 40 years programs such as the Commodity Credit Corpora-

may have rendered the program obsolete, however, tion's short- and intermediate-term credits and the
and it may now be an inefficient means of achiev- Export Enhancement Program are designed to pro-
ing each of these objectives. This option would tect old markets and to penetrate new markets at
eliminate sales under Title I and grants under Title lower cost to the U.S. government.
III, reducing the federal budget by $640 million in
1995 and $3.4 billion over five years relative to the Disposing of surpluses is no longer a primary
CBO baseline. Savings would be somewhat smaller concern of the program. The government no longer
relative to the Administration's plan. Humanitarian holds stocks of most of the commodities shipped
and emergency feeding programs are funded under under P.L. 480; they are managed instead through
Title U of P.L. 480 and under section 416 of the the Acreage Reduction Program. Any exports lost
Agricultural Act of 1949 and would not be affected by eliminating Tides I and Ell could be counterbal-
by this option. anced by lowering production through an increased

acreage set-aside, which would not build surpluses
The market development aspect of the P.L. 480 or affect the budget.

program is relatively insignificant for two reasons:
exports under Titles I and III are a small portion of In some cases, the terms of credit granted under
total U.S. agricultural exports, and the countries Title I of P.L. 480 may actually harm the economies
currently receiving P.L. 480 commodities are un- of the countries that receive the credits. Credits
likely to become commercial customers. In fiscal under Title I have maturities as long as 30 years,
years 1956 through 1965, the P.L. 480 program and thus the obligation for repayment remains long
financed between one-quarter and one-third of all after the item purchased has been consumed. The
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1990 amendments to P.L. 480 recognized this prob- age the development of local stockpiles. To the
lem and authorized the cancellation and reduction of extent that one or more of these effects occurs, the
old loans that had become a burden to the econo- United States has hindered local development.
mics of the recipient nations.

These drawbacks notwithstanding, Titles I and
Finally, providing assistance to developing IM of P.L. 480 also have their supporters who argue

countries through P.L. 480 is not always an efficient that the programs are a flexible, fast means of pro-
use of U.S. resources. Many of the U.S. agricultural viding assistance to friendly countries. They point
commodities that foreign countries buy with P.L. out that the programs also reduce the likelihood that
480 assistance are resold to generate local curren- surpluses of agricultural commodities will depress
cies. These funds are used in turn to support local prices within the United States and that they offer
budgets and local development. But the inexpen- some humanitarian benefits: agricultural products
sive food may discourage local investment in agri- are shipped, and hungry people are fed.
culture, may lower rural incomes, and may discour-
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DEF-42 ELIMINATE OVERSEAS BROADCASTING AND REDUCE EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority -20 240 630 720 740 2,310
Outlays -90 220 580 710 730 2,150

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 10 100 470 550 550 1,680
Outlays -60 70 440 540 550 1,540

U.S. overseas broadcasting is provided by several have annual operating budgets of about $225 mil-
entities. Radio Free Europe (RFE) and Radio Lib- lion each, would cost about $175 million in 1995
erty (RL) broadcast country-specific news to Eastern but would save about $1.3 billion over the five-year
Europe and the former Soviet Union, respectively, period. Over the five-year period, ending broad-
The United States Information Agency (USIA) casts to Cuba would save about $100 million; termi-
oversees television broadcasting services and the nating construction of broadcast facilities would
Voice of America (VOA) radio broadcasts that save $400 million; and stopping U.S.-sponsored
provide news and U.S.-related information to audi- television broadcasts would save about $120 mil-
ences worldwide. The USIA also manages a broad- lion. Near-term savings for these programs are
casting service to Cuba. In addition, the USIA reduced by large termination costs, such as sever-
admimsters educational and cultural exchange pro- ance pay for employees. This option assumes a
grains, in which U.S. citizens travel to foreign coun- reduction of 30 percent in funding for exchange
tries and foreign citizens come to the United States programs, leading to savings of a furthet $390 mrl-
to learn about the other country's institutions and lion in 1995 through 1999. Compared with the
culture. Terminating overseas broadcasting and Administration's plan, which is lower than the CBO
reducing the size of exchange programs would save baseline because of the proposed consolidation, this
approximately $2 billion over the 1995-1999 period. option would save $1.7 billion over the five-year

period.
The Clinton Administration has proposed con-

solidating certain broadcasting services by combin- Proponents of terminating overseas broadcasting
ing RFE/RL and VOA and scaling back their opera- claim that RFE/RL and VOA are relics of the Cold
tions. According to Administration estimates, its War that are no longer necessary. RFE and RL
proposal will save $400 million by the end of 1997. continue to broadcast to countries of Eastern Europe
This option would instead close VOA and RFE/RL, and the former Soviet Union even though, after the
would end broadcasting services to Cuba, and fall of communism, these countries have ready
would reduce funding for exchange programs by 30 access to world news. With the advent of satellite
percent compared with baseline levels. Such reduc- television broadcasting, most nations can receive
tions in exchange programs would eliminate all real world and U.S.-related news from private broadcast-
growth that occurred between 1991 and 1994. The ers, such as the Cable News Network (CNN). Some
option would also end all overseas construction of proponents also argue that the primary technology
broadcast facilities and would end U.S. overseas used by VOA and RFE/RL limits the effectiveness
television broadcasting. When measured against the of U.S. overseas broadcasting; because shortwave
CBO baseline, closing RFE/RL and VOA, which radios are needed to receive most broadcasts, audi-
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ences are limited. Finally, foreigners may distrust and that private television networks cannot ade-
the accuracy of U.S.-sponsored broadcasts. quately communicate U.S. policy and viewpoints.

Critics of this option would argue that the cur- Funding for U.S.-sponsored exchange programs
rent level of broadcasting should continue or even has grown by about 30 percent in real terms be-
increase. The process of change in Eastern Europe tween 1991 and 1994. Critics of the programs
and the former Soviet Union needs nurtuing, and argue that some of this growth may have been un-
U.S. broadcasting can assist in that process. In necessary because as increased communication and
other parts of the world, many countries remain private travel make the world a smaller place, the
closed. Supporters of VOA and RFE/RL argue that need for exchanges decreases.
shortwave radio broadcasts are the best way to
reach people in closed countries because very few Advocates of exchange programs argue that
people own satellite dishes, which are needed to exchanges provide participants with a unique per-
receive television broadcasts such as those by CNN. spective and an in-depth knowledge of foreign cul-
They also note that VOA and RFE/RL are continu- tures and institutions. As the United States contin-
ing to broadcast more programs over AM and FM ues to build stronger economic and political ties
frequencies. Supporters also argue that broadcasting with foreign countries, this knowledge, they argue,
should be sharply increased to some countries, such is invaluable and funding for exchange programs
as China and North Korea. Further, they believe should therefore be increased, not decreased.
that television is a powerful communi-ations tool
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DEF-43 REDUCE EXIMBANK'S CREDIT ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baselne

Budget Authority 510 530 540 560 570 2,710
Outlays 50 180 300 400 450 1,380

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 290 170 160 140 130 890
Outlays 30 90 120 140 140 520

The Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) promotes U.S. dtsires for subsidized credits. But U.S. exports are
exports by providing financing to foreign buyers of not increased if the bank is substituting for private-
U.S. goods. The bank makes direct loans with sector financing. The bank could avoid such substi-
below-market interest rates and provides guarantees tution by targeting specific regions underserved by
of private lending without receiving full compensa- private-sector financing.
tion for the contingent liability of future losses.
The U.S. exporter and the foreign buyer share these Supporters of Eximbank say that the subsidies it
subsidies. In the 60 years since its creation, Exim- provides offset subsidies provided by foreign gov-
bank has lost $8 billion on its operations, practically ernments and that eLiminating them would put U.S.
all in the past 15 years. Baseline projections of new exporters at a disadvantage. These subsidies, they
subsidy costs for Eximbank are $1 billion per year. argue, increase U.S. exports, thereby providing jobs

to U.S. workers. The bank also plays an important
This option would cut the subsidy appropriation role in encouraging the participation of small busi-

in half, saving $510 million in 1995 and $2.7 bil- nesses in export markets. Finally, supporters claim
lion through 1999 relative to the CBO baseline, that the bank's subsidies help to increase the output
Savings would be more modest compared with the of high-technology industries and allow them to
Administration's plan. To ease the impact that achieve economies of scale.
reduced funding would have on exports, the bank
could raise risk-related fees and ration its budgetary Critics of Eximbank dispute these claims. The
resources to sales that would not go forward without bank, they point out, extends credit assistance to
government-ass'sted financing, parties other than exporters facing foreign-subsid-

ized competition. And little evidence exists sug-
Eximbank's credit assistance is driven by de- gesting that the credit creates jobs. Finally, since

mand. The bank provides assistance on a first- the United States encourages the creation of
come, first-served basis and tries to meet all re- free-market economies throughout the world, pro-
quests for assistance. Supporters of Eximbank call viding subsidies to promote exports is contrary to
for ever-larger funding levels to meet exporters' the free-market policies the United States advocates.
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DEF-44 REDUCE SECURITY ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Savings from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 120 290 450 580 700 2,140
Outlays 90 210 360 480 600 1,740

Savings from CBO Estimate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 70 180 290 350 410 1,300
Outlays 50 130 23G 290 360 1,060

Security assistance, which includes funds for both Israeli economy. Indeed, critics have argued that
military aid and economic support, is an important the cash payments have eased the pressure within
means of advancing the interests of U.S. national Israel to undertake painful policy reforms, creating a
security and foreign policy. In 1994, funding for relationship of dependency on the United States.
security assistance totaled $5.5 billion. Rather than increase U.S. influence, this outcome

has generated its own friction. In practice, U.S. aid
This option would reduce security assistance, to Israel exceeds the amount needed to repay out-

saving $120 million in 1995 and $2.1 billion in standing loans and loan guarantees for security
1995 through 1999 compared with the CBO base- assistance. Relative to the CBO baseline, the
line. Compared with the Administration's plan, United States could save $70 million in 1995 and
savings would be somewhat smaller. These savings nearly $1.3 billion over the next five years and still
would be achieved through measures described keep its promise by limiting cash payments to the
below. Because Israel and Egypt receive the largest level of loan repayments.
shares of security assistance--totaling over 90 per-
cent, or $5.1 billion, in 1994--the reductions would Economic assistance to Egypt is also associated
fall heavily on them. with the Camp David Accords. Egypt was isolated

from the other Arab nations after signing the peace
Although the United States has provided assis- treaty with Israel. The high level of U.S. assistance

tance to Israel for decades, the high level of cash was justified in order to sustain Egypt's military
payments to Israel from the Economic Support Fund forces, which faced hostility from other Arab states,
dates from the Camp David Accords of 1979. Since and to maintain popular support by addressing
1984, the Congress has promised to provide Israel Egypt's short- and long-term development needs.
with sufficient funds to repay Israel's debts to the More recent justifications call for maintaining a
U.S. government. The assistance was justified as strong and stable Egypt with close ties to the West
providing the material support required to maintain and encouraging political and economic liberaliza-
Israel's security. It also constituted an expression of tion; but in practice, the funding level for Egypt is
U.S. support that was intended to give Israel the closely tied to the level of assistance to Israel.
confidence to pursue meaningful peace negotiations. Critics note that high levels of appropriations have
That justification has not changed, even though the exceeded Egypt's ability to spend the funds, leading
regional peace process stalled shortly after the to the accumulation of large undisbursed balances,
Camp David Accords were signed and progress was inefficient use of assistance, and delays in the re-
not restarted for a dozen years. Nor has U.S. secu- forms needed to foster self-sustaining economic
rity assistance led to self-sustaining growth in the growth. If aid to Egypt was cut in proportion to the
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cuts in aid to Israel described above, savings would Opponents of reducing security assistance to
total $50 million in 1995 and almost $870 million Israel and Egypt argue that U.S. interests in the
over the next five years. region have not diminished and that any cut would

send the wrong signal at the wrong time. Despite
Cuts in economic support for Israel and Egypt recent improvement in its bilateral relations with the

are not the only examples of potential reductions, Palestinians, Jordan, and Morocco, Israel remains in
though they may be the most likely area for cuts the midst of difficult peace negotiations with its
over the next few years. The two countries also Arab neighbors. Any reduction in assistance might
receive $3.1 billion per year in foreign military be viewed by all parties as a weakening of U.S.
financing (FMF), which also could eventually be support for Israel and interest in peace in the region,
reduced. Some critics argue that U.S. military sales perhaps terminating the very peace process that the
and arms transfers to the Middle East, including United States has carefully nurtured over the past
FMF for Israel and Egypt, have contributed as much two years. Israel is also bearing the extraordinary
to sustaining a regional arms race as to regional burden of absorbing 500,000 migrants over four
security. Others have argued that the sophisticated years from the former Soviet Union while also
weapon systems that the United States is financing attempting to move toward a more open market
will burden Israel's and Egypt's economies with economy. Arguably, it can ill afford any reduction
their high maintenance and support costs. Neverthe- in external financing for the next three to five years
less, this option does not assume reductions in FMF without jeopardizing both efforts.
because both Israel and Egypt have obligated them-
selves to purchase military equipment that will be Egypt's need for development assistance is also
paid for out of future appropriations-a practice great. The level of economic assistance to Egypt,
known as cash flow financing. At current levels of though high, is lower than it was a decade ago in
FMF, the next year's worth of Israel's grants have real terms and has remained stable for the past five
already been obligated, as have the next three and years. Egypt is also continuing to undertake much-
one-third years' worth of Egypt's. Thus, reductions needed policy reforms such as reducing subsidies
in FMF could be achieved only at the cost of can- and relaxing price controls; a reduction in security
celing commitments that both countries have already assistance now could send the wrong signal.
entered or by forcing Israel and Egypt to reallocate
funds from other programs to make up for the FMF
cuts.



Chapter Three

Domestic Discretionary Spending

omestic discretionary programs include all ued under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

those funded through appropriations except of 1993 (OBRA-93) permit only a $1.8 billion
programs in defense and international af- increase in total discretionary spending. (That cate-

fairs. An extremely varied category results, com- gory of spending is a larger grouping that includes
prising such topics as science and space, transporta- spending for discretionary international and defense
tion, energy, agriculture, environmental protection, programs in addition to spending for domestic pro-
housing, education and training, medical research, grams.) Given that spending for international pro-
and law enforcement (see Box 1). grams is also estimated to grow in 1994, it becomes

apparent that most of the increase in spending for
Since 1980, the category has declined as a share domestic discretionary programs is coming from

of federal outlays despite a recent rise in spending decreases in spending for defense. Relative to the
permitted under the Budget Enforcement Act of nation's gross domestic product (GDP), spending in
1990 (BEA). The decline has led some observers to the domestic discretionary category has risen since
suggest that further reductions in domestic discre- the enactment of the BEA, moving from 3.3 percent
tionary spending will contribute little in additional in 1990 to an estimated 3.7 percent in 1994 (see
savings for reducing the deficit and that now there Figure 2).
is less reason to explore additional cuts in spending.
But pressures to increase spending for a variety of Despite the increase in overall spending for
perceived national needs--which have been intensi- domestic discretionary programs in 1994, the Con-
fled by the natural inclination of a still relatively gress faced difficult choices in allocating funds
new Administration to reorient the country's priori- within the category. It exercised spending restraint
ties-are creating new demands on the budget. The in many areas in order to fund new initiatives or
search for programs that are outmoded or unneeded provide larger-than-average increases for current
remains an important task, because reductions in programs. As a part of that effort, it adopted sev-
spending will still be necessary in some areas to eral of the options for reducing domestic discretion-
"pay for" increases in others. Moreover, some ary spending that were included in last year's deficit
Members of Congress are dissatisfied with the level reduction volume. In the area of space and science
of deficit reduction achieved in 1993 and continue (budget function 250), the Congress moved to cur-
to seek new options to reduce the deficit more tail spending for several large space science efforts
quickly. and canceled the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor and

the Superconducting Super Collider programs. It
Spending for domestic discretionary programs also discontinued postal subsidies for not-for-profit

will total an estimated $243.7 billion in 1994, or and other organizations (function 370, commerce
about 17 percent of federal outlays. This !evel and housing credit). The Homeownership and Op-
represents a $17.1 billion--or 7.5 percent--increase portunity for People Everywhere (HOPE) grant
over domestic discretionary spending in 1993. The program received a diminished appropriation, and
1994 increase is particularly significant because the no funds were appropriated for special-purpose
limits on spending imposed by the BEA and contin- grants by the Department of Housing and Urban
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Box 1.
Categories of Domestic Discretionary Spending

250 General Science, Space, and Technology-- the rural development activities of the Department of
Research supported by the National Science Founda- Agriculture, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and other
tion, the bulk of the spending by the National Aero- agencies.
nautics and Space Administration, and the general
science research supported by the Department of 500 Education, Training, Employment, and
Energy. Social Services--Funding for a diverse group of

education and training programs extending from the
270 Energy--Domestic energy programs of the De- preschool level (the Head Start program, for exam-
partment of Energy and activities of the Rural Elec- pie) to elementary and secondary education (grants
trification Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory to states, for instance) to postsecondary education
Commission, including programs to increase the and vocational training. Most of the programs in-
supply of energy, encourage energy conservation, cluded in this category are administered by the De-
provide an emergency stockpile of energy, and regu- partments of Labor and Education.
late energy production.

550 Health--Research (in the form of grants,
300 Natural Resources and Environment--Pro- largely to universities) supported by the Department
grams administered by the Army Corps of Engi- of Health and Human Services through the National
neers, the Department of Agriculture, the Depart- Institutes of Health, and programs funded by several
ment of the Interior, the Environmental Protection different federal agencies to promote food and drug
Agency, and the Department of Commerce's Na- safety, consumer product safety, and occupational
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, safety.
among others, for water resources, conservation and
land management, pollution control, and other natu- 570 Medicare--The administrative expenses of the
ral resources programs. program, which are classified as discretionary.

(Medicare provides health care services to people
350 Agriculture--Programs administered by the ages 65 and older and to disabled beneficiaries.)
Department of Agriculture to promote economic
stability in agriculture and increase agricultural out- 600 Income Security--Housing assistance adminis-
put. Farm income stabilization--loans, subsidies, and tered by the Department of Housing and Urban
other payments to farmers--and agricultural research Development and other major discretionary programs
are funded under this function. including assistance to needy individuals for food

and energy.
370 Commerce and Housing Credit--Funding for
the regulation and promotion of commerce and the 700 Veterans Benefits and Services--Funding for
housing credit and deposit insurance industries, the veterans' hospitals and the construction of
Also included in this category are subsidies to the veterans' health facilities.
Postal Service, programs providing loans and other
aid to small businesses, and support for the govern- 750 Administration of Justice--Programs that pro-
ment's efforts to gather and disseminate economic vide judicial services, law enforcement, and prison
and demographic data. operation. The Federal Bureau of Investigation, the

Customs Service, the Drug Enforcement Administra-
400 Transportation--Most of the programs of the tion, and the federal court system are all supported
Department of Transportation and the National Aero- under this function.
nautics and Space Administration's support for aero-
nautical research, including funding to aid and regu- 800 General Government--Funding for the central
late ground, air, and water transportation. Among management and policy responsibilities of both the
the prominent programs supported under this func- legislative and executive branches of the federal
tion are grants to states for highways and airports government. The bulk of the expenditures in this
and federal subsidies to Amtrak. category cover legislative functions and central fiscal

operations, including those of the General Services
450 Community and Regional Development--Pro- Administration and the Internal Revenue Service.
grams that support the development of physical and
financial infrastructure intended to promote viable
community economies, including activities of the
Department of Commerce and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. This function SOURCE: General Accounting Office, A Glossary of Terms
also includes expenditures to help communities and Used in the Federal Budget Process (January 1993).

families recover from natural disasters and supports pp. 103-126.
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Development (function 600, income security pro- financing new initiatives to reform schools and
grams). The Congress also adopted an option to adopt national standards and tests for elementary
use income data from the Internal Revenue Service and secondary education. Greater federal support
to identify unreported income of households receiv- for cures for the acquired immune deficiency syn-
ing rent subsidies (function 600). drome (AIDS) and other diseases is advocated by

many people. And given that crime is reportedly
The cimpetition for funds is likely to intensify the issue of most concern to the electorate, it is not

in 1995. A highly likely priority is improving the difficult to foresee any number of new demands to
standing of U.S. producers in world markets by increase spending for law enforcement, prisons, and
supporting more federal spending for research and rehabilitation.
development with commercial potential. Additional
funding could be sought to help states preserve The OBRA-93 spending limits for 1995 require
wetlands and control the run-off pollutants from a $1.7 billion reduction in total discretionary spend-
farms, urban areas, and construction sites in the ing compared with 1994. Decreases in defense
nation's rivers. Pressures to improve the national discretionary spending may be sufficient to pay for
highway system are ever present, as are calls to growth in domestic discretionary spending, but the
solve the problems of housing and homelessness. pace and the ultimate size of the reduction in spend-
Moreover, the Administration advocates increased ing for defense remain contentious. In addition, the
funding for the Head Start preschool program. Administration's proposals to increase spending for
Improving the nation's educational system could some domestic programs continue to exert upward
also require increases in funding to support states in pressure on spending for this category.

Figure 2.
Domestic Discretionary Spending as a Share of GDP

Percentage of GDP
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Consequently, the Congress is likely to continue to Several of the options contained in this chapter
explore options that decrease spending for some would affect spending in both the mandatory and
domestic discretionary programs. discretionary categories established by the BEA.

An example is DOM-07, which would eliminate
Because all of the options in this chapter affect below-cost timber sales in national forests. In this

discretionary spending, achieving the budgetary option, receipts from timber sales, which fall into
savings they offer requires legislation in the form of the mandatory category, would be reduced, but the
appropriation acts. In some cases, however, the loss of receipts would be more than offset by lower
options describe changes in the laws establishing the discretionary funding for Forest Service activities.
programs, in addition to reductions in the amounts
appropriated for them. The reduction in the appro- Six options would affect spending for defense as
priation--rather than the change in the program-- well as for domestic discretionary programs. DOM-
causes spending to decline. That aspect of discre- 58 focuses on federal support for computer hard-
tionary spending contrasts with options affecting ware and software. DOM-59 and DOM-60 would
entitlements or mandatory programs, which are change rules that apply to government labor con-
discussed in Chapter 4, in which reductions in ap- tracts. DOM-54 and DOM-55, which pertain to the
propriations generally are not needed to produce current compensation of civilian federal employees,
budgetary savings, would also affect discretionary spending for both

domestic and defense programs, as would DOM-56,
In contrast to options that involve changes in which proposes reductions in the number of political

appropriations, the options that propose alterations appointees.
in authorizing legislation change the goals of a
program or the methods of achieving them. An Federal budget functions define the order of the
example of such an option is DOM-10, which options in this chapter. DOM-01 addresses a reduc-
would reduce the level of cleanup required in the tion in space and science programs (function 250).
Superfund program. The effect of the program DOM-02 through DOM-15 analyze reductions or
change, combined with reduced appropriations, changes in federal support and management of
would be different from the effect of cuts in appro- energy, natural resources and the environment, and
priations alone. agriculture (functions 270, 300, and 350). DOM-16

through DOM-21 cover commerce and housing
The text accompanying each option contains a credit (function 370). DOM-22 through DOM-26

description of the programmatic changes and their describe options for transportation programs (func-
effects, and arguments for and against the changes. tion 400). DOM-27 through DOM-31 deal with
The estimated savings for each option are calculated community and regional development (function
from an uncapped baseline, in which the assumed 450). DOM-32 through DOM-44 focus primarily
appropriations for 1995 through 1999 equal the on education and health (functions 500 and 550).
1994 amounts adjusted for inflation. By contrast, DOM-45 through DOM-49 concentrate on housing
the CBO baseline assumes that total discretionary and income security programs (function 600).
appropriations in 1995 are limited by the caps in the DOM-50 relates to veterans' programs (function
BEA and appropriations for 1996 through 1999 are 700). DOM-51 through DOM-53 center on the
limited by the caps enacted in OBRA-93. administration of justice (function 750). The final

set of domestic discretionary options, DOM-54
through DOM-60, would decrease domestic discre-
tionary spending in more than one budget function.
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DOM-01 CANCEL THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 2,150 2,200 2,250 2,350 2,400 11,350

Outlays 1,400 2,100 2,250 2,300 2,350 10,400

Canceling the space station would save $1.4 billion money. But the accuracy of the agency's cost esti-
in 1995 and $10.4 billion from 1995 through 1999. mates is questionable because the design is not fully
During 1993, cumulative spending on the space developed and NASA's accounts for the space sta-
station surpassed $9 billion, and the orbital facility tion program do not show the full cost of the proj-
underwent the seventh and eighth redesigns of its ect. Furthermore, critics point to the uncertainty
nine-year life. The Congress devoted considerable surrounding the costs of operating and supporting
attention to the project during 1993, affirming its the facility once it has been developed and
support in six separate votes during the calendar launched. On that score, opponents of the program
year. are skeptical of NASA's assurance that the station's

operating costs will be low, noting that the agency
Currently, the Administration is proposing a made similar claims that proved overly optimistic

space station program that would broaden interna- about the space shuttle.
tional participation by adding Russia to the project.
(Current participants are the United States, Canada, Advocates of spending for the space station
Japan, and the member nations of the European program continue to emphasize the importance of its
Space Agency.) Russia would contribute hardware-- effects on employment in the aerospace industry at
either selling or leasing equipment to the United a time when declining defense budgets are reducing
States--and launch services; it would also have an the demand for the industry's products and services.
ongoing operational role, carried out by the Russian Supporters of the space station also argue that the
Space Agency. The National Aeronautics and Russian configuration adds a strong foreign policy
Space Administration (NASA) estimates that the reason for continuing the program. They assert that
Russian configuration, as the current design for the drawing Russia, and particularly its aerospace indus-
space station is called, will require $15 billion in try, into a cooperative venture will help to stabilize
funding between 1995 and 2001 to be fully devel- the Russian economy and provide incentives for
oped, launched, and operational by the end of that Russia to adhere to international agreements con-
period. cerning the spread of missile technology. Support-

ers of the space station further note the long-stand-
Advocates of canceling the international space ing arguments about the value of the project as a

station program contend that the benefits of the laboratory in orbit with unknown but positive scien-
project are unlikely to justify its costs. In support tific potential and as a test-bed to learn how people
of their position, critics cite the general lack of in space live and work, in anticipation of future
support for the program among individual scientists piloted exploration of the solar system. Advocates
and scientific societies. The program's opponents of the program point out that its cancellation would
also note that the cost of the program has continu- force the United States to renege on agreements
ally increased, although its capabilities and scope of signed with European nations, Japan, and Canada.
activities have decreased. NASA claims that the That withdrawal would hurt the prospects for future
Russian configuration reverses past trends of rising international cooperative agreements on space, sci-
costs and shrinking capabilities and that the new ence, and other areas of mutual interest.
design will deliver more space station for less
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DOM-02 REDUCE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FUNDING
FOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce Fossil Energy R&D

Budget Authority 65 130 200 280 360 1,035
Outlays 25 80 150 250 300 805

Reduce Nuclear Energy R&D

Budget Authority 35 75 110 160 200 580
Outlays 20 45 85 140 170 460

Reduce Energy Conservation R&D

Budget Authority 40 85 130 180 230 665
Outlays 10 45 90 170 180 495

Reduce Fusion and Solar and Renewable Energy R&D

Budget Authority 60 130 200 270 340 1,000
Outlays 30 80 140 230 290 770

Total, All Programs

Budget Authority 200 420 640 890 1,130 3,280
Outlays 85 250 465 790 940 2,530

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its baseline levels and that the reductions are phased in
predecessors have been funding technology develop- over the 1995-1999 period. Energy conservation,
ment projects for several different energy sources magnetic fusion, and solar and renewable energy
since the first oil crisis in 1973. Despite two de- R&D programs are all reduced to 50 percent of
cades of spending, few successful energy technolo- their baseline levels, phased in over the same five
gies have emerged from these research and develop- years. In total, these reductions could save $S5
ment (R&D) programs. Given this lack of success, million in outlays in 1995 and $2.5 billion over tne
DOE could cut back on programs for near-term 1995-1999 period.
development of energy technologies and instead
concentrate its efforts on basic and applied science The justification for adopting each of these
in these fields, options rests primarily on the appropriate division of

labor between federal programs and related activi-
Spending for new energy technologies can be ties in the private sector. In many instances, em-

reduced in a number of ways; the table at the top of barking on large-scale technology development
this page presents the savings associated with four projects may be premature: supporting basic and
such options. The estimates assume that funding applied science projects instead would allow a better
for fossil energy R&D and funding for nuclear understanding of the phenomena at issue before
energy R&D are reduced to 25 percent of their trying to harness them to a technology. In several
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areas, DOE has a comparative advantage in devel- are distinct from technical and financial assistance
oping the basic and applied science around a new programs, which would not be included in this
energy source but is at a comparative disadvantage option.)
in the costly technology development and demon-
stration phases. Federal agencies like DOE lack the For the fourth option, which deals with mag-
sensitivity to see when a new technology is too netic fusion and solar and renewable energy R&D,
expensive (or esoteric) for commercial purposes. commercial markets for these technologies may be

years, if not decades, away, and large-scale technol-
Arguments have been advanced to support each ogy demonstration projects may be premature. In

of the reduction options. In the area of fossil en- some cases, the technology is being pursued before
ergy R&D, the first option in the table, commercial the scientific phenomenon is completely understood.
firms already spend a great deal of money to de- Moreover, solar and renewable energy R&D spend-
velop new technologies. The major new technolo- ing has almost tripled since 1990.
gies for enhanced oil recovery, for example, have
come from private industry, not DOE. In other Proponents of these programs argue that. energy
instances, DOE continues to develop technologies in markets are still far from perfect and that conse-
which the market clearly has no interest. As an quently federal intervention is still justified. The
illustration, DOE spent hundreds of millions of utilities area, for example, remains bounded by a
dollars on coal-powered magnetohydrodynamics-- wide array of federal and state regulations; those
without any indication of who was interested in the controls might distort the incentives facing private
product. (This option does not include the Clean firms that want to undertake the R&D for a new
Coal Technology Program, which is covered sepa- technology. Supporters also note that progress is
rately in DOM-03.) certainly being made, although it has taken more

time than planners originally estimated to develop
For the second option, nuclear energy R&D, the new energy sources. Researchers note as well that

wisdom of pursuing new technologies is question- government-supported R&D allows national goals to
able as long as electric utilities, the intended recipi- be met, an outcome that the private sector would
ents, have no interest in new nuclear plants. (Their not necessarily pursue. For example, if the integral
lack of interest may rest in part on the fact that fast reactor can be successfully developed, it will
national policy for addressing nuclear wastes re- burn radioactive wastes as fuel, thereby mitigating
mains undeveloped.) DOE has spent close to $9 the nation's disposal problem while being inherently
billion on nuclear fission R&D since 1978 and has safer than current reactors.
little in the way of commercial applications to show
for its investment. Moreover, policymakers recently Given the reduction in DOE's programs for
began to open the electricity generation market by developing nuclear weapons, cuts in energy R&D
obliging utilities to buy electricity from a group of may be difficult to make. Many in DOE and the
suppliers. Given those circumstances, it may be Congress are counting on such civilian spending to
time to let the newly opened market encourage the help in converting DOE's R&D personnel and facil-
private sector to develop its own technology. ities from military to commercial uses. Cutting

these energy R&D programs would leave fewer
Energy conservation R&D, the third option, conversion alternatives for DOE's R&D infrastruc-

comprises many projects that are small and discrete ture. In response, however, it could be argued that
enough--and have a clear enough market--to warrant going from one unneeded federal program to an-
private investment. In such cases, DOE may be other would not be a helpful economic convers'.on.
crowding out private actors or, alternatively, con-
ducting R&D that those private actors are likely to As an alternative to eliminating these programs,
ignore--a common fate of the technology generated the Congress could preserve technology develop-
within DOE's national laboratories. Furthermore, ment activities in those cases in which private in-
spending for energy conservation has almost dou- dustry was willing to share in the full burden--not
bled since 1990. (Energy conservation R&D funds just with a token percentage of the cost, as is now
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true for many programs. That strategy would con- cess. Some current DOE programs, most notably in
serve those programs that stood a chance of moving energy conservation and nuclear energy R&D, are
into commercial development but still help DOE already using that approach.
with its military-to-civilian R&D conversion pro-
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DOM-03 ELIMINATE FURTHER FUNDING FOR THE CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 0 0 155 160 160 475

Outlays 0 0 0 a 20 20

a. L.m than $2.5 million.

The Clean Coal Technology Program (CCTP) was new technologies that the CCTP supports fall into
created in 1984 to assist private industry in develop- three general categories:
ing commercial technologies that would use coal in
environmentally sound ways. After five rounds of o Retrofit technologies that lower harmful emis-
bid solicitations, the Department of Energy (DOE) sions from existing coal-fired plants by cleaning
will spend over $2.7 billion to fund and administer the coal before combustion, reducing the level
selected CCTP projects. The government's spend- of gases emitted during combustion, or remov-
ing on these demonstration projects is limited to 50 ing (or scrubbing) the gases emitted from com-
percent of total costs. This option would complete bustion;
projects already selected in rounds one through five
of CCTP bid solicitations but eliminate any future o Repowering technologies that replace all or part
funding for projects. Savings would total less than of existing boilers with advanced combustion
$20 million in projected outlays over the 1995-1999 systems that both reduce emissions and increase
period. power output; and

An initial goal of the CCTP was to reduce acid o Conversion technologies that change coal into a
rain by supporting technologies that could lower the liquid or gas.
emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen
oxides (NO1) that result from coal combustion. Most of the CCTP-funded projects will demonstrate
President Reagan declared that his Administration technologies to retrofit or repower coal-burning
would honor an agreement with Canada to spend electricity generating plants.
$2.5 billion on clean coal technologies aimed at
helping curb acid rain in Canada. Other important Federal support for new clean coal technologies
goals of the program have been to promote the use may no longer be necessary. In the past, supporters
of coal to replace imports of crude oil and to bolster of the CCTP viewed it as an alternative to legisla-
the economies of coal-producing regions. Concerns tion controlling acid rain: the enactment of ill-
about global warming and emissions of carbon timed controls could force industry to invest in
dioxide have recently whetted policymakers' interest current, high-cost abatement technologies when
in increasing the efficiency of coal use. new, low-cost ones might be just around the corner.

Since the passage of the Clean Air Act Amend-
Current practices that reduce SO 2 and NO. ments of 1990, however, the private sector has

emissions include cleaning the coal before burning faced a clear legislative mandate for lowering coal
it, scrubbing combustion gases to remove sulfur, emissions. Electric utilities and large industrial
switching to types of coal with a lower sulfur con- users of coal now have a clear economic motive for
tent, and switching to other fuels altogether. The selecting from among current practices and new
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technologies the lowest-cost options for reducing Alternatively, continued CCMP funding could
emissions. DOE efforts may also be redundant in hasten deployment of control and abatement tech-
the light of independent research efforts by utilities nologies that would provide social benefits beyond
themselves and by states that produce high-sulfur what electric utilities would be willing to pay for
coal and want to maintain the product's sales. under the Clean Air Act Amendments. Those bene-
Moreover, the energy security benefit of increased fits could come in the form of cleaner air and eco-
coal use would be negligible, because coal today nomic support for electricity consumers in general
substitutes for oil in very few applications. and for coal-producing regions in particular.
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DOM-04 HALT ACQUISITIONS OF CRUDE OIL FOR THE STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 0 0

Outlays 80 80 80 80 5 325

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) was autho- purchasing oil for the SPR. With these funds, DOE
rized in 1975 by the Energy Policy and Conserva- could support oil acquisitions of more than 12,000
tion Act to reduce the vulnerability of the United barrels per day for about four years. The CBO
States to interruptions in oil supplies. Under plans baseline assumes no new DOE appropriations for
developed in the 1970s, the SPR is a government- the SPR in 1995 because there were none in 1994.
owned crude oil inventory, stored mainly in salt
caverns in Texas and Louisiana. This option would The principal advantage of this option is the
halt all purchases of oil for the SPR and rescind any savings in short-term costs. In addition, the option
unspent funds for acquisitions. As a consequence, would not greatly diminish the nation's readiness to
the SPR fill rate would drop from an initial rate of meet energy emergencies. If DOE spent all of the
about 13,000 barrels per day in 1994 to zero by oil-purchasing funds that it had available, the SPR
early 1999. The option would save $80 million in would contain about 610 million barrels by the end
outlays in 1995 and $325 million over the 1995- of 1999. With acquisitions halted after 1994, the
1999 period, reserve would still contain about 590 million barrels

by that time.
Current law establishes a fill target for the SPR

of I billion barrels, but that target has never been A disadvantage of the option is that the final
vigorously pursued. Through fiscal year 1993, 586 bill for filling the SPR may be greater as a conse-
million barrels of crude oil were stored in the SPR, quence of delaying acquisitions. (DOE's forecasts
and only 14 million barrels of oil were added during for oil prices over the long term-that is, beyond
that year. In 1991, the Department of Energy CBO's five-year projections--indicate significantly
(DOE) even sold approximately 20 millioa barrels rising prices.) And although the total amount of oil
from the SPR as part of a coordinated international in the SPR at the end of 1999 under this option
response to the United Nations' embargo of oil from would not be too different from the level of pur-
Iraq and occupied Kuwait. chases supported by the CBO baseline, it would still

be short of the target of 1 billion barrels by that
At the end of fiscal year 1994, DOE will have additional amount.

approximately $250 million in unspent funds for
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DOM-05 ALLOW PRIVATE PRODUCERS TO COGENERATE ELECTRICITY
AT FEDERAL CIVILIAN FACILITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 0 0 30 30 30 90

Outlays 0 0 10 25 65

Over the years, the Department of Defense has en- Proponents of the proposal note that it reduces
tered into agreements with private power producers federal outlays while increasing electricity generat-
to build and operate cogeneration facilities at some ing capacity and conserving energy. The new co-
of its installations. Those facilities provide electric- generation facilities would be more efficient than
ity and heat to the installations and then sell off any current facilities. But achieving this efficiency
txcess electricity they produce to private users. requires that private producers be allowed--as they
Cogeneration conserves energy because power would be under this option--to sell off-site any
plants produce heat and electricity at the same time excess electricity they generate. Even federal facili-
and from the same energy source. But Title VIII of ties with steam plants that do not need rebuilding
the Shared Energy Savings Amendment of the Na- could lower their heating and electricity costs by
tional Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 allowing private developers to build and operate
restricts power plants at nondefense federal installa- cogeneration facilities.
tions from making similar arrangements.

A disadvantage of this proposal is that some
Allowing private utilities to cogenerate electric- utilities that now provide electricity to federal civil-

ity at the government's civilian facilities could save ian agencies might well object to losing a portion of
$65 million in outlays through 1999. Civilian fed- their business; in addition, under the Public Utility
eral agencies--primarily the Department of Energy Regulatory Policies Act, they would be required to
but also the National Aeronautics and Space Admin- buy excess power from the new cogeneration facili-
istration, the General Services Administration, and ties. The total amount of power involved, however,
the Department of Veterans Affairs--could avoid the is not large, and the effect of this option on utilities
cost of rebuilding aging plants that provide steam to would vary greatly--depending on both cost factors
heat buildings and power industrial processes. and the price-setting rules used by public utility
Additional savings--not included in the table--could commissions. Some utilities might welcome the
result from lower utility costs to agencies if the new source of power, but others with sufficient
private providers operating the cogeneration facili- generating capacity for their needs might resent
ties sold steam and electricity at lower rates than the having to make required purchases of electricity
agencies now pay. The Administration included from the cogeneration facility.
this proposal in its National Performance Review.
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DOM-06 ELIMINATE CREDIT SUBSIDIES PROVIDED BY
THE RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 90 90 100 100 100 480

Outlays 10 30 50 80 90 260

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA), an Treasury pays to borrow or 7 percent, whichever is
agency within the Department of Agriculture, pro- less.
vides financial assistance in the form of subsidized
loans and grants to electric and telephone companies Although the appropriation for the cost of subsi-
that primarily serve rural areas. For 1994, REA dies for all REA lending declined from about $200
subsidies total about $90 million, and grants consti- million in 1993 to about $90 million in 1994, the
tute $10 million in spending authority. In addition, agency will still make new loans totaling close to
REA spends nearly $40 million per year administer- $1 billion this year--slightly less than the level in
ing these programs. Eliminating the credit subsidies 1993. Gross lending has been maintained at this
for loans made or guaranteed by the agency would level because some loans will be made at higher
reduce outlays by an estimated $10 million in 1995 interest rates than others and interest rates on fed-
and $260 million between 1995 and 1999. eml borrowing have declined. Together, those

factors translate into a lower average subsidy for
Most REA borrowing was established in the REA loans.

1930s, 1940s, or 1950s. Many communities served
by those borrowers are now much larger than the The savings shown in the table would result
original service-area requirement of no more than from either of the following two scenarios: discon-
1,500 inhabitants. In total, the agency's borrowers tinue lending and require REA borrowers to use
serve about 10 percent of the nation's electricity private sources of capital for all their loan needs, or
consumers and about 4 percent of its telephone continue a federal loan program but eliminate subsi-
customers. dies. An REA loan program with no subsidy costs

would require raising the interest rates on loans to
REA credit subsidies were reduced by more the level of the Treasury's cost of borrowing; it

than one-half from 1993 to 1994, reflecting the would also mean charging small loan origination
significant changes in the program enacted in the fees to cover the cost of defaults for certain classes
Rural Electrification Loan Restructuring Act of of loans. In addition to savings in subsidy costs,
1993. Moreover, because federal borrowing costs some savings in administrative costs could be
have declined significantly in the past few years, the achieved if REA lending was discontinued. Some
average subsidy provided for REA's low-interest (5 of REA's nearly $40 million per year in salaries and
percent) loans has also declined. Before passage of expenses would be required to administer existing
the 1993 act, most REA borrowers were eligible for loans, but those costs could be gradually reduced
5 percent loans. Under the restructured program, under the no-new-lending option.
some borrowers are still eligible for the 5 percent
loans; others may borrow from the agency at The REA has largely fulfilled its original goal
slightly higher (although still subsidized) rates; and of making electric and telephone service available in
still others may borrow either at the rate that the rural communities. Yet many borrowers still de-
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pend on REA loans to maintain and expand such those in urban regions. Most REA borrowers al-
services. Increasing the interest rates or charging ready use some private financing, however. Be-
loan origination fees on some loans would raise the cause the cost of interest accounts for only a small
utility rates charged by REA borrowers, especially percentage of the typical customer's bill, eliminating
for the rural regions most affected. REA borrowers the remaining federal subsidy would have little
argue that they need some level of subsidization to effect on the utility rates that most borrowers charge
keep their service and utility rates comparable to their customers.
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DOM-07 ELIMINATE BELOW-COST TIMBER SALES FROM NATIONAL FORESTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Discretionary Spending
Budget authority 25 45 60 80 100 310
Outlays 20 40 60 75 95 290

Change in Receipts'
Budget authority -5 -5 -10 -15 -20 -55
Outlays -5 -5 -10 -15 -20 -55

Total
Budget authority 20 40 50 65 80 255
Outlays 15 35 50 60 75 235

a. These losses of receipts would be bretd as increas in direct spending.

The Forest Service (FS) manages federal timber ings that could be achieved by phasing out all be-
sales from 119 national forests in the national sys- low-cost timber sales in the National Forest System.
tem. In 1993, the FS sold roughly 4.5 billion board As an illustration of the potential savings, however,
feet of public timber under contract to private lum- eliminating all future timber sales from the three
ber companies. The total 1993 harvest, approxi- regions mentioned above would reduce FS outlays
mately 5.9 billion board feet providing about $900 by $290 million over the 1995-1999 period, includ-
million in federal timber receipts, represented a ing savings in the timber road budget. Timber re-
continued decline in volume from previous years. ceipts would be reduced by about $55 million. Net
In 1993, the FS spent approximately $800 million savings in federal budget outlays over the 1995-
on timber management, reforestation, construction 1999 period would be about $235 million.
of logging roads, payments to states, and other
timber program costs, resulting in net federal timber Below-cost timber sales have several potential
receipts of $100 million. disadvantages. They may lead to an increase in the

federal deficit, wasteful depletion of federal timber
In seven of the nine National Forest System resources through uneconomic harvests, unwarranted

regions, however, annual cash receipts from federal destruction of roadless forests valued by many rec-
timber sales have consistently failed to cover the reational visitors, and government interference with
FS's annual cash expenditures. For example, in private timber markets.
three of these so-called below-cost timber sale re-
gions--the Rocky Mountain, Northern, and Inter- One advantage of the sales, however, is that the
mountain--cash expenditures have exceeded cash FS timber program generates other-than-financial
receipts by a ratio of about 3 to 1 on average over benefits to the government. Among these are com-
the past decade. (Annual timber program costs in munity stability in areas dependent on the federal
the three regions still exceed annual timber receipts timber industry for logging and other related jobs
if FS expenditures for road construction are ex- and increased access from road construction for fire
cluded.) The FS does not maintain the data needed protection and recreation. Community stability
to estimate annual timber receipts and expenditures could be particularly important in light of current
associated with each separate timber sale; it is there- court injunctions--to protect the spotted owl--that
fore hard to determine precisely the budgetary sav- have reduced harvesting activities in some areas.
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The risk of economic hardship from eliminating the ment skills programs, and by encouraging greater
federal timber program in these areas could be development of other activities--such as tourism and
reduced by gradually lowering the level of below- recreation--in the national forests.
cost timber sales, by providing federal job replace-
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DOM-08 ABOLISH THE BUREAU OF MINES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 180 190 200 200 210 980

Outlays 120 170 190 200 200 880

Abolishing the Bureau of Mines (BOM) would sites. Another argument against the proposal is that
reduce outlays by $880 million over the 1995-1999 federal land managers may need the bureau's ser-
period. Most of those savings come from eliminat- vices and expertise in the technologies for remediat-
ing jobs at BOM offices and research labs. Legisla- ing abandoned mining sites to actually carry out
tion phasing out the Mineral Institutes program, a some of that cleanup. (Liability laws discourage
relatively small part of the BOM, has already passed private companies from using remediation tech-
the House of Representatives foll.)wing its proposal niques on abandoned sites for which federal agen-
by the Administration. cies are responsible.)

Advocates of ending appropriations for the An alternative to shutting down the research
BOM point out that many of its original functions activities of the BOM is to have the mining industry
have been taken over by other agencies. (For exam- pay for their operations and maintenance. That plan
ple, the Department of Energy now collects data on would continue the research and information ser-
minerals used for generating energy, and the U.S. vices that the bureau now provides.
Geological Survey provides information on reserves
of minerals.) The BOM is limited to gathering This option includes discontinuing federal pro-
information on hardrock minerals for public dis- duction of helium, which is an activity of the BOM.
semination and conducting research on mining tech- Begun in the 1920s to ensure adequate supplies, the
niques. Those two functions could be handled by federal effort now accounts for only about 10 per-
private companies. cent of total U.S. production. Ending it would

result in a small increase in the federal deficit be-
Proponents of keeping the BOM open argue that cause revenues from sales to nonfederal customers

the bureau also gathers and disseminates informa- would be lost. Federal production facilities--worth
tion about environmental and physical conditions at about $20 million-could be sold, but those receipts
current and abandoned mining sites. Federal land are not included in the estimated savings. This
managers concerned with the safety of users of option assumes that the Department of the Interior
federal lands or those affected by environmental would maintain the federal helium reserve.
hazards need that information to clean up hazardous
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DOM-09 ELIMINATE FEDERAL GRANTS FOR WASTEWATER
INFRASTRUCTURE AND STATE REVOLVING FUNDS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 2,550 2,600 2,700 2,750 2,800 13,400

Outlays 95 720 1,600 2,200 2,500 7,115

Construction grants for wastewater treatment plants projects after 1994 would save approximately $95
were first authorized in 1972 under the Title II million in 1995 and $7.1 billion through 1999.
categorical grant program of the Clean Water Act.
The federal share under Tide U was 55 percent of Proponents of eliminating federal grants to SRFs
project costs, with localities not obligated to repay argue that the program was intended to be tempo-
the money. Tide VI, which was added to the act as rary and may have replaced, rather than supple-
part of the 1987 amendments, authorized a program mented, state and local spending. They also point
of grants--through 1994-to capitalize state revolving out that, in some cases, the grants may have encour-
funds (SRFs). aged inefficient treatment decisions by making it

possible for SRFs to loan money at below-market
SRFs make low-interest loans to local public rates of interest. Below-market rates could reduce

agencies to construct municipal wastewater treat- incentives for local governments to find less capital-
ment facilities that help attain and maintain high intensive and less costly alternatives for controlling
water-quality standards. For each dollar of Tide VI water pollution.
money that a state receives, it must contribute 20
cents to its SRF. In 1994, nearly 95 percent of all Opponents of such cuts argue that states and
money for construction of wastewater treatment localities would find it more difficult to meet the
plants under the Clean Water Act was appropriated Clean Water Act's treatment deadlines without
to the SRFs. The remaining money went to fund continued federal contributions because repayments
the categorical grant program. to the SRFs would be insufficient to fund new proj-

ects and states would be unable to shoulder the
The Clean Water Act is now being considered additional cost of increased contributions to the

for reauthorization. Under CBO baseline assump- SRFs. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
tions, federal support for the construction of local estimated in 1991 that $110.6 billion in additional
facilities for wastewater treatment is projected to treatment facilities would have to be built over the
continue at the 1994 level of $2.5 billion, adjusted next two decades for states to meet the current goals
for inflation. Ending all funding of new wastewater set by the Clean Water Act.
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DOM-10 DE-EMPHASIZE PERMANENCE IN SUPERFUND CLEANUPS; EMPHASIZE LAND-USE
CONTROLS AND CONTAINMENT METHODS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 420 430 440 340 310 1,940

Outlays 90 200 300 260 290 1,140

Estimates of the size of the nation's hazardous protection. Such a shift would reduce federal ex-
waste problem and of the resources required to penditures for enforcement as well as for direct
resolve it have grown substantially since the Super- cleanup, since it would decrease the incentive for
fund program was established in 1980. The Envi- private parties to contest their hazardous waste
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) expects to liabilities. Given a reasonable transition period,
spend a total of $27.3 billion on cleaning up the Superfund outlays could be cut by $1.1 billion over
first 1,248 sites on the National Priorities List the 1995-1999 period. Total budgetary savings
(NPL), including $15.8 billion in fiscal years 1994 would be higher if the new standards were applied
and beyond. Substantial related expenditures will to federally owned waste sites, or lower if Super-
be required by the Energy and Defense Departments fund taxes were reduced.
and by other agencies responsible for federally
owned hazardous waste sites. Moreover, new sites Proponents of this option argue that it is waste-
continue to be added to the NPL. A recent CBO ful to spend more on Superfund cleanups than is
study, The Total Costs of Cleaning Up Nonfederal necessary to protect health and the environment, and
Superfund Sites (January 1994), estimated that that use of nore permanent remedies (such as incin-
EPA's future Superfund costs may be between $35 eration, bioremediation, and vitrification) can be
billion and $130 billion, depending on the ultimate deferred until land-use needs are clearer and treat-
number of nonfederal NPL sites. ment technologies are better developed. Opponents

argue that the option may not provide as much
One way to reduce these large costs is to protection as supporters claim, and that invoking it

change the mix of methods used to protect health would be unfair to local communities (which would
and the environment at Superfund sites. The pres- bear the disruptive effects of the land-use restric-
ent statutory preference for permanent treatment tions) and to future generations (which would bear
technologies could be dropped in favor of an em- any costs of replacing interim cleanups with more
phasis on institutional controls (such as deed and permanent measures). Some opponents also assert
access restrictions, monitoring, and provision of that the lion's share of cost savings from any signif-
alternate water supplies) and containment methods icant reduction in remediation requirements should
(including caps, slurry walls, and surface water take the form of cuts in the taxes that provide the
diversion). A University of Tennessee study esti- primary financing for the Superfund trust account;
mated that a judicious shift toward these interim modifying the proposal in that way would substan-
measures could reduce remediation costs by 40 tially reduce the net benefit to the federal budget.
percent, without sacrificing health or environmental
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DOM- 11 SUBSTITUTE PRIVATE FINANCING FOR GOVERNMENT FINANCING OF THE
SUPERFUND PROGRAM TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 440 450 460 320 260 1,930

Outlays 90 190 290 230 240 1,040

The Superfund program to clean up the nation's studies, in the definition of cleanup work. This
worst hazardous waste sites makes four groups of variant would save $1.0 billion over the 1995-1999
"potentially responsible parties" (PRPs) liable for period, assuming that Superfund tax rates remained
cleanup costs, damages to natural resources, and the unchanged, that 30 percent of the sites had no fi-
costs of health-impact studies. The PRPs include a nancially viable PRPs, and that the enforcement
site's past and present owners and operators, the budget rose by 20 percent. (Increased expenditures
generators of its hazardous substances, and any on negotiation, litigation, and searches for PRPs
transporters who selected the site as a disposal would be offset to some extent by reduced efforts to
location, recover costs.) Focusing more narrowly on reme-

dial actions and their preliminary studies would re-
This proposal would minimize the use of money duce the five-year savings to $680 million.

from the Superfund trust fund for cleanup work; the
fund would be drawn on only when the collective Proponents of this approach argue that it would
resources of a site's PRPs were insufficient to cover better reflect the "polluter pays" conception of fair-
the total costs. Specifically, the Environmental ness that is a guiding principle of the Superfund
Protection Agency (EPA) would forgo the option of law, and that it would reduce the overall cost of
funding a cleanup and then seeking reimbursement, hazardous waste cleanup by taking fuller advantage
and it would avoid PRP settlements that covered of the efficiency of the private sector. Opponents
less than 100 percent of cleanup work and past counter that further emphasis on leveraging private
costs. In some respects, the proposal merely ex- dollars is likely to be inefficient, given tLe impact
tends EPA's current "enforcement-first" Superfund on enforcement costs, and could increase the risks
strategy by placing even more emphasis on leverag- to health and the environment by delaying cleanup.
ing private-sector dollars; however, it uses increased They also contend that prohibiting the use of joint
private spending as an opportunity to reduce federal Superfund and PRP financing is unfair, given that
expenditures rather than to increase the pace of the sites may involve "orphan shares" associated with
Superfund program. parties that are insolvent or that cannot be found,

and that increases in private-party contributions
The strongest version of this proposal includes should continue to be used to increase the pace of

short-term and emergency removal actions, as well the program.
as long-term remedial responses and their associated
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DOM-12 REDUCE FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 170 180 180 190 200 920

Outlays 110 160 180 190 190 830

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) has three could be reduced without undercutting the service's
agencies that conduct and support agricultural re- basic mission of educating and assisting farmers.
search and education. The Agricultural Research For example, funding for a Nutrition Education
Service (ARS), the USDA's internal research arm, Initiative, the Nutrition and Family Education pro-
operates at locations throughout the country; its gram, and Youth at Risk programs amounted to $76
research focuses on maintaining and increasing the million under the Agriculture, Rural Development,
productivity of the nation's land and water re- Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agen-
sources, improving the quality of agricultural prod- cies Appropriations Act of 1994, or 17 percent of
ucts and finding new uses for them, and improving the overall appropriation for the ES.
human health and nutrition. The Cooperative State
Research Service (CSRS) supports agricultural re- Research and extension activities have long
search conducted at land-grant universities and other played important roles in developing an efficient
state institutions. The Extension Service (ES) intro- farm sector--a reduction in federal grants could
duces farmers to new technology and educates low- compromise the sector's develorment in the future
income families about good nutrition; the ES also and its competitiveness in world markets. If the
provides some services to urban residents. burden of funding was transferred to the private

sector, agricultural research, which helps provide
The 1994 appropriations for these three agencies U.S. consumers with an abundant, diverse, and

totaled $1.7 billion. Reducing funding levels by 10 relatively inexpensive food supply, could decline.
percent below the baseline would save $830 million Moreover, some federal grants are used to improve
in outlays during the 1995-1999 period, human, animal, and plant health by funding research

that promotes better nutrition or more environmen-
Research grants provided by the ARS and CSRS tally sound farming practices. If federal funding

may, in some cases, be replacing funding from the was cut back, the direct budgetary savings would be
private sector. If the ARS and CSRS grants were substantial, but the public could bear some of the
eliminated in those cases, the private sector would cost in higher prices, forgone innovations, or envi-
be forced to finance more of its own research. ronmental degradation.
Moreover, federal funding for some ES activities
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DOM-13 STREAMLINE THE OPERATION OF FARM AGENCIES' FIELD OFFICES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 30 110 180 250 330 900

Outlays 30 110 180 250 330 900

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) has four Several proposals have been offered to reorga-
agencies that use extensive networks of local field nize and streamline the USDA's operations, particu-
offices to administer farm programs. The Agricul- larly in the agencies that serve farmers directly.
tural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) One such proposal calls for closing 1,200 local
administers commodity and land-use programs. The offices; it would also reorganize the department's
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) ,-irects the national headquarters, cutting the number of separate agen-
soil and water conservation program. The Farmers cies and support staffs. The plan would eliminate
Home Administration furnishes credit to farmers 7,500 full-time positions throughout the USDA over
and other rural residents. The Extension Service a five-year period, about 90 percent of which would
provides a diverse range of educational ices, be in field offices. (The USDA employs nearly
including introducing farmers to new t .,ology 115,000 full-time-equivalent workers, about 88 per-
and to improvements in farming practices, cent of whom are located outside of Washington,

D.C.)
A 1991 report by the General Accounting Office

(GAO) found that the ASCS and SCS have offices If the reductions in personnel were made and
in more than 85 percent of the 3,150 counties in the the administrative budgets were cut accordingly, this
United States, the Farmers Home Administration has proposal could reduce agency outlays by $900 mil-
offices in over 60 percent of the counties, and the lion over the 1995-1999 period. The majority of
Extension Service has offices in nearly all of the these savings are associated with reductions in sala-
counties. Each agency employs state-level man- ries and benefits as positions are consolidated and
agers to oversee local operations. The GAO report eliminated. Additional savings stem from reduc-
concluded that this highly decentralized operational tions in office overhead (rent and utilities) and
structure is inefficient and costly. The report rec- personnel overhead (travel, supplies, and telephone
ommended extensive administrative streamlining. It service). Some of these savings are offset, however,
suggested that the USDA could improve efficiency by increased spending for severance and leave bene-
and save money through the collocation and consol- fits and the costs of relocating employees and
idation of field offices and through improvements in offices.
sharing resources. (Collocation involves two or
more agencies sharing a common operating site; Critics of cutting field staffs and offices are
consolidation involves merging two or more field concerned about the toll these reductions may take
offices of a single agency into a single office.) Cost on the USDA's services to farmers. Moreover, if
savings are realized when integrated field offices offices are closed, some farmers would have to
share administrative resources, structural facilities, travel farther to receive services.
personnel, equipment, and services.
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DOM-14 REDUCE USDA SPENDING FOR EXPORT MARKETING
AND INTERNATIONAL ACTIV1TIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 30 30 30 30 35 155

Outlays 25 30 30 30 35 150

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) runs pro- ties, such as grains, oilseeds, and cotton. It is un-
grams to promote exports and international activities certain how much return in terms of market devel-
through the Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS) and opment the cooperator program is generating. In
the Organization for International Cooperation and addition, private, brand-name advertising is spon-
Development (OICD). FAS develops foreign mar- sored in this program, and many people object to
kets by jointly funding--with U.S. trade and com- spending taxpayer money on such activities.
modity organizations called "cooperators"--overseas
advertising campaigns, trade show exhibits, and The OICD Cochrane Fellowship Program af-
promotional materials. OICD collaborates on a fords a select group of foreign midlevel managers a
variety of ventures, one of which provides training visit to the United States and training in agriculture
to foreign nationals with the objective of improving and agribusiness. The benefits to U.S. agriculture
commercial relationships that will benefit U.S. agri- are unknown, and although the program is popular
culture. Eliminating funding for these programs among the recipients and their sponsors, it may be
could reduce outlays by $150 million over the 1995- of marginal value to taxpayers.
1999 period.

Some observers maintain that U.S. agriculture,
Although the cooperator program has served a processors, and traders would suffer from less busi-

useful purpose, it may be ready to revert to private ness abroad, especially over the long run, if funding
enterprise, with no financial assistance from FAS. for these FAS and OICD activities were cut.
The program has tended to promote basic commodi-
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DOM-15 REDUCE LOANS MADE BY THE FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
FOR FARM OWNERSHIP AND OPERATIONS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 80 80 90 90 90 430

Outlays 80 80 90 90 90 430

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) lends tural benefits such as subsidies. Furthermore, the
money directly to new farmers or farmers of limited Congress and FmHA intended direct loans to be
means who cannot obtain loans elsewhere for pur- available to borrowers only temporarily--until these
chasing land or materials to operate a farm. FmHA farmers could improve their operations and qualify
makes some of these loans at interest rates that for commercial credit. But evidence reported by the
approximate the Treasury's cost of borrowing General Accounting Office suggests that the "gradu-
money. Nearly 70 percent of the money spent on ation rate" of current borrowers from direct to guar-
direct loans, however, is for loans made to so-called anteed loans is low, in part because incentives are
limited-resource borrowers at interest rates below lacking to encourage borrowers of FmHA money to
that of the Treasury. Eliminating these below-cost shift from below-cost loans to guaranteed loans.
loans would save the federal government $430 One way to promote this move is to lessen the
million in outlays over the 1995-1999 period, availability of direct loans.

In recent years, the amount of direct loans made Opponents of this option object to cutting lim-
by FmHA has fallen while the volume of commer- ited-resource loans so soon after the enactment of
cial loans guaranteed by FmHA and used for the the Agricultural Credit Improvement Act of 1992.
same purposes has increased. FmHA's guaranteed The act requires FmHA to target a portion of direct
loans typically cost the government significantly and guaranteed loans toward beginning farmers and
less than direct loans; as a result, they allow more to sign long-term agreements with them. (Begin-
farmers to receive assistance from the same amount ning farmers now have access to FmHA credit for
of funds. Eliminating the highly subsidized direct no more than 15 years.) Many analysts believe that
loans would accelerate the downward trend of fund- such assistance is necessary because people who are
ing but still provide a core amount of low-interest just entering farming may find it especially difficult
direct loans (but at no less than the Treasury's low to obtain or afford sufficient credit at commercial
rates) for those farmers who are unable to secure rates. Some observers are particularly concerned
guaranteed loans from commercial lenders. about the advancing average age of farmers and

argue that assistance to younger farmers is needed.
Proponents of eliminating the loans to limited- Moreover, only those farmers who have received

resource borrowers argue that there are too many loans in the past and who have not graduated to
farmers already and that the government should not commercial credit (and for whom the 15-year limi-
be encouraging new farmers at a time when excess tation does not apply) would have to pay more for
farm production triggers spending on other agricul- credit under the remaining available options.
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DOM-16 END SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LOANS AND LOAN GUARANTEES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

End AM Credit Programs

Budget Authority 550 570 580 600 620 2,920
Outlays 360 540 570 600 610 2,680

Keep Minority and Disaster Programs

Budget Authority 300 310 320 330 340 1,600
Outlays 200 290 320 330 340 1,480

The Small Business Administration (SBA) provides improvement over 1992, when the SBA share of
both direct loans and loan guarantees to qualified such balances exceeded $650 million.
small businesses. The SBA's lending objectives are
to promote business development generally, aid Under the direct loan program, the SBA pro-
economically disadvantaged groups, and assist small vides loans to businesses located in high-unemploy-
businesses and homeowners in recovering from ment or low-income areas and to businesses owned
disasters. SBA outlays co'uld be reduced by $2.7 by minorities, handicapped individuals, and Vietnam
billion over the 1995-1999 period by eliminating all veterans or disabled veterans. It also offers direct
SBA loan and loan guarantee programs. An alterna- loans to homeowners recovering from natural disas-
tive to eliminating all loans would be to retain only ters. Direct loans generally do not exceed
those that provide assistance to minorities and disas- $150,000, although some disaster loans run as high
ler victims. Continuation of those programs could as $500,000. In 1993, the SBA approved 52,597
be justified as aid to the socially or economically direct loans totaling $1.5 billion, bringing the total
disadvantaged becvtgse of factors beyond their con- direct loan portfolio to more than $4 billion. In
trol. Following that course could reduce SBA out- both the direct loan and loan guarantee programs,
lays by $1.5 billion over the 1995-1999 period, the SBA extends credit for up to 25 years--signifi-

cantly longer than would otherwise be available to
Urder the loan guarantee program, the federal small businesses.

government guarantees 90 percent of the principal
for business loans up to $155,000 and between 70 SBA assistance is favored by those who view it
percent and 85 percent for larger ones. The interest as a way of aiding small businesses, which, they
rate on guaranteed loans is about 2.5 percentage argue, generally create more jobs, improve technol-
points above the prime rate; in addition, the SBA ogy mo-e rapidly, and satisfy some markets more
guarantee has a charge equal to 2 percent of the efficiently than do large firms. When banks and
amount guaranteed. In 1993, the SBA guaranteed other traditional sources of loans to small businesses
25,026 loans totaling more than $6 billion; the SBA tighten credit standards or become more conserva-
share of the guaranteed loans was roughly $5 bil- tive in their lending practices, SBA assistance can
lion. Holders of about 380 guaranteed loans de- balp fill a financing gap.
faulted, and the loans were subsequently purchased
by the SBA. The SBA share of the outstanding But others claim that SBA assistance tends to
balances of those loans exceeded $57 million--an flow to the firms least likely to create stable em-
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ployment, improve technology, or enhance national result, they have a high default rate. It can also be
productivity. SBA loans and loan guarantees go argued that financial markets are now more efficient
primarily to businesses that have been rejected by and less susceptible to the types of market failure
conventional providers of financing. Perhaps as a that justified the SBA program when it first began.
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DOM-17 SCALE BACK THE RURAL RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Stop Expansion

Budget Authority 480 500 510 520 540 2,550
Outlays 40 260 330 380 420 1,430

Increae Developers' Interest Rate to S Percent

Budget Authority 180 190 190 200 200 960
Outlays 20 150 170 190 200 730

NOTE: The figures in the table exclude savings in administative costs.

The Section 515 housing program, administered by 46 for a similar option for housing programs admin-
the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), pro- istered by the Department of Housing and Urban
vides low-interest, 50-year mortgage loans to devel- Development.) Additional savings would be real-
opers of multifamily rental projects in rural areas. ized eventually as the cost of administering a
These mortgages typically have interest credits that shrinking loan portfolio decreased.
reduce the effective interest rate to 1 percent and, in
tram, lower rental costs for Section 515 tenants. An argument in favor of this option is that

expanding rural rental assistance is inappropriate at
Under current rules, assisted tenants contribute a time when many other federal programs are being

toward their housing expenses the greater of 30 cut. Also, turnover among current residents of
percent of adjusted income or the minimum project existing projects would ensure that some new
rent. The minimum project rent for each unit in- income-eligible families would be assisted each
cludes a proportionate share of the amortization year. However, this option would reduce the pro-
costs of the 1 percent mortgage and of the project's portion of rural families being assisted as the num-
operating expenses. The developer keeps the mini- ber of eligible families continued to grow. More-
mum rent, and the FmHA collects any payments over, growth in the supply of standard-quality, low-
above this minimum and treats them as additional income rental projects in rural areas would slow
interest payments to reduce the program's cost. down.
Additional subsidies are provided through the Rural
Rental Assistance Payments (RRAP) program to Savings in outlays could also be realized by
many of the poorest tenants to reduce their rent increasing tenant rental payments. This result could
payments to 30 percent of their incomes. During be achieved by raising the interest rate on loans to
1993, the Section 515 program made $574 million project developers, who would pass along the in-
worth of new loans to finance about 15,350 new creased interest costs in the form of higher mini-
rental units. mum project rents. Raising interest rates to 5 per-

cent would save $730 million over the 1995-1999
Stopping all new commitments for assistance period. Alternatively, tenants could be required to

under the Section 515 program would reduce federal pay at least 35 percent of their incomes instead of
outlays by about $1.43 billion over the 1995-1999 the current 30 percent. This policy change would
period, including $160 million for RRAP payments apply to tenants in all projects in the inventory, as
that would otherwise have been made. (See DOM- opposed to the policy of raising interest rates on
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developers' loans, which would affect only tenants the fact that this approach would affect primarily
in newly built projects. Requiring tenants to pay 35 those poorer tenants who do not receive RRAP
percent of their incomes might be of particular subsidies and who must pay the minimum project
interest if a similar increase were enacted for subsi- rent because it exceeds 30 percent of their income.
dized urban renters (see DOM-45). Data are not
available, however, to estimate the savings from this In contrast, raising the minimum contribution
alternative, toward rent to 35 percent would affect households

in the higher-income brackets and those receiving
Although raising tenants' rents would increase RRAP subsidies. A disadvantage of the 35 percent

above 30 percent the share of their incomes spent approach is that it might prompt some stable,
on housing, they would still be better off than the higher-income hocuseholds to move out of assisted
typical unassisted but equally poor renter, who pays housing projects, changing the economic mix of the
nearly 50 percent. Arguing against raising the projects and possibly reducing their viability.
interest rates (and thus the minimum project rent) is
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DOM-18 SCALE BACK THE HOUSING LOAN PROGRAM FOR RURAL HOMEOWNERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate New Direct Loans

Budget Authority 360 370 380 390 400 1.900
Outlays 300 370 380 390 400 1,840

Reduce New Direct Loans by 50 Percent

Budget Authority 180 190 190 200 200 960

Outlays 150 180 190 190 200 910

Increase Borrowers' Payments to 30 Percent of Income

Budget Authority 250 260 270 280 280 1,340
Outlays 1,670 260 270 270 280 2,750

NOTE: The figures in the table exclude savings in administrative uots.

The Section 502 housing program, administered by the loan at 1 percent. Incomes are recertified annu-
the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), pro- ally, and payments are adjusted as necessary. In
vides mortgages to rural, low-income borrowers, contrast, almost two-fifths of all low-income home-
many of whom live in areas with shortages of pri- owners in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan
vate mortgage credit. The FmHA's costs for this areas spent more than 30 percent of income on
program include the costs associated with any future housing in 1989.
defaults on the loans and with the subsidies arising
from the difference between the interest rates it pays The costs of this program could be cut by elimi-
to finance the program and the rates borrowers pay nating or reducing new lending or by increasing
to obtain the FmHA mortgages. The latter rates can borrowers' payments. These options would reduce
be as low as 1 percent. During 1993, in the conti- the present value of the mortgage interest subsidies
nental United States, over 22,000 rural households and the cost of future defaults, which under credit
with incomes averaging about $17,000 purchased reform are scored as outlays when the loans are
single-family homes with loans at reduced interest originated.
rates from the FmHA. The total value of all new
Section 502 direct loans in 1993 was nearly $1.3 Eliminate or Reduce New Direct Loans by 50
billion. Percent. If new direct loans under the Section 502

program were eliminated, federal outlays would be
Through this program, eligible borrowers can reduced by $300 million in 1995 and about $1.8

purchase homes by spending a portion of their in- billion over the 1995-1999 period. Alternatively, if
come--generally 20 percent--on principal, interest, new lending were reduced by half, federal outlays
property taxes, and insurance (PITI) throughout the would fall by $910 million over the same five-year
full mortgage term, usually 33 years. Eligible bor- period. Additional savings would be realized over
rowers with relatively low incomes, however, have time as the cost of administering a shrinking portfo-
to pay somewhat more than 20 percent to amortize lio decreased.
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The current program may not be the best use of savings associated with currently outstanding loans
scarce federal resources. It makes rather sizable in the year the option becomes effective.
payments to relatively few households that, although
having low incomes, are better off than many that Increasing the percentage of income that bor-
receive no housing assistance of any kind. Yet if rowers pay for FmHA loans would eliminate dispar-
either option were enacted, rural, low-income house- ities between the FmHA Section 502 program and
holds would probably experience greater difficulty home ownership programs sponsored by the Depart-
becoming homeowners, both because the cost of ment of Housing and Urban Development. For
home ownership would rise and because shortages example, under the Homeownership and Opportu-
of private mortgage credit exist in some areas where nity for People Everywhere program, home buyers
the program operates. pay 30 percent of their income for PITI and up to

35 percent for total housing costs, including utilities.
Increase Borrowers' Payments to 30 Percent of This option would also reduce unequal treatment of
Income. If these rural housing loans were contin- assisted homeowners and renters, who generally pay
ued at the current volume and borrowers' payments 30 percent of their adjusted income for housing (and
were increased to 30 percent of income, federal who would pay 35 percent under options described
outlays would be reduced by an estimated $1.67 in DOM-17 and DOM-45).
billion in 1995 and about $2.75 billion in the 1995-
1999 period. This option assumes that the increase Increasing the percentage of income that rural
in payments would be effective immediately for households pay toward home ownership, however,
new borrowers and would be phased in over 10 would result in a shift in the composition of bor-
years--at 1 percentage point per year--for current rowers away from households with the lowest in-
borrowers. The relatively large amount of savings comes. In addition, higher costs relative to income
in 1995 reflects budgetary practices under credit might raise default rates among borrowers; histori-
reform, which would score the present value of all cally, the foreclosure rate has been around 2.5 per-

cent.
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DOM-19 REDUCE THE BUDGET OF THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 10 10 10 10 10 50

Outlays 5 10 10 10 10 45

The Export Administration (EA) of the Department The EA may be able to absorb cuts in its budget
of Commerce enforces U.S. export laws to promote because of the demise of the former Soviet bloc and
national security and foreign policy objectives. Its the elimination of sanctions against South Africa.
activities include ensuring availability of industrial Along these lines, the member countries of the
resources for U.S. defense, licensing exports, and Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export
detecting and preventing foreign distribution of U.S. Controls (COCOM) have agreed in principle to
goods and technical data that are controlled for abolish COCOM by March 31, 1994, and to replace
reasons of national security or foreign policy. Re- it with a new regime that would include Russia.
ducing the budget of the Export Administration by Although the Western allies would still withhold
25 percent would save $5 million in outlays in 1995 some products from Russia, there would be fewer
and $45 million over five years. restrictions than there have been to date. Propo-

nents of maintaining the EA's budget might argue,
The enforcement activities of the EA reduce however, that a need for continued or even in-

U.S. exports and thereby create economic inefficien- creased monitoring and enforcement has been un-
cies that reduce U.S. gross national product. To the derscored by recent concerns about North Korea's
extent that they keep defense-related goods and progress in developing nuclear weapons and by the
technology out of the hands of potential adversaries, post-Persian Gulf War disclosures of Iraq's progress
however, they promote U.S. security and foreign in developing and obtaining the technology and
policy. The EA's activities to ensure availability of materials for nuclear, chemical, and biological
industrial resources (such as restricting foreign weapons. That COCOM is to be replaced by a new
ownership of U.S. firms that are deemed to be de- regime rather than simply abolished is a recognition
fense-related) also have their economic efficiency of the continuing need for at least some monitoring.
costs and corresponding national security and for-
eign policy benefits.
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DOM-20 ELIMINATE THE U.S. TRAVEL AND TOURISM ADMINISTRATION AND
THE TRADE PROMOTION ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
TRADE ADMINISTRATION, OR CHARGE THE BENEFICIARIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 220 230 240 250 250 1,190

Outlays 120 150 180 180 190 820

The U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration One might argue that such activities are best left
(USTrA) of the Department of Commerce promotes to the firms and industries involved rather than to
the United States as a tourist destination for foreign the ITA and USTTA. Alternatively, one might
travelers. The International Trade Administration argue that there may be some economies of scale to
(ITA), also a part of the Commerce Department, has these activities, especially for small firms and less
four direct program activities: the Import Adminis- popular tourist destinations. If so, having one entity
tration, which investigates antidumping and counter- (the federal government) counsel exporters on for-
vailing-duty cases; the trade development program, eign legal and other requirements, disseminate
which assesses the competitiveness of various U.S. knowledge of foreign markets, and promote U.S.
industries and runs various export promotion pro- products and tourist destinations abroad could make
grams; the international economic policy program, sense. In that case, net federal spending could be
which develops policy, provides marketing services, reduced by charging t-,e beneficiaries their full cost.
and identifies and develops remedies for long-range
trade and investment problems; and the U.S. and To the extent that the beneficiaries are not
foreign commercial services, which counsel U.S. charged the full cost, the ITA's and USTTA's activ-
businesses on exporting. The latter three activities ities effectively subsidize the industries involved.
also help fight foreign barriers to U.S. exports. These implicit subsidies are an inefficient means of
That effort, and perhaps the efforts against dumping helping the industries because they are partially
and foreign subsidies, may be necessary to maintain dissipated to foreigners in the form of lower prices
public support for free-trade policies, and some of for U.S. exports and for lodging and other tourist
their elements can be defended on economic expenses. Because the current-account balance is
grounds. The ITA's export promotion, marketing, determined by total saving and investment in the
and counseling could be eliminated, however, or the U.S. economy, over which the ITA and USTTA
beneficiaries could be charged fees to pay more of have no influence, the ITA's and USTTA's activi-
the costs. The same holds true for the USTTA's ties do not improve the current-account balance. As
activities. a result of changes they cause in exchange rates and

other variables, all increases in exports and tourist
Eliminating or charging firms for the cost of expenditures resulting from the ITA's and USTTA's

these activities would reduce outlays or increase activities are completely offset by some mix of
receipts by $120 million in 1995 and by $820 mil- reduced exports of other industries and increased
lion over five years. imports. Thus, other U.S. firms are hurt by the

export and tourism promotion activities of these
agencies.
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DOM-21 ELIMINATE THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate Program

Budget Authority 200 210 220 220 230 1,080
Outlays 70 130 200 210 220 830

Reduce Program to 1993 Levels

Budget Authority 130 140 140 140 150 700
Outlays 40 90 130 140 140 540

Eliminating the Advanced Technology Program of the R&D costs of each project, which acts as a
(ATP) of the Department of Commerce would seve check on a project's commercial viability. The
$830 million in outlays over the next five years program received its first appropriation of $10 mil-
(1995 through 1999) relative to the CBO baseline, lion in 1990; by 1994, its appropriations had grown
and $1.8 billion in outlays over the same period to $200 million. As of the end of 1992, the ATP
relative to the Administration's budget request. An had funded 60 projects at a total cost of $180 mil-
alternative to eliminating the program is to return its lion. An additional $61 million was awarded to 29
funding to 1993 levels; that option would save $540 projects in November 1993. It is too early to deter-
million in outlays over the 1995-1999 period rela- mine the commercial success of projects funded by
tive to the CBO baseline, and $1.5 billion in outlays the ATP because even after a project has ended,
over the same period relative to the Administra- more research is required for pro ct development
tion's budget request. and commercialization.. According to a recent study

by the General Accounting Office, only four proj-
The objective of the ATP is to further the com- ects have ended (the ATP no longer funds them),

petitiveness of U.S. industry by helping convert and each was deemed successful in that the technol-
discoveries in basic research more quickly into ogy examined was found to be feasible. However,
technological advancements with commercial poten- two of those projects are experiencing some diffi-
tial. The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act culties with commercialization.
of 1988 established the ATP within the Commerce
Department's National Institute of Standards and Opponents of the program argue that the near
Technology. The program awards research and tripling of its funding between 1993 and 1994 (from
development (R&D) grants on the basis of merit to $68 million to $200 million) may substantially
individual companies, independent research insti- lower the average quality of winning R&D projects.
tutes, and joint ventures. The grants support re- Moreover, the Administration has proposed further
search in generic technologies that have applications dramatic increases over the next five years. If the
to a broad range of products, ss well as precompeti- applicant pool does not increase as dramatically as
tive research (preceding product development), the program's funding, the award process is likely

to be less competitive. An alternative that is some-
The ATP's grants are limited to $2 million times mentioned is to return the funding of the

when awarded to a single firm, but they have no program to its lower 1993 level until the commer-
limit when awarded to a joint venture. Participating cial success of some completed projects can be
firms and research organizations pay more than half evaluated.
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If the applicant pool does increase dramatically, the first competition in 1990 suggests that as many
the level of evaluation that occurs before an award as half of those projects would probably have been
is made may diminish. The National Institute of undertaken even without ATP support, albeit at a
Standards and Technology, which runs ATP, would lower level of funding.
face an increase in its evaluation responsibilities
with any expansion in the program. That increase Proponents of the program maintain that firms
would be in addition to the institute's new responsi- do not invest enough in research on generic technol-
bility for assisting the Advanced Research Projects ogies because they cannot fully appropriate the
Agency within the Department of Defense to over- benefits for themselves. (For expmple, generic tech-
see defense conversion projects (under the Technol- nologies are likely to have applications to products
ogy Reinvestment Project). developed later by firms that did not invest in the

original research.) Because the incentive for firms
Opponents of the ATP further question whether to invest in this type of research is weak, say these

the federal government is capable of picking proj- advocates, producing less investment than is socially
ects with the most potential for technological and optimal, government support is desirable. In addi-
commercial success. Furthermore, those projects tion, the program's supporters cite evidence that
that stand out as clear "winners" might have been suggests that the ATP encourages the formation of
funded by the private sector in any case. One pri- joint ventures, increasing cooperation among firms
vately funded study of the 11 projects supported by and between firms and academic institutions.
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DOM-22 REDUCE FEDERAL AID FOR MASS TRANSIT

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 2,200 2,200 2,400 2,450 2,550 11,800

Outlays 520 960 1,450 1,800 2,150 6,880

In 1994, the principal federal transit assistance pro- during the 1970s, when overall assistance levels
grams will provide about $3.6 billion in capital were highest. Reducing the federal share of capital
grants and about $0.9 billion in operating assistance costs for mass transit might improve local invest-
to local mass transit agencies. Federal grants gener- ment choices, as a similar reduction seems to have
ally pay 80 percent of the costs of qualifying capital done in the case of federal subsidies for construc-
projects and offset up to 50 percent of local transit tion of local wastewater treatment plants. Similarly,
system operating deficits. In 1990, federal capital ending operating assistance could encourage local
grants accounted for about 60 percent of all public authorities to make better use of existing capital by
capital spending for mass transit, and federal operat- improving services, by using more cost-effective
ing subsidies offset roughly 5 percent of the operat- smaller vehicles, or by taking other steps to lower
ing costs of transit systems nationwide (and about 9 the operating costs of transit services.
percent of the systems' operating deficits). Reduc-
ing the federal share of qualifying investment costs Reducing federal transit subsidies, however,
for mass transit to 50 percent (and reducing funding could harm some local transit services. The burden
by a corresponding amount), and eliminating operat- of diminished services would be borne dispropor-
ing assistance, would save $520 million in outlays tionately by people who are especially dependent on
in 1995 and $6.9 billion over the 1995-1999 period. public transportation: the poor, the young, the

elderly, and the disabled. Moreover, any reduction
The large federal shares of investment spending in transit service would occur just as the Clean Air

and the subsidies for operating assistance appear to Act of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface Transporta-
have had little effect on either transit productivity or tion Efficiency Act of 1991 are placing increased
the use of mass transit services. Despite moderniza- pressure on states and localities to reduce their
tion of transit systems, only 6.5 percent of journeys reliance on automotive transportation. Finally, an
to or from work are made by mass transit. Transit across-the-board cut in transit subsidies would be
agencies serve mainly downtown areas, whereas less efficient than targeted reductions, since certain
most of the growth in urban travel has been in the transit investments, such as the rehabilitation of rail
suburbs. At the same time, inflation-adjusted labor transit in older cities, could have a high payoff.
costs per mile of transit travel rose by 60 percent
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DOM-23 ELIMINATE AIRPORT GRANTS-IN-AID

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority' 1,740 1,780 1,830 1,880 1,930 9,160

Outlays 310 1,050 1,450 1,650 1,800 6,260

a. Assumes that contract authority is provided in amounts equal to the obligation limits projected in the cBo baseline.

Each year, the Federal Aviation Administration and airline lease payments. In addition, revenues
(FAA) provides airports with grants for expanding from the passenger facility charges, unlike federal
capacity and improving terminals. The grants are grants, can be used to pay the interest on bonds
allocated by formula. Up to 49.5 percent of them issued by the airport. Passenger facility charges
are reserved for primary, commercial service air- alone could bring in total annual revenues of about
ports; another 12 percent go to the states for distri- $1 billion to the 30 busiest airports. This revenue
bution to general aviation airports; and the remain- could be leveraged to support over $12 billion in
der are allocated among all airports on a discretion- borrowing.
ary basis. Eliminating these grants would result in
savings of $310 million in 1995 and about $6.3 Small "reliever" airports, financed by the FAA
billion over the 1995-1999 period, with the expectation that they would draw general

aviation aircraft away from major airports, have not
Recent trends in aviation have increased the done so. Thus, some would argue against federal

importance of larger airports (as measured by the subsidies to these airports.
number of embarking passengers). These airports
would have little trouble financing capital improve- Supporters of the current program argue that the
ments from the fees collected or additional bonds benefits provided by the system of airports are
issued if airport grants were eliminated, In 1991, nationwide in scope. They also argue that more
the Congress passed legislation allowing airports to assistance is needed to overcome airport congestion
levy passenger facility charges (up to $3 per passen- and to allow airports to construct new gates and
ger). Those charges will supplement the revenues terminals that will promote competition among
received from concessionaire rents, landing fees, airlines, with benefits accruing to passengers.
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DOM-24 ELIMINATE REGULATION OF MOTOR CARRIERS AND ABOLISH
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 20 30 30 30 30 140

Outlays 20 30 30 30 30 140

The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regu- Proponents of deregulation note that the truck-
lates rates, operating rights, and mergers and acqui- ing industry is highly competitive and that competi-
sitions of interstate motor carriers and railroads. It tion can reduce costs and increase productivity far
also rules on rail abandonments and construction of more efficiently than can regulation. Opponents
new rail lines. The ICC's powers have diminished contend that the remaining regulation is not burden-
since the passage in 1980 of the Motor Carrier Act some and that the open filing of tariffs and applica-
and the Staggers Rail Act, and its staff and budget tions for operating rights, rate changes, and mergers
have decreased accordingly. But the vestiges of protects carriers and shippers.
regulation remain, including a large number of
routine applications for ICC approval of operating As with motor carriers, eliminating requirements
rights, rates, and other business decisions. for railroads to file applications for routine matters

could reduce costs to the federal government as well
Taking the final step of the motor carrier dereg- as to the industry. There is considerable debate,

ulation process begun a decade ago--eliminating all however, over whether the rail industry is suffi-
remaining ICC regulation of trucking and intercity ciently competitive to protect the interests of ship-
bus companies--could save the federal government pers. For instance, some shippers have access to
about $20 million to $30 million annually. Deregu- only one rail line, and some communities depend on
lation would apply only to economic regulation; rail service for their economic vitality. Authority to
motor carrier safety would continue to be regulated handle cases involving market power could be
by the Federal Highway Administration. shifted to the Department of Transportation if the

ICC were abolished. Advocates of more extensive
Current regulations impose costs not only on the deregulation of railroads argue that the ability of

federal government but also--and in much greater shippers to enter into long-term contracts with rail-
magnitude--on carriers and shippers. In 1990, mo- roads diminishes the railroads' market power. They
tor carriers filed 20,000 applications for operating also note that communities dependent on rail can
authority, nearly 1,000 applications for approval to provide subsidies or other incentives to keep rail
merge with or acquire other motor carriers, and operations in business.
more than 1 million tariffs; railroads filed 185,000
tariffs. Estimates of deregulation savings to the
private sector run as high as $28 billion a year.
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DOM-25 ELIMINATE FUNDING FOR HIGHWAY DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 1,350 1,300 1,300 1,350 1,400 6,700

Outlays 80 330 560 740 880 2,590

Under CBO baseline assumptions, the federal gov- appear in state transportation plans. More than 10
emment will provide a total of $105.7 billion in percent of the projects would not have qualified for
highway grants to states during the 1995-1999 pe- funding under the regular highway grant programs.
riod. The states will obligate most of this money Funding for demonstration projects therefore en-
on highway projects of their own choosing. The courages construction that neither state transporta-
Department of Transportation will distribute about tion officials nor the broader federal highway pro-
$99.0 billion, or 93 percent of the total, according gram regard as being of primary importance.
to broad statutory formulas and other procedures
prescribed by law. The remaining $6.7 billion will Those who favor demonstration projects argue
be obligated on projects earmarked by the Congress that the projects reflect important needs that are not
in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency addressed sufficiently by the regular process of
Act of 1991 (ISTEA). (ISTEA contains more than highway funding. For example, demonstration
500 separate projects.) If the Congress amended projects can provide economic aid for particular
ISTEA to eliminate contract authority for the dem- geographic regions or fund construction that in-
onstration projects contained in the bill, it would volves costs or risks that are too great for individual
lower the amount of budget authority by $6.7 bil- states. Thus, ISTEA provides funding for projects
lion and the amount of outlays by $2.6 billion over that are intended, among other things, to accelerate
the 1995-1999 period. the construction of high-cost bridges, demonstrate

innovative techniques for highway construction and
Critics argue that, in many instances, demonstra- finance, and improve methods to relieve congestion.

tion projects cannot be justified by economic crite- Formal studies of the benefits expected from indi-
ria. For example, a survey of demonstration proj- vidual projects, however, are rarely available, mak-
ects authorized in the 1987 surface transportation ing it difficult to assess whether demonstration
bill found that about half of these projects did not projects achieve their intended purposes.
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DOM-26 ELIMINATE THE OPERATING SUBSIDY FOR AMTRAK

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 360 370 380 390 400 1,900

Outlays 360 370 380 390 400 1,900

The federal government provides the National Rail- Proponents of cutting subsidies argue that pas-
road Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) with subsidies senger rail service should compete on a level play-
of about $360 million a year for operating expenses, ing field with other modes of transportation--without
in addition to $200 million in capital grants and the advantage of federal subsidies. Rail service in
$225 million for the Northeast Corridor Improve- that case would have to become more efficient.
ment Program. Eliminating the operating subsidy Proponents also question the fairness of subsidizing
could save $360 million in outlays in 1995 and $1.9 the travel of business people, who make up a sub-
billion from 1995 through 1999. stantial share of Amtrak's passengers.

When the Congress established Amtrak in 1970, Opponents of cutting subsidies say that reducing
it expected to provide subsidies only for a limited federal support would lead Amtrak to cancel service
time, until Amtrak could become self-supporting. on lightly traveled routes and that passengers in
Instead of declining, however, federal subsidies rose those areas might not have alternative transportation
steadily in the 1970s, to nearly $1 billion in 1981. available. They also note that subsidizing rail ser-
The Administration then proposed substantial cuts in vice in congested areas may be justified as a way of
federal funding. Amtrak subsequently raised fares offsetting the costs of congestion in travel by high-
and reduced costs, and subsidies have declined, way or air. Retaining federal subsidies for the
Eliminating the operating subsidy would force Am- Northeast Corridor Improvement Program may help
trak to intensify its efforts to cut costs and expand to redress that imbalance.
revenues.
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DOM-27 ELIMINATE CERTAIN RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate Direct Loans and Loan Guarantees

Budget Authority 200 210 220 220 230 1,080
Outlays 10 60 120 160 200 550

Eliminate Grants

Budget Authority 570 590 610 620 640 3,030
Outlays 20 120 280 430 530 1,380

NOTES: Programs include direct loans for rural development; direct loans and loan guarantees for water and waste disposal and for community
facilities; loan guarantees for business and industry; and grants for water and waste disposal, rural development, fire protection, solid waste
management, and emergency community water assistance.

The figures in the table exclude savings in administrative costs.

The Rural Development Administration (RDA) For 1994, the Congress appropriated a total of
assists rural development through a variety of pro- almost $200 million in budget authority to support
grams. In general, the programs provide loans, loan the costs of $1.4 billion in combined direct loans
guarantees, and grants for rural water and waste and loan guarantees. Under credit reform, those
disposal projects, community facilities, rural devel- costs include the present value of interest subsidies
cpment, and fire protection. Funds are generally and the cost of loans that go into default. In addi-
allocated among the states based on their rural pop- tion, a total of $560 million was appropriated for
ulations and the number of their rural families with grants, of which $500 million is for water and waste
incomes below the poverty threshold. Withia each disposal. Eliminating the loan programs would
state, funds are awarded competitively to eligible reduce federal outlays for subsidizing direct loans
applicants, including state and local agencies, non- and loan guarantees by a total of $550 million over
profit entities, and (in the case of loan guarantees the 1995-1999 period. Additional savings would be
for business and industry) for-profit organizations. realized gradually as the costs of administering a

shrinking portfolio decreased. Eliminating grants
The amount of interest that loan applicants pay would save about $1.4 billion in outlays over the

varies with the type of aid they receive and, in some same period.
programs, the economic condition of the area. For
example, for rural wate, and waste disposal loans, One argument for terminating these programs is
interest rates average 5.6 percent but can range from that federal funds should be targeted toward activi-
5 percent to market rates, depending on the median ties whose benefits are national in scope, with state
family income of the service area. If repaymen! of and local governments funding rural development.
a loan would impose an undue financial lx',rden on Moreover, research by the Center for Community
the residents of relatively poor areas, these areas Change found that two of the largest programs--the
may receive grants instead, water and waste disposal program, and the business
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and industry program--are not well targeted toward growth, the programs help to increase rural incomes.
low-income or distressed communities. Higher- Eliminating these funding sources would probably
income rural communities, the study found, were reduce economic development activities because
more likely to receive assistance--including higher private credit may simply not be available in some
subsidies--than were low-income ones. areas and many fiscally distressed states and locali-

ties would be unable to offset the loss of federal
Supporters of federal funding of rural develop- grants and interest subsidies.

ment programs argue that, by sparking economic
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DOM-28 ELIMINATE THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 360 370 3An 390 400 1,900

Outlays 40 150 2tKJ 330 360 1,140

The Economic Development Administration (EDA) funds. The EDA has also been criticized for its
provides grants to state and local governments for broad eligibility criteria, which allow areas contain-
public works, technical assistance, defense conver- ing 80 percent of the U.S. population to compete for
sion activities, and job programs, as well as loan benefits, and for providing aid with little proven
guarantees to firms for business development. For effect compared with other programs having similar
1994, appropriations for EDA programs total $350 goals. Furthermore, because of the competitive
million. No funds were appropriated for new loan nature of EDA programs, local governments do not
guarantees for 1994. Disbanding the EDA would incorporate this type of aid into their budget plans;
reduce federal outlays by about $40 million in 1995 hence, eliminating future EDA funding would not
and $1.1 billion over the 1995-1999 period, impose unexpected hardships on communities.

One criticism of EDA programs is that federal Some of the reduction in aid associated with
assistance should not be provided for activities this option would, however, curtail economic devel-
whose benefits are primarily local and which there- opment activities in financially distressed communi-
fore should be the responsibility of state and local ties that have no other available resources. This
governments. In addition, EDA programs have cutback could result in the deterioration of infra-
been criticized for substituting federal credit for structure, the loss of prospective jobs, and decreases
private credit and for facilitating the relocation of in local tax receipts in these areas, which are likely
businesses from one distressed area to another to be among the last to recover from the recent
through competition among communities for federal recession.
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DOM-29 ELIMINATE THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 260 260 270 280 280 1,350

Outlays 10 80 160 200 240 690

The federal government provides annual funding to through the ARC would reduce federal outlays by
the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) for $10 million in 1995 and by $690 million over the
activities that promote economic growth in the 1995-1999 period.
Appalachian counties of 13 states. For 1994, the
Congress appropriated $250 million for the ARC. Those in favor of termination argue that the
The states are responsible for filing development programs supported by the ARC duplicate activities
plans and for recommending specific projects for funded by other federal agencies, such as the De-
federal funding. The commission distributes the partment of Transportation's federal highways pro-
funds competitively, based on such factors as the gram and the Department of Housing and Urban
area's growth potential, per capita income, and rate Development's Community Development Block
of unemployment; the financial resources of the Grant program. Critics of the ARC also contend
state and locality; the prospective long-term effec- that, although it allocates resources to poor rural
tiveness of the project; and the degree of private- communities, those areas are no worse off than
sector involvement. many others outside the Appalachian region and

therefore no more deserving of special federal atten-
The ARC supports a variety of programs, in- tion.

cluding the Appalachian Development Highway
System, to open up areas with development poten- Nevertheless, eliminating federal funding of the
tial; the Community Development Program, pr'mar- ARC programs would reduce economic develop-
ily to create jobs; the Human Development Pro- ment activities in the region, because the fiscal
gram, to improve rural education and health; and distress of many states and localities would proba-
the Research and Local Development District Pro- bly preclude their offsetting this loss of resources.
grams, to provide planning and technical assistance Thus, fewer jobs might be created, and rural infra-
to multicounty organizations. Federal funds also structure, education, and health care conditions
support 50 percent of the salaries and expenses of might deteriorate in a region that is likely to be
the ARC staff. Discontinuing the programs funded among the last to recover from the recent recession.
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DOM-30 ELIMINATE OR RESTRICT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate CDBG Program

Budget Authority 4,500 4,650 4,750 4,900 5,050 23,850
Outlays 150 2,050 3,950 4,700 4,800 15,650

Restrict Eligibility and Reduce Funding

Budget Authority 620 630 650 670 690 3,260
Outlays 20 280 540 640 660 2,140

The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) For 1994, the appropriation for the CDBG pro-
program provides annual grants, by formula, to gram amounts to $4.4 billion. Of this total, $3.0
eligible metropolitan cities and urban counties billion is allocated to metropolitan cities and urban
through what is referred to as its entitlement com- counties, and $1.3 billion goes to nonentitlement
ponent. Under the formula, jurisdictions with government units, with the remainder earmarked for
greater needs (as measured by factors such as popu- specific purposes described in the appropriation act.
lation, poverty levels, and housing conditions) re- Substantial federal savings could be realized either
ceive larger grants than those with lesser needs. by terminating the CDBG program or by restricting
The program also allocates funds, by formula, to eligibility for the entitlement component to exclude
each state. The latter funds are distributed among the least needy jurisdictions while reducing funding
nonentitlement areas, typically through a competi- levels. Least needy jurisdictions could be defined
tive process. Nonentitlement areas generally are by measuring relative economic well-being and
units of local government that have populations fiscal capacity using factors such as the number and
under 50,000 and that are not metropolitan cities or percentage of families below the poverty level and
parts of urban counties. per capita income.

Community Development Block Grants in gen- Eliminate the CDBG Program. If the CDBG
eral must be used to aid low- and moderate-income program were eliminated, savings in federal outlays
households, to eliminate slums and blight, or to would amount to around $150 million in 1995 and a
meet emergency needs. In accomplishing these total of $15.65 billion over the 1995-1999 period.
goals, they may be used for a wide range of corn- One argument for terminating the program is that
munity development activities, including rehabilita- federal funds should be targeted toward programs
tion of housing, improvement of infrastructure, and whose benefits are national rather than local. Ac-
economic development. Funds from the entitlement cordingly, programs such as the CDBG program,
component may also be used to repay principal and which generate primarily local benefits, should be
interest on obligations that are issued by local gov- funded by state and local governments. Moreover,
ernments to finance certain activities--such as the to the extent that local jurisdictions use CDBG
acquisition or rehabilitation of public property--and funds to help them compete against each other to
that are guaranteed by the federal government under attract business, benefits are shifted away from local
the Section 108 loan guarantee program. jurisdictions to private firms.
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Without the CDBG program, however, a num- typically competitive nature of the distribution pro-
ber of its activities would not be undertaken by cess would presumably ensure that those funds
most local governments--particularly the rehabilita- would be targeted toward the neediest areas. Carry-
tion of low-income housing and, to some extent, ing out this option would require both a change in
economic development Since the CDBG program the authorizing legislation and a cut in the pro-
is the largest source of federal aid for many cities, gram's annual appropriation.
fewer resources would be available for low-income
households. Furthermore, CDBG funding has pre- An argument in favor of such a cutback is that
sumably been figured into the budgets of entitle- no pressing interest is served by supporting jurisdic-
ment recipients. Ending that support could impose tions that have above-average ability to fund proj-
at least temporary stress on many governments, ects themselves. For example, 15 of the 20 counties
some of which continue to experience fiscal diffi- that had the highest per capita income in the nation
culties. in 1989 received funds in 1993 under the CDBG

entitlement component. Eliminating funding for
Restrict Eligibility and Reduce Funding. If the these types of jurisdictions, rather than reducing
entitlement component of the program were cut by, grants across the board, would ensure that the most
for example, 20 percent, federal outlays could be distressed jurisdictions retained the same level of
reduced by $20 million in 1995 and $2.14 billion aid. However, a reduction in federal funds for
over the 1995-1999 period. One way of achieving affluent jurisdictions would probably curtail activi-
such a cut would be to eliminate funding for a ties designed to aid low- and moderate-income
sufficient number of the least needy jurisdictions. A households in any pockets of poverty in those areas,
cutback of this kind would effectively increase the because local governments would probably not
proportion of funds going to the nonentitlement completely offset the reduction.
component from 30 percent to 35 percent, but the
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DOM-31 REDUCE FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ACTIVITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 150 150 150 160 160 770

Outlays 40 120 140 150 160 610

Ihe annual appropriation for the Tennessee Valley or their costs could be recovered from the beneficia-
Authority (TVA) provides federal support for the ries. Direct costs to the federal government could
TVA's stewardship of its lands, facilities, and natu- be reduced by about $70 million annually if the
ral resources, and for other activities. Stewardship TVA were to increase power rates or fees to cover
includes maintaining a system of dams and reser- costs of all stewardship activities, or if the activities
voirs and managing TVA-held water and land. In were eliminated.
addition, the TVA provides recreational programs,
promotes public use of its land and water resources, Some critics claim that other TVA activities,
and operate; an environmental research center. In such as providing recreational facilities, are beyond
fiscal year !994, the TVA received appropriations the scope of the TVA and should not be federally
for these Ectivities totaling $140 million and also supported. They couid be underwritten by state or
received revenues from fees. Eliminating many of local governments, or by fee-for-service mecha-
the activitie, supported by appropriatiens and in- nisms. Critics also argue that most activities of the
creasing the funding from nonfederal sources could national fertilizer and environmental research center
reduce federal outlays by about $40 million in fiscal benefit the private sector and should be supported
year 1995 and $610 million for the 1995-1999 by private funds. By discontinuing its support of
period. the center, the federal government could save about

$35 million annually.
Because many of TVA's stewardship ac-lvitie-

are necessary to maintain its power system, their Supporters of continued federal funding argue
costs would -nore appropriately be borne by users of that its removal would damage the TVA's ability to
the power. For fiscal year 1994, the TVA will meet its federally mandated mission. That mission
allocate about $90 million to stewardship activities, includes aiding the proper use, conservation, and
of which about $20 million will be derived from development of the region's natural resources, as
sales of power. Other stewardship activities not well as promoting its economic well-being.
related to the power system could be discontinued,
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DOM-32 ELIMINATE ANCILLARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate Community-Based Organizations Programs

Budget Authority 10 10 15 15 15 65
Outlays a 10 10 15 15 50

Eliminate Consumer and Homemaking Education Program

Budget Authority 35 35 40 40 40 190
Outlays 5 30 35 35 35 140

a. Less than $2.5 million.

Vocational education--occupationally specific in- People who argue for eliminating these pro-
struction in such areas as business math, industrial grams have several criticisms. The services the
arts, electronics, and office management--is widely programs fund are ancillary to vocational education
offered in U.S. secondary schools. Federal legisla- in that they do not address the allocation or quality
tion in the form of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational of occupationally specific instruction. In some
and Applied Technology Education Act is intended cases, the services only supplement those funded by
to help states ensure equal vocational education other sources. States tend to distribute funds among
opportunities for traditionally underserved popula- a large number of organizations located in different
tions. The act also funds qualitative improvements parts of the state, and many awards appear to be too
in vocational education programs in order to in- small to make a significant difference. Furthermore,
crease work force productivity and promote eco- most states do not conduct formal evaluations of the
nomic growth. In addition to its core programs, this projects they fund.
legislation established others that are ancillary to its
larger purposes. Two of these are the Community- Proponents of the programs argue that they
Based Organizations programs and the Consumer complement the efforts of the core Vocational Edu-
and Homemaking Education program. Eliminating cation Basic Grant program. For example, they
them would probably not affect the accomplishment fund efforts to reach disadvantaged individuals who
of the central purposes of the legislation and could may not be served by regular vocational education
save about $190 million over the 1995-1999 period. programs; these people include school dropouts,

substance abusers, teenage parents, and immigrants
Eliminate Community-Based Organizations Pro- with limited language skills. The services offered
grams. These programs fund projects that include through community-based organizations can also
outreach efforts to locate likely recipients of voca- provide beneficiaries with the attitudes and basic
tional education; prevocational basic-skills training, skills they need to succeed in mainstream vocational
guidance, and counseling; and career intern pro- education programs.
grams. In 1993, 53 grants were made to states and
outlying areas for about $12 million; most states Eliminate the Consumer and Homemaking Edu-
then used competitive grants to fund local recipi- cation Program. This program provides grants to
ents. Eliminating these programs could save about states to prepare youths and adults to be home-
$50 million in outlays over the 1995-1999 period, makers. Federal funds are allocated according to a
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state's per capita income and population; one-third activities. Federal funds generally supplement state
of each state's allotment must go to economically and local programs for elementary and secondary
depressed areas. These funds can be used for in- schools, where state and local dollars have exceeded
struction in family living and parenthood, food federal dollars by more than 20 to 1. If they chose,
preparation and nutrition, child development and states and localities could use funds from their
guidance, home management, and the like. In 1993, Basic Grants to States to continue these services.
about $35 million was appropriated for this pro-
gram, and 53 grants were made to the states, the Proponents of the program see it as an impor-
District of Columbia, and outlying areas. Eliminat- tant supplement to efforts to reduce sex bias and
ing the program would reduce federal outlays by stereotyping in family life. The program also pro-
about $140 million over the 1995-1999 period. vides funds for ancillary services (including out-

reach) to ensure the quality and effectiveness of
Critics of the Consumer and Homemaking Edu- local programs. Without federal support, local

cation program argue that there is no essential fed- consumer and homemaking education services might
eral role in educating people to be homemakers and be restricted or reduced in quality.
that federal funds are not necessary to support these
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DOM-33 ELIMINATE EDUCATION PROGRAMS THAT HAVE
LARGELY ACHIEVED THEIR PURPOSE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Public Library Construction

Budget Authority 20 20 20 20 20 100
Outlays a 10 20 20 20 70

Follow Through

Budget Authority 10 10 10 10 10 50
Outlays a 5 10 10 10 35

Law-Related Education

Budget Authority 5 5 5 5 10 30
Outlays a 5 5 5 10 25

Law School Clinical Experience

Budget Authority 15 15 15 15 20 80
Outlays a 10 15 15 20 60

Total Savings

Budget Authority 50 50 50 50 60 260
Outlays 5 30 50 50 55 190

a. Less than $2.5 million.

The Department of Education funds at least 230 The argument for elimination is that access to
programs that address a range of problems at all public libraries is now virtually universal, making
levels of education. Four of the programs continue continued federal funding for new library facilities
to be funded even though they have largely or com- unnecessary. Opponents of elimination argue that
pletely achieved their original purposes or could be the program provides assistance that is still needed
supported by other funding sources. The annual in building or modifying libraries, including alter-
cost of these four programs ranges from about $5 ations necessary to meet federal guidelines for ac-
million to $20 million each. Eliminating all of cess by the disabled.
them would save about $190 million over the 1995-
1999 period. Follow Through. This ;orogram's purpose is to

develop educational practices that help low-income
Public Library Construction. This program is children in the early elementary grades fulfill their
intended to fund facilities so that all people have potential. Eliminating this program would reduce
access to local public library services. Eliminating federal outlays by about $35 million over the 1995-
it would reduce federal outlays by about $70 million 1999 period.
over the 1995-1999 period.
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Those who would eliminate Follow Through program argue that many of the funded projects
note that it was initiated in 1968 as a short-term support outreach efforts to disabled and minority
experimental program. It generated many ideas, but youth. Without federal funding, these efforts could
now the Chapter 1 Basic Grant program is the ap- collapse.
propriate vehicle for funding state and local educa-
tional agencies to develop as well as to implement Law School Clinical Experience Program. This
services for disadvantaged children in preschool and program is intended to establish or expand law
elementary school grades. The counterargument is school programs to provide clinical experience in
that Follow Through grants, now awarded competi- the practice of law, especially the preparation and
tively, are still being used to fund innovative proj- trial of actual cases. Eliminating this program,
ects to help disadvantaged children retain in the which supported some 2,900 law students in more
early elementary school grades the cognitive gains than 100 institutions in 1993, would reduce federal
made in preschool programs. outlays by about $60 million over the 1995-1999

period.
Law-Related Education. This program aims to
provide children, youth, and adults with knowledge Program critics argue that it should be elimi-
and skills pertaining to the law and to the legal nated because it was established to demonstrate the
principles and values on which it is based. Elimi- concept of clinical legal education, not to support it
nating the program would reduce federal outlays by as a permanent federal responsibility. Most law
about $25 million over the 1995-1999 period. schools now offer clinical education and would

continue to do so in the absence of federal support.
The argument critics make for eliminating this Program supporters argue that some law schools

program, which was first funded in 1980 and sup- still make only a marginal commitment to clinical
ported 37 projects in 1993, is that it has success- education in their budgets. If the program were
f'al'y supported the institutionalization of law-related eliminated, those law schools might drop their clini-
education, including teacher training. Past recipi- cal education programs, depriving their students of
ents of grants should be able to continue without this experience.
federal assistance. Those who want to maintain the
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DOM-34 ELIMINATE STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 75 75 80 80 80 390

Outlays 35 75 80 80 80 350

The State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) program Proponents of eliminating this program argue
helps states provide financially needy postsecondary that it is no longer needed to encourage states to
students with grant and work-study assistance. provide more student aid. When the SSIG program
States must match federal funds at least dollar for was authorized in 1972, only 31 states had student
dollar, while also meeting maintenance-of-effort grant programs; now, all 50 states provide student
criteria. Unless excluded by state law, all public grants. Furthermore, state need-based aid for under-
and private nonprofit postsecondary institutions in a graduates increased from $1.1 billion (in 1993 dol-
state are eligible to participate in the SSIG program. lars) in academic year 1973-1974 to an estimated
In 1993, the federal government appropriated $73 $2.2 billion in academic year 1993-1994, when
million, which was matched by 50 states and seven about 1.6 million students received such aid.
outlying areas; the money was distributed to an
estimated 240,000 students. Opponents of eliminating SSIGs argue that not

all states would increase their student aid appropria-
Eliminating SSIGs would save the Treasury tions to make up for the lost federal funding and

about $350 million during the 1995-1999 period. If some might even reduce them. Eight states just met
a portion of the resulting savings from eliminating the SSIG matching provision in academic year
this program were redirected to the Federal Pell 1991-1992. In addition, many other states are now
Grant Program, which assists financially needy having financial problems and might not be able to
undergraduates, some of the adverse effects of elim- make up the loss of SSIG funds.
inating SSIGs could be alleviated. In either case,
the extent of the actual reduction in assistance
would depend on the responses of states, some of
which would probably make up part of the lost
federal funds.
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DOM-35 ELDMINATE OR REDUCE FUNDING TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR IMPACT AID

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate All Impact Aid

Budget Authority 820 840 870 890 910 4.330
Outlays 660 810 860 880 910 4,120

Eliminate All But Half of Aid for "a" Children

Budget Authority 490 510 520 540 550 2,610
Outlays 400 490 510 530 550 2,480

Eliminate Impact Aid for "b" Children

Budget Authority 140 140 150 150 160 740
Outlays 110 140 150 150 160 710

School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas--also Eliminating all funding for Impact Aid would
known as Impact Aid--is intended to compensate reduce federal outlays by about $4.1 billion in the
school districts that have children who are enrolled 1995-1999 period. Opponents of the program argue
because their parents live or work on federally that the economic benefits from federal installations
owned or subsidized property. Since property of outweigh the demands placed on the schools, mak-
that type is tax-exempt, Impact Aid compensates ing the program unnecessary. These economic
school districts for the forgone property tax reve- benefits are considered so substantial that local
nues that would have supported the schools. jurisdictions compete vigorously for new federal

installations and lobby intensely to forestall closing
Impact Aid goes to school districts for two existing ones.

categories of children: "a" children, whose parents
both live and work on federal property; and "b" Proponents of the program counter that the
children, whose parents either live or work on fed- presence of federal installations does not adequately
eral property. A minimum of 3 percent of the chil- compensate local governments and school districts
dren enrolled in a school district (or at least 400 for losses in property tax revenues. Additional
children) must be federally connected for a district revenues resulting from federal installations are
to be eligible. In 1992, Impact Aid went to approx- collected primarily by the state through income and
imately 2,500 school districts spread across all sales taxes. Moreover, many school districts--espe-
states. Payments for "a" children--at an average of cially isolated ones having military installations with
$1,613 per child in 1992--have been found to go large numbers of "a" children--would face severe
disproportionately to school districts with high ex- financial hardship if such funding were eliminated.
penditures per pupil and to school districts with low
average property values. Payments for "b" children A second option would eliminate all Impact Aid
--at an average of $71 per child in 1992--have been except for half of the "a" payments. The remaining
found to be relatively evenly distributed across Impact Aid funds would be targeted toward school
school districts with high and low expenditures per districts enrolling large numbers of "a" children.
pupil. School districts in 8 of the 10 richest coun- This r'_ternative, which would require changes in
ties in the United States are among the beneficiaries authorizing legislation, would reduce federal spend-
of the Impact Aid program. ing by about $2.5 billion over the 1995-1999 pe-
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riod; it would also ensure that scarce federal funds alternative note that school district operations do not
we-nt only to the school districts most affectea by generally depend on "b" payments, which constitute
federal activities. School districts with only "b" less than one-half of one percent of total expendi-
children or relatively few "a" children, however, tures in more than half of the districts receiving
would have somewhat less funding unless state or them. The parents of "b" children also pay state
local resources were increased, and local taxes, which fund educational expendi-

tures, at almost the same rate as the parents of chil-
A third option would eliminate Impact Aid only dren who are not federally connected. Opponents of

for "b" children, thereby reducing federai outlays by this option argue that "b" payments are important
$710 million over the 1995-1999 period. This for a few school districts--for example, those in
alternative would significantly limit any negative which large numbers of military families live in the
effects on school districts, compared with ending community but shop at military exchanges, which
larger portions of Impact Aid. Proponents of this do not collect state and local sales taxes.
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DOM-36 ELIMINATE UNTARGETED FUNDING FOR
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 290 300 300 310 320 1,520

Outlays 40 230 290 300 310 1,170

Most federal aid for elemc:rfary and secondary On the one hand, this option would generate
education is targeted toward students with special significant federal savings and affect total spending
needs. Federal funds for compensatory education for elementary and secondary education only mirni-
under Chapter 1 of Title I of the Elementary and mally because the reduction would constitute con-
Secondary Education Act of 1965, for example, are siderably less than 1 percent of total local, state, and
intended for low-achieving students in schools with federal expenditures on education. Moreover, dis-
many poor children. Federal funds are also pro- tricts might offset part or all of the reduction in
vided to help educate children with disabilities, federal funding for the activities of special concern

to them.
Substantial amounts of federal money, however,

are provided with no federal requirement for target- On the other hand, this program has a purpose
ing funds toward students with special needs or other than increasing services to students with spe-
toward the teachers who serve them. An example is cial needs--namely, to support several of the Na-
the portion of the mathematics and science educa- tional Education Goals announced by President
tion grants not targeted toward students with special Bush and the governors in 1990. The reductions
needs. Ending funding for this portion would re- could pose hardships for some jurisdictions that are
duce budget authority by about $1.5 billion, and trying to meet those goals. In particular, the prog-
outlays by about $1.2 billion, over the 1995-1999 ress of students in mathematics and science might
period, be slower if federal funding were ended.
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DOM-37 ELIMINATE 19 GRANT PROGRAMS IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 170 170 180 180 180 880

Outlays 30 130 170 180 180 690

The National Performance Review (NPR) has rec- cally disadvantaged persons to Washington, D.C., to
ommended that the Department of Education termi- increase their understanding of the federal govern-
nate a number of small grant programs, including ment), Cooperative Education (grants for programs
the 19 programs that would be eliminated under this that alternate periods of academic study and em-
option. (Eight other education programs that the ployment), Bilingual Vocational Education, Educa-
NPR suggested should be terminated are addressed tion for Native Hawaiians, General Assistance to the
under separate options in this volume; see DOM-32, Virgin Islands, and Foreign Language Assistance.
DOM-33, DOM-34, and DOM-35. Still others rec-
ommended for elimination did not receive funding The NPR recommended terminating these pro-
in 1994.) The Congress appropriated about $170 grams because they duplicate other programs, they
million in 1994 for the 19 programs considered have achieved their purposes, or they are more
here. Eliminating these programs would reduce appropriately supported with nonfederal funds. The
federal spending by $690 million over the 1995- Department of Education has already suggested
1999 period. eliminating 8 of the 19 programs in its legislative

proposal for reauthorizing the Elementary and Sec-
The 19 grant programs vary in size and serve a ondary Education Act of 1965, as amended. The

wide range of purposes. The largest is the Immi- President's proposed budget for 1995 eliminates
grant Education program, which received almost funding for all 19 programs.
$40 million in 1994. The smallest is Assistance to
Guam, which provided about $400,000 to post- Supporters of these myriad programs argue that
secondary institutions in Guam in partial reimburse- many have been successful in addressing the spe-
ment of the costs of educating nonresident Microne- cific problems for which they were created and that
sian students. Other programs include the Dropout they are still needed because the underlying condi-
Prevention Demonstration, several small programs tions continue to exist. Advocates also argue that
for libraries, the Fund for the Improvement and alternative funding from local and state governments
Reform of Schools and Teaching, the Territorial or private sources w., id probably not be forthcom-
Teacher Training program, Ellender Fellowships (a ing if the federal programs were eliminated.
grant to the Close Up Foundation tc bring economi-
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DOM-38 ELIMINATE OR REDUCE FUNDING FOR THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Eliminate Funding

Budget Authority 1,050 1,100 1,150 1,200 1,200 5,700
Outlays 770 1,030 1,100 1,200 1,200 5,300

Reduce Funding by 50 Percent

Budget Authority 540 560 580 590 610 2,880
Outlays 390 520 560 590 610 2,670

NOTE: The savings shown in 1995 and 1996 would require a rescission of all or part of the advance appropriations for the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting of $293 million in 1995 and $312 million in 1996.

The federal government subsidizes various arts and Proponents of this option argue that federal
humanities activities. In 1993, federal outlays for funding for the arts and humanities is not affordable
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Smith- in a time of fiscal stringency, especially when pro-
sonian Institution, the National Gallery of Art, the grams addressing central federal concerns are not
National Endowment for the Arts, and the National fully funded. Moreover, because many arts and
Endowment for the Humanities totaled $1.1 billion, humanities programs benefit predominantly higher-

income people, instituting or raising admission fees
Eliminating funding for these programs would could substitute for federal aid in many cases. In a

reduce federal outlays by about $5.3 billion in the number of cities here and abroad, for example,
1995-1999 period, and cutting funding in half would museums charge fees.
save almost $2.7 billion during that period. The
final effect of either option on arts and humanities Reducing or eliminating federal appropriations
activities would depend on the extent to which other for the arts and humanities would probably result in
funding sources--states, private individuals, firms, fewer of these activities, however, because other
and foundation, increased their contributions and funding sources would not be likely to offset fully
on whether admission fees to these activities were the loss in federal subsidies. As a result, activities
used to make up for reduced federal funding. that preserve and advance the nation's cultural heri-

tage would be likely to decline.
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DOM-39 ELIMINATE FEDERAL FUNDING FOR CAMPUS-BASED STUDENT AID

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Fliminate Campus-Based Aid

Budget Authority 1,400 1,430 1,470 1,510 1,550 7,360
Outlays 140 1,360 1,440 1,470 1,510 5,920

Eliminate Campus-Based Aid and Redirect Half of the Savings to Pell Grants

Budget Authority 700 720 740 750 770 3,680
Outlays 0 670 720 730 750 2,870

The federal government provides campus-based aid is less closely targeted toward low-income stu-
student aid through three programs: Supplemental dents than is other federal student aid. In addition,
Educational Opportunity Grants, Perkins Loans because campus-based aid is tied to specific institu-
(formerly National Direct Student Loans), and tions, students with greater need at poorly funded
Work-Study. Financial aid administrators at post- schools may receive less than those with less need
secondary institutions determine which eligible at well-funded institutions.
students receive aid under general federal guide-
lines. In 1994, the federal government provided Postsecondary institutions object to this option,
$1.4 billion in campus-based aid, which will go to however, because it would reduce their discretion in
approximately 1.7 million students. packaging aid to address the special situations of

some students while also reducing total available
Eliminating federal funding of these programs aid. Moreover, these programs disproportionately

would lower outlays by about $5.9 billion during help students at private nonprofit institutions (whose
the 1995-1999 period. Alternatively, half of the students get over 40 percent of this aid, compared
savings from eliminating these programs could be with about 20 percent of Pell Grant aid). Thus,
redirected to the Federal Pell Grant Program, which cutting campus-based aid would make this type of
provides grants for undergraduate students on the school less accessible to needy students.
basis of national standards of financial need. Ac-
cordingly, the Pell Grant program is more closely Redirecting half of the savings from eliminating
targeted toward low-income students. The extent of campus-based aid to the Pell Grant program would
the reduction in total student aid would depend on mitigate the effects of less total aid on lower-
the responses of postsecondary institutions, some of income students. The Pell Grant appropriation pro-
which would make up part or all of the lost federal vides for a maximum award of $2,300 in the 1994-
funds. Moreover, since postsecondary institutions 1995 academic year. Redirected funds from cam-
retain about $6.0 billion in revolving funds under pus-based programs could be used by the appropria-
the Perkins Loan program, an estimated 724,000 tions committees to increase the maximum Pell
students would receive loans, averaging about grant. Pell grants allow students to choose fieely
$1,340 in 1994, even if the federal government did among postsecondary institutions rather than be
not fund any new campus-based aid. limited to institutions that offer them campus-based

aid. Redirecting one-half of the funds to the Pell
The primary justification for this option reflects Grant program would result, however, in only half

the view that the main goa1 of federal student aid is the savings that could otherwise be accomplished by
to provide access to pos~secondary education for eliminating campus-based aid.
those with low incomes. In contrast, campus-based
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DOM-40 REDUCE PELL GRANT SPENDING

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 160 160 170 170 180 840

Outlays 30 160 170 170 170 700

The Federal Pell Grant Program provides grants to These two changes together would reduce fed-
undergraduate students based on their financial eral outlays by $600 million during the 1995-1999
need. Of all the federal student aid programs, it is period--providing the federal appropriation for the
the one most directly aimed at low-income students. program was cut by the same amount. Families
Spending on Pell grants could be reduced by includ- whose houses appreciated during the 1980s are now
ing house and farm equity in calculating a family's financially better off than they would have been if
need for financial aid and by eliminating the $5 fee they had not owned a house then. At the same
paid to postsecondary school for each Pell grant time, not counting this equity gives families who
recipient. own a house an advantage over those who do not.

Include House and Farm Equity in Calculating There is concern, however, that because in-
Financial Need. The Higher Education Amend- creases in incomes have not kept pace with in-
ments of 1992 made it somewhat easier for many creases in housing prices for some families, they
students to obtain Pell grants by eliminating house might have difficulty repaying their mortgages if
and farm assets from consideration in determining a they borrowed against the equity in their houses. In
family's ability to pay for postsecondary education. addition, having to assess the market values of
The amount a family is expected to contribute is houses would complicate the application process for
determined by what is essentially a progressive tax many families.
formula. In effect, the need analysis performed for
these grant decisions "taxes" family incomes and Eliminate the $5 Fee Paid to Postsecondary
assets above those amounts assumed to be necessary Schools. Postsecondary schools receive a $5 fee for
to maintain a basic standard of living, each Pell grant recipient to help defray the costs of

administering the Pell Grant program. Federal
This option would include house and farm outlays could be reduced by an estimated $100

equity in calculating a family's need for financial million over the 1995-1999 period if this fee were
aid for postsecondary education. House and farm eliminated and the federal appropriation cut by the
equity would be taxed at roughly 5.6 percent after a same amount. Schools benefit by participating in
deduction for allowable assets (see ENT-23 for the Pell program because the grants help pay for the
related savings in the Federal Stafford Loan Pro- tuition and living costs of their students. Faced
gram). In addition, the threshold below which most with the loss of the Pell grant revenue, however,
families with less than $50,000 in income are not some schools might increase their tuition or reduce
asked to report these assets would also be lowered their services slightly, thus producing an unintended
to its previous level of $15,000. negative effect on students.
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DOM-41 ELIMINATE THE SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 420 430 440 460 470 2,220

Outlays 80 390 430 450 460 1,810

The Senior Community Service Employment Pro- Eliminating SCSEP would reduce outlays by
gram (SCSEP) funds part-time jobs for people age about $80 million in 1995 and by about $1.8 billion
55 and older who are unemployed and who meet over the 1995-1999 period. Opponents of the pro-
income eligibility guidelines. Through SCSEP, gram maintain that it offers few benefits aside from
which is authorized under Title V of the Older income support, and that the presumed value of the
Americans Act, grants are awarded to several non- work experience gained by SCSEP participants
profit organizations, the U.S. Forest Service, and would generally be greater if the experience were
state agencies. The sponsoring organizations and provided to equally disadvantaged young people
agencies pay participants to work in part-time com- who have longer careers over which to benefit. In
munity service jobs for about 20 to 25 hours per addition, the costs of producing the services now
week, up to a maximum of 1,300 hours per year. provided by SCSEP participants could be borne by
The Department of Labor estimates that about the organizations that benefit from their work; under
100,000 such jobs would be created under SCSEP current law, these organizations bear only 10 per-
in program year 1994. cent of such costs. This shift would ensure that

only those services that were most highly valued
SCSEP participants work in schools, hospitals, would be provided.

and senior citizen centers and on beautification and
conservation projects. They are paid the higher of SCSEP, however, is the major federal jobs
the federal or state minimum wage or the local program aimed at low-income older workers, and
prevailing rate of pay for similar employment, eliminating it could cause hardship for older work-
Participants also receive annual physical examina- ers who are unable to find comparable unsubsidized
tions, personal and job-related counseling, and assis- jobs. In general, older workers are less likely than
tance to move into private-sector jobs when they younger workers to be unemployed, but those who
complete their pipjeocts. SCSEP is not considered a are take longer to find work. Moreover, without
training program, but in recent years it has put SCSEP, community services might be reduced if
increasing emphasis on preparing its participants for noniprofit organizations and states were unwilling or
unsubsidized employment. About 20 percent of unable to increase expenditures to replace the loss
enrollees move on to such jobs. of federal funds.
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DOM-42 CONSOLIDATE SOCIAL SERVICE PROGRAMS AND REDUCE THEIR BUDGETS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce Funding by 5 Percent

Discretionary Spending
Budget authority a 120 130 130 130 510
Outlays a 80 130 130 130 470

Direct Spending
Budget authority a 160 170 170 170 670
Outlays a 150 160 170 170 650

Total
Budget authority a 280 300 300 300 1,180
Outlays a 230 290 300 300 1,120

Reduce Funding by 25 Percent

Discretionary Spending
Budget authority a 620 630 650 670 2,570
Outlays a 400 630 640 660 2,330

Direct Spending
Budget authority a 820 830 830 830 3,310
Outlays a 770 830 830 830 3,260

Total
Budget authority a 1,440 1,460 1,480 1,500 5,880
Outlays a 1,170 1,460 1,470 1,490 5,590

a. The option would not take effect until 1996.

Social services are provided to many individuals the consolidation would bring together the Social
and families through an array of programs, each Services Block Grant (SSBG), the Community
with its own rules and regulations. These programs Services Block Grant, Title IV-A "At-Risk" Child
may be administered at both the federal and state Care and Transitional Child Care programs, the
levels by sep&rate agencies, even though they serve Child Care and Development Block Grant, Depen-
the same or a very similar clientele. In recent dent Care Planning and Development Grants, and
years, the number of separate pro,. a'as has grown, grants to states for services and meals from the
particularly in child care, which has seen five new Administration on Aging. Two block grants--one
ones enacted since 1988. for each group--might be appropriate if these partic-

ular programs continued to provide services primar-
This option would consolidate a number of ily to families with young children or to the elderly.

social service programs into one or more block
grants. A large array of programs could be consoli- Consolidating these programs and cutting their
dated. For the purposes of this illustrative estimate, new budget by 5 percent would reduce federal gov-
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emment outlays by $230 million in 1996 and $1.1 There would, however, be some risks. Despite
billion over the 1996-1999 period. A 25 percent cut improved administrative efficiency, a 5 percent cut
would save $1.2 billion in 1996 and $5.6 billion in funding could lead to a reduction in services.
over the four-year period. Three of the programs Several of the programs have state matching re-
that would be consolidated--SSBG and the two Title quirements, and state spending might decline with
IV-A child care programs--are entitlements that their removal. Transitional Child Care is an open-
would affect direct spending. The remaining pro- ended entitlement program, and converting it to a
grams are discretionary and require annual appropri- capped grant might reduce future funding. Finally,
ations. To allow time for designing and coordinat- consolidation would diminish federal control over
ing consolidation options, particularly the exact set the spending.
of programs to include, implementation would be
delayed until 1996. A 25 percent cut would have further ramifica-

tions. States would be unlikely to replace all or
With consolidation, localities could provide most of the lost federal funding, although those

social services more efficiently. Duplicate services individuals and families who were most in need
could be eliminated, and administrative costs would could be protected, either by directing the consoli-
decline because of simpler rules and regulations dated grants toward states and areas with the lowest
plus a reduction in administrative personnel. States incomes or fiscal capacities or by federally mandat-
and localities would have more freedom to tailor ing income liniis for eligibility. In addition, be-
programs to local needs. Moreover, different ser- cause much of the affected spending is for child
vices provided to the same individual or family care subsidies, low-income mothers would find it
could be coordinated more easily, improving service more difficult to work outside the home, which
delivery from the client's perspective, could increase spending for welfare programs.
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DOM-43 REDUCE THE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH CARE BLOCK GRANT
AND THE PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES BLOCK GRANT

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 430 450 460 470 480 2,290

Outlays 200 390 450 460 470 1,970

In its appropriations for 1994, the Congress pro- vices has increased substantially in recent years.
vided about $840 million in block grants for pro- For example, Medicaid's coverage of low-income
grams in maternal and child health and preventive women and young children has expanded in several
health services. Almost all of these funds are dis- ways. States are now required to provide Medicaid
tributed to the states, with a small amount being coverage to pregnant women and children under age
used for federal initiatives. The block grants, which six in families with incomes below 133 percent of
are funded through the Public Health Service, allow the federal poverty level, and to older children
states considerable flexibility in choosing the pro- under age 19 and born after September 30, 1983,
grams to fund within the specified areas. These with family incomes below the poverty line. Thus,
grants do not generally restrict benefits to categories the block grants are not essential for ensuring access
of recipients, such as low-income families. to health services for these individuals. In addition,

states have the option of providing Medicaid cover-
Each block grant supports a wide range of pro- age for pregnant women and infants in families with

grams. The Maternal and Child Health Care Block incomes up to 185 percent of the poverty line. As
Grant subsidizes programs that provide such ser- of July 1993, 33 states and the District of Columbia
vices as preventive care, prenatal care, health assess- had set income thresholds above 133 percent of the
ments for children, rehabilitation services for blind poverty line for this population. Similarly, between
and disabled children, and community-based ser- 1991 and 1993, funding for programs of the Centers
vices for children with special health care needs. for Disease Control and Prevention for immuniza-
The 1994 funding for this block grant was $690 tion, tuberculosis control, human immunodeficiency
million. The Preventive Health Services Block virus (HIV) prevention, and breast cancer screening
Grant supports programs in areas such as immuniza- increased by $230 million.
tion, hypertension control, dental health, environ-
mental health, and injury protection. Funding for The major disadvantage of cutting the block
1994 was $160 million, grants is that, in the current fiscal environment,

many states might be unable to assume a greater
If funding for each of these block grants were share of the financial responsibility for the programs

reduced by half, the savings in outlays for the 1995- that are affected. Cuts in the block grants could
1999 period would be about $2.0 billion. The prin- adversely affect the health of people--especially
cipal justification for this reduction is that the fed- those in low-income families--who would receive
eral commitment to other programs directed at ma- less assistance from these programs.
ternal and child health and preventive health ser-
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DOM-44 REDUCE FUNDING FOR RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY
THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 1,130 1,160 1,190 1,220 1,250 5,950

Outlays 490 1,050 1,160 1,190 1,220 5,113

The federal government provided $11.0 billion in The NIH could respond by limiting its overhead
1994 for research funded through the National Insti- reimbursements for research grants and by funding
tutes of Health (NIH). About 60 percent of the NIH research projects at a reduced proportion of their
research budget is awarded to universities and other costs, thereby encouraging researchers to find addi-
nonprofit institutions through research grants and tional sources of support (see DOM-57 for a related
contracts. The rest is spent on research within the option). Alternatively, the NIH could cut the num-
institutes, research contracts with industrial firms, ber of grants awarded. Since funding of projects is
research by state and local governments, foreign based on a rating system, proposals with the highest
research, and administration, ratings would still be supported.

A reduction in funding for NIH research could A reduction in NIH funding could, however,
be justified by its rapid growth in recent years. have adverse effects on biomedical research and
Between 1983 and 1993, NIH expenditures in- might cause some researchers to leave the field.
creased by about 155 percent, or approximately 110 The NIH cannot currently fund the majority of
percent after adjusting for inflation. If funds for grants that it approves; in addition, funding is insuf-
NIH research were reduced by 10 percent, the 1995- ficient to support some important areas of research.
1999 savings in outlays would be about $5.1 billion.
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DOM-45 REDUCE FEDERAL RENT SUBSIDIES BY SHIFTING
SOME COSTS TO THE STATES OR TENANTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce Section 8 Subsidies

Budget Authority 30 70 160 330 170 760
Outlays 200 450 710 1,020 1,360 3,740

Reduce Public Housing Operating Subsidies

Budget Authority 110 230 360 500 640 1,840

Outlays 50 170 290 420 560 1,490

Most lower-income renters who receive federal however, would require changing the authorizing
rental assistance are aided through the Section 8 legislation for these programs as well as cutting the
programs or the public housing program, which are annual appropriations for vouchers and public hous-
administered by the Department of Housing and ing operating subsidies. (See DOM-17 for a similar
Urban Development (HUD). These federal pro- option for the rental assistance program adminis-
grams usually pay the difference between 30 percent tered by the Farmers Home Administration.)
of a household's adjusted income and either the
actual cost of the dwelling or, under the Section 8 One rationale for involving states in housing
voucher program, a payment standard. In 1993, assistance is that these programs generate substantial
average federal expenditures per assisted household local benefits, such as improved quality of the hous-
for all of HUD's rental housing programs combined ing stock. If all states paid 5 percent of the ad-
were roughly $4,400. This amount includes both justed incomes of those receiving assistance, hous-
housing subsidies and fees paid to administering ing costs for assisted families would not rise.
agencies. Moreover, since eligibility for housing assistance is

determined by each area's median income, tying
Savings in outlays could be achieved by reduc- states' contributions to renters' incomes would

ing federal payments on behalf of recipients. To ensure that lower-income states would pay less per
diminish or eliminate the impact of this change on assisted family than would higher-income states.
assisted tenants, state governments--which currently Finally, if a state chose not to participate and conse-
contribute no funds toward these federal rental quently rental payments by its households increased
assistance programs--could be required to make up to 35 percent of their adjusted incomes, those out-
some or all of the decrease as a condition of receiv- of-pocket costs would still be well below the nearly
ing assistance commitments from newly appropri- 50 percent of income that the typical nonassisted
ated funds. This option would increase combined renter who is eligible for assistance now pays.
tenant and state rental contributions over a five-year
period from 30 percent to 35 percent of a tenant's Absorbing part of the costs of housing assis-
adjusted income. It would save $200 million in tance would be difficult for the states that are expe-
federal outlays for the Section 8 programs in 1995 riencing fiscal distress, however. Unless all states
and a total of $3.74 billion over the 1995-1999 made up the reduction in federal assistance, this
period. Savings in outlays for public housing would strategy would increase housing costs for some
amount to $50 million in 1995 and $1.49 billion current recipients of aid, who are generally poor.
over the five-year period. Realizing these savings, Moreover, raising rental payments could prompt
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some stable, slightly higher-income households to change the economic mix of households in these
leave assisted housing projects in areas of the coun- projects, possibly reduce the projects' viability, and
try where unassisted housing of the same quality increase the average cost of subsidizing them.
would now be cheaper. This outcome would
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DOM-46 STOP EXPANSION OF THE NUMBER OF RENTAL ASSISTANCE COMMITMENTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 3,850 3,900 4,000 4,150 4,250 20,150

Outlays 10 340 880 1,540 2,420 5,190

NOTE: The CBO baseline does not include budget authority to cover any increases in operating subsidies associated with public housing urts to be
constructed in the future. Tleefore, relative to the CBO baseline, this option does not generate savings in such subsidies.

Each year since 1975, the Department of Housing each of the next five years to replace commitments
and Urban Development (HUD) has made new that would be lost for other reasons. Incentives to
commitments under the Section 8 and public hous- owners to preserve certain rental projects for low-
ing programs. These new commitments, which income use would be funded each year at levels
cover periods ranging from five to 20 years, provide estimated by HUD. Modernization of public hous-
rental housing assistance for additional lower-in- ing projects would be funded at the 1994 level,
come households, thereby increasing the total num- adjusted in later years for inflation. This option
ber receiving aid. At the end of fiscal year 1993, would reduce outlays by $10 million in 1995 and
about 4.6 million commitments for rental assistance about $5.19 billion over the 1995-1999 period;
were outstanding for all housing programs corn- additional savings would accrue for up to 20 years
bined. thereafter, when all contracts associated with 1995-

1999 budget authority would have expired. (See
Outlays for all rental assistance programs corn- DOM-17 for a similar option for the rental assis-

bined totaled more than $20 billion in fiscal year tance program administered by the Farmers Home
1993. If those programs are funded for 1995 and Administration.)
thereafter at the rate assumed in CBO's baseline,
total outlays will increase to around $26 billion by An argument in f.vor of this option is that
1999. Even if no budget authority is appropriated expanding rental assistance programs is inappropri-
for 1995 and later years for commitments to assist ate in light of present cutbacks in other areas. Fur-
additional households, outlays will rise to more than thermore, existing commitments would continue to
$23 billion by 1999. That increase will take place assist many new income-eligible households each
because some outstanding commitments have not year because of turnover among assisted renters.
yet resulted in actual assistance; because subsidies Finally, no current recipients would lose their hous-
per household increase annually as a result of infla- ing assistance as a result of this option.
tion; and because costs will continue in order to
meet such goals as restoring the public housing An argument against the option is that the up-
stock to standard condition and providing incentives ward trend in the proportion of eligible renters
to owners of certain housing projects to preserve actually receiving assistance has almost leveled off
them for low-income use. at about 30 percent because the number of new

commitments funded annually dropped significantly
Savings could be realized if the total number of during the 1980s. If the number of commitments

commitments were frozen at the current level, were frozen, the proportion of eligible renters re-
Under this option, enough budget authority would ceiving assistance would fall because of continued
still have to be appropriated to renew all expiring growth in the number of eligible households. As a
commitments and to fund enough additicaal ones in result, the problem of homelessness might worsen.
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DOM-47 SHIFT HOUSING ASSISTANCE FROM NEW CONSTRUCTION TO VOUCHERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Replace New Construction with Vouchers

Sections 202 and 811
Budget authorty 1,100 1,150 1,150 1,200 1,250 5,850
Outlays -5 -35 -10 85 340 375

Public Housing'
Budget authority 530 540 560 570 590 2,790
Outlays b -15 75 185 325 570

Partially Replace New Construction with Vouchers

Sections 202 and 811
Budget authority 560 570 580 600 620 2,930
Outlays b -20 -5 40 170 185

Public Housing'
Budget authority 260 270 280 290 290 1,390
Outlays b -5 40 90 160 285

a. The CBO baseline does not include budget authority to cover any increases in operating subsidies associated with public housing units to be con-
structed in the future. Therefore, relative to the CBO baseline, this option does not generate savings in such subsidies.

b. Increase in outlays of less than $2.5 million.

A number of federal programs administered by the Section 8 existing-housing certificate and voucher
Department of Housing and Urban Development programs.
(HUD) subsidize the housing costs of lower-income
households. The programs provide rental assistance Appreciable savings in the costs of housing
through two basic approaches: subsidies that are tied programs could be realized by substituting vouchers
to projects specifically constructed for lower-income for new construction. Total savings over the long
households and subsidies that enable renters to run are evident when the cost of using vouchers is
choose standard housing units from existing private compared with the cost of new construction in terms
housing. Since the early 1980s, construction of of their present values, but not necessarily evident
low-income housing has been sharply curtailed in when they are comp:,red in terms of year-by.year
favor of using less costly existing housing. The outlays as reflected in the budget. (Present values
only construction programs under which new com- indicate the amounts of money that would have to
mitments are still being made are the Section 202 be put in the bank today in order to cover the future
and Section 811 programs (for the elderly and dis- streams of costs.) This apparent contradiction oc-
abled, respectively) and the public housing program. curs because of differences in the patterns of outlays
For 1994, about one-third of additional assistance for the two approaches. Construction programs
commitments are for construction of new dwellings, require large up-front federal outlays for building
and the remaining ones are provided through the the projects, with relatively low annual outlays for
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operating subsidies thereafter. In contrast, annual Proponents of these options see little need for
outlays for vouchers are more constant over time subsidizing new construction. The overwhelming
but exceed those for annual operating subsidies. housing problem today, they argue, is not a shortage

of rental units but the inability of poor households
The options shown here would eliminate new to afford existing units. For example, nationwide

commitments for construction, or make only half as vacancy rates have consistently exceeded 7 percent
many, and in each case replace the eliminated com- since 1986, the highest levels since 1968. Further-
mitments with vouchers on a one-for-one basis. more, even if there are shortages, subsidizing new
The savings shown in the table are not measured in construction may merely displace private activity
terms of present values, however, because of bud- rather than add to the total housing stock. Also, the
getary conventions. Nevertheless, the budget would construction of subsidized housing is generally a
show net savings in outlays over the 1995-1999 slow process that, at best, has an impact only after a
period for each of the options considered. Under long lag. Vouchers could help the poor more
the first option, outlays would decrease by $375 quickly and at a much lower cost to the federal
million for the Section 202 and Section 811 pro- government than would new construction. In addi-
grams and by $570 million for the public housing tion, vouchers would give the poor greater flex-
program. Net savings under the second option ibility in choosing where to live.
would be half of those amounts. These savings
reflect the elimination of up-front construction ex- National statistics on the supply of rental units,
penses. Under both options, savings in outlays however, may mask local shortages of certain types
would continue to occur for some time after 1999, of units that rent within HUD's guidelines for
but eventually the budget would reflect the higher vouchers. Many elderly and disabled households, in
annual outlays of vouchers compared with operating particular, need housing that can provide special
subsidies. social and physical services that are not available in

their current residences. Supporters of subsidized
Substantially greater savings in budget authority construction of units for elderly and disabled house-

would occur over the five-year period, but again, holds contend that the private sector does not re-
these short-term savings do not represent the com- spond adequately to these demands because it pro-
plete picture. For example, in the Section 202 and duces units that those with low incomes typically
Section 811 programs, the savings would derive cannot afford, even when vouchers subsidize rents.
partially from the shorter contract term of vouchers Similarly, a relatively large proportion of lower-
(five years) compared with rental assistance in the income families with children live in crowded con-
newly constructed projects (20 years). Conse- ditions. Many of them need units with three or
quently, they would be offset by higher budget more bedrooms. A number of the nation's large
authority after 1999, if expiring vouchers were public housing authorities report that their jurisdic-
renewed for 15 more years. (In the calculations of tions have shortages of these large units with rents
present values, on which the earlier discussion was within the HUD guidelines.
based, this difficulty was avoided by using the same
period of time for both types of aid.)
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DOM-48 MODIFY THE FEE STRUCTURE FOR LOCAL AND STATE AGENCIES
THAT ADMINISTER FEDERAL HOUSING PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 70 70 110 200 90 540

Outlays 190 210 240 280 310 1.230

The Department of Housing and Urban Develop- Such a fee structure would more accurately
ment (HUD) pays fees to local and state public reflect the best available information about the costs
housing agencies (PHAs) for administering the of providing these types of housing assistance.
Section 8 existing-housing certificate and voucher Moreover, this option would equalize fees for pro-
programs. For each assisted household, PHAs re- grams that appear to have similar administrative
ceive an ongoing annual fee and a one-time fixed costs and would eliminate the disparity among fees,
fee when the new assistance commitment from which now vary according to the year the commit-
HUD is first issued. Under current policy, the ment was first funded. In doing so, the fees would
annual fee for commitments funded from pre-1989 also be easier to administer. Allowing other organi-
appropriations ranges from 6.5 percent (for vouch- zations to compete to administer these programs
ers) to 7.65 percent (for certificates) of the local might lead to increased efficiency.
two-bedroom fair market rent (FMR). The fee for
commitments funded from appropriations since 1989 This option could, however, lead to financial
is 8.2 percent for both programs. The ceiling for difficulties for some PHAs. For example, in areas
the one-time fee is now typically $275 for each new where FMRs are low relative to the overall cost of
commitment. living, reduced fees might nrt cover actual adminis-

trative costs. Also, some PHAs may now use their
A 1988 study based on data from a sample of excess reimbursements to cover shortfalls in tli.

large urban PHAs estimated that annual administra- funds for other subsidized housing programs that
tive costs for both the existing-housing certificate they administer. (Such problems would be exacer-
and voucher programs averaged about 5 percent of bated if the administration of certificates and vouch-
the two-bedroom FMR. The average start-up costs, ers were taken over by other organizations.) More-
however, amounted to about $590 per household. over, it is unclear whether the study on which these
Changing the current fee structure to reflect these estimated costs are based can be generalized.
estimated costs would reduce federal outlays by Smaller urban and rural PHAs may have patterns in
$190 million in 1995 and by $1.23 billion over the their administrative costs that differ from those of
1995-1999 period. In general, realizing these sav- the large urban PHAs covered by the study. Thus,
ings would require changing the authorizing legisla- some further modifications in the fee structure
tion as well as cutting the appropriations for vouch- might be necessary, and that could change the ulti-
ers to reflect the lower fee payments. Even greater mate federal savings.
savings might be realized if other private or public
entities were allowed to compete with the PHAs for
the administration of the programs.
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DOM-49 ELIMINATE OR SCALE BACK LOW-INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (milliom of dollan) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1991 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 2,100 2,150 2.200 2.250 2,350 11,050
Outlays 1.400 1.5m 1.550 1.600 1.650 7.700

Scal Back Prowp'

Budget Authority 1,050 1,050 1.100 1,150 1.150 5.500
Outlays 700 760 780 800 820 3.860

NOTE:Th MCUO bamme mhwJa Wm iNlnofbud~g auomiy *fiscawlyw195 d 531 hiios mdwg the993-1999 peiiod dieis oup
om dw Pi .* e~a gaoa am of swp=) In "'he. die nvinap down for 1995 md 1996 wmMl equn a meaciaason of pon or all Or
dte S1.475 b0m va m ill op 1 - is de 1994 splria6ams st

The Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program in 1981, real prives of household fuels have de-
(LIHEAP) helps pay the home energy costs of some clined by 20 percent, although they remain some-
low-income households. Authorized by the Omni- what above their early-1970s levels. These lower
bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 and admin- real prices might now warrant either eliminating or
istered by the Department of Health and Human reducing LIHEAP. Moreover, 31 states transferred
Services. LIHEAP funding for block grants to states up to 10 percent of their LIHEAP funds during
was $2.0 billion in 1994. States may use the grants fiscal year 1992 to supplement spending on five
to help eligible households pay their home heating other social and community services block grant
or cooling bills, meet energy-related emergencies, or programs; the transfers indicate that some states
fund low-cost weatherization projects. believe that spending for energy assistance does not

have as high a priority as other spending. (This
Households may be eligible if they receive authority to transfer funds is no longer available.)

assistance from certain other programs, such as Aid
to Families with Dependent Children or Supplemen- The most recent LIHEAP appropriation, how-
tal Security Income, or if their incomes are low. In ever, is 33 percent below the program's original
addition, federal law requires that states give prefer- 1981 level of funding in real terms, a larger decline
ence to households with the highest energy costs than the drop in real prices of household fuels.
(relative to income) when disbursing LIHEAP Moreover, the appropriation includes $600 million
funds. Only about one-third of eligible households that cannot be spent unless the President designates
actually receive assistance. an emergency. If no such designation is made (and

none was made in 1993), the real decline in
Eliminating LIHEAP would save $7.7 billion in LIHEAP would be 52 percent. Additional reduc-

federal outlays during the 1995-1999 period. Scal- tions would create hardships for some low-income
ing back future appropriations by 50 percent would households, forcing them to choose between paying
reduce outlays by about half that amount. for energy or for other household necessities. A

further argument for retaining LIHEAP at some
LIHEAP was created in response to the rapid level is the flexibility it provides to respond quickly

increases in the price of energy used in the home in to a future spurt in energy prices.
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Since its enacunent
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DOM-50 CLOSE OR CONVERT INEFFICIENT OR UNDERUSED
FACILITIES IN VETERANS' HOSPITALS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dllars) Five-Yewr
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority s0 170 260 350 360 1.220

Outlays 70 155 245 340 360 1,170

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) operates a from closure or conversion would be absorbed by
nationwide medical care system that in 1993 in- the increased costs for -.-anspolatiar or private care
cluded 171 hospitals with 55,000 inpatient beds, 131 incurred for some vett.Tans under the i-structured
nursing homes, and 371 outpatient clinics. Most of arrangements. If overall savings we-e equal to
the hospitals are large, modern, and well staffed, those from the gradual closing of 4 perc•,it of VA
providing access to high-quality care for eligible hospital beds, federal savings would total about $1.2
veterans. Although many of the hospitals are treat- billion from 1995 through 1999.
ing increasing numbers of patients, other facilities
have experienced a declining demand for services, This option would reduce the number ef expen-
such as major surgery or common acute care proce- sive surgical and other acute care medical facilities
dures. In response, the VA in 1994 plans to open with low rates of use or occupancy. Closing or
additional nursing home beds that have been con- converting these facilities would not eliminate VA
verted from hospital beds. care for veterans--patients would be transferred to

other VA hospitals or appropriate private
The VA could achieve greater efficiency by facilities--but needed care would be provided more

closing small hospitals or underused units within economically. To the extent that veterans were
hospitals or by converting them into facilities that transferred to facilities that had greater professional
offer services in greater demand. The criteria for resources or that undertook relevant surgical proce-
closure could include the existence of adequate dures more frequently, closure or conversion would
alternative sources of care, as well as low numbers also improve the quality of the care that veterans
of veterans using the VA facilities. Carrying out received.
this option would require changes in both the pro-
gram's authorization and its appropriation. This option could have the effect, however, of

reducing access to health services for some veterans
The level of savings that could be achieved who receive care on a space-available basis within

would depend on several factors: whether complete underused VA facilities. Some veterans might also
hospitals or merely wings within hospitals were find care more difficult to obtain if closures in rural
closed or converted; whether conversions substituted areas without other facilities required them to travel
for new construction that would otherwise have greater distances to receive care.
occurred; and the extent to which gross savings
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DOM-51 REDUCE FUNDING FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
EFFORTS TO CONTROL ILLEGAL DRUGS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year

CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 1,700 1,750 1,800 1,900 1,950 9,100

Outlays 1,100 1,500 1,750 1,850 1,900 8,100

The federal government currently allocates over $12 savings would be gained by reducing interdiction
billion to the war on drugs. Of that amount, about and international activities, the two efforts for which
$7.6 billion is for law enforcement activities, includ- critics find the most questionable results. The Con-
ing $2.6 billion for courts and prisons, and $5.0 gress has already moved to scale back funding for
billion directed toward controlling the supply and these activities, with the result that their appropria-
distribution of illegal drugs in this country. The tions for fiscal year 1994 were over 40 percent
remainder is allocated to research and development, lower than the 1992 level in constant dollars.
treatment, education, and other efforts to control the
demand for drugs. Interdiction and international Deriving the entire savings from interdiction and
activities account for $1.7 billion of the funds desig- international activities would entail nearly eliminat-
nated for efforts to control the supply of drugs. ing them--and not only those conducted by non-
Since 1988, total federal resources aimed at control- defense agencies but those of the Department of
ling the drug supply have grown by about 70 per- Defense as well. Defense-related efforts account for
cent, after adjusting for inflation, about one-fourth of interdiction and international

activities, and efforts related to the administration of
The results of this formidable effort have been justice account for about two-fifths. The remainder

mixed, and both supporters and detractors of current is split between the budget functions for transporta-
taw enforcement activities can find encouragement tion and international affairs. This option would
in recent trends. Some indicators show that drug leave unchanged the fundinr for treatment, educa-
use is significantly less prevalent than it was before tion, and other activities fcused on controlling the
the inception of the war on drugs, while other mea- demand for drugs. It would also facilitate the stated
sures show that there has been no decline among Congressional goal of achieving parity between
certain important subgroups, especially hard-core funding for law enforcement activities and initia-
users. With no clear proof of the efficacy of law tives that reduce the demand for drugs.
enforcement efforts against drugs, some critics argue
that the federal government could drastically reduce Proponcrnts of reducing federal spending for
the resources directed toward the problem without interdiction and international activities argue that
affecting drug use over the long term. A 33 percent these efforts have not and cannot have r lasting
cutback in annual appropriations for supply-side effect on either the availability of or the demand for
efforts, phased in over three years, would save $8.1 drugs. They have undoubtedly made it more diffi-
billion in outlays over the 1995-1999 period; the cult and more costly to grow, process, import, and
amount remaining after the cut would still be distribute illegal drugs; but no hard evidence exists
greater, in constant dollars, than the funds allocated to support the hypothesis that intensified efforts
in 1988. have kept these drugs away from users or pushed

prices up to levels that, in the long run, appreciably
An alternative method of achieving these sav- reduced the amount of drugs being purchased. In

ings would be to direct reductions at specific as- fact, some sources show that illicit drugs are less
pects of drug control instead of making an arbitrary, expensive and more readily available now than they
across-the-board cut. Under this option, all of the were before the inception of the war on drugs.
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In addition, current research shows that efforts also argue that stepped-up levels of enforcement
to cut off the supply of drugs in the country of could not have controlled past increases in the num-
origin are not cost-effective, because at that point ber of people with serious drug problems because
the producers have incurred only minimal costs. As hard-core users tend to become immune to such
drugs proceed further along the processing and efforts. Instead of more enforcement, proponents
delivery chain, disruptions cause greater financial argue for an expansion or reshaping of existing drug
hardship for the dealer and, one assumes, produce a education and treatment programs and for more
greater deterrent effect. This evidence suggests that, attention to societal problems, such as dysfunctional
to use law enforcement dollars to the greatest ad- families, that contribute to overall drug use.
vantage, efforts should focus on the later stages of
drug supply, particularly at the street level, where Those opposed to cutting funds for drug en-
responsibility rests with state and local units of forcement and related efforts point to the successful
government. Of course, efforts to control the sup- side of these activities: the destruction of major
ply of drugs at that level are tenuous for several drug trafficking organizations and the large quanti-
reasons: competition among producers and distribu- ties of illegal crops and drugs that have been de-
tors, the large markup from wholesale to retail stroyed or seized. Law enforcement planners be-
prices, and the ability of distributors to dilute the lieve that they can take some credit for the reduc-
drug and so maintain an end price that customers tions seen in drug use since its apex in the mid-
can afford. 1980s; they argue that street prices would have been

much lower, and the availability of drugs much
Proponents of cutbacks in law enforcement greater, without extensive funding for criminal

efforts also argue that factors related to demand, justice efforts. Given that overall drug use remains
rather than supply, are dominant in determining at unacceptably high levels and that some indicators
drug use. In the past 10 years, the supply of drugs show recent increases in some categories of use,
has actually increased; yet most measures of sub- they contend that it would be premature and irre-
stance abuse have shown significant declines, in- sponsible to reduce or shift current resources away
cluding lower levels of serious drug use and reduc- from enforcement. They point out, moreover, that
tions in the number of people needing treatment. criminal justice efforts are needed as much to keep
Although causality cannot be assigned, one could some control over illegal drug activity as to reduce
argue that the declines are independent of the level it, and that many programs are hard-pressed to
of federal resources allocated to controlling drug maintain their existing levels of effort even with
use. Proponents of reducing enforcement efforts current funding. For some agencies, cutting back
claim that perceptions of health risks and societal their funding for interdiction and international ef-
attitudes, not enforcement, have probably reduced forts would also disrupt some of their activities that
the demand for drugs among casual users. They are not related to combating the use of drugs.
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DOM-52 REDUCE FUNDING FOR JUSTICE ASSISTANCE AND CERTAIN
JUSTICE-RELATED ACTIVITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 280 280 290 300 310 1,460

Outlays 140 220 280 290 300 1,230

In addition to the law enforcement activities that the of which is distributed through the Bureau of Justice
Department of Justice (DoJ) carries out directly, it Assistance. By far the largest of those programs is
and related government entities provide various the Anti-Drug Abuse Grants program, which ac-
types of law enforcement or legal assistance to counts for about $475 million of the total. Other
individuals, community organizations, and state and grants fund juvenile justice programs; support re-
local law enforcement agencies. That assistance can search, development, and evaluation of state justice
take the form of direct payments to individuals; programs; assist in the settlement of Cuban and
financial grants to carry out projects or conduct Haitian immigrants; or fund various other initiatives.
research; provision of information, training, or ser- Grants are classified and administered as either
vices; or in-kind grants. This option would reduce program grants, which are awarded to government
direct financial assistance by 20 percent while re- or nonprofit groups based on competitive applica-
moving many of the restrictions on the use of these tions, or formula grants, which allocate funds on the
grants. In addition, it would reduce funding for the basis of population and other characteristics of the
Legal Services Corporation (LSC) by 30 percent states.
and terminate the State Justice Institute (SJI). These
cuts can, of course, be considered separately. Critics of federal spending for law enforcement

assistance argue that DoJ directs much of its fund-
In 1994, the federal government will provide ing toward problems that are of low priority to

state and local units of government and Ponprofit recipient governments or that are not federal respon-
organizations with justice assistance grants .,aling sibilities. They also contend that resources are used
nearly $700 million. (That figure constitutes an inefficiently and that with some modification, finan-
increase of 135 percent since 1988, after accounting cial assistance could be scaled back substantially
for inflation.) This financial assistance i' spread with no detrimental effects on the nation's law
among many grant programs, each earmarking funds enforcement capabilities. The reductions contem-
for a specific purpose. Consolidating those grants plated by this option would entail consolidating the
into one large formula grant for justice-related activ- programs and changing the method by which mon-
ities and reducing the total funding by 20 percent ies are allocated. Most DoJ gramts are categorical
would generate outlay savings of $30 million in grants, which must be used for a specific purpose
1995 and $0.5 billion through 1999. For 1994, the and in some cases require the receiving entity to
Congress appropriated $400 million to fund the LSC provide matching funds. Specifying the grant's
and $14 million to fund the SI. Reducing funding purpose could encourage units of government to
for those two organizations as described below spend money on programs that may not be a high
would save $110 million in 1995 and $0.7 billion priority in their jurisdiction. (From that point of
over the 1995-1999 period. view, applicants take grants because they are avail-

able rather than because of pressing need.) In con-
Reduce and Consolidate Direct Financial Asuis- trast, block grants are dedicated to a broad category,
tance. The DoJ will provide grants to states and and recipients are allowed to direct resources toward
localities totaling $680 million in 1995, virtually all the programs within that category where they need
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them the most. Shifting the method of distributing incentive for states to address problems that federal
funds exclusively to block grants would enhance the lawmakers feel are most pressing. These advocates
ability of localities to handle their law enforcement argue that the purpose of the grants is not to pro-
problems, even with fewer total resources. vide the resources for law enforcement efforts at all

levels of government but to persuade states and
Those in favor of restructuring the federal gov- localities to address problems that they otherwise

ernment's grant programs also point to potential might not. The federal effort to persuade states to
savings from lower administrative costs. Currently, enhance their civil rights protections is an example
each program grant requires that applicants file a of how this practice has operated in the past.
proposal detailing how the grant will be used and
what oversight will be conducted; in addition, recip- Reduce Funding for the Legal Services Corpora-
ients must submit follow-up reports on the pro- tion and Terminate the State Justice Institute.
gram's achievements. Those administrative ex- The Legal Services Corporation is an independent,
penses absorb a portion of the total grant that could not-for-profit organization that supplies funding to
be used to carry out program activities by adminis- programs providing free legal advice to the poor on
tering the entire program as a single formula grant. civil matters. About 300 state and local programs
This plan is consistent with recommendations in the receive LSC grants from federally appropriated
National Performance Review for reducing adminis- funds, and in 1992 these programs handled about
trative overhead and enhancing flexibility. 1.4 million cases. Since its inception in 1974, the

LSC has been the subject of controversy. Critics
Opponents of reducing funding for law enforce- such as the American Farm Bureau Federation

ment point to the vital role of the federal govern- charge that the activities of legal service lawyers too
ment in augmenting the resources of the states and often focus on advancing social causes rather than
directing funds to areas of critical national need. In on meeting the needs of poor people with routine
certain cases, they argue, the problems that these legal problems; they also question the appropriate-
monies are addressing are national in scope; without ness of some of the tactics employed by LSC attor-
the incentive of federal grants, the states might neys. In addition, such critics argue that providing
neglect those problems because of the scarcity of legal services to the poor is not a federal responsi-
their resources. For example, state and local law bility. Reducing the LSC's funding by 30 percent
enforcement agencies use the Anti-Drug Abuse would severely restrict its ability to furnish such
Grants for street-level drug enforcement, and in services, including those that critics find objection-
1991, that one program accounted for roughly 10 able.
percent of such spending by all levels of govern-
ment. Without federal assistance, these advocates Those people in favor of continued support for
assert, the nation's streets would be far more dan- the LSC argue that the federal government's fund-
gerous than they already are. With crime rates ing of free legal services for poor people is the only
soaring around the country, they argue that there way to ensure that all citizens receive legal repre-
should be more, rather than less, federal money sentation, regardless of their financial situation.
allocated to battling crime. Removing federal funding in favor of support from

private sources and pro bono services would dimin-
Other areas, such as juvenile justice, also rely ish access to legal services. Proponents of the LSC

heavily on federal assistance for support. In many argue that relying on uncertain and indirect forms of
cases, states supplement federal funds with their assistance, rather than on a specifically targeted
own resources, thus raising the total level of re- program of federal assistance, is insufficient protec-
sources directed at the problem. Reducing federal tion; the inadequacy of local and private support
funding for these efforts would cause many of the was one of the factors that led to direct federal
states to terminate their programs and allocate their financing in the first place. Moreover, the reduction
funds to other purposes. Proponents of the current in funding might be at the expense of exactly those
categorical grant system maintain that if such grants services that the Congress would like to see con-
are used effectively, they can provide the necessary tinued. In addition, they point out that criticisms of
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the LSC have subsided in the past few years as a been shown to work, rather than to produce more
result of its eliminating some of its more controver- research. SJI opponents argue that the institute has
sial activities. Advocates argue that thorough over- no effect on how justice systems function and that
sight and clear definition of permitted activities terminating it would cause no noticeable decline in
would further curtail the activities that some ob- services. It would, however, produce savings of $5
servers find objectionable while still achieving the million in 1995 and $55 million through 1999.
LSC's purpose.

SJI proponents argue that it is a useful source of
The State Justice Institute was established in new ideas for improving state justice systems and a

1984 as a private, not-for-profit ceporation to pro- forum for officials of different state and federal
vide grants and undertake other activities to improve agencies to exchange innovative ideas. They point
the administration of justice in the states. Although to useful projects that the institute has funded, such
the President proposed terminating this program in as the one that reduced the length of trials in San
1994, the Congress appropriated $14 million for it. Jose from eight days to four, as examples of how
According to critics, the SHI has a negligible impact the SHI's work has improved the administration of
on the functioning of state justice systems. Most of justice. Proponents further assert that the SIT is one
its grants support research on improving the admin- of only a few institutions that focus on the courts, a
istration of justice, particularly the courts, but the critical element in any criminal justice system.
SIT does little to disseminate or spur implementation They argue that without enhanced court administra-
of the results of those studies. The SIT's funds tion, improvements in other areas of law enforce-
would be more effective if they were used to aid ment cannot achieve their full potential.
justice systems in implementing ideas that have
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DOM-53 CHANGE OVERTIME PRACTICES FOR CERTAIN MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 35 55 80 85 90 345

Outlays 35 55 80 85 90 345

NOTE: Because agency contributions to federal employee retirement trust funds are based on basic pay, the proposal does not affect those contributions.

Managers and supervisors engaged in criminal in- most always take the maximum allowed--25 percent
vestigation may charge the government for over- of base pay--which suggests that this practice may
time, without prior permission. Other managers not have become a hidden salary supplement.
involved in law enforcement, although entitled to
overtime, generally put in the hours necessary to Those observers who argue for keeping AUO
complete their work without receiving extra pay. point out that cutting back overtime for managers
(In addition, for these other managers, paid overtime and supervisors could mean that some would make
must be approved in advance.) If the government less than their subordinates, who would continue to
discontinued special overtime practices for managers be reimbursed for extra hours on the job. They also
and supervisors engaged in criminal investigation, note that some criminal investigators may be reluc-
the savings in outlays over the 1995-1999 period tant to take management jobs if AUO is not avail-
would be $345 million. able. If it becomes evident, however, that base pay

is inadequate to meet the government's recruitment
About 33,000 federal employees, 5,000 of them and retention needs, an option would be to reform

managers and supervisors, may receive compensa- salary schedules rather than cover the deficiency
tion for this special overtime, known formally as through overtime practices. A mechanism already
administratively uncontrollable overtime (AUO). exists for such an adjustment: the Federal Employ-
Most such employees are criminal investigators ees Pay Comparability Act of 1990 provides author-
working in agencies like the Federal Bureau of In- ity to establish pay systems designed around the
vestigation, the Drug Enforcement Administration, special needs and circumstances of law enforcement
the Internal Revenue Service, and the Customs Ser- occupations.
vice. The government's practice of compensating
employees for AUO recognizes that for workers in Another point that some critics raise is that, far
law enforcement, failing to continue working past from being a pay supplement, AUO may actually be
normal quitting times may jeopardize public safety. a bargain in cases in which employees put in many
Moreover, obtaining prior approval for overtime in more hours than the number needed to equal the
the area of law enforcement is not always practical. maximum overtime compensation of 25 percent of
(The example of a stakeout illustrates this point.) base pay. In addition, some agency officials argue
But for managers and supervisors in law enforce- tha.t if AUO is abolished, a portion of that overtime
ment, it is reasonable to assume that a significant may be charged to the governmeiit under other
amount of the work charged to overtime covers the authority covering overtime that agencies order and
same general management activities that other man- approve. (The estimates for this option have been
agers frequently perform without extra pay. Man- reduced to reflect some reprogramming of overtime
agers and supervisors who are eligible for AUO al- hours.)
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DOM-54 CUT SALARIES OF FEDERAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 1,750 1,850 1,450 1,200 ,'000 7,250

Outlays 1,700 1,850 1,450 1,250 1,00) 7,250

NOTE: Savings exclude reductions n agency contributions to federal employee retirement mtst funds becuse those reductions do not affect the deficit.

In 1993, the payroll for the government's 2.3 mil- Such constraints on spending are not confined to the
lion civilian employees in all three branches of federal government; financially strapped firms in the
government totaled about $85 billion, or roughly 6 private sector and local governments have been
percent of total federal outlays for the year. (These forced to cut personnel costs through layoffs, pay
figures do not include postal workers.) In the past, limits, or other measures. In the past, limits on pay
largely in response to budgetary pressures, the gov- would have raised major concerns about the ability
ernment has acted to reduce federal personnel costs, of the federal government to recruit and retain
and the Congress could take such action again. workers. But such concerns appear less urgent with
This option describes one of many possible ap- personnel reductions already under way at the De-
proaches. partment of Defense and other agencies. Should the

government experience trouble in hiring and keep-
Under the Federal Employees Pay Comparabil- ing the workers it needs, FEPCA offers a means to

ity Act of 1990 (FEPCA), federal white-collar work- provide allowances, bonuses, and special pay rates
ers may receive two pay adjustments at the start of that could help agencies deal with the worst of such
each year. The first is meant to keep federal sala- problems. (The savings in outlays listed in the
ries abreast of changes in the cost of living, as above table assume that FEPCA clauses would not
measured by the employment cost index (ECI). The be activated.)
second is intended, over a period of nine years, to
close gaps between federal and private-sector rates Limiting the pay of federal workers, however,
from locale to locale. If the government, in January raises questions of fairness and worker morale when
1995, skipped the scheduled ECI adjustment, the viewed in the light of the sacrifices that federal
savings in federal outlays over the 1995-1999 period employees have already made on behalf of the
would total $7.3 billion. This approach would, in budget. Prior to the enactment of FEPCA, federal
effect, represent a deferral of raises because skip- employees were entitled to annual adjustments un-
ping ECI adjustments now could result in higher der procedures that compared federal and private-
locality adjustments in later years. (Such an effect sector salaries nationwide. Yet in 1986, no raise
is reflected in the estimates. They also represent was allowed; in most other years, the increase was
only savings in discretionary spending. The esti- well below the level needed to achieve compa-
mates do not include the mandatory savings that rability with the private sector. Moreover, restrict-
would result if this option were applied to Members ing pay would represent a revival of the same kinds
of Congress and judges.) of practices that led to the need for FEPCA and

would undercut that long-deliberated reform. Data
Limiting the growth of salaries of federal em- collected for FEPCA show that federal rates lag

ployees may be viewed as part of a general belt- behind comparable pr'vate-sector rates: after years
tightening brought on by the federal budget deficit. of pay limitation, federal workers, on average, are
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paid from 20 percent to 40 percent less, depending away at federal pay rates that are already uncompet-
on the location. Although the government has not itive would be likely to hurt efforts to recruit and
yeE experienced wide-ranging recruitment and reten- keep good workers in the future.
tion problems, a revival of the practice of chipping
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DOM-55 CHARGE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES COMMERCIAL RATES FOR PARKING

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 100 100 110 110 110 530

Outlays 100 100 110 110 110 530

The federal government leases and owns more than charges for parking, the number of spaces that the
200,000 parking spaces, which it allocates to its federal government would control, and responses by
employees--in most cases, without charge. Requir- federal workers could vary unexpectedly.
ing employees of the federal government to pay
commercial rates for their parking could reduce the In 1992, the Congress passed an energy policy
deficit by $100 million in 1995 and by $530 million law that included a provision to include as taxable
in the 1995-1999 period. income the commercial value in excess of $155 per

month (indexed for inflation beyond 1993) for any
The vast majority of federal workers park with- parking provided free of charge by an employer--

out charge. For example, one survey of 10 agencies including the federal government. Paying at com-
in Washington, D.C., found that 71 percent of fed- mercial rates for parking would reduce the gross
eral workers who receive parking from their agen- income of such employees; howemer, the estimate of
cies receive it free of charge. Employees of the savings from this option does not include the reduc-
Congress also rmceive free. employer-provided park- tion in tax revenues that would result, because avail-
ing. Those federal workers who do pay for parking able data do not allow an estimate of the option's
are almost always charged less than the commercial effect on revenues. Analysts agree that the offset-
rate, although federal agencies, with the approval of ting reduction in revenues would be relatively small.
the General Services ,tdministration, are allowed to
charge their employees the higher commercial fees. Proponents of charging commercial rates for
Some Members of Congress support charging all employer-provided parking argue that subsidized
federal employees parking fees set at commercial parking increases the frequency with which workers
rates, an idea similar to a proposal made by Presi- drive to work, especially in single-occupancy vehi-
dent Carter. The Clinton Administration has also cles. These observers believe that higher prices for
proposed greater incentives for agencies to charge parking would decrease the flow of cars into urban
higher rates for parking. areas by encouraging the use of public transporta-

tion or car pooling. In turn, they argue, a reduction
Federal workers in the largest metropolitan areas in the number of cars would reduce energy con-

would bear the brunt of these new charges. Those in sumption, air pollution, and congestion.
the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area would be
most affected, paying about 75 percent of the total Some supporters of charging fees also maintain
charges. Federal installations in less commercially that the federal government could call more effec-
developed areas--where charging for parking is tively on others to reduce pollution and energy
unlikely to be a commercial practice--would not consumption if its own workers took steps to
face new fees. This estimate relies on the best achieve those goals. In addition, charging commer-
available information about the number of federal cial prices for parking would show more accurately
parking spaces, commercial parking rates, and ex- the demand for parking by federal workers. At
pected declines in the demand by federal workers commercial rates, the supply of employer-provided
for parking as a result of higher rates. Once com- parking may well exceed demand, which could lead
mercial rates were instituted, however, future to alternative uses of federal space. Moreover,
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commercial pricing would allocate spaces to those percent of spaces at nonfederal facilities were priced
who value them the most, setting aside differences at the full commercial rates.) In addition, some
in income. Finally, some observers argue that the people argue that the new charge will simply
federal government can no longer afford to provide change which federal employees use the parking
valuable goods and services free of charge to work- spaces. Now, the allocation of parking spaces in
ers who can afford to pay for them. many agencies is based on rank, seniority, or other

factors; instituting fees for parking would ration
Opponents of full-cost pricing for parking argue spaces by employee demand.

that it would unfairly penalize workers in urban
areas who do not have ready access to alternative If the funds collected from charging commercial
transportation or who drive to work for valid per- rates for parking were used to finance other spend-
sonal reasons. In the view of these individuals, ing, the savings noted earlier in this option would
charging commercial rates for parking for federal be smaller or zero. The Administration, for exam-
workers effectively represents a cut in total compen- ple, has supported new incentives for agencies to
sation and is particularly inappropriate, they con- charge higher rates for parking in order to subsidize
tend, in the face of other proposed reductions in the use of mass transit by their workers. That pro-
federal employment and compensation. Some crit- posal would neither reduce nor enlarge the deficit
ics have also argued that free parking is a common because agencies would not rebate the fees to the
form of compensation in the private sector. (In the Treasury but instead provide them to transit-using
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area, however, in employees. The funds raised by this option would
1991, only 37 percent of parking spaces for private- be counted as offsetting collections or offsetting
sector workers were provided free of charge; 46 receipts, depending on how the option was applied.
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DOM-56 REDUCE THE NUMBER OF POLITICAL APPOINTEES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Miliions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 80 80 30 70 100 360

Outlays 75 80 30 70 100 355

NOTE: Savings exclude reductions in agency contributions to federal employee retirement trust funds because those reductions do not affect the deficit

Generally, the term "political appointee" refers to on the number of political appointees similar to the
employees of the federal government who are ap- one described here. In addition to the problem of
pointed by the President, some with and some with- excess organizational layering, the commission
out confirmation by the Senate, and to certain pol- described concerns associated with the lack of ex-
icy advisors. For the purposes of this option, the pertise in government operations and programs that
term covers cabinet secretaries, agency heads, and characterizes many appointees. In political appoint-
other "executive-schedule" employees at the very ments, the commission noted, more weight is often
top ranks of government; top managers and supervi- given to political loyalties than to knowledge of
sors who are noncareer members of the Senior government. Moreover, few appointees are in office
Executive Service; and confidential aides and policy long enough to acquire the necessary skills and
advisors who are referred to as Schedule C employ- experience to master their jobs. That lack of experi-
ees. Total employment in such positions, according ence, wrote the cormission, means that political
to CBO projections, will average about 2,900 over appointees frequently are not effective in carrying
the next five years. If the government capped the out the policies of the President they serve and can
number of political appointees at 2,000, savings disrupt the day-to-day operations of agencies. An-
over the 1995-1999 period would total $355 million, other consequence is that career managers become
The average 1995 salary for political appointees in frustrated and demoralized, making recruitment and
this calculation is estimated to be $68,000. (The retention at the top ranks of the career civil service
employment and savings projections presented here difficult.
do not cover ambassadors, who, CBO assumes,
would be exempt from the suggested cap on em- Those observers who defend the use and prolif-
ployment.) eration of political appointees cite the importance

for a President of establishing control over the vast
The National Performance Review (NPR) called bureaucracy by having like-minded individuals and

for reductions in the number of federal managers allies strategically located throughout the govern-
and supervisors but made no conscious effort to ment. These appointees, supporters note, form an
include those managers and supervisors who were important link to the electorate because they help to
political appointees. Yet the argument that the NPR ensure leadership throughout government that is
puts forth for reducing the number of government consistent with the philosophy of each elected Presi-
managers--that they add to organizational layering dent. Such appointees, moreover, can be a source
and complexity and therefore stifle initiative and of fresh perspectives and innovation. The high rate
limit flexibility--also applies to top managers who of turnover among many appointees, supporters
are political appointees. In the same vein, the Na- argue, means that officials make way for someone
tional Commission on the Public Service, also new before they reach the point of "burnout."
known as the Volcker Commission, called for limits
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DOM-57 REDUCE THE OVERHEAD RATE ON
FEDERALLY SPONSORED UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 350 360 370 380 390 1,850

Outlays 160 320 370 380 390 1,620

Federal spending for research and development search. Over the next decade, the share of overhead
(R&D) performed at universities covers both direct costs rose rapidly, finally leveling off at around 45
and overhead costs (also known as indirect costs). percent beginning in 1985. By 1990, 46 cents in
The major direct costs of research are wages for indirect costs were paid for each dollar spent on
scientists, engineers, and technicians, and payments direct research costs. (Because payment rates are
for materials and specialized equipment. Om erhead applied only to a portion of the total direct costs
costs allocated to federal research include research- and because some agencies pay lower overhead
related administrative overhead, library and student rates for certain grants, the overall payment rate is
services, buildings and equipment used in common, higher than the ratio of overhead costs to direct
and operations and maintenance. The National costs.) Clearly, the overhead payments for federally
Institutes of Health accounts for roughly half of sponsored university research have increased faster
federally sponsored university research. The Na- than the direct costs of research, which have them-
tional Science Foundation and the Department of selves increased faster than the general rate of infla-
Defense are also major sources of federal funds. tion in the larger economy. In 1992, the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services projected that
To calculate the overhead expenses that can be overhead costs would continue to rise as a percent-

allocated to federal research, universities typically age of direct costs--reducing the number of grants
take most, but not all, of their direct costs (known federal agencies could make. In response, the Of-
as modified direct costs) and apply a prenegotiated fice of Management and Budget recently changed
payment rate to them in each of several categories, the rules governing indirect cost payments, in an
The sum of the rates from all of these categories is attempt to simplify administration and reduce costs.
the overall payment rate for overhead expenses. The new rules permit universities to forgo detailed
Overall overhead payment rates could be set and justifications of their administrative overhead costs
frozen for all universities at 90 percent of their in return for a small reduction in their administra-
current level. That option would result in savings yive overhead rates. The rules are not expected to
of $160 million in 1995 and $1.6 billion over the save many federal dollars.
1995-1999 period. It would have the advantage of
ensuring that no single university would experience Overhead payments related to facilities have led
a very large reduction, but it would hurt small and the increase in costs, contrary to the impression
state universities that have kept their overhead costs given by well-publicized instances of questionable
low. To capture the savings from this option, the charges by universities to overhead payment ac-
Congress must reduce the appropriations for univer- counts. Those charges have not been a major factor
sity research by an amount corresponding to the in the long-term growth of the share of overhead
mandated reduction in overhead costs. costs; in fact, auditors estimate that they account for

only about 1 percent of those costs. Increases in the
In 1972, each dollar of direct research funding costs of operating and maintaining facilities--utili-

paid to universities carried an additional 30 cents to ties, repairs, and janitorial services--have been the
cover the overhead costs allocated to federal re- major component of the escalation in facilities costs
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in the past decade. And growth has continued even Defenders of the curent system contend that the
in the face of substantial drops in the price of en- increases in the overhead costs of university re-
ergy. Higher costa for new buildings as a result of search are legitimate and that the nation's system of
higher real estate prices, construction inflation, and research universities will be hurt if universities are
interest costs have not been as significant. not permitted to recover the total cost of the re

search they conduct. Financially strapped inst
The rise in the share of funding for federally tions could be forced to reduce investments in n:

sponsored university research that goes to pay for facilities, library collections, and the like. In fact,
overhead has fostered a concern that each federal the success seen since 1985 in slowing the growth
dollar spent is now producing less actual research of overhead costs can be attributed in part to re-
activity. Freezing the payment rate for these costs duced spending on libraries. If inadequate library
at 90 percent of their current level is meant to allay resources reduce the effectiveness of universities in
that concern. Some might argue that competition performing their research and education missions in
by universities for grants should be sufficient to the future, the near-term savings gained by control-
control the growth of overhead, and that the in- ling overhead costs may not be worth the loss of
creases in the share of these costs are an unavoid- future benefits to society as a whole. An alternative
able outcome of market forces and reflect real cost to freezing each university's overhead rate at 90
increases. The market for university research, how- percent of its current level would be to place a
ever, tends to be concentrated among a relatively single cap of 50 percent on the overall overhead
small number of universities overall, and very con- rate of all universities. A single cap for all univer-
centrated in specific research areas. Because only a sities would disproportionately affect prominent
few institutions contend for a large share of federal research institutions, which tend to have high over-
spending for university R&D, it may not be reason- head rates. A 50 percent cap would save $106
able to assume that competition is enough to hold million in outlays in 1995 and $1.1 billion over the
down overhead costs. The higher overhead rates 1995-1999 period.
charged by the largest private universities that are
major recipients of federal support may indicate a University advocates make other points as well.
lack of competition. (There is also some evidence The higher overhead rates of large private universi-
that these same schools may charge much lower ties may not be due to a lack of cost discipline;
overhead rates on private grants.) If competition is instead, because these institutions lack state govern-
indeed lacking, regulatory rules are an appropriate ment appropriations, they may simply be more
response to ensure that federal dollars are spent in assiduous in claiming all that is rightfully theirs.
the most productive way. Capping overhead pay- Another argument made against a cap is that, be-
ment rates would supply the discipline that the cause the data are lacking to determine the actual
market has been unable to provide and motivate total costs of R&D, a cap could be set below the
those institutions that are above the overall cap to real cost-recovery point. Nevertheless, many in the
become more efficient and cost-conscious. research community would advocate reductions in

the amount of overhead payments. However, they
would apply the savings to increasing the number of
research grants rather than reducing the deficit.
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DOM-58 REDUCE SPENDING FOR THE HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
AND COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 280 290 300 300 0 310 1,480

Outlays 110 230 280 300 310 1,230

The High Performance Computing Act of 1991 are composed of hundreds, even thousands, of rela-
established the multiagency High Performance Corn- tively inexpensive microprocessors (similar to those
puting and Communications (HPCC) program to that power ordinary personal computers) that are
further the development of technology for super- linked together and operated in parallel. Such corn-
computers and high-speed computer networks. The puters are less expensive to manufacture than con-
motives behind this program were both to help ventional supercomputers and have high theoretical
federal agencies perform their missions better and to maximum calculation speeds.
promote the use of this technology throughout the
U.S. economy. The multiagency effort costs a little The trend in the field, however, is toward wider
more than $1 billion yearly. Cutting the program use of engineering workstations (high-powered tech-
by 25 percent, and concentrating the reductions on nical versions of the personal compuwr) for the
research and development (R&D) for supercomputer high-level mathematical analyses that for years have
technology, would save $110 million in 1995 and been the nearly exclusive domain of the snper-
$1.2 billion over the 1995-1999 period, computer. The workstation is reducing the demand

for all supercomputers, just as the personal corn-
The HPCC program is divided into five areas: puter reduced the demand for mainframe computers.

supercomputer hardware, supercomputer software,
high-speed computer networking, information infra- Opponents of the current HPCC program argue
structure applications, and basic research and human that not only are workstations preempting super-
resource development within those four areas. The computers generally, but clusters of workstations
proposed reduction in the program would be dispro- also have specialized software that permits them to
portionately concentrated in the first two categories work on the same kinds of problems that massively
and would affect several agencies, most notably the parallel supercomputers are capable of handling.
Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Depart- Many universities and industry researchers have
ment of Energy, the National Aeronautics and Space begun to use such clusters in lieu of purchasing
Administration, and the National Science Founda- supercomputers. Furthermore, although the HPCC
tion. To realize savings from the reductions, the parallel supercomputer technology is very fast in
Congress would have to decrease the appropriations some applications, it has yet to demonstrate that it is
for the agencies by the amount of the reductions. as fast, as flexible, or as reliable as conventional

supercomputers for most tasks. At present, parallel
Focusing any reductions in the program on systems have only a small percentage of the soft-

supercomputer R&D makes sense because the fed- ware available to conventional supercomputers and
eral government's efforts to promote the commercial are much more difficult to program.
use of parallel supercomputer technology are run-
ning counter to the direction that the computer field In addition, opponents of !he supercomputer
is taking. HPCC planners are promoting so-called R&D that the HPCC program is conducting note
massively parallel supercomputers, which typically that the computer industry no longer needs super-
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computers as a way of moving forward in the area tems. (That foundation is not so much one of elec-
of component technology (for example, microchips). tronic components, but rather one comprising both
If anything, as the recent National Science Founda- software and computer architecture--that is, the
tion Panel on High-Performance Computing noted, structure for putting the various components to-
parallel supercomputers depend on less powerful gether.)
computers (like personal computers and work-
stations) for improvements in component tech- Advocates of continued research also note that
nology, rather than the reverse, some federal agencies have missions that require the

use of parallel supercomputers, especially missions
Advocates of maintaining the HPCC program's related to science and intelligence. These supporters

focus on supercomputers contend that the research argue that the importance of these missions--for
has substantial value despite its being out of step example, understanding global climate change--
with the rest of the field. They argue that even if justifies spending for such research, regardless of
the specific supercomputers and related software the technology's commercial potential. Proponents
developed under the HPCC auspices do not experi- also cite the continued improvement in the per-
ence substantial commercial success, they will pro- formance of parallel supercomputers, relative to
vide a technological foundation for other products, conventional ones, as well as their increasing share
in pdrticular, other high-performance computer sys- of the supercomputer market.
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DOM-59 MODIFY THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT BY ELIMINATING
THE SUCCESSORSHIP PROVISION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 200 210 210 220 220 1,060

Outlays 190 210 210 ,• 220 220 1,050

The McNamara-O'Hara Service Contract Act of million in 1995 and by about $1.1 billion over the
1965 sets basic labor standards for employees on 1995-1999 period, provided federal agency appro-
government contracts whose principal purpose is to priations are reduced to reflect the anticipated re-
furnish labor, such as laundry, custodial, and guard duction in costs.
services. Contractors covered by this act generally
must provide these employees with wages and Federal procurement costs would fall because
fringe benefits that are at least equal to those pre- this option would promote greater competition
vailing in their locality or those contained in a col- among contractors. The current rule discourages
lective bargaining agreement of the previous con- potential successors from bidding on contracts in
tractor. The latter provision applies to successor which the existing provider has a collective bargain-
contractors, regardless of whether their employees ing agreement, unless they have similar agreements.
are covered by a collective bargaining agreement.

The provision for successor contractors is in-
The cost of services procured by the federal tended, however, to prevent bidders from under-

government could be reduced by permitting succes- mining existing collective bargaining agreements.
sor contractors to pay lower wage rates or to pro- Eliminating this provision would reduce the corn-
vide less costly fringe benefits than those provided pensation of workers in some firms that provide
by their predecessors. Under this option, successor services to the government. Some supporters of
contractors would still be subject to the rules on keeping the provision argue that a reduction in
prevailing wages and fringe benefits. This change compensation would, in turn, reduce the quality of
in requirements would reduce outlays by about $190 such services.
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DOM-60 REPEAL OR MODIFY THE DAVIS-BACON ACT

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Repeal the Davis-Bacon Act

Budget Authority 500 510 520 540 550 2,620
Outlays 160 500 700 810 910 3,080

Raise the Threshold to $1 Million

Budget Authority 160 170 170 180 180 860
Outlays 40 130 180 220 240 810

Raise the Threshold to $250,000

Budget Authority 70 70 70 70 80 360
Outlays 20 50 70 80 90 310

Change front Weekly to Monthly Wage Reporting

Budget Authority 70 70 80 80 80 380
Outlays 10 50 60 70 70 260

NOTE: The conference report on the 1994 appropration for the Deparlment of Labor prohibits the department from implementing certain changes in the
"helper" regulations during 1994. The estimates presented hem are based on the assumption that this prohibition will not be extended. If it was
extended, savings from either repealing the Davis-Bacon Act or raising the threshold would be greater.

Since 1935, the Davis-Bacon Act has required ing the threshold to $250,000 would exclude about
tha.i "prevailing wages" be paid on all federally 11 percent of the value of all contracts and save
funded or federally assisted construction projects about $310 million over the five-year period.
with contracts of $2,000 or more. The procedures Changing the requirements for wage-and-hour re-
for determining prevailing wages in the area of a porting for contracts covered by Davis-Bacon from
construction project, as well as the classifications of a weekly to a monthly basis would reduce compli-
workers who receive them, favor union wage rates ance costs for contractors by about $260 millioa
in some cases. over the five years. Each of these estimates as-

sumes that the Congress would reduce federal ap-
The federal government could reduce outlays for propriations for agencies to reflect the anticipated

construction by repealing the Davis-Bacon Act or reduction in costs.
by modifying it. Repealing the act would reduce
outlays by about $160 million in 1995 and by about Repealing Davis-Bacon or raising the threshold
$3.1 billion over the 1995-1999 period. Raising the for projects that it covers would reduce the cost of
threshold for determining which projects are to be federal construction. In addition, either action
covered by Davis-Bacon from $2,000 to $1 million would probably increase the opportunities for em-
would exclude about 27 percent of the value of all ployment that federal projects might offer to less
contracts currently covered by the act. Savings in skilled workers. Such changes would, however,
that case would total about $40 million in 1995 and lower the earnings of some construction workers.
about $810 million over the five-year period. Rais- Opponents of these options also argue that eliminat-
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ing or relaxing Davis-Bacon requirements could lessen the paperwork required of employers, but at
jeopardize the quality of federally funded or feder- the same time it might diminish the effectiveness of

11y assisted construction projects. Reducing the the Davis-Bacon Act by reducing the government's
quirements for wage-and-hour reporting would ability to detect noncompliance.



Chapter Four

Entitlements and Other Mandatory Spending

ntitlement programs provide benefits to all of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965, spurred the

who are eligible to receive aid and choose growth of federal entitlement outlays from less than
to participate. Social Security, Medicare, 6 percent of GDP in the early 1960s to about 11

Medicaid, food stamps, and farm price supports are percent in 1975. Since then, the share of national
major federal entitlements. Spending on these and production committed to entitlement programs has
other so-called mandatory programs (not including grown more slowly and is expected to be about 13
deposit insurance) accounts for about one-half of all percent by 1999.
federal outlays. In 1994, this category is expected
to cost $800 billion, or about 12.1 percent of gross The largest force behind this continued growth
domestic product (GDP). in entitlement spending is the rapid rise in spending

on Medicare and Medicaid. If no changes are made
Under current law, outlays for mandatory pro- to any entitlement programs, federal spending on

grams are expected to increase at an average annual these two programs is expected to grow at an an-
rate of 6.5 percent between 1994 and 1999. Under nual rate of about 11 percent between 1995 and
the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO's) baseline 1999, while spending on other entitlements is ex-
assumptions, the balance of federal spending is pected to grow at an annual rate of about 4.2 per-
projected to rise by an average of 1.9 percent a year cent during this period.
during the same period and discretionary spending
is estimated to increase at an annual rate of only 0.8 The rapid growth that is expected in entitlement
percent. The job of managing the growth of federal spending will happen despite the reductions in-
spending, therefore, will be largely a matter of cluded in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
controlling the growth of mandatory outlays. 1993 (OBRA-93), many of which were in CBO's

Reducing the Deficit volume of last year. In partic-
Spending in entitlement programs is primarily ular, OBRA-93 adopted several of the options relat-

determined by the program rules that govern eligi- ing to Medicaid and Medicare. It tightened Medic-
bility, the extent of participation, benefit levels, and aid's processes of estate recovery and the rules of
the cost of providing noncash benefits, not by the financial eligibility for long-term care, eliminated
annual appropriation process. A variety of other the return-on-equity payments for proprietary skilled
factors also increase or decrease outlays for entitle- nursing facilities, reduced several components of
ments, including demographic shifts, changes in Medicare's reimbursement rates for Supplementary
providers' practices, and rates of inflation. Entitle- Medical Insurance (SM!), and extended provisions
ment spending is, therefore, only partly under the for Medicare to act as a secondary payer for dis-
direct control of the Congress. abled beneficiaries and beneficiaries with end-stage

renal disease. Nonhealth changes enacted in
The total that is spent on entitlements has grown OBRA-93 include imposing a fee for the federal

rapidiy since the early 1960s. As a share of GDP, administration of states' payments that increase
however, much of the increase had already occurred Supplemental Security Income benefits, restricting
by about 1975. Steadily increasing spending for multiple use of the housing loan guaranty benefit,
retirement and disability programs, plus the creation and raising the loan fee for housing loans guaran-
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teed by the Department of Veterans Affairs. Fi-
nally, OBRA-93 replaced some guaranteed student Program Trends and Options
loans with direct loans and established a system of
auctioning licenses for the use of the radio spec- In addition to suggestions for curtailing spending in
trum. specific programs, broad approaches to restraining

the growth of entitlement spending have been sug-
Federal spending on entitlements is also influ- gested. One would place a cap on spending; an-

enced by the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 other would apply a means test to restrict eligibility
(BEA), which links changes in spending on entitle- for benefits.
ments and other mandatory programs with changes
in governmental receipts. Under the act, cumulative Most current proposals aimed at placing an
legislative changes in mandatory spending programs enforceable cap on mandatory spending would tie
and federal receipts since 1990 may not increase the the growth of spending for individual programs to
combined current- and budget-year deficits through inflation and the increase in the size of the eligible
1998. Thus, an entitlement program can be in- population. A transitional growth factor would be
creased only if another one is cut or taxes or fees added, allowing the new policy to be phased in.
are raised. Similarly, a tax can be cut only if an- Most proposals would also establish an across-the-
other one is increased or if entitlement spending is board sequestration procedure to prevent a breach of
reduced. This requirement, which is called pay-as- the cap. Many advocates of this approach, however,
you-go, applies not to each new law individually, do not accompany the call for a mandatory cap with
but to the total impact of all laws since 1990 that policy proposals to achieve the reductions in indi-
affect the relevant fiscal years. vidual programs that would be needed to avoid

sequestration. And in many cases, such a sequester
This BEA rule is qualified in several ways. For would involve large percentage cuts in benefits.

instance, increases in direct spending or tax cuts for
designated emergencies are exempt from the re- An across-the-board sequestration of mandatory
quirement. This provision has only been used once, programs could not be carried out easily, partic-
in March 1993, to extend Emergency Unemploy- ularly if it were large. Government benefit checks
ment Compensation benefits. In addition, the BEA and other mandatory spending could not simply stop
excludes the receipts and mandatory outlays of the flowing after the cap was reached without disrupting
Social Security retirement and disability trust funds the lives of millions of citizens. Agencies in the
from all calculations under the act, including the executive branch could estimate the likely shortfall
pay-as-you-go requirements. (Social Security is resulting from the cap and adjust all future pay-
subject to its own set of rules, however, which are ments to account for the effect of the limit, but that
designed to protect the balances in these trust would involve an enormous amount of bureaucratic
funds.) discretion and uncertainty about which benefits

would actually be provided. In any case, the courts
If the BEA rule is violated, a targeted sequestra- might be asked to respond to the conflict between

tion-automatic cutbacks applying only to selected the legislation that authorized the mandatory spend-
mandatory programs--must take place. But many of ing and a sequestration of that spending.
the major benefit programs, such as Social Security,
federal employees' retirement, and most means- Applying a means test to entitlement programs
tested programs, are wholly exempt from the auto- has also been suggested as a broad strategy for
matic cuts. In addition, other programs (including curbing the growth in this spending. One approach
Medicare and Stafford student loans) are subject to would control entitlements as a group through a
limited cuts. These rules leave a relatively small form of means-testing under which benefits would
portion of mandatory spending to bear the brunt of be cut most for beneficiaries with the highest in-
a large pay-as-you-go sequestration. comes, as discussed in ENT-57. An alternative
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approach would reduce the growth of entitlement change, Medicare will account for 24 percent of
spending on a program-by-program basis. New entitlement spending in 1999, compared with 20
program rules could limit those who qualify for percent in 1994. ENT-28 through ENT-33 consider
benefits or reduce the amount of benefits provided a variety of options to limit payments to providers
(for example, see ENT-09, ENT-23, ENT-40 and of medical services; ENT-34 through ENT-40 dis-
ENT-53). cuss several ways to increase beneficiaries' pay-

ments.
As noted earlier, the major force behind rising

entitlement costs is health care spending. Current
proposals to restructure the health care system in- Medicaid
clude the possibility of enacting some of the options
described in this ,olume (see ENT-25 through ENT- Medicaid is a joint federal and state program that
40). This volume, however, focuses on reducing provides medical assistance for certain people with
the deficit, while the Administration and others want low incomes. It covers participants in such income
to use funds from their proposals, including those support programs as Supplemental Security Income
concerning health care, to finance expansions in and Aid to Families with Dependent Children
health insurance coverage. Thus, there is tension (AFDC). Other people who have somewhat greater
between different groups, some of which want to incomes and high medical expenses, and selected
use savings from a variety of proposals to reduce groups targeted by recent program expansions--such
the deficit, while others want to use any funds to as children and pregnant women in families with
expand coverage. low incomes--are also covered. About 70 percent of

Medicaid spending goes to the aged and disabled,
although they represent about one-fourth of partici-

Medicare pants. Much of this money pays for long-term care
in nursing homes.

Medicare w.,s among the fastest growing of the
major spending programs during the 1980s, out- With projected federal outlays of $86 billion in
pacing defense and Social Security and second only 1994, more than 10 percent of entitlement spending,
to net interest payments. It is expected to provide the size of Medicaid spending dwarfs that of other
$160 billion in benefits in 1994 through two related means-tested entitlement programs. Program out-
programs: the Hospital Insurance (HI) program, lays rose about 10 percent a year in the 1980s as a
which covers certain costs of hospital stays and result of the rising costs of medical care, greater use
other institutional services used by elderly and dis- of covered services, and growth in the size of the
abled enrollees, and the SMI program, which pri- eligible population. Between 1989 and 1992, pro-
marily pays for the services of physicians and other gram growth shot up to an average annual rate of
providers of outpatient health care (see Table 7). 25 perceni. The unusually rapid growth was attrib-
Spending has been fueled in recent years not only utable to a number of factors, e'nong them the
by growth in the eligible population, but also by in- recession, the rise of disproportionate share pay-
creases in the intensity and cost of medical services ments to hospitals, and states' efforts to shift pro-
used by enrollees. A number of legislative changes grams funded with state-only dollars to the Medic-
have been made in recent years to reduce program aid program. The growth in Medicaid spending
growth. began to stabilize in 1993, and CBO expects that

future growth will continue at more stable levels
CBO predicts that HI outlays will rise at a nom- that are only slightly higher than those of the 1980s.

inal rate of about 9.0 percent a year between 1994 ENT-25 through ENT-27 describe options that
and 1999 and that SMI costs will increase at a would control spending on Medicaid.
nominal rate of 12.7 percent a year. Thus, without
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Table 7.
CBO Baseline Projections for Mandatory Spending,
Excluding Deposit Insurance (By rfscal year, in billions of dollars)

Actual
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Means-Tested Programs

Medicaid 76 86 96 108 121 135 151
Food Stamps' 25 25 26 26 28 29 30
Supplemental Security Income 21 25 24 24 29 32 35
Family Support 16 17 18 18 19 19 20
Veterans' Pensions 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
Child Nutrition 7 7 7 8 8 9 9
Earned Income Tax Credit 9 11 15 18 20 21 22
Student Loans 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
Other 3 3 3 4 4 4 5

Total, Means-Tested Programs 162 179 195 211 233 254 276

Non-Means-Tested Programs

Social Security 302 318 335 352 370 388 408
Medicare 143 160 177 195 215 238 264

Subtotal 445 478 512 547 585 626 672

Othei Retirement and Disability
Federal civilianb 39 40 42 43 46 48 51
Military 26 26 27 29 30 32 35
Other 4 5 5 5 5 5 5

Subtotal 69 71 74 77 81 85 90

Unemployment Compensation 35 27 24 25 25 26 26

Other Programs
Veterans' benefitse 17 18 17 16 18 18 19
Farm price supports 16 11 7 8 8 8 9
Social services 5 6 6 6 6 6 5
Credit reform liquidating accounts 2 2 -1 -8 -4 -5 -6
Other 10 12 9 8 8 9 8

Subtotal 49 48 38 30 36 36 35

Total, Non-Means-Tested Programs 599 624 649 679 727 773 823

Total
All Mandatory Spending,
Excluding Deposit Insurance 761 803 844 890 960 1,026 1,099

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: Spending for major benefit programs shown in this table includes benefits only. Outlays for administrative costs of most benefit programs are
classified as domestic discretionary spending; Medicare premium collections are classified as )ffsetting receipts.

a. Includes nutrition assistance to Puerto Rico.

b. Includes Civil Service, Foreign Service. Coast Guard. and other retirement programs, and annuitants' health benefits.

c. Includes veterans' compensation, readjustment benefits, life insurance, and housing programs.
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Other Means-Tested from enacting a less costly direct loan program.

Entitlement Programs ENT-22 and ENT-23 would reduce the federal cost
of Stafford loans by reallocating part of the costs to

In addition to Medicaid, means-tested entitlement students and their families.

programs include Food Stamps; SSI for the aged,
blind, and disabled; family support payments (pri- Social Security and Other Retirement
marily AFDC); pensions for needy veterans who are
aged or disabled; child nutrition (such as the School and Disability Programs
Lunch Program); and the refundable portion of the
earned income tax credit (E1TC). At $93 billion in Social Security, the largest entitlement program, is
1994, expenditures on these programs represent expected to provide benefits of $318 billion to more
about 12 percent of entitlement spending than 42 million elderiy and disabled workers and

members of their families in 1994. Outlays for
In recent years, caseloads in the AFDC and benefits have grown over the years as a result of the

Food Stamp programs have increased significantly, inclusion of new groups among those deemed elig-
while real AFDC benefit levels have declined. ible for benefits, more recipients among existing
Federal spending for the refundable portion of the eligible groups, cost-of-living increases in benefits,
EITC--a federal program that benefits low-income and the higher real earnings--hence higher benefits--
working families with children--rose from about $1 of newly retired workers. The Social Security
billion in the early 1980s to $9 billion in 1993, Amendments of 1983 made major changes in the
l,-gely as a result of the expansions included in the program to improve i•.s financial standing. Al-
Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Omnibus Budget though most changes involved financing and cover-
Reconciliation Act of 1990. Spending for the EITC age, others delayed annual cost-of-living increases
is projected to increase to $11 billion in 1994 and to recipients and made some benefits subject to
then double to $22 billion in 1999 as a result of taxation. The amendments also increased the age of
changes in OBRA-93 that increased benefits for eligibility for full retirement benefits from 65 to 67,
families, particularly those with more than one with the change phased in during the first quarter of
child. ENT-25, ENT-44, and ENT-45 would reduce the next century.
federal spending on certain means-tested programs
by targeting benefits more narrowly and limiting Baseline projections for Social Security spend-
federal payments for administering some of these ing reflect the influence of the above factors cn the
programs. program through 1999. The increase in the number

of aged people benefitting from Social Security has
The subsidized component of the Federal slowed in recent years. Although this trend will

Stafford Loan Program is another means-tested continue for several more years, as the relatively
entitlement. Through it students can borrow to small group of people born during the 1930s be-
attend post-secondary educational institutions. The comes eligible, it will be partially offset by the
annual budgetary cost of Stafford loans--as well as aging of the baby boomers as they move into their
that of other federal loan and loan guarantee pro- late 40s and early 50s, when disability incidence
grams--consists of the present value of current and rates are higher.
expected future subsidies for loans that originate in
a specific year. Stafford loans are much less di- Although the Social Security program has spe-
rected toward poor students than Pell grants, which cial rules under the BEA and is not included in the
form the main discretionary program providing aid pay-as-you-go budget discipline, it nonetheless
to postsecondary students. accounts for almost two-fifths of entitlement spend-

ing; cutting it would reduce the total budget deficit.
CBO's baseline projections show program costs Options to alter the program's benefit structure are

for Stafford loans and other student loans averaging considered in ENT-48 through ENT-51. In addi-
about $2 billion through 1999. These costs result tion, restraint on the annual cost-of-living adjust-
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ment for Social Security is a major component of Noit-Means-Tested
ENT-56, which considers all non-means-tested Veterans' Programs
retirement and disability entitlements.

Veterans' benefits constitute another category ofOther retirement and disability programs--which federal entitlement spending. CBO projects that

will cost $71 billion in 1994, or about 9 percent of non-means-tested spending for veterans' compensa-

entitlement spending-are dominated by the govern- tion, readjustment benefits, life insurance, and hous-

ment's civilian and military retirement prgams, ing programs will total about $18 billion in 1994, or

Sperding on these programs is influenced by factors aut percentofal entitlementispending1during

similar to those affecting Social Security, and out- at yerewt reltively slow r proet

lays are e;pected to increase at like rates in CBO's through 1999. ENT-52 through ENT-54 would

baseline. ENT-56 contains options that would mod- restrict federal spending on veterans' benefits by
ify benefits for former federal workers. limiting eligibility for certain programs and raising

costs to participants. In addition, ENT-51 would
reduce Social Security disability payments for some

Aid to Jobless Workers of those who also receive veterans' compensation.

Two entitlement programs that provide assistance
specifically to unemployed workers are the federal/ Farm Price Supports
state unemployment compensation (UC) program
and the much smaller federal Trade Adjustment Spending for farm price and income support pro-
Assistance (TAA) program. Spending on UC de- grams and other mandatory programs related to
dlined in the mid- and late 1980s but rose signifi- agriculture is expected to be $11 billion in 1994--
cantly in 1990 and 1991 because of the economic less than half its peak of $29.5 billion in 1986. The
slowdown; spending increased further in 1992 and price and income support programs administered by
1993 because of continued high claims and enact- the Department of Agriculture's Commodity Credit
ment of the temporary Emergency Unemployment Corporation dominate this category. Reduced feder-
Compensation program in November 1991. This al spending since 1986 reflects cuts in support rates
program has been extended several times, most and reductions in the amounts of land on which
recently in November 1993; it is now scheduled to payments are based. Rising commodity prices also
expire in February 1994. contributed to the decline in spending.

CBO's baseline for the UC program projects CBO's baseline for these programs projects
relatively constant spending between 1994 and 1999 further reductions in spending, to about $9 billion
at around $25 billion. Although lower unemploy- by 1999. Target prices are assumed to remain
ment rates are expected to reduce the demand for constant during this period; projected outlays de-
UC, increases in average benefits will tend to offset cline mostly because commodity prices are expected
that effect. UC is included in the federal budget, to rise gradually. ENT-06 through ENT-09 and
but state laws set most of the benefit and tax provi- ENT-13 through ENT-15 consider ways to reduce
sions in the regular state programs, which provide federal spending by lowering outlays for commodity
the vast majority of benefits. Thus, states can gen- programs and the crop insurance program. ENT-10
erally offset federal options that would reduce regu- through ENT-12 would lower federal spending by
lar UC spending, and permanent budgetary savings cutting programs that subsidize or promote exports
cannot usually be attributed to federal changes in of farm commodities.
regular UC rules. As a result, this chapter does not
include federal options limiting regular UC benefits.
ENT-42 would reduce the TAA program, however.
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User Fees and Other Changes Receipts from fees would be treated under thein Direct Spending Budget Enforcement Act like spending changes in
entitlements or mandatory programs if the legisla-

Fees can be charged to users of resources, facilities, tion changing the fees originated in an authorizing
or services provided by the federal government to committee. In this case, the added receipts from
raise funds to help pay for them and to promote fees would be credited to the pay-as-you-go score-
their more efficient use. Options describing im- card.
proved pricing or increased fees in a variety ofarasar iclde i tischapter (ENT-01 through In recent years, however, legislation originatingareas are included in this ENT-21 Fou in appropriations committees has changed someiENT,0 ande ENTovehrmough ind-2 Forexnucleam- fees. If options in this volume were to be enactedple, the federal government could index nuclear in this way, the consequent spending reductions forwaste disposal fees for inflation or establish charges the budget year would allow expenditures on discre-

tionary programs to be raised by the same amount.
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ENT-01 CHARGE MARKET PRICES FOR ELECTRICITY SOLD
BY POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATIONS

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 0 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 4,800

Hydroelectric power generated at 129 federally tricity. As a preliminary estimate of the market
owned plants is sold by power marketing adminis- value of PMA power, the Congressional Budget
trations (PMAs), which are agencies of the Depart- Office looked at the average price of wholesale
ment of Energy. In recent years these federally power transactions in regions of the country served
owned hydroelectric plants have generated about 6 by the PMAs. The market value of this power is
percent of the electricity sold in the United States. about 3 cents per kwh.
Under current law, the PMAs must first offer to sell
most of this power to rural electric cooperatives, By eliminating the public power preference and
municipal utilities, and other publicly owned utili- selling the power to the highest bidder, the federal
ties (collectively known as preference customers). government could increase annual power receipts by
Any excess PMA power not purchased by prefer- about $1 billion. The additional revenues could be
ence customers can be sold to investor-owned utili- used by the PMAs to repay the $14 billion cost of
ties. Current law requires that these sales be made constructing existing plants. In addition, the current
at cost. This option would eliminate the require- practice of selling power below market rates leads
ment to offer PMA power first to preferred custom- to levels of electricity consumption in PMA service
ers and would allow the PMAs to sell it to the high- areas that are inconsistent with the government's
est bidder. energy conservation objectives. Conversely, many

argue that large rate increases would adversely
The federal government charges an average of affect regional economies.

about 2 cents per kilowatt-hour (kwh) for this
power. PMA electricity prices vary widely among Proponents of reserving PMA power for use by
hydroelectric projects. In 1993, PMA wholesale public utilities argue that this is an appropriate use
electricity prices ranged from 3.25 cents per kwh to of the government's hydroelectric resources, rather
less than 1 cent per kwh. Determining the market than allowing private companies to profit from
value of PMA power at each of the government's selling public resources. Furthermore, proponents
hydroelectric projects would probably require auc- argue that publicly owned utilities have encouraged
tions at which preferred customers and privately widespread use of electricity (especially in rural
owned utilities could compete to purchase the elec- areas) at low rates.
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ENT-02 IMPROVE PRICING FOR COMMERCIAL AND
RECREATIONAL USES OF PUBLIC LANDS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Federal Water
Policy Reforms 15 15 20 30 30 110

Raise Recreation Fees
at Federal Facilities 140 140 140 150 150 720

The federal government owns and manages nearly ronmental goals are reached. There are, however,
650 million acres of land in the United States. This other opportunities for price reform that the CVPIA
land is used in a wide variety of ways, including does not address.
recreation and water reclamation. For most com-
mercial and some recreational uses, the government One reform would allow farmers who grow
is compensated--often by fees. In some cases, those agricultural commodities that are in surplus to re-
fees may not provide the government with a fair ceive only one of the federal subsidies: either crop
return, and underpricing may lead to overuse. Bet- price support payments or federally subsidized
ter pricing could increase federal receipts and alle- water. Another reform would require that farms of
viate overuse by reducing commercial and recre- more than 960 acres be charged the full cost of
ational activity, federal irrigation water. (Current law contains this

requirement but is often circumvented because of
Water Sales. The Bureau of Reclamation provides the vague definition of the term "farm.") These
water for agriculture in the Western states and also two reforms are examples of changes in the current
supplies municipal water systems. This water is system that could increase federal savings from
made available through long-term contracts with farmers using federally supplied irrigation water.
water district groups that are composed of individ- Under provisions of the CVPIA, California farms
ual private users. Water prices charged under these that receive CVP water--including a majority of
contracts are generally much lower than the true farms larger than 960 acres--will pay the full cost of
market value of the water. In agriculture, the approximately 10 percent of their water. Federal
charges rarely cover the federal costs associated receipts from water sales to these farms could in-
with water projects. Federal water is often provided crease if full-cost charges were applied to the re-
at less than its full costs for some agricultural com- mainder of their water allocations. Taken together,
modities, such as cotton, which are subject to price these reforms could increase receipts by at least $90
support programs. million over the 1995-1999 period. Commodity

program payments could decrease by $20 million
In recent years, the Congress has considered over the same period, for total savings of $110

several reforms aimed at increasing receipts from million over five years.
agricultural users of federal water and reducing
subsidies to them. The Central Valley Project Im- Recreation Fees. All federal agencies that hold
provement Act of 1992 (CVPIA) sets aside water major tracts of land allow recreational access and
for fish and wildlife, introduces a graduated pricing provide some visitor services. The services range
system for agricultural users of Central Valley Pro- from maintaining rough hiking trails to operating
ject (CVP) water, shortens the lengths of renewed fully developed recreational facilities, such as camp-
CVP contracts, and prevents the Bureau of Recla- sites and marinas. Entrance and user fees are
marion from entering into new contracts until envi- charged at some locations. These charges were
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increased in 1993 and the Congress approved new heritage. The social benefits of visits to the parks--
and expanded fees for 1994, but they will still cover especially for the elderly and the poor--far exceed
only a smaiD portion of the direct service costs. For the government costs. Visits should be encouraged,
example, in !994, the National Park Service will not discouraged by increasing fees.
spend an estim-ed $230 million on visitor services
and will recover less than $90 million in fees. With additional increases, however, taxpayers
Requiring land management agencies to charge fees would not have to bear the costs of police protec-
to cover these direct costs would shift the cost bur- tion and other services that benefit only the users.
den to the beneficiaries of the services and would The overcrowding that is now a problem at many
improve pricing of public land use. Such fees parks could be alleviated by an appropriate fee
would lower net federal costs by $140 million in structure. And visits by the poor and the elderly
1995 and by $720 million over five years. could be encouraged by free-access days or the

cross-subsidization of urban parks, by which fees
Arguments against additional increases in fees collected at some parks would be used to offset the

reflect the view that the national parks and public costs of maintaining others that have lower charges
lands are a vital and accessible part of our national or none at all.
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ENT-03 CHANGE REVENUE-SHARING FORMULA FROM A GROSS-RECEIPT
TO A NET-RECEIPT BASIS FOR COMMERCIAL ACIWViTIES ON FEDERAL LANDS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 170 180 180 190 200 920

Outlays 130 180 180 190 200 880

The federal government owns nearly 650 million affected by spotted owl protections and the Oregon
acres of public lands--nearly one-third of the U.S. and California grant lands-payments to states and
land mass. These public lands contain a rich supply counties are made on the basis of an average of
of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources: payments made in the past.
timber, coal, forage for livestock, oil and natural
gas, and many nonfuel minerals. Private interests Federal savings would be substantial if the
are given access to much of the federal land to Congress required these agencies to deduct their full
develop its resources. Generally, private parties pay program costs from their gross receipts before pay-
fees to the federal government based on the com- ing the states. The regional jurisdictions would
mercial returns realized. In many cases, the federal continue to receive the same allotted percentage of
government allots a percentage of those receipts to net federal receipts and would accrue receipt shares
the states and counties containing the resources, as totaling about $600 million in 1995.
compensation for tax revenues they did not receive
from the federal lands within their boundaries. Certain federal costs could increase, however,

under the federal Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILT)
The federal government typically calculates the program, which was established in 1976 to offset

allotments to states and counties on a gross-receipt the effects of nontaxable federal lands on the bud-
basis before taking account of its program costs. gets of local governments. These PILT payments to
This practice has an important disadvantage: provid- the states are partially reduced by the amount of
ing federal receipts-sharing on a gross rather than a revenue-sharing payments from federal agencies.
net basis sometimes causes the federal government's Payments under the PILT program would increase if
program costs to exceed its share of receipts. net program receipts were shared and the Congress

appropriated such an increase. These additional
In most cases, the U.S. Forest Service is re- payments have been netted out of the projected

quired to allot 25 percent of its gross receipts from savings. Changing the revenue-sharing formula
commercial activities in the national forests to the from a gross-receipt to a net-receipt basis would
respective states and counties. The Department of reduce net federal outlays by $880 billion over the
the Interior allots 4 percent of its timber receipts, an 1995-1999 period.
average of 18 percent of its grazing fees, and 4
percent of its mining fees from "common variety" Changing the revenue-sharing formula to a net-
materials to the states; the Department of the Inte- receipt basis would, in all probability, have a nega-
rior, specifically the Minerals Management Service tive impact on the economies of the respective
(MMS), allots 50 percent of its adjusted onshore oil, states and counties. A significant source of revenue
gas, and other mineral receipts to the states. (The for some states and counties would be reduced.
MMS deducts 50 percent of its administrative costs That reduction in revenues might lead to serious
from the gross-receipt calculation before distributing cuts in state and county spending. To help alleviate
those payments. In effect, the states share 25 per- that hardship, the federal agencies could switch
cent of the burden of these administrative costs.) gradually to the net-receipt basis over a period of
On certain federal lands--specifically national forests several years.
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ENT-04 INDEX NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL FEES FOR INFLATION

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 15 35 50 70 85 255

Electric utilities pay one mill (one-tenth of a cent) indexing equitably allocates the costs between pres-
into the Nuclear Waste Fund for each kilowatt-hour ent and future operators of nuclear power plants. A
of electricity sold from a nuclear power plant. The June 1990 study by the General Accounting Office
fund finances the development of storage and per- argued that historically plausible inflation and real
manent disposal facilities for high-level radioactive interest rates (4 percent and 3 percent, respectively)
wastes; the first permanent repository is projected to could produce a present-value shortfall of $2.4
open in 2010. The fee has remained constant since billion in 1988 dollars--roughly 10 percent of total
its inception in 1983, although the price level (mea- system costs--if the fee remains fixed.
sured by the gross domestic product deflator) has
risen over 40 percent since then. Based on current Against automatic indexing, the Energy Depart-
CBO projections, indexing the fee for inflation ment argued in a November 1990 report that its
would raise $2.55 million over five years. revenue estimates show the fund roughly in balance;

that given present levels of uncertainty, the fund
The primary arguments in favor of this proposal may in fact be collecting too much money; and that

are that the current fee may be insufficient to fi- occasional "step" adjustments in the fee, introduced
nance the necessary disposal facilities, especially as new information is acquired, would be a better
because inflation has eroded its value; and that way to avoid problems of under- or overfunding.
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ENT-05 CHARGE ROYALTIES FOR HARDROCK MINING ON FEDERAL LANDS

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 0 70 70 70 70 280

The General Mining Law of 1872 governs access to Estimates place the value of hardrock mining
hardrock minerals--gold, silver, uranium, copper, production on federal lands at more than $1.2 bil-
molybdenum, and most other metals--within the lion a year, if new patents continue to be issued.
boundaries of public lands. For fiscal years 1994 CBO estimates that an 8 percent royalty would yield
through 1998, any holder of more than 10 unpa- additional receipts to the federal treasury of $70
tented mining claims must pay a maintenance fee of million a year, beginning in fiscal year 1996.
$100 a claim. In addition, all claimholders must
pay a $25 location fee when recording a location It is difficult to estimate royalty receipts because
notice for an unpatented claim. For fiscal years it is uncertain how the imposition of fees would
1999 and beyond, a claimant does not have to pay a affect hardrock mining on federal lands. In order to
holding fee but must spend at least $100 a year on prepare these estimates, CBO assumes that some
development for each claim. Currently, the federal claims would be relinquished and some production
government collects no royalties for the production on federal lands would be cut back, at least in the
of hardrock minerals on federal lands. short run.

Once minerals are determined to be economi- Those in favor of mining law reform--primarily
cally recoverable, the claimholder may apply to buy the environmental community--argue that because
(patent) the claim by paying the federal government the current fees for maintaining a claim on public
$2.50 or $5 per acre, depending on the type of land are nominal, too much land is tied up in min-
claim, plus a small application fee. ing. They say that although the principle of free

access may have been effective in encouraging the
Legislation to reform the Mining Law of 1872 settlement of the West and the production of vital

has been introduced in the Congress for at least the minerals, free access is no longer necessary to en-
last three sessions. Most recently, in the 103rd sure development. Also, they argue that royalties
Congress, the House of Representatives approved will compensate the federal government for the use
H.R. 322. The Senate had already approved a min- of public lands and for extraction of minerals from
ing reform bill--S. 775. Both are aimed at reform- them.
ing the hardrock mining system to bring it into line
with the leasing system currently used for exploring Proponents of mining reform further argue that
and developing oil and gas on federal lands. Under charging a price for the use of federal lands and
the proposed laws, mining operators on public lands their resources will encourage the mining industry
would have to share the profits of mineral produc- to focus on those lands most likely to yield profit-
tion with the federal government by paying a able returns. This will free land for other public
royalty based on the value of minerals produced. In purposes, such as recreation and wilderness conser-
addition, the House proposal contains a moratorium vation. In addition, a portion of the receipts from
on patenting, thus thwarting mining operators who royalties could be dedicated to the reclamation of
try to escape royalties by buying the land. land after mining has been completed.
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Opponents of mining law reform-primarily the market, mining operators would be unable to pass
mining industry-argue that in the absence of free along most of the royalty and holding fee costs to
access, exploration for hardrock minerals, particu- consumers. Thus, some mines would shut down
larly by small miners, would decline. They also and set off ripple effects throughout their regions.
argue that royalties, by increasing costs to an indus-
try that is already operating close to the margin of Finally, those who are opposed to reform con-
profitability, would lower development of minerals tend that developing a system to collect fees and
and adversely affect regional economies. Since monitor mining activities more closely would be ex-
many mineral prices are determined on a world pensive to administer.
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ENT-06 REDUCE DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS TO FARMERS PARTICIPATING IN
USDA COMMODITY PROGRAMS BY LOWERING TARGET PRICES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 400 1,250 2,200 3,150 4,050 11,050

Outlays 400 1,250 2,200 3,150 4,050 11,050

Farmers who participate in federal commodity pro- government program benefits, in making their pro-
grams--those who produce corn and other feed duction decisions. Market prices are better guides
grains, wheat, rice, or cotton--receive a deficiency to efficient resource use than government program
payment, which is the primary form of direct gov- benefits.
ernment subsidy to growers. The size of the defi-
ciency payment is calculated in part from the differ- Lower target prices would reduce farm income
ence between the market price of a crop and a tar- by reducing direct government payments. Farm
get price. (Table 8 shows the target prices set by income would not fall as much as government out-
current law through the 1995 crop year. The Con- lays because some farmers would choose not to
gressional Budget Office baseline assumes that participate in the commodity programs. Although
target prices are maintained at these levels for the these farmers would give up all of their government
1996-1998 crop years.) payments, they would not be required to idle part of

their acreage and thus would generate income from
Budgetary savings could be achieved by reduc- additional production. And if grain production

ing target prices in the years after 1994. The increases, livestock producers might benefit from
greater the rate of reduction, the greater would be lower feed costs.
the savings. One alternative would be to reduce
target prices by 3 percent per year starting with the Despite an improved outlook for agricultural
1995 crops (see Table 5). Outlay savings would be markets, many farmers are still facing financial
an estimated $11 billion over the 1995-1999 period. difficulties. In some cases, financial problems were

heightened by droughts or floods in recent years.
An advantage of reducing target prices is that Further reductions in target prices would intensify

such a reduction would increase the degree to which these difficulties.
farmers respond to market prices, rather than to
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Table&
Targt Crop Priem Uader CO BaselUe Asm ptlom md Unir
3 Percent Anomal Reductioms (By crop year)

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

CBO Baseline Assumptions

Wheat 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Corn 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75
Rice 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71
Cotton 0.729 0.729 0.729 0.729 0.729 0.729

3 Percent Annual Reductions

Wheat 4.00 3.88 3.76 3.65 3.54 3.43
Corn 2.75 2.67 2.59 2.51 2.43 2.36
Rice 10.71 10.39 10.08 9.77 9.48 9.20
Cotton 0.729 0.707 0.686 0.665 0.645 0.626

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: Wheat and corn in dollars per bushel; rice in dollars per hundredweight; cotton in dollars per pound.
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ENT-07 EUIMINATE THE 0/92 AND 50/92 PROGRAMS FOR PARTICIPANTS IN
USDA COMMODITY PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 100 230 300 340 370 1,340

Outlays 100 230 300 340 370 1,340

Current law allows participants in U.S. Department ported crop, is voluntary and unpaid. Producers
of Agriculture (USDA) price and income support must participate, however, to receive deficiency
programs to receive 85 percent of their deficiency payments and other program benefits.
payments, even though they may plant as little as
50 percent of their eligible acreage in the program Eliminating these programs (and maintaining
crop (the 50/85 program available to cotton and rice production at a given level by increasing the acre-
producers), or even though they do not plant any of age reduction programs) would in effect substitute
the program crop (the 0/85 program available for unpaid acreage reduction for paid acreage reduction.
wheat and feed grain producers). Recent legislation The Secretary of Agriculture has considerable dis-
reduced the payment to 85 percent from 92 percent. cretion to increase unpaid acreage reduction require-
Participants who are prevented from planting by ments under the current outlook for program com-
natural conditions can still receive 92 percent of modities, and proponents of this option would argue
their deficiency payments--the same as allowed that there is no need to pay farmers to cut acreage.
during earlier crop years. Producers must leave the The 0/92 and 50/92 programs were introduced at a
land idie or, under certain conditions, may plant time when unpaid acreage reduction requirements
minor oilseeds such as sunflower, flaxseed, and were high, and the Secretary had little discretion to
canola. This option would eliminate these pro- increase them.
grams. Producers would have to plant the program
crop to receive deficiency payments. In the 1992 Those who are against eliminating these pro-
crop year, about 10 million acres that went un- grams would argue that such a move would consti-
planted in the program crops received payments tute "recoupling" program benefits with planting
under the 0/92 or 50/92 programs. decisions, encouraging farmers to plant some land

that might better be left idle from the perspective of
Eliminating these programs would save $1.34 market returns alone. Others would point out that

billion over the 1995-1999 period. This estimate these programs are a safety net for farmers who
assumes that the Secretary of Agriculture would cannot plant their program crops because of poor
increase the acreage reduction program requirement weather conditions during planting time. Sign-up
for each supported crop if it was anticipated that periods for the 0/92 and 50/92 programs extend well
eliminating the 0/92 and 50/92 programs would past normal planting times. Other forms of disaster
increase plantings. Participation in the acreage assistance may be more appropriate in these cases,
reduction prcgram, under which producers agree not however.
to plant a portion of their eligible land in the sup-
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ENT-08 RAISE THE PROPORTION OF EACH FARMER'S BASE ACREAGE INELIGIBL.E
FOR DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS FROM 15 PERCENT TO 25 PERCENT

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 360 790 880 930 980 3,940

Outlays 360 790 880 930 980 3,940

Outlays of the Commodity Credit Corporation could deficiency payments from 85 percent to 75 percent
be reduced by cutting the number of acres eligible of base acreage. Producers would be permitted to
for deficiency payments. This option could save plant any program crop or oilseed on this additional
$360 million in 1995 and $3.9 billion in the 1995- unpaid acreage without losing eligibility for future
1999 period, program benefits. These changes would be intro-

duced to reduce program spending and to increase
Currently, wheat, feed grains, cotton, and rice the flexibility that farmers have in making planting

producers who participate in commodity programs decisions in response to the needs of the market
receive a deficiency payment. The size of the defi- rather than the rules of the farm programs.
ciency payment is generally equal to the difference
between the target price for the commodity and its A disadvantage of this option is that it would
market price times the program yield assigned to the decrease farm income for most participants in com-
farm, times "payment acres." Payment acres equal modity programs and for people raising crops that
85 percent of the farm's crop acreage base, less land do not directly receive federal support. Program
idled to comply with the acreage reduction program participants would shift some production away from
that is in effect for the crop during that crop year. program crops on land no longer earning subsidies

and toward alternative crops. As a result of these
This option would expand the changes made in changing production patterns, the incomes of grow-

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 by ers of nonprogram crops would be hurt by the new
decreasing the amount of land eligible to receive competition.
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ENT-09 RESTRICT ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS FROM PRICE SUPPORT PROGRAMS
AND REDUCE THE PAYMENT LIMITATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Limit Payments to $50,000 per Person

Budget Authority 60 140 150 160 160 670

Outlays 60 140 150 160 160 670

Limit Payments to $40,000 per Person

Budget Authority 120 260 290 300 310 1,280

Outlays 120 260 290 300 310 1,280

Disqualify People Whose Adjusted Grows Income Exceeds $100,000

Budget Authority 30 60 70 70 70 300

Outlays 30 60 70 70 70 300

Disqualify People Whose Gross Revenue from Commodity Sales Exceeds $500,000

Budget Authority 60 140 150 160 160 670

Outlays 60 140 150 160 160 670

Current law limits participants in crop price support period. Outlays could be cut further by reducing
programs to no more than $100,000 in deficiency the maximum direct payment from $50,000 to
payment benefits from the Commodity Credit Cor- $40,000, with estimated savings totaling $1.28 bil-
poration during any crop year. The maximum in lion over the 1995-1999 period.
deficiency payments that can be received is $50,000
for an individual, plus $25,000 for a shareholder in Eligibility for payments could also be limited on
a maximum of two corporate farms (each of which the basis of income or gross sales. Disqualifying
is entitled to a maximum payment of $50,000). The people with adjusted gross income from all sources
maximum of $100,000 can be achieved only by over $100,000 would save an estimated $300 mil-
people who are actively engaged in the operations lion over the five-year period. Disqualifying people
of relatively large farms and who have organized with gross revenues from commodity sales over
their farm businesses to maximize government pay- $500,000 would save an estimated $670 million
ments. over the period.

Government costs could be reduced by allowing Support for these changes is based on the belief
each farm operator to receive only the individual that current payment limits are too high. If reduc-
payment and eliminating the two corporate farm tions in program spending are required,, they should
payments. This option would reduce spending by come from relatively large farming operations rather
an estimated $670 million during the 1995-1999 than relatively small ones. In addition, reducing the
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limit on direct government payments would reduce price subsidies are reduced for producers in fore., A
their influence on the production decisions of opera- countries, increasing the exposure of the most effi-
tors of large farms, causing them to be more respon- cient U.S. farmers to market forces could hurt long-
sive to market returns. Operators of smaller farms, term prospects for the farm sector. Finally, the
who are more likely to need government assistance, ability of farmers to reorganize their holdings to
would continue to receive program benefits. avoid the payment limitations increases the uncer-

tainty of the estimated budgetary savings as well as
This change could harm relatively efficient-sized the effect on farmers.

farm operations. In addition, until operating and
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ENT-10 REDUCE LOAN GUARANTEES MADE UNDER THE USDA'S EXPORT CREDIT PROGRAMS
AND ELIMINATE LOANS TO HIGH-RISK BORROWERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority -660 470 440 440 450 1,140

Outlays -660 470 440 440 450 1,140

The U.S. government guarantees short- and interme- on outstanding debts. In September 1993, the
diate-term loans made by commercial banks to United States and Russia agreed to reschedule pay-
finance foreign purchases of U.S. agricultural com- ments that were due in 1993. If the new deadlines
modities and products. Legislation requires that a are met and other payments are made on schedule,
minimum of $5.5 billion in loan guarantees be made Russia would be eligible for new credit guarantees
annually, although actual levels of guarantees have in 1994.) This change would reduce outlays by
been lower. There is no limit on the total amount more than $1.1 billion over the 1995-1999 period.
of guarantees, but there is a requirement that bor-
rowers be creditworthy. The purpose of these pro- Proponents of reducing guarantees of credit
grams is to encourage exports of U.S. goods. would argue that they are overused and potentially
Credit terms, in addition to price, are an important extremely costly. The benefits of the first several
element of competition in world markets. billion dollars in guarantees--in terms of export

promotion--may be substantial, but the net benefit
When a foreign buyer misses a loan payment, diminishes, particularly since the additional guaran-

the bank making the original loan submits a claim tees are extended to countries that are at high risk
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The USDA of default.
reimburses the bank, takes over the loan, and at-
tempts collection. The U.S. government guarantees Opponents of reducing credit guarantees argue
98 percent of the principal of the loan, except loans that they are vital in retaining the U.S. share of
to the former Soviet Union. In these loans, the competitive world markets. Opponents also argue
government has guaranteed 100 percent of the prin- that these guarantees are an important part of neces-
cipal. sary aid to the republics of the former Soviet Union;

the CBO baseline assumes that they receive $1.2
This option would limit annual guarantees to billion in guaranteed credit during 1995. (Some

$3.6 billion-about $1 billion less than assumed in supporters of more aid to these states, however,
the baseline. The estimate of savings assumes that would prefer that they be given grain, rather than
the entire reduction would derive from lowering the sold it with money loaned at high risk of default.)
value of loan guarantees for sales to the former In addition, some wheat and corn producers believe
Soviet Union, which is now considered to be the that total exports and the prices that they receive for
world's most risky borrower receiving guarantees. their crops would be substantially lower without
kin 1993, Russia became ineligible for additional these credits.
credit guarantees when it failed to meet obligations
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ENT- II ELIMINATE THE EXPORT ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 390 950 940 940 940 4,160

Outlays 390 950 940 940 940 4,160

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) subsi- gram would save nearly $4.2 billion during this
dizes the export of agricultural commodities through period.
the Export Enhancement Program (EEP). U.S.
exporters participating in the EEP negotiate directly On the one hand, the EEP (which the United
with buyers in a targeted country, then submit bids States uses to compete with the subsidy programs of
to the USDA for cash bonuses. The bids include other countries) may help to increase U.S. exports
the sale price, tentatively agreed to with the buyer, or maintain market share. On the other, it is not
and the amount of the subsidy or bonus requested clear how effective the program has been in this
by the exporter. regard. Moreover, some critics argue that the EEP

has depressed world commodity prices, thereby
Since its inception in 1985, $5.8 billion in EEP penalizing competitors who do not subsidize their

bonus payments have been made, mostly to assist exports. In addition, if provisions recently negoti-
wheat exports. The CBO baseline assumes that $5 ated under the Uruguay Round of the General
billion in additional subsidy payments will be made Agreement on Tariffs and Trade were enacted, they
during the 1995-1999 period. Eliminating the pro- would limit the use of the program in the future.
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ENT-12 ELIMINATE THE MARKET PROMOTION PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 60 110 110 110 110 500

Outlays 60 110 110 110 110 500

The Market Promotion Program (MPP) was autho- An argument for eliminating MPP funding is
rized under the 1990 Food, Agriculture, Conserva- that the assisted groups benefit directly from the
tion, and Trade Act to assist U.S. agricultural ex- market development activities and thus should bear
porters, particularly when they face unfair trading the full costs. The practice of subsidizing brand-
practices abroad. Payments are made to offset name advertising by private firms in particular has
partially the costs of market building and commod- come under fire. In addition, marketing funds are
ity promotion undertaken by state-related, private provided through other Department of Agriculture
nonprofit, and private profit-making firms. The activities, such as the Cooperator Program of the
MPP continues the Targeted Export Program, which Foreign Agricultural Service. Activities promoting
was aimed mainly at specialty crops such as fruits exports of nonagricultural goods do not receive
and nuts, but has also targeted wine, plywood, to- similar support. Therefore, why should agribusiness
bacco, feed grains, meat, eggs, and several other be singled out for this type of federal aid?
agricultural products for promotion. The current
Congressional Budget Office baseline assumes that Eliminating the MPP could place U.S. exporters
$ 10 million would be obligated annually for the at a disadvantage in international markets. Those
program in the 1995-1999 period. Eliminating this concerned about U.S. exports of high-valued agri-
program would reduce outlays by $500 million over cultural products consider the program a useful tool
the next five years. for developing markets for these products.
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ENT-13 REDUCE COSTS FOR THE DAIRY PRICE SUPPORT PROGRAM
BY INCREASING PRODUCER CONTRIBUTIONS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 60 190 280 340 330 1,200

Outlays 60 190 280 340 330 1,200

The incomes of dairy producers are protected and This method of reducing dairy program costs
increased through the purchase of storable dairy would be straightforward and relatively easy to
products by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's administer. Many dairy producers favor this ap-
(USDA's) dairy price support program. Their in- proach to cutting program costs over such altema-
comes are further supported by marketing orders, tives as reductions in federal price supports. A cut
which set minimum prices for milk designated for in the price support level for milk would cause a
various uses. The dairy industry is also protected drop in the price that both consumers and the gov-
from foreign competition by quotas on imports of emiment pay for milk and milk products. Govern-
dairy products. ment purchases account for a relatively small por-

tion of the total dairy market. Thus, in order to
Consumers may benefit because the dairy price generate a significant amount of savings, the price

support program helps to stabilize prices of milk cut would have to be relatively large. By contrast,
and milk products. Some needy families, schools, an assessment would apply to the marketing of all
and other institutions gain through the free distribu- milk. Therefore, a relatively small assessment
tion of dairy products that are purchased by the would generate significant savings. As a result, the
USDA. The program raises the prices of dairy income of dairy farmers would be reduced less by
products, however, and thus consumer costs, above the assessment than by a cut in support prices gen-
the levels they would reach without government erating similar budgetary savings.
intervention.

Raising these assessments, however, would
One method of reducing the costs of dairy pro- reduce the net incomes of dairy farmers. Further-

grams would be to increase the assessments levied more, the dairy industry would be paying part of the
on dairy farmers' production. During calendar year costs of federal government purchases of dairy
1991, farmers were assessed $0.05 per hundred- products, much of which are used in domestic food
weight. By law, this assessment rose to $0.1125 per assistance programs. Some would argue that this
hundredweight in January 1992. Increasing assess- assistance should be paid for by the taxpayer rather
ments to $0.25 per hundredweight starting in Janu- than the dairy industry.
ary 1995 would save an estimated $1.2 billion over
the 1995-1999 period.
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ENT-14 END THE FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM AND REPLACE IT
WITH STANDING AUTHORITY FOR DISASTER ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 750 360 340 310 320 2,080

Outlays 270 380 360 330 320 1,660

The federal government has offered crop insurance counties with actual average harvested yields below
through the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation 65 percent of the county's normal yield. Once a
(FCIC) to farmers for many years to protect them county was declared eligible, individual farmers
against losses caused by natural disasters. This would receive disaster payments for any shortfall in
insurance is heavily subsidized. The government their own harvested yield below 60 percent of that
pays all administrative costs, subsidizes farmers' county's normal yield.
premium payments, and covers losses in excess of
premiums. Even with this program in place, the Such a program structure would reduce expected
government in recent years has reacted to crop federal outlays, compared with the current crop
shortfalls caused by drought and other natural fac- insurance program, primarily because it would pro-
tors by providing cash or in-kind disaster assistance. vide benefits only in the case o. substantial losses,
The Congress has enacted legislation providing such and then only if the county, rather than just the
assistance in most years since 1986. individual, suffered significant losses as well. The

program could be designed to save more or less
Participation in the federal crop insurance pro- with stricter or more lenient eligibility rules. A

gram has grown in the past few years, but it still disadvantage of this option is that individual pro-
covers less than half of the nation's eligible acres. ducers who use the current crop insurance program
Consistently low participation rates have, in part, to control the risks they face in farming would no
encouraged enactment of the laws providing disaster longer have that option.
assistance because so many farmers had no other
protection. Some farmers may not have participated The figures in the table contain both mandatory
in the insurance program because they believed they spending and discretionary savings. The crop insur-
would be covered by disaster assistance. And in ance fund, which makes payments to satisfy
fact, outlays for disaster assistance exceeded indem- farmers' crop loss claims, is categorized as man-
nity payments under the crop insurance program datory spending. The administrative expenses of
during the 1980s. Between 1981 and 1991, the the crop insurance program are categorized as dis-
federal government paid $8.6 billion for ad hoc cretionary spending because they are controlled by
disaster assistance and $2.6 billion for FCIC net annual appropriations.
indemnity payments.

The estimates of savings under this option as-
This option would end federally subsidized crop sume that the crop insurance program ends with the

insurance offered through the FCIC and replace it 1994 crops. Savings from eliminating the crop
with federal disaster assistance, thereby saving insurance program are partly offset by the cost of
$1.66 billion over the 1995-1999 period. Under this disaster assistance, which is estimated at $300 mil-
program, the Commodity Credit Corporation would lion per crop year.
make disaster payments to producers operating in
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ENT-15 REFORM MILK MARKETING ORDERS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 90 190 230 190 100 800

Outlays 90 190 230 190 100 800

tMinimum prices paid by processors and handlers for Local production, even in areas where production
most milk produced in the United States are regu- costs are high, is encouraged by the classified pric-
lated by federal milk marketing orders that evolved ing system to ensure adequate supplies at reasonable
from legislation first enacted in the 1930s. The prices.
intended effect of these regulated prices is to in-
crease returns to dairy farmers and stabilize supplies Conditions have changed since the government
and prices of milk for fluid use. introduced marketing orders. Now, with improve-

ments in road systems and refrigerated transporta-
The milk marketing orders and the milk price tion and changes in production technologies and

support program of the Department of Agriculture consumption patterns, many analysts believe that
(USDA) are interrelated. The price support program regulated markets are no longer needed. Further-
provides a floor for prices of manufacturing-grade more, using technology to reconstitute fluid milk-
milk by buying milk products (cheese, butter, and now discourag;ti by the regulated pricing system--
nonfat dry milk) if their prices fall below specified would cut transport costs dramatically. Production
support levels. Marketing orders set minimum would locate in the more efficient areas. This
prices that must be paid for milk for fluid use, would lower milk prices for consumers. Greater
based on the manufacturing-grade price plus differ- variation in consumer prices might result, although
entials that are unique to each of the nearly 40 fluid milk makes up a much smaller proportion of
regional orders. the food budget now than in the past. And benefits

originally attributed to more stable prices would be
This option would eliminate these pricing regu- less than at the time these regulated prices were first

lations. The average price received by dairy farm- imposed.
ers would decline as a result, reducing their incomes
and causing shifts in the pattern of production and This option would leave intact the USDA's milk
processing throughout the country. price support program but would reduce its outlays

by about $800 million over the 1995-1999 period.
Proponents of deregulating the prices of milk Spending would fall because eliminating pricing

claim that original rationales for regulating prices-- regulations would cut average prices received by
apart from increasing producers' incomes--no longer farmers, which would discourage milk production
justify federal intervention in the market for milk. and reduce government purchases of dairy products.
The regulations were introduced when long-distance USDA's price support program would continue to
transportation of milk was prohibitively expensive, protect incomes of dairy producers, but at lower
At that time, moving milk from one area to dampen levels than under current law.
price swings in other areas was often impossible.
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ENT-16 INCREASE FCC USER FEES

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 105 110 115 120 125 575

Increasing the level of fees charged by the Federal the level of fees on the basis of the equivalent of
Communications Commission to holders of FCC full-time employees rendering service. The level
licenses could increase receipts by $105 million in would be adjusted for such factors as coverage of
1995 and by $575 million for 1995 through 1999. license holders' service areas and whether a license
The Congress passed legislation in the Omnibus provides for shared or exclusive use. Fees could be
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 that established set high enough to equal the funds appropriated for
new fees for certain types of licenses and increased FCC activities.
fees on others. These increases are expected to
raise approximately $60 million in 1994 and $95 Those who argue against increasing FCC fees
million in 1995. The fees, however, are earmarked hold that such increases would drive marginal oper-
for specific regulatory costs and do not cover all ators out of business. Low-power AM radio sta-
regulatory activities or agency overhead. tions, for example, often maintain very small profit

margins. A significant increase in the license fee of
Those who favor increasing licensing fees argue such a small operator could be sufficient to force

that the fees would cover the full cost of the ser- the station to close. This difficulty could be over-
vices that the FCC provides to license holders. come by linking fee increases to station coverage
These services include regulation, enforcement, area or broadcast power. Moreover, this problem is
rulemaking, and international and informational less significant to license holders outside the broad-
activities. A recent legislative proposal would set casting industry.
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ENT-17 CHARGE A USER FEE ON COMMODITY FUTURES
AND OPTIONS CONTRACT TRANSACTIONS

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CEO Baseline 45 60 65 70 70 310

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission The main arguments in favor of the fee are
(CFTC) administers the amended Commodity Ex- based on the principle that users of government
change Act of 1936. The purpose of the CFTC is services should pay for those services. Those en-
to allow markets to operate more efficiently by gaging in transactions that the CFTC regulates are
ensuring the integrity of futures markets and pro- seen as the primary beneficiaries of the agency's
tecting participants against abusive and fraudulent operations and therefore users who should pay a fee.
trade practices. A fee on transactions overseen by Furthermore, the principle of charging such a fee
the CFTC could cover the agency's costs of opera- has already been established by the SEC. Consider-
tion. Such a fee would be similar to one now im- ations of equity and fairness suggest that not charg-
posed on securities exchanges to cover the cost of ing a comparable fee to support CFTC operations
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). could give futures traders an unfair advantage over

securities traders.
The Administration's budget for 1994 proposed

a transactions fee, set at 14 cents per "round turn Those who argue against the fee say that such
transaction." Such a fee, if imposed in 1995, could charges tend to generate evasion on the part of
generate revenues of $310 million over the 1995- people who would be subject to them. Users might
1999 period, which should be sufficient to cover the try to avoid fees by limiting or shifting transactions
CFTC's operating expenses during that period. As to activities that are exempt from charges, which
proposed, the legislation to establish the fee would could conceivably cause market participants to
require the exchanges to remit it four times a year, desert U.S. exchanges for foreign ones. The effect
based on wading volume during the previous quar- of such actions could substantially lower the reve-
ter. The CFTC would collect the fee and deposit it nue from the fee and, of more concern, lower the
as an offsetting receipt to the general fund of the benefits that futures transactions provide to the
Treasury. economy.
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ENT-18 GRANT THE GOVERNMENT AN OPTION TO BUY SHARES OF DEPOSITORY
INSTITUTIONS THAT CONVERT FROM MUTUAL TO STOCK FORM

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 65 65 60 60 60 310

When a mutual savings bank or savings and loan vision recently placed such a moratorium on thrifts
converts to a corporation that issues stock, initial it oversees.
recipients of the stock obtain claims to the existing
equity in the institution. Subsequenly, they reap a Depositors and managers, however, may say
windfall as a result of the stock's price appreciation. that they are the rightful owners of any proceeds
Over the past two years, a record number of mutual from conversion; depositors because they "own" the
institutions have taken advantage of favorable stock mutual, and managers because they helped create
market conditions by going public and cot "ng the surplus. Moreover, it may be viewed as unfair
their embedded value into windfall gains fe, iyers to assess these institutions more than other institu-
of the stock. Typically, stock prices have risen by tions that also have gains attributable to deposit
an average of 30 percent after the offering. Man- insurance. Conversions are desirable because they
agement has been the major beneficiary of these raise additional capital and subject institutions to
gains. An argument can be made that the federal greater market discipline. By reducing the windfall
government, by promising to protect insured deposi- to depositors and managers, this option could dimin-
tors, has helped create this embedded value and that ish incentives for thrifts to convert from mutual to
the deposit insurance funds should therefore also stock ownership, thus reducing the number and
benefit from the conversion of thrifts from mutual value of conversions that otherwise would have
to stock ownership. occurred.

In recent conversions, an average of 13 percent Under this proposal, the proceeds that the gov-
of offerings were given to directors and corporate emient makes from exercising its option would be
officers in the form of free stock and stock dis- deposited into the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF) or
counts. This 13 percent does not include the gener- Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAW), de-
ous salary increases and retirement plans that usu- pending upon which insurance fund covered the
ally accompany these transactions. The government converting institution. The SAW is far from being
could be granted an option to buy a similar percent- adequately capitalized and would benefit from any
age, perhaps up to 15 percent, of mutual conversion such conversion. The BIF is expected to reach its
stock at the offering price. The exercise of such an statutory capital goals in 1997. As a result, conver-
option for thrifts converting from mutual to stock sion proceeds from BIF-insured institutions would
ownership would have made the government about simply reduce insurance premium rates and would
$60 million richer during the first three quarters of not result in additional baseline savings for 1997
1993. Assuming that the average volume and price and beyond. Savings from this option would not be
appreciation of stock offeiings that prevailed from counted in meeting the requirements of the Budget
the beginning of 1992 through the third quarter of Enforcement Act (BEA) because the funding to
1993 will continue, the government could expect to meet current deposit insurance commitments is
gain about $65 million a year by exercising such an excluded from those requirements. Under BEA
option. This option would require a moratorium on scoring rules, if the savings were used for other
all merger conversions (a form of conversion that purposes, they would not be counted toward reduc-
bypasses these stock offerings), with the exception ing the budget because they would represent the
of assisted transactions. The Office of Thrift Super- proceeds from asset sales.
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ENT-19 ESTABLISH CHARGES FOR AIRPORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING SLOTS

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 300 300 300 300 300 1,500

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has The main argument in favor of establishing
established capacity controls at four airports: charges for slots is that since the slots reflect the
Kennedy International and La Guardia in New right to use scarce public airspace, airports, and air
York; O'Hare International in Chicago; and Wash- traffic control capacity, private firms and individuals
ington National in the District of Columbia. This should not receive all the benefits of this scarcity.
proposal would charge fees for takeoff and landing They should share it instead with the public owners
rights at these airports on a permanent basis with a of these rights. Further, the charges would serve as
goal of $300 million in annual receipts. These incentives to put these scarce resources to their best
receipts could be generated by auctioning the slots use.
among the commercial airlines that use the airports.
Receipts could be greater if this option were ex- The main argument against this proposal is that
tended to other airports or if slots now reserved for the scarcity of slots at these airports arises princi-
commuter carriers and general aviation were also pally from a lack of land and runway space; the
included in the auction. fees are not intended to provide increased capacity.

Further, if the current prices paid by airlines in the
Takeoff and landing slots were instituted in private sale of slots already accurately reflect their

1968 to control capacity and were allocated without value, this proposal might not produce a better
charge by the FAA. A total of about 3,600 air allocation of these scarce resources; only a redistri-
carrier slots exist, with an additional 1,400 commu- bution of the benefits from their use between the
ter and general aviation slots at the four FAA-con- private sector and the public would result.
trolled airports. Airlines are currently allowed to
buy and sell slots among themselves, with the un- A further argument against carrying out the
derstanding that the FAA retains ultimate control proposal at this time is that new fees would worsen
and can withdraw the slots or otherwise change the the already bleak financial condition of the airline
rules on their use at any time. These slots have industry. The airlines have had to contend recently
value because the demand for flights at times ex- with both excess capacity and a decline in passenger
ceeds the capacity of the airports and the air traffic demand. In addition, aviation taxes were increased
control system. by 25 percent in fiscal year 1991.
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ENT-20 ESTABLISH USER FEES FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 700 1,450 1,550 1,600 1,700 7,000

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) man- Users would be charged according to the num-
ages the air traffic control (ATC) system, which ber of facilities they used on a flight and the mar-
serves commercial air carriers, military planes, and ginal costs of their usage at each facility. The vari-
such smaller users as air taxis and private planes. ous classes of users would be affected differently.
Services provided include air traffic cntrol towers Smaller users, such as general aviation users, would
that assist planes in takeoffs and landings, air route experience comparatively greater increases in the
traffic control centers that guide planes through the cost of flying than larger users, such as commercial
nation's airspace, and flight service stations that airlines.
assist smaller users. The FAA has more than
17,000 air traffic controllers as well as sophisticated Levying efficient fees presumably would oblige
software to perform these tasks. The total cost of users to moderate their demands. Small users who
operating, maintaining, and upgrading the ATC are required to pay these costs would cut back on
system was about $5.6 billion in 1993. their consumption of ATC servicez, freeing control-

lers for other tasks and increasing the overall capac-
Currently, one-half of FAA operations are fi- ity of the system. An additional benefit of efficient

nanced through annual appropriations from the fees is that, on the basis of user response, planners
general fund, whereas revenues from aviation excise can judge how much new capacity is needed and
taxes are used for a variety of purposes, such as where it should be located.
facilities and equipment, research, engineering and
development, and such non-ATC activities as airport The main argument against this option is that it
improvement, would raise the cost of ATC services. For commer-

cial air carriers, this could contribute to their already
If users paid the marginal costs that the ATC difficult financial circumstances. For general avia-

incurs on their behalf, the deficit would be reduced tion, it also could cause the demand for small air-
by about $700 million in 1995 and $7 billion over craft produced in the United States to decline.
the 1995-1999 period. This assumes that the new
charges would be levied in the middle of fiscal year
1995.
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ENT-21 IMPOSE USER FEES ON THE INLAND WATERWAY SYSTEM

Annual Added Receipts Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 590 610 630 650 660 3,140

CBO estimates that the Congress annually appropri- encourage more efficient use of existing waterways,
ates about $700 million for the natior'q system of reducing the need foi new construction to alleviate
inland waterways. Of this total, about $250 million congestion. Finally, user fees send market signals
is for operation and maintenance (O&M) and about that identify the additional projects likely to provide
$450 million is for construction. Current law al- the greatest net benefits to society.
lows up to 50 percent of inland waterway construc-
tion to be funded by revenues from the inland wa- The effects of user fees on efficiency would
terway fuel tax, a levy on the fuel consumed by depend in large measure on whether the fees were
barges using most segments of the Wnland waterway set at the same rate for all waterways or according
system. Revenues from the tax currently fund about to the cost of each segment. Since costs vary dra-
20 percent of federal outlays for inland waterway matically among the segments, systemwide fees
construction. All O&M expenditures are paid by would offer weaker incentives for cost-effective
general tax revenues. spending. In 1989, for example, O&M costs on the

inland waterways ranged from less than 50 cents per
Imposing user fees high enough to recover fully 1,000 ton-miles on the lower Mississippi River

both O&M and construction outlays for inland (between the Ohio River and Baton Rouge) to about
waterways would reduce the federal deficit by $590 $140 per 1,000 ton-miles on the Allegheny River.
million in 1995 and $3.1 billion during the 1995- A systemwide fee of $1.75 per 1,000 ton-miles
1999 period. The receipts could be considered tax would recover all O&M outlays but would do little
revenues, offsetting receipts, or offsetting collec- to ration use of the system. Fees set for specific
tions, depending on the form of the implementing segments, by contrast, could cause users to abandon
legislation. These estimates do not take into ac- some segments.
count any esulting reductions in income tax reve-
nues. One argument in favor of federal subsidies is

that they may promote regional economic develop-
The advantage of this option is the beneficial ment. Assessing user fees would limit this promo-

effect of user fees on efficiency. Reducing subsi- tional tool. Reducing inland waterway subsidies
dies to water transportation should improve resource would also I',wer the income of barge operators and
allocation by inducing shippers to choose the most grain producers in some regions, but these losses
efficient transportation route, rather than the most would be small in the context of overall regional
heavily subsidized one. Moreover, user fees would economies.
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ENT-22 REDUCE SUBSIDIES TO STUDENTS FOR STAFFORD LOANS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Require Students to Pay In-School Interest

Outlays 1,330 2,000 2,060 2,080 2,090 9,560

Raise the Loan Origination Fee

Outlays 250 330 320 320 310 1,530

The Federal Stafford Loan Program affords post- students to repay larger amounts than they do under
secondary students the opportunity to borrow funds current law. Charging interest on all new loans
to attend school. The Higher Education Amend- while borrowers are in school, but deferring actual
ments of 1992 created two programs within it--a payments until after they leave, would reduce fed-
"subsidized" program for students defined as having eral outlays by $9.6 billion between 1995 and 1999.
financial need, and an "unsubsidized" program for
students with greater financial resources. In the This measure would not cause cash flow prob-
subsidized program, the federal government incurs lems for students while they are in school because
interest costs on the students' loans while they are they would be allowed to defer interest payments
in school; in the unsubsidized program, students are during that period. Since the added costs would
responsible for these interest costs, although the generally occur only after leaving school--when
payments can be made after the students leave borrowers would be better able to afford them--most
school. students would still be able to continue their educa-

tions. The larger repayments that would result from
The government recoups part of the cost of the this change might, however, cause some students

program by collecting between 3 percent and 4 per- not to attend school or to limit their choices to
cent of the fare value of each loan as an "origina- lower-priced institutions.
tion fee." As a result of this fee, the federal gov-
ernment currently collects more funds from some Raise the Loan Origination Fee to 5 Percent.
students (for the most part, those who are in school Raising the loan origination fee to 5 percent (the
for only a short period of time or are in the unsubsi- level before the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
dized program) than it pays in subsidies for them. of 1993) would reduce federal subsidies by a total

of $1.5 billion during the next five years. It would,
Require Students to Pay In-School Interest. however, spread the lower subsidies over all bor-
Federal subsidies could be reduced by requiring rowers, including the poorest.
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ENT-23 REDUCE STAFFORD LOAN SPENDING BY INCLUDING HOME EQUITY
IN THE DETERMINATION OF FINANCIAL NEED

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 60 85 85 85 85 400

The Higher Education Act of 1992 eliminated house which most families with less than $50,000 in in-
and farm assets from consideration in determining a come are not asked to report any assets would also
family's ability to pay for postsecondary education, be lowered to its previous level of $15,000.
thereby making it easier for many students to obtain
federal Stafford loans. The Higher Education Act Outlays could be reduced by about $400 million
specifies formulas to calculate a family's need for during the 1995-1999 period by including house and
Stafford loans. The amount the family is expected farm equity and modifying the simplified need test.
to contribute is determined by what is essentially a Families whose houses appreciated during the 1980s
progressive tax formula. In effect, need analysis are now financially better off than they would have
"taxes" family incomes and assets--excluding house been if they had not owned a house then. More-
and farm equity--above amounts assumed to be over, not counting this equity gives families who
required for a basic standard of living, own a house an advantage over those who do not.

Under this option, house and farm equity would There is concern, however, that because in-
be included in the calculation of a family's need for creases in incomes have not kept pace with in-
financial aid for postsecondary education. House creases in housing prices for some families, they
and farm equity would be "taxed" at up to roughly may have difficulty repaying their mortgages if they
5.6 percent after a deduction for allowable assets borrow against the equity in their houses. In addi-
(see DOM-40 for related savings in the Federal Pell tion, having to value their assets would complicate
Grant Program). In addition, the threshold under the application process for many families.
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ENT-24 LIMIT THE GROWTH OF FOSTER CARE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
TO 10 PERCENT A YEAR

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 0 20 40 40 50 150

Outlays 0 20 40 40 50 150

The federal foster care program, authorized under During the 1980s, costs increased much more
Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, is an open- rapidly than caseloads. At some point in the past
ended entitlement program that provides federal decade, many states' administrative costs increased
matching funds to assist states in providing foster sharply. In about one-half of the states, the annual
care to children who meet certain eligibility require- increase in such costs per child exceeded 1,000
ments. In 1995, the program is expected to serve percent in at least one year, supporting the theory
about 255,000 children on average each month at a that much of the growth resulted from changes in
federal cost of $2.9 billion. Administration will states' methods for claiming funds rather than from
account for about 42 percent of that total. Each expanded services to children.
state administers its own program within the federal
mandates established in Title IV. The federal gov- It might not be advisable to slow the growth in
emiment reimburses states for one-half of certain federal funding to child welfare agencies now, how-
administrative costs, including those for determining ever, when these agencies are struggling to deal
eligibility, certain preplacement services, and child with reported increases in child abuse and neglect.
placement services, as well as for administrative If states responded to the restriction by cutting back
overhead, services, children in need of foster care could be

harmed. Limiting the percentage increase that each
Policymakers have been concerned about the state could receive would also lock in the current

rapidly escalating costs for administration in this differences in costs per child. In 1992, estimates of
program. Such costs increased from less than $50 average federal costs per child for Title IV-E ad-
million (in 1992 dollars) in 1981 to about $950 ministration ranged from less than $150 a month in
million in 1992. This option would limit annual three states to more than $500 a month in 10 states.
increases in payments to each state for administra-
tive costs to 10 percent a year, reducing federal
outlays by $150 million in the 1995-1999 period.
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ENT-25 REDUCE THE 50 PERCENT FLOOR ON THE FEDERAL SHARE OF MEDICAID,
AFDC, AND FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Medicaid Outlays 4,950 5,560 6,210 6,950 7,780 31,450

AFDC Outlays 700 720 740 770 790 3,720

Foster Care/Adoption
Assistance Outlays 210 290 310 340 380 1,530

Offsets in the Food
Stamp Program -130 -140 -140 -140 -150 -700

Total 5,730 6,430 7,120 7,920 8,800 36,000

The Medicaid program provides medical assistance 1995-1999 period; outlays for AFDC would be
to current or recent beneficiaries of the Aid to Fam- reduced by $700 million in 1995 and $3.7 billion
ilies with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, over the five-year period; and outlays for Foster
low-income people who receive Supplemental Secu- Care/Adoption Assistance would decline by $210
rity Income, and certain other low-income individu- million in 1995 and $1.5 billion over the five-year
als. The AFDC program provides cash assistance to period. The estimates assume, however, that states
low-income families in which one parent is absent would partially offset their higher costs by reducing
or incapacitated or in which the primary earner is benefits. Lowering AFDC payments would make
unemployed. The Foster Care and Adoption Assis- some families eligible for larger Food Stamp bene-
tance programs provide benefits and services to fits. Under this assumption, then, outlays for the
children in need. Food Stamp program would increase by $130 mil-

lion in 1995 and $700 million over the five-year
The federal government and the states jointly period.

pay for the Medicaid, AFDC, and Foster Care/
Adoption Assistance programs. The federal share of Proponents of this change argue that high-in-
the costs of these programs varies with a state's per come states that choose to be generous should bear
capita income. High-income states pay for a larger a larger share of the cost. If the floor were reduced
share of benefits than low-income states. By law, to 45 percent, federal contribution levels would be
the federal share can be no less than 50 percent and more directly related to the state's income, and nine
no more than 83 percent. The 50 percent federal of the 14 jurisdictions would still be paying less
floor currently applies to 14 jurisdictions: Alaska, than the formula alone would require. In January
California, Connecticut, Delaware, the District of 1993, 10 of the 14 jurisdictions affected by this
Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Massachu- proposal paid AFDC benefits that were at or above
setts, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New the median when states were ranked by size of
York, and Virginia. benefits (for a three-person family). The higher

benefit levels in these states mean that more fami-
Under this option, the 50 percent floor would be lies are eligible for AFDC and thus for Medicaid.

reduced to 45 percent, generating savings of about
$5.7 billion in 1995 and $36 billion through 1999. Opponents of the change stress that the higher
Federal savings for the Medicaid prograra would be incomes and benefit levels in the affected states in
$4.9 billion in 1995 and $31.4 billion over the part reflect higher costs of living. If this proposal
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were adopted, the affected states would have to or raising taxes. If states chose to compensate by
compensate for the lost federal grants by reducing reducing benefits, as the estimates assume, program
Medicaid, AFDC, and Foster Care/Adoption Assis- beneficiaries would be adversely affected.
tance benefits, lowering spending on other services,
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ENT-26 MANDATE STATE REGULATION OF GROWTH
IN THE NUMBER OF NURSING HOME BEDS

Annual Savings Cumulative

Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 35 75 120 170 225 625

Outlays 35 75 120 170 225 625

In 1993, nursing facility care absorbed about 60 If adding nursing home beds increases the num-
percent of Medicaid long term care spending. The ber used, limiting the increase in the number of
supply of nursing home beds varies widely across beds could help to curb further growth in Medicaid
the country, however, and these variations can be outlays for nursing home care in areas where the
explained only partly by differences in the number supply of nursing home beds is relatively high. In
of elderly people among states. The rate at which the process, regulating the number of beds could
available beds are used--on average, about 90 per- make nursing home outlays more predictable for
cent--also varies, but the occupancy rate seems not state budget planners. Guidelines could also be
to be related to the number of beds per 1,000 peo- used to help change the balance between nursing
pie. home and other forms of long-term care.

This option would mandate that states regulate Conversely, such guidelines might shift Medic-
growth in the number of nursing home beds eligible aid nursing home costs to the hospital sector if
for federal funding through Medicaid, Medicare, or nursing home beds were not available for hospital
other federal programs by requiring that providers patients who are eligible for Medicaid, or to the
obtain a certificate of need (CON) to operate addi- home- and community-based care sector in states
tional beds. For any specified area, states would where Medicaid pays for such care. Moreover, by
issue a CON only if the ratio of the number of sheltering existing providers against competition
nursing home beds to the population that is likely to from new entrants, certificate-of-need processes
need them fell below certain guidelines. The guide- could increase rates of return for existing providers
lines would be set by the state, subject to federal and reduce their incentives to be efficient and pro-

approval. If the option were to reduce by one-half vide high-quality care. Furthermore, some might
the growth rate of Medicaid nursing home beds in view such guidelines as program caps implying the
states with excess capacity, it would save $35 mil- loss of Medicaid's open-ended budgetary commit-
lion in 1995 and $625 million over the 1995-1999 ment and hence the weakening of Medicaid's assur-
period. ance of access to health care for poor or medically

needy people.
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ENT-27 REDUCE MATCHING RATES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS IN THE
MEDICAID PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce Matching Rates to 50 Percent

Budget Authority 430 480 520 580 640 2,650
Outlays 430 480 520 580 640 2,650

Reduce Matching Rates to 45 Percent

Budget Authority 770 850 930 1,030 1,130 4,710
Outlays 770 850 930 1,030 1,130 4,710

The Medicaid program provides medical assistance lays would fall by $0.8 billion in 1995 and by $4.7
to low-income people who are recipients of Supple- billion over the 1995-1999 period.
mental Security Income or current or recent recipi-
ents of Aid to Families with Dependent Children Reducing the higher matching rates to 50 per-
and to certain other low-income individuals. The cent would be appropriate if the need to provide
federal government pays half of most administrative special incentives for these activities no longer
costs; state and local governments pay the remain- exists. For example, all state Medicaid programs
ing share. Higher matching rates have been set up already have established computer systems and are
for some types of expenses as an incentive for local currently operating units to control fraud and abuse.
administrators to undertake more of a particular Reducing all matching rates to 45 percent would
administrative activity than they would if such ex- provide states with stronger incentives to reduce
penses were matched at 50 percent. For example, administrative inefficiencies, since the states would
enhanced matching rates are applied to the costs of be liable for a greater share of the cost of such
automating claims processing, reviewing medical inefficiencies.
and health care use, and establishing and operating
fraud control units. States might respond to either option by reduc-

ing their administrative efforts, however, and might
Reducing the higher matching rates to 50 per- thereby raise program costs and offset some of the

cent would decrease federal outlays by about $0.4 federal savings. Specifically, states might make less
billion in 1995 and by $2.6 billion over the 1995- effort to eliminate waste and abuse in payments to
1999 period. Considerably greater savings would providers. In addition, this proposal might harm
be generated if all the matching rates for administra- recipients by encouraging states to limit services
tive costs were reduced to 45 percent, since an provided under Medicaid in order to constrain total
additional 5 percent of the total administrative ex- costs.
penses would be shifted to the states. Federal out-
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ENT-28 ELIMINATE THE DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE ADJUSTMENT FOR HOSPITALS
IN MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Immediately Eliminate the Disproportionate Share Adjustment

Outlays 3,100 3,800 4,100 4,450 4,850 20,300

Gradually Eliminate the Disproportionate Share Adjustment

Outlays 600 1,400 2,350 3,450 4,750 12,550

NOTE: The disproportionat share adjustment is based on an index that is the sum of two ratios: the proportion of all Medicare patient days that am
attributable to Medicare patients receiving benefits from the means-tested Supplemental Security Income program, and the proportion of all
patient days for which Medicaid is the pimary payer.

Under Medicare's prospective payment system If the disproportionate share adjustment were
(PPS), higher rates are paid to hospitals with a eliminated immediately, outlays would fall by $20.3
disproportionately large share of low-income pa- billion over the 1995-1999 period. Phasing out the
tients. In 1985, the Congress added this "dispropor- disproportionate share adjustment by the end of
tionate share" adjustment to account for the pre- 1999 would reduce outlays by about $12.6 billion
sumed higher costs of treating Medicare beneficia- over the same five years. Alternatively, the adjust-
ries at these hospitals. One rationale for the adjust- ment could be eliminated for all ho-b itals except
ment is that low-income Medicare patients may be large urban institutions with the highust dispropor-
sicker and, therefore, more -xpensive to treat than tionate share indexes. If the adjustment were re-
other Medicare patients. Another rationale is that stricted to that group and lowered to 5 percent--the
hospitals with large numbers of low-income patients level suggested by the cost data--savings for the
may provide additional staffing, facilities, and ser- five-year period would be about $440 million less
vices in response to such patients' needs. In 1995, under the first option and about $280 million less
outlays for disproportionate share payments are under the second one.
expected to total $3.1 billion, or about 5 percent of
all PPS payments. Large urban hospitals--those Without the disproportionate share adjustment,
with 100 or more beds--will receive about 96 per- Medicare's payments to all hospitals would be simi-
cent of the disproportionate share payments, com- lar in relation to their costs of treating Medicare
pared with approximately 85 percent of all PPS beneficiaries. Phasing out the adjustment over
payments. several years would give affected hospitals time to

adjust. Nevertheless, many of those institutions are
Data on hospitals' costs p.ovide only limited in poor financial condition and, since 1990, Medi-

support for any disproportionate share adjustment. care's PPS payments to hospitals have been less, on
Although more than 1,800 hospitals receive dispro- average, than the costs of treating patients who are
portionate share payments, the only group for which covered. If eliminating the disproportionate share
such an adjustment would be supported by the data adjustment led some of them to cut back on charity
is large urban hospitals that have extremely high care, or if some were forced to close, residents of
values of the disproportionate share index. This the areas the hospitals serve could have less access
group contains approximately 150 hospitals and to care.
accounts for about one-fifth of all disproportionate
share payments.
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ENT-29 REDUCE MEDICARE'S PAYMENTS FOR THE INDIRECT COSTS OF PATIENT
CARE THAT ARE RELATED TO HOSPITALS' TEACHING PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce the Teaching Adjustment to 6 Percent

Outlays 730 890 970 1,050 1,150 4,790

Reduce the Teaching Adjustment to 3 Percent

Outlays 2,050 2,500 2,750 3,000 3,250 13,550

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 estab- Estimates based on data from the 1984-1990
lished the current prospective payment system (PPS) period suggest that the teaching adjustment could be
under which Medicare reimburses hospitals for lowered to a value in the range of 2 percent to 7
inpatient services provided to beneficiaries. Higher percent, depending on which year's data are used
rates are paid to hospitals with teaching programs to and which of many possible estimating assumptions
cover their additional costs of caring for Medicare are chosen. If the teaching adjustment were low-
patients. In particular, payments to these hospitals ered to 6 percent, outlays would fall by about $4.8
are raised by approximately 7.7 percent for each 0.1 billion over the 1995-1999 period. Alternatively, if
increase in a hospital's ratio of full-time-equivalent the teaching adjustment were lowered to 3 percent,
interns and residents to its number of beds. This outlays would fall by about $13.5 billion over that
adjustment was included both to compensate hospi- period.
tals for their indirect teaching costs--such as the
greater number of tests and procedures thought to This option would better align payments with
be prescribed by interns and residents--and to cover the actual costs incurred by teaching institutions. It
higher costs caused by factors that are not otherwise would, however, considerably reduce payments to
accounted for in setting the PPS rates. These fac- teaching hospitals. If these hospitals now use some
tors include severity of illness within diagnosis- or all of the excess payments to fund activities such
related groups, location in inner cities, and a more as charity care, access to and quality of care could
costly mix of staffing and facilities--all of which are diminish for some people.
associated with large teaching programs.
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ENT-30 REDUCE MEDICARE'S DIRECT PAYMENTS FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 170 200 220 230 250 1,070

Medicare's prospective payment system does not Unlike the current system, in which GME pay-
include payments to hospitals for the direct costs ments vary considerably from hospital to hospital,
they incur in providing graduate medical education this option would pay every hospital the same
(GME); that is, residents' salaries and fringe bene- amount for the same type of resident. Efficient
fits, teaching costs, and institutional overhead costs. hospitals would be rewarded by being able to keep
Instead, these payments are made separately, but any excess reimbursement over the cost of training,
also prospectively, based on Medicare's share of a and inefficient hospitals would be penalized. The
hospital's 1984 cost per resident indexed for subse- overall reduction in the level of subsidies might be
quent increases in the level of consumer prices, warranted since the United States as a whole is
Medizare's GME payments, which are received by facing a projected surplus of physicians. Moreover,
about one-fifth of hospitals, totaled $1.3 billion in since graduate training contributes to the ability of
1993. physicians to earn higher incomes, they might rea-

sonably contribute more to these costs themselves.
This option would reduce teaching and overhead This reallocation would occur if hospitals responded

payments for nonprimary care residents in their to the reimbursement changes by cutting residents'
initial residency period and eliminate these pay- salaries or fringe benefits.
ments for nonprimary care residents beyond their
initial residency period, but continue to pay their Reducing Medicare's GME payments could
salaries and fringe benefits. Hospitals' GME pay- have some drawbacks, however. Some physicians
ments would be based on the national average sal- incur substantial debts during their medical educa-
ary paid to residents in 1987, updated annually by tion, which they must pay off when they begin to
the consumer price index for urban areas. Reim- practice. If hospitals lowered residents' salaries or
bursement for primary care residents would be benefits, physicians might be further discouraged
based on 175 percent of the national average salary. from entering primary care or locating their prac-
This weighting provides a payment amount close to tices in low-income areas. Decreasing GME reim-
the average that Medicare pays per resident under bursement could force some hospitals to reduce the
the current system. The corresponding weights for resources they commit to training, jeopardizing the
nonprimary care residents in their initial residency quality of their medical education programs.
period and nonprimary care residents beyond their
initial residency period would be 145 percent and
120 percent, respectively. The savings over the
1995-1999 period would total about $1.1 billion.
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ENT-31 ELIMINATE MEDICARE'S ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS
TO SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 210 250 270 290 310 1,330

Under Medicare's prospective payment system result of the special rules, total PPS payments to
(PPS) for inpatient hospital services, special rules SCHs for 1995 are estimated to be about 10 percent
apply to providers designated as sole community higher than they would be otherwise. If the special
hospitals (SCHs). At present, there are about 680 payment rules for SCHs were eliminated, total PPS
SCHs, more than 90 percent of which are located in payments would be $210 million less in 1995 and
rural areas. Thus, more than one-fourth of rural $1.3 billion less for the 1995-1999 period.
hospitals qualify for SCH status. Estimates indicate
that in 1995 almost two-thirds of SCHs will receive A primary objective of the SCH rules is to
higher payments as a result of being in this cate- assist hospitals whose closings would threaten ac-
gory. cess to hospital care in rural areas, but the support

is not well targeted toward essential providers. The

Under the current rules, a hospital may be des- group of hospitals qualifying for SCH payments
ignated as an SCH if it meets specific criteria that includes, for example, some hospitals located in
define a sole provider of inpatient, acute care hospi- areas with other nearby providers. Moreover,
tal services in a geographic area. In addition, many whether an SCH actually receives higher payments
SCHs have been permitted to continue that status under the special rules that permit payments to be
regardless of whether they meet the current sole- based on a hospital-specific amount depends on
provider criteria. whether its costs in either of the specified base

years (1982 or 1987) were relatively high, not on its
Payments to SCHs are equal to the highest of current financial condition.

three amounts: the regular PPS payment that would
otherwise apply, an amount based on the hospital's If the special payment rules were eliminated,
costs in 1982 updated to the current year, or an however, revenues of many SCHs would be lower,
amount based on the hospital's costs in 1987 up- which might cause financial distress for some of
dated to the current year. In addition, rural SCHs them. Because many SCHs are the sole providers
receive a higher "disproportionate share" adjust- of hospital services in their geographic areas, quality
ment--that is, a higher PPS adjustment for hospitals or access to care might be reduced in some rural
that treat a disproportionately large share of low- locations.
income patients--than other rural hospitals. As a
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ENT-32 FREEZE MEDICARE'S HOSPITAL INSURANCE PAYMENT RATES
AND LIMITS FOR ONE YEAR

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 1,300 1,600 1,700 1.850 2,000 8,450

Medicare's Hospital Insurance (HI) program uses tal-related expenses based on the number of bene-
predetermined rates to pay for care in most inpatient ficiaries treated. CBO estimates that in 1995 these
hospital settings, hospices, and some skilled nursing per-case payment rates will increase by 4.3 percent.
facilities. For other services covered by the HI The other 35 percent of payments from the I[ pro-
program, Medicare's payments are based on the gram are for inpatient hospital services not covered
provider's reasonable costs, subject to specified by the PPS, services provided in skilled nursing
limits. Usually, Medicare's payment rates and facilities, home health care, and hospice care.
limits are increased each year.

Under this option, Medicare would freeze all HI
Payments for operating and capital-related ex- payment rates and limits for 1995 at their 1994

penses in hospitals covered by Medicare's prospec- levels and would delay for one year the equalization
tive payment system (PPS) account for about 65 of PPS rates for rural areas and urban areas with 1
percent of HI payments. To pay for the operating million or fewer people. This would not affect the
costs of inpatient hospital services, the PPS uses a payment limits that apply to most skilled nursing
preset amount for each beneficiary that varies ac- facility care and home health care because they are
cording to the patient's diagnosis and certain char- already frozen in 1995, at 1994 levels, by OBRA-
acteristics of the hospital. The annual increase in 93. The one-year freeze would save $1.3 billion in
PPS rates is usually tied to the increase in an index 1995 and $8.5 billion over the 1995-1999 period.
of hospital costs known as the hospital market-bas-
ket index (MBI). For fiscal year 1995, under the In response to the freeze, some facilities could
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 increase their efficiency or absorb the reductions
(OBRA-93), the increase in PPS rates for urban through lower profits or by increasing their revenues
areas will be the percentage increase in the MBI from other sources. It might be difficult, however,
minus 2.5 percentage points, and the increase for for others to adjust to the cuts. For example, the
rural areas will be the amount necessary to make Prospective Payment Assessment Commission esti-
the rural rates equal the rates for urban areas with 1 mates that in 1991 nearly one-fourth of hospitals
million or fewer people. Based on the Congres- had greater total costs than revenues. As a result,
sional Budget Office's current estimate of 4.7 per- some Medicare beneficiaries might encounter re-
cent growth in the MBI in 1995, the increase in duced access to hospital and other services or
payment rates will be 2.2 percent for urban areas lower-quality care. In addition, some facilities
and 5.8 percent for rural areas, or 2.6 percent on might cut back the amount of uncompensated care
average. In addition to payments for operating they provide to patients who are uninsured and not
expenses, Medicare pays hospitals that are covered able to pay for care.
by the PPS a separate prospective amount for capi-
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ENT-33 CONTINUE MEDICARE'S TRANSITION TO PROSPECTIVE RATES FOR
FACILITY COSTS IN HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 45 65 70 75 85 340

The Medicare program pays for services provided in outpatient radiology because that would result in
hospital outpatient departments that bill separately lower payments. By contrast, ASCs have strong
for facilities and physicians. The facility component incentives to control costs because they are reim-
includes reimbursement for the services of non- bursed prospectively, as are physicians who provide
physician personnel, drugs and biological products, radiology servic, in their offices
other health services, rent, and utilities. Medicare
previously reimbursed hospital outpatient depart- Under this option, the hospital-specific portion
ments on a reasonable-cost basis for most services, of the blended reimbursement rate for the facility
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, costs of outpatient surgery, radiology, and diagnos-
however, changed Medicare's payment method for tic services would be phased out in 1996, with a
most surgical procedures performed in hospital transitional blend for 1995 of 25 percent of costs
outpatient departments. The reimbursement that and 75 percent of the prospective rate. Savings to
hospitals receive for these procedures is now based the Medicare program would be $45 million in 1995
on the lesser of reasonable costs or charges, or a and $340 million over the 1995-1999 period.
blend of reasonable costs or charges and the pro-
spective rate received by free-standing ambulatory In addition to reducing Medicare's costs, this
surgical centers (ASCs) in the area. In 1987, the option would result in the same payment system for
Congress enacted a similar change for paying facil- hospital outpatient departments and ASCs. Thus, it
ity costs associated with outpatient radiology and would reduce the incentive and ability of hospitals
diagnostic services. In both cases, the hospital- to compete for patients through costly capital acqui-
specific share is currently 42 percent and the pro- sitions. Hospitals would also have stronger incen-
spective-rate share is 58 percent. tives to control the costs of outpatient surgery,

radiology, and diagnostic services because they
Outpatient payments are one of the fastest-grow- could no longer automatically pass part of these

ing components of Medicare expenditures, account- costs through to Medicare. Some people are con-
ing for a projected 19 percent of Supplementary cerned, however, that access to care for rural Medi-
Medical Insurance (SMI) payments in 1994. Be- care beneficiaries might deteriorate; small and rural
tween 1995 and 1999, SMI outlays for hospital hospitals are more dependent on outpatient revenue
outpatient services are expected to increase at an than larger hospitals and there are fewer alternatives
average annual rate of about 16 percent. A major to outpatient hospital services in rural areas. In
factor in this increase is technological progress that addition, if patients at risk of complications are
allows hospitals and physicians to substitute outpa- advised to receive treatment in hospital outpatient
tient surgical procedures and technologies for inpa- departments rather than ASCs because of the ready
tient procedures. Furthermore, under the current availability of advanced support systems in hospi-
reimbursement system, hospitals have little incentive tals, paying higher rates to hospitals than to ASCs
to reduce the expenses of ambulatory surgery or might be appropriate.
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ENT-34 INCREASE AND INDEX MEDICARE'S DEDUCTIBLE FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 790 1,480 1,880 2,330 2,810 9,290

One way to achieve appreciable federal savings in and later years, savings would be $9.3 billion over
Medicare's Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI) the 1995-1999 period, and net outlays for SMI
program is to increase the deductible--that is, the would be reduced by 3 percent. By 1999, the de-
amount that enrollees must pay for services each ductible amount would be $226.
year before the government shares responsibility.
The deductible is now $100 a year and has been in- An increase in the deductible amount would
creased only three times since Medicare began in enhance the economic incentives for prudent con-
1966, when it was set at $50. The deductible has sumption of medical care, while spreading the bur-
fallen in relation to average annual per capita den among most enrollees. No enrollee's out-of-
charges under the SMI program from 45 percent in pocket costs would rise by more than $50 in 1995.
1967 to about 5 percent in 1993. In relation to the
average annual Social Security benefit, the deduct- The additional out-of-pocket costs under this
ible has dropped from 5 percent in 1967 to 1 per- option might, however, discourage some low-in-
Ltent in 1993. come enrollees who are not eligible for Medicaid

frim seeking needed care. In addition, costs to
Increasing the SMI deductible to $150 on Janu- states would increase because their Medicaid pro-

ary 1, 1995, would save $790 million in fiscal year grams pay deductible amounts for Medicare enroll-
1995. If the new deductible were indexed to the ees who also receive Medicaid benefits.
rate of growth in SMI charges per enrollee for 1996
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ENT-35 INCREASE THE SMI COINSURANCE RATE TO 25 PERCENT

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 2,630 2,950 3,010 3,590 4,070 16,250

Currently, the coinsurance rate on most services This option would reduce Medicare's costs for
provided under the Supplementary Medical Insur- two reasons. First, the higher coinsurance rate
ance (SMI) program is 20 percent. One exception would reduce use of services by Medicare enrollees
is outpatient psychiatric services, for which the who do not have supplementary insurance coverage.
coinsurance rate is 50 percent. The other exceptions Second, Medicare would be responsible for a
are clinical laboratory services and home health smaller share of the costs of the services that enroll-
care, which have no coinsurance requirements. ees use.

If enrollees were required to pay coinsurance This option would increase the risk of very
rates of 25 percent on all services that are currently large out-of-pocket costs for the 20 percent to 25
subject to a coinsurance rate of 20 percent, savings percent of enrollees who have no supplementary
to Medicare would be $2.6 billion in fiscal year coverage, however, and would probably increase
1995. Over the 1995-1999 period, savings would medigap premiums for the 30 percent of enrollees
be $16.3 billion, reducing net SMI outlays by 5 who purchase that kind of supplementary insurance.
percent. Moreover, it would increase states' Medicaid costs

for the 15 percent to 20 percent of enrollees who
receive full or qualified Medicaid benefits.
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ENT-36 COLLECT 20 PERCENT COINSURANCE ON CLINICAL
LABORATORY SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 685 %,145 1,290 1,445 1,615 6,180

Medicare currently pays 100 percent of the ap- In addition to reducing Medicare's costs, this
proved fee for clinical laboratory services provided option wovid make cost-sharing requirements under
to enrollees. Medicare's payment is set by a fee the SMI program more uniform and therefore easier
schedule, and providers must accept that fee as full to understand. Moreover, enrollees might be some-
payment for the service. Beneficiaries pay coinsur- what less likely to have laboratory tests with little
ance of 20 percent for most other services provided expected benefit if they paid part of the costs.
under Medicare's Supplementary Medical Insurance
(SMI) program (as they did for clinical laboratory Cost sharing probably would not substantially
services before July 1984, when a fee schedule that affect the use of laboratory services by enrollees,
reduced payment rates was put in place). however, because decisions about what tests are

appropriate are generally left to physicians, whose
Reimposing the coinsurance requirement for decisions do not appear to depend on enrollees' cost

laboratory services would yield appreciable savings sharing. Hence, CBO assumes that a small part of
to Medicare. If coinsurance of 20 percent of labora- the savings under this option would be the result of
tory fees were imposed beginning January 1, 1995, more prudent use of laboratory services, while most
federal savings would be $685 million in fiscal year of the expected savings reflect the transfer to enroll-
1995. Savings would total nearly $6.2 billion over ees of costs now paid by Medicare. Billing costs
the 1995-1999 period, reducing net SMI outlays by for some providers, such as independent laborato-
about 2 percent. ries, could be greatly increased because they would

have to bill both Medicare and enrollees to collect
their full fees. Currently, they have no need to bill
enrollees directly for clinical laboratory services.
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ENT-37 COLLECT 20 PERCENT COINSURANCE ON ALL HOME HEALTH AND
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE

Annu. Cumulative

Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays for
Home Health 2,265 3,670 4,210 4,610 5,015 19,770

Outlays for
Nursing 40 95 150 185 210 680

Total 2,305 3,765 4,360 4,795 5,225 20,450

Currently, copayments are not required from enroll- based on the cost of services, they would encourage
ees for home health services under Medicare. Co- enrollees who lack supplementary insurance cover-
payments for skilled nursing facility (SNF) services age to consider relative costs appropriately when
are required for each day after the first 20 days of choosing among alternative treatments. As a result,
care; the coinsurance amount per day is equal to the use of home health and SNF services might fall.
one-eighth of the deductible amount for hospital Only hospital inpatient services would require no
care and is unrelated to SNF costs. copayments (for most stays) except for the deduct-

ible amount. But under the prospective payment
If enrollees were required to pay coinsurance system, patients are unlikely to remain hospitalized

amounts equal to 20 percent of the projected aver- longer than necessary because hospitals have strong
age cost for each home health visit and each SNF incentives to discharge them quickly.
day, the net savings to Medicare would be $2.3
billion in fiscal year 1995. Over the five-year pro- However, many enrollees have supplementary
jection period, savings would be nearly $20.5 bil- insurance coverage that eliminates their Medicare
lion. copayment costs, and this option would not affect

the use of services by those enrollees. Moreover,
This option, together with the laboratory coin- this option would increase the risk of very large

surance requirement discussed in ENT-36, would out-of-pocket costs for the 20 percent to 25 percent
establish a uniform coinsurance rate of 20 percent of enrollees who lack any supplementary coverage,
on almost all Medicare services. This uniform rate and would probably increase medigap premiums for
would make Medicare's copayment requirements about 30 percent of enrollees who purchase that
easier for providers and patients to understand. kind of supplementary insurance.
Further, because coinsurance amounts would be
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ENT-38 ELIMINATE MEDICARE PAYMENTS TO HOSPITALS FOR ENROLLEES' BAD DEBTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 270 330 360 380 410 1,750

Medicare beneficiaries are responsible for certain This option would give hospitals a financial
deductible and coinsurance amounts when they incentive to expand their collection efforts, which
receive hospital inpatient services. For example, for would probably increase their recovery of enrollees'
calendar year 1994, the deductible amount for inpa- deductible and coinsurance amounts. Hospitals
tient services is $696 per spell of illness. Currently, would not be able, however, to collect all the owed
if the hospital makes a reasonable effort to collect amounts. In particular, low-income enrollees who
these copayment amounts, Medicare will reimburse are not covered by Medicaid or other insurance may
it for any remaining unpaid amounts. Eliminating not be able to pay their hospital bills. As a result,
these payments for enrollees' bad debts would re- this option would reduce revenues most for those
duce Medicare's payments to hospitals by $270 hospitals that are most likely to serve low-income
million in 1995 and $1.8 billion over the 1995-1999 Medicare patients. A drop in their Medicare pay-
period. ments might cause hospitals to cut back on the

quality of their services or the amount of uncom-
pensated care they provide, or to raise the rates they
charge for other patients' care.
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ENT-39 INCREASE THE PREMIUM FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES
UNDER MEDICARE TO 30 PERCENT OF PROGRAM COSTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 01 2,560 3,920 4,490 6,400 17,370

a. The premium set in law for 1995 will cover a little more than 30 percent of program costs under current projections. The estimates
assume no change in the premium for 1995.

Benefits under Medicare's Supplementary Medical provision, which ensures that no enrollee's monthly
Insurance (SMI) program are partially funded by Social Security check will fall as a result of the
monthly premiums paid by enrollees, and the re- Social Security cost-of-living adjustment (which is
mainder are paid from general revenues. Although based on the whole benefit) being smaller than the
the SMI premium was initially intended to cover 50 SMI premium increase.
percent of the cost of benefits, between 1975 and
1983 premium receipts covered a declining share of All SMI enrollees would pay a little more under
SMI costs-falling from 50 percent to less than 25 this option, in contrast to proposals--such as increas-
percent. This drop occurred because premium in- ing copayments--that could substantially increase the
creases were limited by the cost-of-living adjust- out-of-pocket costs of those who become seriously
ment (COLA) for Social Security benefits (which is ill. This option need not affect enrollees with in-
based on the consumer price index), but the per comes below the federal poverty threshold because
capita cost of the SMI program increased faster. all of them are eligible to have Medicaid pay their
Since 1984, premiums have been set to cover about Medicare premiums, although some who are eligible
25 percent of average benefits for an aged enrollee, for Medicaid do not apply for benefits.
although under current law the COLA will again
limit the premium beginning with the 1999 increase. Low-income enrollees who are not eligible for

Medicaid, however, could find the increased pre-
If the premium were set to cover 30 percent of mium burdensome. A few might drop Supplemen-

benefits for 1996 and for all years thereafter, $2.6 tary Medical Insurance coverage and either do with-
billion would be saved in fiscal year 1996 and out care or turn to sources of free or reduced-cost
$17.4 billion over the 1996-1999 period. Net out- care, which could increase demands on local gov-
lays for SMI would be reduced by about 5 percent ernments. In addition, states' expenditures would
over this period. The premium for 1996 would be rse because states would pay part of the higher pre-
$51.90 a month, instead of $43.30. These estimates mium costs for the nearly 20 percent of Medicare
assume a continuation of the current hold-harmless enrollees who are also eligible for Medicaid.
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ENT-40 RELATE THE PREMIUM FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES
UNDER MEDICARE TO ENROLLEES' INCOMES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

50 Percent Ceiln

25 Percent Basic Premium 0 0 0 0 1,295 1,295
Income-Related Premium 155 890 940 1.210 1.530 4.725

Total 155 890 940 1,210 2,825 6,020

100 Percent Ceiling

2- Percent Basic Premium 0 0 0 0 1,295 1,295
Income-Related Premium 160 840 825 1.020 1.235 4ý080

Total 160 840 825 1,020 2,530 5,375

Instead of increasing the basic premium to 30 per- If the 50 percent option were carried out for
cent of costs for all enrollees under the Supplemen- 1995, savings would total $155 million in fiscal
tary Medical Insurance (SMI) program, this option year 1995 and $6.0 billion over the 1995-1999
would collect relatively more from higher-income period. Under the 100 percent option, savings
people. Under one version, individuals with modi- would total $5.4 billion over the five-year period.
fied adjusted gross incomes of less than $50,000 These estimates assume that the current hold-harm-
and couples with incomes lower than $65,000 less provisions would continue only for those sub-
would pay only the basic premium, set at about 25 ject to the basic 25 percent premium. (The hold-
percent of SMI costs per enrollee. Premiums would harmless provisions ensure that no enrollee's Social
rise progressively for higher-income enrollees, how- Security check would decrease because an increase
ever. The maximum total premium would be set to in the SMI premium exceeded the cost-of-living
cover 50 percent of costs for individuals with in- adjustment.) Under both options, about 25 percent
comes exceeding $60,000 and for couples with of the five-year savings would come from keeping
incomes exceeding $80,000. the basic SMI premium at 25 percent through 1999.

Under a second version, nearly the same five- Most enrollees would be unaffected by the
year savings could be achieved by setting the maxi- income-related portion of the premium. Under the
mum total premium to cover 100 percent of costs 50 percent option, roughly 94 percent of enrollees
for individuals with incomes exceeding $125,000 would face the basic 25 percent premium, about 4
and for couples with incomes over $150,000. Un- percent would t maximum premium, and 2
der this version, income-related premiums would percent would - premium somewhere in be-
begin at $100,000 for individuals and $125,000 for tween. Under the x)• percent option, only about 2
couples. In both cases, the incoine-related premi- percent of enrollees would be subject to the income-
ums would have to be collected through the income related premium.
tax system so that rates could be aligned with in-
come. Current premiums are deducted automati- Enrollees subject to the income-related premium
cally from Social Security checks for most would pay substantially more, however. Under the
enrollees. 50 percent option, the maximum monthly premium
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for 1995 would be $75.40 instead of the $46.10 retirement health plans that do not require Medicare
premium set by current law. Under the 100 percent enrollment (largely retired government employees)
option, the maximum monthly premium would be would be most likely to drop out, but some healthy
$150.70. This might lead some enrollees to drop enrollees who have no other source of health insur-
out, although it is estimated that fewer than 0.5 ance might do so as well.
percent of all enrollees would do so. Those with
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ENT-41 REDUCE FEDERAL EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT BENEFITS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Defer COLAs for Retirees

Military Retirement 0 380 770 1,200 2.100 4,450
Civilian Retirement 60 170 270 330 380 1,210

Limit Some COLAs Below Inflation

Military Retirement 0 230 480 760 1,300 2,770
Civilian Retirement 90 270 500 690 900 2,450

Modify the Salary Used to Set Pensions

Military Retirement 20 20 20 20 30 110
Civilian Retirement 10 40 90 150 220 510

Restrict Agency Match on Thrift Plan Contribution to 50 Percent

Civilian Retirement 390 430 470 510 540 2,340

Raise Employee Contributions

Civilian Retirement 380 870 990 980 960 4,180

About 4.6 million government employees are cov- ner described below, federal retirees would still
ered by federal civilian and military retirement receive benefits that exceed those typically received
programs. The Federal Employees' Retirement by employees retiring from private firms. Reducing
System (FERS) covers civilian employees hired selected federal retirement benefits and increasing
since January 1984. FERS supplements Social pay would produce a mix of current and deferred
Security, in which workers who are covered under compensation more in line with standards in the
FERS also participate. Workers hired before 1984 private sector. In addition to lowering costs, such
had the option to join FERS when it was created. efforts might facilitate downsizing.
Most civilian employees not in FERS are covered
by the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS). The main arguments against cutting retirement
Employees who are covered under CSRS do not are that such action hurts both retirees and the gov-
participate in Social Security. Uniformed military emient's ability to recruit a quality work force.
personnel are covered by the Military Retirement Opponents also argue that while certain provisions
System (MRS), which was revised for personnel of retirement are generous, federal compensation in
entering the service after July 31, 1986. All told, general and pay in particular compares poorly with
federal retirement payments amounted to more than the private sector. These opponents view relatively
$60 billion in 1993. generous pensions as recompense for working long

years at below-market federal salaries.
The main argument for cutting federal retire-

ment costs is that benefits are more generous than There are two basic approaches to reducing the
those typically offered by firms in the private sector. costs of federal retirement, namely, cutting benefits
Even if federal retirement were reduced in the man- or increasing employee contributions. The options
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described here differ according to who would be Deferring COLAs until age 62 for all nondisabled
affected. The increase in contributions, for exam- employees who retire before that age would yield
pie, affects workers who must contribute more of savings of $5.7 billion over five years. (Nearly 80
their income toward future benefits. By contrast, percent of the estimated savings would derive from
the options limiting cost-of-living allowances (CO- MRS because more than one-half of its annuitants
LAs) affect current retirees. The other options are nondisabled retirees under 62, most of whom
affect current employees and future retirees. retired in their 40s.)

Depending on how they are designed, some of If COLAs were deferred, the result would be a
the cuts in benefits could promote efforts to reduce moderation of the government's retirement costs and
employment because some workers would leave would be more in line with the treatment of COLAs
before reductions took effect. This would be espe- under FERS and the postreform MRS. (Consistent
cially true if employees were offered cash as an with the MRS reforms, this option allows a catch-up
added inducement to separate. In the long run, adjustment at age 62 that reflects inflation after the
however, changes in benefits could encourage work- date of retirement. Retirees under FERS receive
ers to stay in service longer, neither protection nor a catch-up at age 62.) Al-

though the option would lower the compensation of
It is important to note that the five-year cash affected workers after retirement, many retirees

estimates for the cuts in benefits described here should be able to supplement their pensions by
represent only a small portion of the long-run sav- working--as most military retirees already do. (As
ings that would result from a reduction in federal an alternative to eliminating COLAs, retirees who
retirement costs. The budgetary savings that would have not reached the age of 62 could be granted
result during the next five years from various cuts COLAs equal to one-half of the inflation rate with
may understate the long-run savings to taxpayers. no catch-up provision. This option offers retirees
One reason is that the options are phased in at dif- under 62 some insurance against excessively high
ferent rates, so that the first year's cash savings are inflation. The plan parallels changes that were
relatively small. An even more important reason is mandated in 1982 but subsequently repealed, and
that the cash flows and costs are accounted for would result in savings of about $3.2 billion over
differently in different options. For example, the five years.)
bulk of the cash savings from modifying the salary
used to compute pensions shows up years or de- Limit Some COLAs. Current indexing of benefits
cades in the future, when current employees retire. is expensive and generous when compared with
By contrast, the option of raising employee contri- practice in the private sector. Most private pension
butions counts as an immediate saving that future plans that allow for any adjustment of postretire-
taxpayers will not have to pay for benefits. Given ment benefits do so on a sporadic basis that may
this phenomenon, the relative size of savings over cover about 30 percent of the erosion caused by
five years for each option may not be an accurate inflation. Inflation protection for other sources of
guide to the long-run advantage of each for reduc- retirement income, such as Social Security and
ing the budget. (The estimates exclude savings employer-sponsored thrift plans, could boost the
realized by the Postal Service because it is now inflation coverage for a typical worker in the private
off-budget and its operating cost reductions eventu- sector to as much as 70 percent. By contrast, CSRS
ally benefit only mail users.) and the prereform MRS provide 100 percent auto-

matic protection from inflation.
Defer Cost-of-Living Adjustments. The CSRS
and the prereform MRS (covering new recruits This option would limit COLAs to 1 percentage
before August 1, 1986) provide full cost-of-living point below the rate of inflation for the old MRS
protection to all retirees, even those who retire and to one-half point below inflation for CSRS.
before they are 62 years old. Such protection is (The smaller half-point limitation for CSRS would
expensive when compared with that available under apply to a more comprehensive benefit that, unlike
the largest and most generous private pensions. the defined benefits under FERS and MRS, substi-
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tutes for both Social Security and employer-spon- automatic 1 percent match, this arrangement would
sored benefits. Therefore, the smaller cut would remain superior to the coverage typically offered in
produce a reduction comparable to the one-point the private sector.
limit for MRS employees.) These changes would
conform to the postretirement COLAs for employ- There are several drawbacks to restricting the
ees under FERS and the revised MRS. This option, matching contributions. Part of TSP's appeal de-
however, would hurt low-income retirees most. It rives from the fact that it provides individual ac-
would also renege on an understanding that workers counts for each participant, the value of which
in CSRS who passed up the chance to switch sys- cannot be eroded by subsequent changes in law.
tems would retain their full protection against infla- This security and portability of TSP was a major
tion. Savings would amount to $5.2 billion through reason behind the decision of many employees to
1999. (Savings would decrease to $3.4 billion if switch to FERS, whose defined benefit plan was
this option were coupled with the preceding one that inferior to that of CSRS. Changing the TSP provi-
would defer COLAs until age 62.) sions would be especially unfair to this group,

whose decision to switch plans quite reasonably
Modify the Salary Used to Set Pensions. Under assumed that changes would not be made. Oppo-
current law, CSRS and FERS provide initial benefits nents of restricting the match rate also argue that
based on an average of the employee's three high- this will diminish employees' savings for retirement,
est-salaried years. MRS uses a different salary base and this problem would be intensified if the cut
for personnel hired before September 1980; benefits reduced participation.
are calculated using the salary at the date of retire-
ment. If, instead, a four-year average were adopted Increase Employee Contributions Under the Civil
for CSRS and FERS and a 12-month average were Service Retirement System. As an alternative to
adopted for MRS, initial pensions for most new cutting benefits, the government could reduce its
retirees would be about 2 percent to 3 percent retirement costs by increasing employee contribu-
smaller, producing total savings through 1999 of tions. Currently, workers covered by CSRS contrib-
$620 million. This option would align federal prac- ute 7 percent of their salaries to their retirement
tice more closely with practice in the private sector, fund. The employing agency contributes another 7
where five-year averages are common. In the long percent, and the federal government makes other
run, this option could encourage some employees to contributions that are worth about 40 percent of
stay on another year in order to take full advantage, payroll. Just over one-fifth of these payments are
when calculating retirement benefits, of the higher mode by the U.S. Postal Service.
salaries that may occur over time. This could help
the government keep experienced people, but hinder According to the Office of Personnel Manage-
efforts to reduce federal employment. ment, these contributions, along with related interest

earnings, will cover only about 90 percent of the
Restrict Matching Contributions. On behalf of cost of expected benefits. Raising the CSRS contri-
any worker covered by FERS, federal agencies bution rate to 9 percent over two years would alle-
automatically contribute 1 percent of individual viate this shortfall. This option would permanently
earnings to the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). In addi- increase the rates of contribution by 1 percentage
tion, the employing agency matches any voluntary point in January 1995 and by another point a year
employee deposits dollar-for-dollar for the first 3 later. This option would ger..rate revenue of about
percent of pay and 50 cents for each dollar thereaf- $4.2 billion through 1999.
ter up to a 5 percent maximum. The entire federal
contribution for employees putting aside 5 percent The downside of increasing withholdings is that
amounts to a sum equal to 5 percent of pay. If the it threatens the government's ability to retain the
government limited its matching contributions to a experienced work force covered by CSRS. For
uniform 50 percent rate against the first 5 percent of those affected, the option is the equivalent of a 2
pay, discretionary savings over five years would percent pay cut. It would also represent a reduction
total $2.3 billion. Assuming continuation of the in the take-home salaries of CSRS employees, but
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not for FERS employees, raising equity and morale Raise the Retirement Age. The federal system
issues. The change also penalizes workers who generally permits retirement earlier than the private
chose to stay in CSRS in 1987 rather than join the sector. Civilian employees can retire with immedi-
new FERS. More CSRS-covered employees would ate unreduced benefits at age 55 with 30 years of
have switched to FERS when they had the opportu- service, at 62 with 20 years of service, and at 65
nity if they had known that their contribution rate with five years of service. As life expectancies
would be increased. While CSRS-covered employ- have increased, Social Security and other retirement
ees contribute 7 percent of their salary for these plans have raised retirement ages. Raising the re-
benefits, private-sector employees contribute 6.2 tirement age would reduce federal retirement costs
percent of pay (up to $60,600) for Social Security, substantially. A number of options would reduce
and according to recent survey data, only about 13 the generosity of federal retirement in the long run.
percent of private pension plans require additional Most savings, however, would occur far beyond the
employee contributions. Alternatively, the CSRS five-year savings period identified in this report,
shortfall could be funded through higher agency because such a reform would necessarily need to be
contributions, even though this would not reduce the phased in over several years.
long-term cost to the taxpayers.
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ENT-42 END OR SCALE BACK TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

End Trade Adjustment Assistance

Budget Authority 220 220 200 210 210 1,060
Outlays 170 200 200 210 210 990

Eliminate Trade Adjustment Assistance Cash Benefits

Budget Authority 140 130 130 130 130 660
Outlays 140 130 130 130 130 660

The Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) program Ill. Savings under this option would total $660
offers income-replacement benefits, training, and million during the 1995-1999 period.
related services to workers unemployed as a result
of import competition. To obtain assistance, such The rationale for these options is to secure
workers must petition the Secretary of Labor for under federal programs more equivalent treatment of
certification and then meet other eligibility require- workers who are permanently displaced as a result
ments. Cash benefits are available to certified of changing economic conditions. Since Title III of
workers receiving training, but only after their un- JTPA provides cash benefits only under limited
employment insurance benefits are exhausted. circumstances, workers who lose jobs because of

foreign competition are now treated more gener-
Ending the TAA program would reduce federal ously than workers who are displaced for other

outlays by $170 million in 1995 and by $990 mil- reasons.
lion during the 1995-1999 period. Affected workers
could apply for benefits under Title Ill of the Job Eliminating TAA cash benefits would, however,
Training Partnership Act (JTPA), which authorizes a cause economic hardship for some of the long-term
broad range of employment and training services for unemployed who would have received them. In
displaced workers regardless of the cause of their addition, TAA now compensates some of the work-
job loss. Given that funding for Title III is limited, ers adversely affected by changes in trade policy.
however, another alternative would be to eliminate Some argue, therefore, that eliminating TAA bene-
only TAA cash benefits and shift the remaining fits could lessen political support for free trade,
TAA funds for training and related services to Title which economists generally view as beneficial to

the overall economy.
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ENT-43 INCREASE TARGETING OF CHILD NUTRITION SUBSIDIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 300 630 710 750 800 3,190

Outlays 250 580 700 750 790 3,070

Federal child nutrition programs were developed to subsidies for children from families with incomes
improve the health and well-being of children by from 131 percent to 185 percent of the poverty level
providing them with nutritious meals. The pro- would be increased by 20 cents.
grams provide cash and commodity assistance to
schools, child care centers, and family day care Together, these changes would reduce federal
homes that serve meals to children. expenditures by $3.1 billion during the 1995-1999

period. Eliminating the cash and commodity subsi-
Although most of the funds are earmarked for dies for all lunches served to children from house-

low-income children, some of the aid benefits mid- holds with incomes above 350 percent of the pov-
dle- and upper-income children as well. For exam- erty line ($50,225 per year for a family of four in
ple, in the National School Lunch Program (the 1993) would reduce federal expenditures by $60
largest of the child nutrition programs), most million in 1995, by $440 million in 1996, and by
schools receive $1.73 in cash reimbursement for $2.2 billion during the 1995-1999 period. (These
each meal served to children from households with estimates assume that the changes would be effec-
incomes at or below 133 percent of the poverty line; tive on July 1, 1995, except for the change in subsi-
a smaller subsidy of $1.33 for each meal served to dies to family day care homes, which would have
children from households with incomes from 131 an October 1, 1994, effective date.) Reducing the
percent to 185 percent of poverty; and a subsidy of subsidies for the children in family day care homes
17 cents a meal for children with household in- would lower federal expenditures by $200 million in
comes above 185 percent of poverty. Schools are 1995 and by $1.4 billion during the 1995-1999
also given 14 cents' worth of commodities for each period. The higher subsidies called for in the third
lunch served, regardless of the household income of part of the option would increase federal expendi-
the child. Comparable reimbursement structures are tures by $500 million during the five-year period.
used in the School Breakfast Program and in the
portion of the Child Care Food Program devoted to In these estimates, the Congressional Budget
child care centers. Reimbursements to family day Office assumes that the reduction in federal subsi-
care homes do not vary with the household income dies would lead a small number of schools--those
of the child. serving relatively few lunches to children from

families with low incomes--to discontinue the pro-
This option would make three changes. Cash gram for all students. The savings resulting from

and commodity subsidies for school lunches served schools dropping out of the program are an esti-
to children with incomes above 350 percent of the mated $240 million over five years.
poverty level would be eliminated. Subsidies for
meals served to children in family day care homes Although most of the federal funds are ear-
would be reduced by 20 cents for snacks, 30 cents marked for low-income children, about one-fifth of
for breakfasts, and 40 cents for lunches unless the the childen who participate in the school lunch
family day care provider determines that the chil- program have household incomes above 350 percent
drcn are from families with incomes at or below of the poverty line, and about three-quarters of the
185 percent of the poverty level. And school lunch participating children in family day care homes have
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household incomes above 185 percent of the pov- bursements unless state and local governments pro-
erty line. These children are less in need of federal vided additional support. Children who dropped out
subsidies, and the targeting of this assistance would of the program could receive meals of lower quality,
be improved by limiting it to those from households since the meals qualifying for reimbursement are
with the lowest incomes. Increases in the subsidies nutritionally adequate, whereas those from altema-
for meals served to children in households with tive sources might not be. Moreo,cr, if the decline
incomes from 131 percent to 185 percen, of poverty in participation were substantial, low-income cliil-
would, in effect, redistribute some of the cHd nutri- dren could become the main recipients of the meals
tion subsidies from higher-income students to this and thus would be identifiable as poor by their
group. peers. Finally, a few schools where nonpoor chil-

dren provide a large share of the total revenue for
Such changes would probably result in lower the meal program would probably drop out when

participation among nonpoor children because par- participation fell, thereby eliminating federally sub-
ticipation falls when prices are raised. Participating sidized meals for the low-income children attending
schools would probably increase the price charged them.
to nonpoor children to make up the loss in reim-
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ENT-44 ELIMINATE SMALL FOOD STAMP BENEFITS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 60 60 60 60 60 300

Outlays 60 60 60 60 60 300

The Food Stamp program provides coupons that administrative costs. Approximately 400,000 house-
enable low-income householders to buy a low-cost holds, two-thirds of which are composed of elderly
but nutritionally adequate diet. Among all programs people, would lose their food stamp benefits.
providing assistance to low-income people, its reach
is the greatest, encompassing all types of house- Carrying out this option would make administer-
holds, from the elderly living alone to two-parent ing the Food Stamp program more cost-effective
families with children. because a large number of households that receive

small monthly benefits would no longer have to be
Because the benefits to which a household is served. It would also eliminate the spec'al treat-

entitled decline as its income rises, some households ment of one- and two-person households. Finally,
can receive only small amounts of food coupons such a change would foster consistency between the
each month. For one- and two-persor households, a Food Stamp program and the Aid to Families with
special rule increases the food coupons they receive Dependent Children program, which has not paid
to $10 a month even if their net income indicates a benefits of less than $10 a month for the past de-
smaller coupon amount. ,zade.

This option would eliminate the special rule that At the same time, this option would reduce by
ensures a $10 minimum benefit for eligible house- as much as $120 a year the effective incomes of
holds with one or two persons, and would also households in which incomes are already low. Even
eliminate any food stamp benefits of less than $10 a though the households that would be affected are
month for all households, thereby reducing federal those with the highest incomes among food stamp
expenditures by $60 million in 1995 and by $300 recipicnts, their incomes are usually close to the
million during the 1995-1999 period. These savings poverty threshold.
include an estimated $8 million a year from lower
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ENT-45 REDUCE THE $20 EXCLUSION FROM INCOME
IN SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 180 190 200 210 220 1,000

Outlays 180 190 200 210 220 1,000

The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program 1999 period. A program that ensures a minimum
provides federally funded monthly cash payments, living standard for its recipients need not provide a
based on uniform, nationwide eligibility rules, to higher standard for people who happen to have
needy aged, blind, or severely disabled people. As unearned income, as illustrated by the absence of
a means-tested program, SSI's benefits are reduced any standard exclusions for unearned income (other
by recipients' outside incomes, subject to certain than child support) in the Aid to Families with
exclusions. For unearned income, most of it from Dependent Children program.
Social Security payments, the first $20 a month is
excluded and any additional amounts reduce bene- Nevertheless, reducing the $20 exclusion would
fits dollar for dollar. Earned income is excluded decrease by as much as $60 a year the incomes of
more liberally, and any of the $20 exclusion not the roughly 2.6 million low-income people--almost
applied to unearned income is applied to earned 50 percent of all federal SSI recipients--who now
income. benefit from the exclusion. Even with the full $20

exclusion, incomes of most SSI recipients fall below
Reducing the $20 exclusion to $15 would save the poverty threshold.

$180 million in 1995 and $1 billion over the 1995-
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ENT-46 ELIMINATE THE $50 CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT TO AFDC FAMILIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 110 120 130 130 140 630

Outlays 110 120 130 130 140 630

The Child Support Enforcement program collects depends on whether the absent parent pays child
child support payments from absent parents on support. Administrative complexity would also be
behalf of families receiving Aid to Families with reduced.
Dependent Children (AFDC). These payments are
largely used to offset federal and state costs for Nevertheless, the child support payment contin-
AFDC. Amounts up to the first $50 in monthly ues to provide incentives for custodial parents to
child support collected, however, are paid to the make an effort to obtain support. If the payment
AFDC family, with no effect on the level of AFDC were eliminated, recipients of Aid to Families with
benefits. In essence, this policy means that AFDC Dependent Children could be no better off when
families for whom absent parents contribute child absent parents paid child support than when they
support get as much as $50 more a month than do did not, perhaps reducing recipients' cooperation in
otherwise identical families for whom such contri- seeking such payments. Absent parents also might
butions are not made. reduce their child support payments if this option

were enacted, although new enforcement tools such
Eliminating the $50 child support payment to as the withholding of wages would make it difficult

AFDC families would save the federal government for many to do so. In either case, the well-being of
$110 million in fiscal year 1995 and $630 million the children in these families would be adversely
through 1999. Stopping such payments would end affected.
the differential treatment of AFDC families that
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ENT-47 REDUCE THE FEDERAL MATCHING RATE AND INCREASE FEES
IN THE CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce the Federal Matching Rate

Budget Authority a 540 590 650 690 2,470
Outlays a 540 590 650 690 2,470

Charge Fees for Services

Budget Authority a 60 60 70 80 270
Outlays a 60 60 70 80 273

NOTE: These estimates do not take into consideration the interaction between the two options, which is noted in the discussion.

a. The options would not take effect until 1996.

Enacted in 1975, the Child Support Enforcement Reducing the federal share of CSE costs would
(CSE) program provides administrative tools and alter the balance of costs and savings between the
funding that states can use to improve the payment federal and state governments, decreasing both
of child support by absent parents. The federal federal costs and state savings. Although a higher
government helps states finance their CSE efforts by matching rate may have been needed in the past to
paying 66 percent of the costs and making incentive induce states to set up CSE programs, such pro-
payments. Because of this federal funding and grams are now operating and cannot be dismantled
because they keep a portion of child support collec- without financial penalty. Even with a 50 percent
tions, states saved $435 million in 1992. By con- matching rate, states would continue to save money.
trast, the federal government incurred costs in 1992 Finally, this option would encourage states to im-
of about $605 million, after accounting for its share prove the efficiency of their CSE efforts, since they
of child support collections, would pay a larger share of the costs of inefficien-

cies, and could thus lead to even lower program
To improve the performance of the program, the costs overall.

Family Support Act of 1988 required several com-
plex changes in child support practices, some of Lowering the matching rate would entail some
which need not be carried out until 1994 and 1995. risks, however. Because caseloads per child support
In order to allow sufficient time for states and local- worker are already high, it is unlikely that :,:tates
ities to put these changes into place without disrup- could improve efficiency enough to offset fully the
tion, the options presented here would not take reduction in federal payments. Thus, they might cut
effect until 1996. CSE services, thereby reducing child support collec-

tions. The lower CSE collections for AFDC fami-
Reduce the Federal Matching Rate. Lowering the lies would decrease state revenues from that source,
federal matching rate frot- 66 percent to 50 percent but some states still might be better off financially
in 1996 and subsequent years is estimated to save if they cut CSE services, since those with low per
$540 million in 1996 and $2.5 billion through 1999, capita incomes may receive only a small share--as
although the amount of savings could vary, depend- low as 21 percent--of child support collected. Fur-
ing on how states reacted to the change. ther, states receive only small financial benefits
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from child support collections for non-AFDC fami- million that year and $270 million through 1999, at
lies. They might, therefore, be even more likely to the current 66 percent federal matching rate. With a
cut back on efforts for those families, thereby low- matching rate of 50 percent, as discussed above,
ering the children's living standards. savings would decline to $40 million in 1996 and

$190 million through 1999.
Charge Fees to Some Families. Although states
are required to charge application fees for furnishing Considering the substantial services many fami-
child support services to non-AFDC families, many lies receive from the child support enforcement
states charge only nominal amounts. In 1993, child agencies, these fees would be a modest contribution
support enforcement agencies collected fees amount- toward meeting their costs. Charging fees could
ing to $31 million, or less than 2 percent of total discourage some custodial parents from seeking
program costs. This option would require states to assistance, however, potentially reducing collections
charge non-AFDC families fees of $25 at the time of child support. The families most likely to be
they applied for services and $25 each year in discouraged would probably be those most in need
which child support was collected for them. Some of the income, unless states chose to exempt low-
flexibility could be given to states by allowing them income families from paying the fees. In addition,
to charge the annual user fee to either the custodial states have often complained about the costs of
parent or the absent parent, to exempt low-income collecting fees, particularly when they do not have
families but charge more to higher-income families, adequate computerized systems. Under those cir-
or to pay the fee directly to the federal government cumstances, it is particularly desirable to delay the
without charging families, effective date for any fee requirements until after

the enhanced automated systems required by the
If the fee requirement were imposed beginning Family Support Act are in place.

in 1996, the federal government would save $60
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ENT-48 REDUCE THE REPLACEMENT RATE WITHIN EACH BRACKET
OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT FORMULA

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 130 530 1,130 1,860 2,690 6,340

NOTE. Reductions in Social Security spending or increases in Social Security taxes would reduce the total federal deficit and the amount of federal
borrowing fhom the public. These savings would not be counted, however, under the pay-as-you-go provisions of the Budget Enforcement Act
of 1990.

Under current law, the basic Social Security benefit extent (see ENT-56). The combination would gen-
is determined by a formula that provides workers erate substantial budgetary savings, while having a
with 90 percent of their average indexed monthly relatively small impact on both current and future
earnings (AIME) up to the first bend point (which beneficiaries.
defines the first earnings bracket), plus 32 percent
of the AIME in the second bracket, plus 15 percent Opponents contend that the Social Security
of the AIME above the second bend point. One Amendments of 1983 have already sharply reduced
method of reducing initial Social Security benefits the benefits of future retirees and that further reduc-
would be to lower these three rates by a uniform tions would be unfair. In particular, the age at
percentage. which unreduced Social Security retirement benefits

are first available will rise in stages from 65 to 67
Lowering the three rates in the benefit formula for workers turning 62 between the years 2000 and

from 90, 32, and 15 percent to 87.3, 31.0, and 14.6 2022. As a consequence, benefits for workers retir-
percent, respectively, would achieve an essentially ing after the turn of the century will be less than
uniform 3 percent reduction in the benefits of newly what would have been received had the full retire-
eligible workers starting in 1995. Thus, a 62-year- ment age not been increased. For example, a
old retiree who has always earned the average wage worker who retires at age 62 in 2022 will receive
would receive initial benefits in 1995 of about 34 70 percent of the primary insurance amount, com-
percent .f preretirement earnings, compared with 35 pared with 80 percent for a worker who retired at
percent if no change were made. age 62 in 1994.

This reduction in the replacement rates would An alternative method of reducing Social Secu-
lower Social Security outlays by about $6.3 billion rity benefits would leave replacement rates un-
over the 1995-1999 period and by more in later changed but narrow the AIME brackets ove" which
years. Moreover, this option would reduce the those rates apply, perhaps by reducing the pace at
benefits of all future retirees by essentially the same which the brackets are indexed for inflation. This
percentage. Furthermore, the option could be com- approach would exempt beneficiaries with the low-
bined with a one-time cut in the cost-of-living ad- est AIMEs from the cut, but would impose benefit
justment to ensure that benefits for both current and reductions unevenly among other recipients.
future recipients would be reduced to a similar
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ENT-49 ELIMINATE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS FOR CHILDREN
OF RETIREES AGES 62-64

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 80 240 410 500 500 1,730

NOTE: Reductions in Social Security spending or increases in Social Secuuity taxes would reduce the total federal deficit and the amount of federal
borrowing from the public. These savings would not be counted, however, under the pay-as-you-go provisions of the Budget Enforcement Act
of 1990.

Unmarried children of retired workers are eligible families, the increase in total benefits attributable to
for Social Security benefits as long as they are all eligible children cannot exceed 38 percent of the
under age 18, or attend elementary or secondary worker's primary insurance amount.
school and are under age 19, or become disabled
before age 22. A child's benefit is equal to one-half However, for families with workers whose re-
of the parent's basic benefit, subject to a dollar limit tirement was not voluntary--because of poor health
on the maximum amount receivable by any one or unemployment, for example--the loss in family
family. If such benefits were eliminated for the income might cause some hardship. Moreover,
children of retirees ages 62 through 64, beginning since spouses under 62 receive benefits only if their
with retirees reaching 62 in October 1994, the sav- children under age 16 also receive benefits, elimi-
ings would total $1.7 billion over the next five nating children's benefits for families of early retir-
years. ees would also result in the loss of entire benefits

for spouses in some families. In such cases, the
This option might encourage some early retirees total loss of income would generally be large.

to stay in the labor force longer. At present, though
benefits for retired workers and their spouses are A different approach would apply the same
actuarially reduced if retirement occurs before age actuarial reduction to children's benefits that is
65, children's benefits are not. Further, the younger applied to the benefits of the worker on whom those
the workers are, the more likely they are to have benefits depend. Thus, for example, the child of a
children under 18. Thus, workers under 65 now worker retiring at age 62 would receive a maximum
have an incentive to retire while their children are of 40 percent of the parent's basic benefit, instead
still eligible for benefits. This incentive is quite of the 50 percent that is currently allowed. Such an
small, however, for families in which spouses are approach would avoid large losses in benefits for
also entitled to dependents' benefits. For these workers with young children, but would save less.
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ENT-50 LENGTHEN THE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT
COMPUTATION PERIOD BY THREE YEARS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 40 190 480 930 1,500 3,140

NOTE: Reductions in Social Security spending or increases in Social Security taxes would reduce the total federal deficit and the amount of federal
borrowing from the public. These savings would not be counted, however, under the pay-as-you-go provisions of the Budget Enforcement Act
of 1990.

Social Security retirement benefits are based on the that workers who postpone entering the labor force
average indexed monthly earnings (AIME) of work- have over those who get jobs at younger ages.
ers in employment covered by the system. The Because many years of low or no earnings can be
present formula computes AIME based on workers' ignored in cakulating ALME, the former group
best 35 years of employment. Lengthening the currently experiences little or no loss of benefits for
averaging period would generally lower benefits its additional years spent not working and thus not
slightly by requiring more years of lower earnings paying Social Security taxes.
to be factored into the benefit computation. This
option would increase the AIME computation period Because some beneficiaries elect early retire-
gradually until it reached 38 years for people turn- ment for such reasons as poor health or unemploy-
ing age 62 in 1997 or beyond. This approach ment, an argument against this proposal is that a
would save $3.1 billion over the next five years and longer computation period would reduce benefits fur
more in later years. recipients who are least able to continue working.

Other workers who would be disproportionately
One argument for a longer computation period affected include those with significant periods out-

is that people are now living longer and the normal side the Social Security system, such as parents--
retirement age for the Social Security program will usually women--who interrupted their careers to rear
be raised beginning in the year 2000. Using more children, and workers who experienced long periods
years to calculate the AIME would reduce incen- of unemployment or employment not covered by
tives for early retirement. In addition, lengthening Social Security.
the averaging period would reduce the advantage
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ENT-51 CONSIDER VETERANS' COMPENSATION WHEN DETERMINING
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INCOME PAYMENTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Coordinate Benefits for AlI

Veterans Receiving Compensation

Outlays 75 105 115 125 135 555

Coordinate Benefits for Veterans
Newly Awarded Compensation

Outlays 10 20 30 45 55 160

People with disabilities may qualify for cash pay- dent spouses, children, or parents An estimated
ments from more than one source, including the 125,000 veterans who receive compensation also
Social Security Disability Insurance (DI) program, receive DI payments from the Social Security pro-
veterans' compensation, workers' compensation, gram.
means-tested programs like the Supplemental Secu-
rity Income program, and private disability insur- This option, which has two variations, would
ance. If they are younger than 65 and covered include veterans' compensation within the scope of
under Social Security, workers who are unable to the ceiling. (The combined payment, however,
work because they are physically or mentally im- would never be less than either the DI benefit or the
paired may qualify for DI payments. veterans' compensation payment.) Under both

versions, compensation would be totaled when
When Social Security beneficiaries are eligible determining how much the DI benefit of an individ-

for multiple disability benefits, ceiling arrangements ual under 65 would be reduced to keep the com-
limit combined public disability benefits to 80 per- bined benefit from exceeding the ceiling. One
cent of the workers' average earnings before they version of the option would apply this change to all
were disabled. The combined payment after the current and future recipients of veterans' disability
reduction is adjusted periodically for changes in the compensation. The other version would limit appli-
cost of living and in national average wage levels, cation of the option to veterans newly qualifying for
Veterans' compensation payments for disabilities, disability compensation in the future.
however--as well as means-tested benefits and bene-
fits based on public employment covered by Social Applying the change to both current and future
Security--are not included when applying the ceil- recipients of veterans' compensation would affect an
ing. estimated 30,000 recipients in 1995 and would save

an estimated $555 million over the 1995-1999 pe-
Approximately 2.2 million veterans--about 1.2 riod. Applying the change only to veterans newly

million of whom are under age 65--receive compen- awarded compensation payments in the future would
sation for service-connected disabilities. The affect an estimated 15,000 recipients by 1999 and
amount of compensation is based on a rating of an would save an estimated $160 million over the
impairment's average effect on a person's ability to 1995-1999 period.
earn wages in civilian occupations. Additional
allowances are paid to veterans whose disabilities Implementing these options would mean that an
are rated 30 percent or higher and who have depen- explicit policy would determine the total amount of
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public compensation for veterans with service-con- veterans' compensation benefits to a form of income
nected disabilities. Thus, the federal government testing. Moreover, under the variation of this option
would treat in a more consistent way people who that would apply to current recipients of disability
receive cash disability payments from multiple compensation, the incomes of some disabled veter-
programs that are not means-tested. Both versions ans would drop.
of the option could, however, be seen as subjecting
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ENT-52 END VETERANS' DISABILITY AND DEATH COMPENSATION AWARDS
IN FUTURE CASES WHEN A DISABILITY IS UNRELATED TO MILITARY DUTIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 20 80 180 290 420 990

Outlays 20 70 170 280 410 950

Veterans are eligible for disability compensation if ing that disabling conditions were unrelated to mili-
they either receive or aggravate disabilities during tary duties. Because military personnel are assigned
active military service. Service-connected disabili- to places where situations may sometimes be vola-
ties are currently defined as those resulting from tile, however, they have less control than civilians
diseases, injuries, or other physical or mental im- over where they spend their off-duty hours. More-
pairments that occurred or were intensified during over, it may often be difficult to determine whether
military service, excluding those resulting from a veteran's disease, injury, or impairment was en-
willful misconduct. Disabilities need not be in- tirely unrelated to military duties.
curred or made worse while performing military
duties to be considered service-connected; for exam- Data from sources other than the 1989 VA
ple, disabilities incurred while on leave also qualify. survey indicate that about 250,000 veterans cur-

rently receive VA compensation payments totalling
A 1989 survey by the Department of Veterans $1.5 billion a year for diseases that the General

Affairs (VA) suggests that about 50 percent of Accounting Office (GAO) reports are generally
veterans receiving compensation payments were neither caused nor aggravated by military service.
being compensated for injuries or diseases not re- The diseases include arteriosclerotic heart disease,
lated to the performance of military duties, and the diabetes mellitus, multiple sclerosis, Hodgkins dis-
relationship to military duties was uncertain for an ease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (includ-
additional 5 percent. Federal outlays could be re- ing chronic bronchitis and pulmonary emphysema),
duced by $950 million during the 1995-1999 period hemorrhoids, schizophrenia, osteoarthritis, and be-
by ending disability and death compensation awards nign prostatic hypertrophy. Ending new awards for.,
ir future cases in which a disability is neither in- veterans with these diseases would have a more
curred nor aggravated while performing military limited impact because it would not affect all veter-
duties. Doing so would make disability compensa- ans whose compensable disabilities are not con-
tion of military personnel comparable with disability nected with military service. It could, however,
compensation of federal civilian employees under eliminate compensation for some veterans whose
workers' compensation arrangements. disabilities the GAO finds are not generally service-

connected but whose circumstances constitute an
In both cases, diseases, injuries, or impairments exception from this general conclusion. This ap-

unrelated to employment tasks would not entitle a proach would yield smaller savings than the previ-
person to compensation. The VA's formal appeals ous measure--about $620 million over the 1995-
system could be extended to cover rulings specify- 1999 period.
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ENT-53 END VETERANS' COMPENSATION PAYMENTS FOR CERTAIN
VETERANS WITH LOW-RATED DISABILITIES

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Budget Authority 640 650 660 670 690 3,310

Outlays 640 600 660 670 680 3,250

Approximately 2.2 million veterans with service- tion about the size of the families of the veterans
connected disabilities receive veterans' disability who would be affected by this option was not avail-
compensation benefits. The amount of compensa- able. (See ENT-57 for options to restrict eligibility
tion is based on a rating of the individual's impair- for most non-means-tested entitlement programs,
ment that is intended to reflect an average reduction including veterans' compensation, on the basis of
in the ability to earn wages in civilian occupations. family income.)
Demonstrated loss of income, however, is not a
requirement for eligibility. Veterans' disability Eliminating compensation benefits for veterans
ratings range from zero to 100 percent (most se- with disability allowances below 30 percent and
vere). Veterans unable to maintain gainful employ- relatively high family incomes would concentrate
ment who have ratings of at least 60 percent are spendifig on the most impaired veterans. Because
eligible to be paid at the 100 percent disability rate. performance in civilian jobs depends less now on
Additional allowances are paid to veterans who physical labor than when the disability ratings were
have disabilities rated 30 percent or higher and who originally set, and because improved reconstructive
have dependent spouses, children, or parents. Re- and rehabilitative techniques are now available,
ceiving veterans' disability compensation does not physical impairments rated below 30 percent may
affect the level of Social Security disability benefits not reduce veterans' earnings. Low-rated disabili-
to which an individual may be entitled (see ENT- ties include conditions such as mild arthritis, moder-
51). ately flat feet, or amputation of part of a finger--

conditions that would not affect the ability of veter-
Currently, 1.3 million veterans have disability ans to work in many occupations today.

ratings below 30 percent and receive benefits of
between $70 and $166 a month. Federal outlays Veterans' compensation could be viewed, how-
could be reduced by $3.3 billion during the 1995- ever, as career or iffetime indemnity payments owed
1999 period by ending disability benefits for low- to veterans disabled to any degree while serving in
rated disabilities, except for veterans with moderate the armed forces, regardless of family income.
or low family incomes. The income threshold used Moreover, some disabled veterans--especially older
for this illustration is the median income of all ones who have retired--might find it difficult to
families, which was about $37,000 in 1992. increase their working hours or otherwise make up
Thresholds that varied by family size would be a the loss in compensation payments.
better measure of need, but the necessary informa-
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ENT-54 ELIMINATE "SUNSET" DATES ON CERTAIN PROVISIONS FOR VETERANS
IN THE OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1993

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Reduce Pensions to Medicaid Nursing Home Residents

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 190 190
Outlays 0 0 0 0 190 190

Verify Income Reported for Pension Purposes

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 25 25
Outlays 0 0 C 0 25 25

Recover Certain Medical Care Costs for
Veterans from Third Parties

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 240 240
Outlays 0 0 0 0 240 240

Impose Copayments for VA Medical Care

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 90 90
Outlays 0 0 0 0 90 90

Eliminate All Sunset Dates

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 545 545
Outlays 0 0 0 0 545 545

Four provisions in laws affecting veterans contain of medical care provided by the VA for the
"sunset dates"--dates when the provisions cease to treatment of non-service-connected disabilities
apply. As a result, starting in 1999, outlays will be (expires September 30, 1998); and
higher than if the provisions remained in effect.
These provisions have: o Authorized the VA to charge copayments to

certain veterans receiving inpatient and outpa-
"o Limited to $90 the monthly benefit for certain tient care and outpatient medication from

pensioners without dependents who are eligible agency facilities (expires September 30, 1998).
for Medicaid coverage for nursing home care
(expires September 30, 1998); This option would make the effects of these

provisions permanent by eliminating the sunset date
"o Authorized the Internal Revenue Service to help in each case. If all four provisions were made

the Department of Veterans A"fairs (VA) verify permanent, savings during the 1995-1999 period
incomes reported by beneficiaries, for the pur- would total about $0.5 billion.
pose of establishing eligibility for pensions and
benefits (expires September 30, 1998); The main advantage of this option iq that it

would convert the temporary savings achieved by
"o Authorized the VA tv -ollect from any health these provisions into continuing savings. The main

insurer that contracts to iL..ure a veteran with disadvantage of the option is that certain veterans or
service-connected disabih,.es the reasonable cost their insurers would be worse off financially.
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ENT-55 CHARGE A PENALTY FOR EARLY REDEMPTIONS OF SAVINGS BONDS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Savings from (Millions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

Outlays 15 40 55 60 70 240

In normal times, the Treasury Department sells redeem their bonds before the fifth anniversary
almost $1 billion a month in savings bonds to inves- could be charged a six-month interest penalty. This
tors. Bonds are sold for prices as low as $25. No change would require a repeal of the 4 percent
investor can buy more than $15,000 worth in a year. statutory minimum interest rate and -. clear signal--
Savings bonds pale next to the Treasury's chief either in the legislation itself or in a public an-
sources of borrowed funds (bills, notes, and bonds nouncement by the Treasury--that short-term holdeis
sold at auction), but nevertheless represent a signifi- would henceforth be paid a lower rate of interest.
cant pool of money. CBO's estimates of the budgetary savings assume

that the change, if adopted, would be effective for
The Treasury has authority to design the key bonds sold beginning in October 1994.

features of savings bonds, but is required by law to
pay a 4 percent minimum rate. Since 1982, the This option would hit the shortest-term investors
Treasury has offered market-based savings bonds. hardest; it wrnld wipe out much or most interest for
If held for five years, these return 85 percent of the anyone who held a savings bond for a short period
market yield on five-year Treasury securities over (such as one year or less), but would be proportion-
the bonds' lifetime, a yield that the Treasury De- ately smaller for someone who redeemed a bond
partment updates semi-annually. Under the Con- after, say, four and one-half years. Furthermore,
gressional Budget Office's interest rate assumptions, such a penalty would implicitly recoup some of the
today's buyers are expected to realize a rate of relatively high transaction costs of savings bond
slightly more than 4 percent in five years--a return issuance and redemption. Similar penalties are
that will automatically follow market rates if they widespread in the private sector; CBO's informal
move up. survey of financial institutions offering five-year

certificates of deposit revealed :hat all charged
But the 4 percent floor also applies to short- penalties for premature withdrawal and that the

term investors. It exceeds the rate now paid on forfeiture of six months' interest was the single
instruments such as money market funds or short- most common penalty. This change would, of
term certificates of deposit, which is about 3 per- course, reduce the interest income of a minority of
cent. There does not appear to be a widespread savings bond purchasers, including some who may
response to the resulting temptation to substitute have planned to hold their bonds for five years but
savings bonds for other short-term investments, found that they needed cash sooner.
The maximum gain for any individual saver is auto-
matically restricted, because investors cannot buy The Treasury Department administers the say-
more than $15,000 worth of bonds a year. Most ings bond program by sending tables of redemption
buyers do, in fact, hold the bonds for five years (or values to thousands of paying agents. It might
more). carry out this change by cutting back redemption

values for all new bonds until they are five years
Nevertheless, it might be desirable to design old (just as it carried out the most recent cutback in

savings bonds so that they would be wholly unap- the guaranteed rate, from 6 percent ta 4 p At, by
pealing to investors with short-term horizons. One promulgating new redermption tables in Marth
way to do so would be to charge an interest penalty 1993). Because interest on savir.gs bonds is defined
for early redemption. The minority of holders who in the budget simply as the change in the bonds'
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redemption value, such a step could superficially majority who do hold their bonds for five years--
generate greater budgetary savings than depicted would not be genuine savings but would stem
above. However. only a minority of bondholders ptrely from the Treasury's accounting conventions,
would actually collect diminished interest. Any and would thus be omitted from CBO's estimate.
putative savings attributable to other buyers--the
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ENT-56 RESTRICT COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS
IN NON-MEANS-TESTED BENEFIT PROGRAMS

Annual Savings Cumulative

Savings from (IWhom ns f dollasj Five- Yea
CBO Baseline 1995 191* 1997 1998 1"9 Savini

Ellmiate COLAs for Ow Year

Social Security/r
Railroad Retremenn 7.400 10.000 10.150 10.200 10.200 47.950

Other Non-Means-
Tested Programs 900 2.400 2.400 2.450 2.600 10.750

Offsets in Means-
Tested Programs and
Medicare 1enm~ums 1 2 -850 -500 -450 -400

Total 6.650 11.550 12,050 12.200 12.400 54.350

Limit COLAs to Two-Thnirds of the CPI Increase for Five Years

Social Security/
Railroad Retrement 2.450 5.800 9.500 13.400 17.500 48,650

Other Non-Means-
Tested Programs 300 1.100 2.050 2,900 4,200 10.550

Offsets in Means-
Tested Programs and
Medicare Premiums -100 -200 -500 -750 -1000 -2.550

Total 2.650 6.700 11.050 15,550 20,700 56.650

Limit COLAs to the CP! Increse Minus 2 Percentage Points for Five Years

Social Security/
Railroad Retirement 4,900 11,750 18,900 26,300 33.900 95.750

Other Non-Means-
Tested Programs 600 2.250 4.050 5,700 8.150 20,750

Offsets in Means-
Tested Programs and
Medicare Premiums -300 -50 10 -2_4C' -2.400 .

ToWa 5.200 13.500 21.450 29.600 35.650 109.400

Pay the fth COlA 1lenolklen a Cavrta L •d d 90 Paeeen o t•e COLA
m laE xeam iftb Thee Lard hr Fl., Yean

Social Security/
Railroad Retireu n 0 1.050 2.500 4.100 5.700 13.350

NOTE Redusaoea in Smuia Saww"t ivia~al cw mamitne m Social Setwwyt, wele lam dw Mial bfu daN-us ea Gm W OUR (fai
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Under .urrent fw'l:cic%. outla,*% for S..xiaI Secuntv to reduce buidget defcits would undermine the en-
and other non meAn%-iested .ash transfer prngrams tire .t~ructure of retirement inc:ome policy For
wAhN.e Seneit% mre indexed to the conslumer pnce example. because pn'. ae pension plans generally do
,n~lcx (Pli ame expected to total S1J41) 'i~llon in not iffer :omplete indexiniz, re-,tnctIng SOCI~l SeCu'-

'iriiT' 14, ,e it, S-1-4) ý' I on N-. !-'N Ri!Lti.,ini ritN COLA% Aould luriher rdu~ e protectwnonr
'!. e 011'~i~ s"1 't ~ r ,itmert CO~L.V !,,r ttnfft,'Are% agxinst :nt , t:i'n Some peopic also0
!hcse pr'ocam% 1% -mmoni, [ifK~.ed one wa-. tl2ink !hat. because Si,-ial Sccunty and other ret~re*
,sow 6-A -e growth in rnt~ilement pending F-our ment p ~grams rcrresent long term co-mmnitments to:
.trate;;t ( or rrduý;!i Cot)A,. and ,he %ving% in bo~th current retirees and today's workers, these
>'u!!J%--esUlnifg lrom each are shown in the pmeed- pmgranis Nhould he altered only gradually and then
ing tjdiic The programs; in whidi COL.-s. would he only for p"rrgrammatic reas~ons According to this
,rd,.<rd und~er The first three opvtins are -stiai.al '.IC%, an-, hanges in henefits %hould be announced
Sc..uritý Old-Age. Sw'iisor,. anl Divablijt) Insur- well in ad~rancc to allow people to adjust their

ance. Railroad Retirementr, Cisrl Service Retirement, long-run plans
\l:1itarvi Retirement, federal employecs' wo~rkets' I
t5 omPensaihon. '-eterans' benefits, and retirement Unless restrictions on COLAs were accompa-
berief~tq for the Fereign Service, the Public Health moed by commensurate changes in determining ini-
Set' .ce. and the Coast Guard The fourth '-ption tiJ benefits for new recipients. disparities in benefit
wo(uld affect only Social Sccunty and Railroad lesels \%ould develop among different cohorts of
Retirement Tic, I COLAs (Other option% for achie- retirees. This situation is particularly relevant for
%Ing savvings in Social Secunty ame given in ENT- Social Security, where benefits for newly eligible
-19. ENT-49. EVT-50. ENT-51. and REV-12.) individuals are based on an indexed benefit formula

and on indexed earnings histories. For example, if
COLA retrictions would achieve considerable prices rose by 4 percent in a year and the wage

%asinjes by exacting small reductions in benefits index used to compute benefits for new-ly eligible
from a large number nf people. in contrast to other recipients increased by 5 percent, eliminating that
budget options that would impose large reductions year's COLA without any change in the calculation
in benefits on -naller groups of recipients. More- of initial benefits would result in benefits for new
os er. limiting these options to the non-means-tested beneficiaries that were about 5 percent higher than
cas-,h benefit programs would protect many of the for recent retirees; under current law, benefits would
pooresýt benieficiaries of entitlements--for example, be only about I percent higher for the new retirees.
recipients of Supplemental Security Income--from To ai!eviate this problem and to achieve additional
losSC\ of income. Finally, because the benefit levels savings, efforts to slow the growth in benefits '

wAould he permanently lowered for those eligible through COLA limitations might be extended to the
when the COLA limitation was established. signifi- formulas for determining initial benefits (see ENT-
cant reductions in outlays would persist beyond the 48).
fise-%car projection period. The savings wouldI
esentiually disappear. however, as beneficiaries died There are several options that would restrict

or .Topped receiving paymens for other reasons, COLAs for current beneficiaries. Except for the
unk".ý the COLA limitation was accompanied by a option to limit COLAs to 2 percentage points less
peirM.,-nI rcdu'.tion in the initial benefits of newly than the increase in the CPI, the magnitude of the
cli,~i'-l s&,'rkr',i isee EN-T-4,R) savings in each case--as well as the impact on bene-

ficiaries--would be very sensitive to the level of
BýAget rreduction %trategies that :nstitute less- inflation in the years in which the COLAs would be

than itomplete porice indexing would, however, result reduced. If prices were to rise faster than currently
in firiinciAl difficulties, for %ome recipient%- -panicu- assumed, savings would be greater than shown, and
ýjrl% if COLAs were restricted for an extended recipients would bear larger costs. If prices were to
Prir-od Restn-ctions on COLA% alvo encounter rise less quickly, both budgetary savings and the
*'tr ':T.io from tho.e. who fr.ar that chnv,-v.~ mael ft.- ,- --,. -1e.~..,A 1 .,.i,
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The fol~io^ing are specific %er'ions of COLA Pay the Full COL.A on Beneflts Below a Certain
restn, ~'en% Lvvel and 50) Percent or the COLA on Benefits

ExteedinR That Level for Five Vrari. Another
Eliminate ('01. lis for One Year. One option altematise A~ould tic the COLA reductions to ý,nc-

" '.e it, eliminate COLA% in fi%4cal ',car 19q5 ticianes' posmert let'.-arlin i ir. 1,p)(, Th e
fo'r non~ mcans trst-1 iwnent-t r'-a'-s h' c a.,')%- eximpke discus 'Cu nerr--r'a~cd onlsr on ~sotcial Se,ýu-
tp" 1',mrY to N, paid in ,ub".cquient ýcars. but Aith nty and R.W~ *ýei~rcment TVer I henefitts--ould
no prmi"'oon lor making up the Iost adjustment. If ass ard the I for hcnefits, ha~ed on the fir-t
!ht q~-proi~h 'Acre (Aiken, fedcral outlays would tie S630 of s monthly primar :-'.urance
rt-dij cJ bý about Seh 6 billion in 19,95 ind S54 9 amount iPIA) a. !t)O !.rcent o;f the COLA oin hcrne-

ýiwnoiser fis. -year%. w~ith Social Security and fitts tbosc this le'el 'he Sh.10 per month threcshold
Ra:-ii Retirement accounting for most of the ii about equal to the projected 199fi pc'criv threth-

total old for An eldcr~i perston and 'Aould ibe indexed to
Maintain its %alue oser time.

Limit COL.As to Two-Thirds or the CPI IncreaseI
tor Fis-e Vears. Under this approach, recipients This approach should sase about $1.0 billior i-
\Aotu!J be compensated for only a certain proportion 1996 and S I I3 billion oiter the 1996- 1999 penod
(if inflation. such as two-thirds of the annual CPI Because of the time needed to impleme-it this pro-
increase. Under current economic assumptions by poisal. th. ce estimates assiume that it A~ouij he in
the Congressional Budget Office, applying tL'us place by January 1QQA.
restInction for rive years would save about $2.7
billion next year and S.56.6 billion over the 1995- Because the full COLA would be paid to bene-
1999 period. As a result, benefit:; for people who ficiaries with low PlAs. this option would ensure
received payments throughout the five-year period that low-income recipients would not be adversely
would be about 5 percent less in 1999 than they affected. Mioreover, its percentage impact would be
would have been under full price indexing. Further- greater for recipients with higher benefits. Nonethe-
more, this option would reduce the real incomes of less, benefit levels are not always good indicators of
beneficiaries at the same time that they were be- total income. Some families with high benefits
coming less able to supplement their incomes by have little other income, while some with low bene-
working. fits have substantsiif income from other sources.

'Furthermore, many people object to any changes in
Limit COLAs to the CPI Increase Minus 2 Per- retiremient programs that might be construed as
centage Points for Five Years An approach simi- introducing a means test for benefits, even if the test
lar to the proportionate COLA reduction would be is limited only to the COLA.
to reduce the adjustment by a fixed number of per-
centage points--for example, set the adjustment at A variation would extend this approach to the
the CPI increase minus 2 percentage points. Unlike other ron-means-tested benefit programs besides
other options to restrict COLAs, however, both Social Security; this variation is not shown in the
savings and effects on beneficiaries would be table. Such an option would spread the effects
roughly the samc regardless of the level of among a wider group of recipients. although it
inflation--about S$109.4 billion over the next five might be somewhat more complicated to design
years, if extended for the full period. As in the because the different benefit structure in each pro-
previous option, this approach would be cumulative gram could require a separate determination of the
and would therefore significantly reduct the real appropriate benefit levels on which to pay reduced
incomes of beneficiaries at the same time that their COLAs.
ability to supplement their incomes by working
declined.
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Eliminating COLAs for recipients whose hene- ments were made at the threshold, however, recipi-
fits are based on PIAs above a certain level is an- ents with benefits just below the threshold could be
other option. Because this reduction would affect made better off than those with benefits just above
the entire ben.-it of each recipient aibove the thrtsh- it. Still another approach that would address some
old. not just the portion of the benefit above that of the administrative problems of these two options
le.el. bo•th the savings and the i.mpacts on beneticia- would involve increased taxation of Social Secunty
nes would he considerably greater. Unles adjust- henet•its (see REV-12).

I.
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ENT-57 APPLY MEANS TESTS TO FEDERAL E.*NTITLEMENTS

Annual Savings Cumulative
Sji~ ncs from (Million% of dollars) Fl~e-yedr
CR0 Base.line 11-5 9"h) ~ 1997 1199t 1q9W Savings

Mtake Entitlements Subject to Individual Income Tax

Nkon- Mc .n -Tc-ied
Entitlement% ,.2CNO 4h.50X 50.4m0 55.000 60.000 S. 100

All En-t!cemnts 18.400 53.400 58,31X) 63,800 69.6W0 :63.500

Reduce Entitlements Prov,*d.,d to 'Iiddkv. and High-income Families

Non- Nkans-Te.:cd
Entieticmcits 10.100 47.500 44,100 46.800 49,800 198.300

All Entitlement, 10, 100 49.200 45.800 48.800 5:3100 206.000

Deny Entitlements to High-Income Recipients

Non-Mecans-Testcd
Enuitlements 4.300 10.500 9.600 10,300 11.000 45.700

All Entitlements 4,300 10.600 9,700 10.400 11.100 46. 1OC

SOURCE Congtewousla Budget Office

NOTE Esti~mates do not intclude amimnis~usiue costs or revenue losses tioms reduejons in taxable bsenefits.

There are two basic approaches to the constraint of cianes' incomes rise, and the third approach would
entitlement srending. One broad strategy would deny benefits to individuals with incomes above
reduce the gro%%th of spending (or tax the benefits at specified thresholds. The savings attinbuted to these
higher rates) on a program-by-prograir basis. New thre approaches would be smaller than shown here
program rules or tax law, could limit who qualifies if the Congress enacted one or more of the pro-
for benefits. reduce the amount of benefits provided, gram-by-program approaches descnbed in other
or change the t~axation of benefits. (Examples of options.
this kind of approach include ENT-40, ENT-48.
ENT-50. ENT-53. ENT-56. REV-12. and RE-V-17.) Some federal entitlements are already subject to

limits on income or wealth under prtsgram regula-
An alternative to the program-by-program ap- tions. The federal part of Supplemental Security--

proach would constrain entitlements as a group Income (SS1) is available only to elderly and dis-
through some form of means-testing under which abled people with monthly incomes below federally
benefits would be cut most for beneficiaries with specified national limits. Aid to Families with.
the highest incomes. Three illustrations of this Dependent Children (AFDC) goes only to families
methed of constraining entitlements are discussed with children who have monthly incomes below
here. The first approach would subject most entitle- limits set by individual states. Recipients of SSI
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Only households with monthly incomes below the Security benefits. if they divorced, they would keep
federal poverty guidelines qualify for food stamps. all of their benefits. Appropriate differentiation of
Because these and other means-tested programs benefit reductions for individuals and families of L
currently provide benefits only to people with low ditfer:nt sizes could reduce or remove such incen-
monthly incomes. subjecting them to any of the tives for family breakup.
three methods of means-testing discussed here
voul i duplicate the current means-testing at signifi. A significant objection to global means-tesing
cantly higher income levels, imposing administrative of entitlements is that different programs serve
and compliance costs with little effect on net saving, different purposes. Individual programs provide
.A\t the same time, because each of the alternative people %,ith separate types of in-kind consumption.
approaches would impose an annual means test--as such as lood, housing, and medical care Society
oppoed te the monthly tests now used in each may wish to ensure fuller access to the,.e giK*ds and
program--beneficiaries who qualify for assistance services rather than simply provide more cash in-
for only part of a year could lose some or all of come. In this view, any limitation on benefits
their benefits. Budgetary savings for each approach should be imposed on a program-by-program basis
are shown both includirg and excluding those trans- in order to allow different cnteria to be applied.
fers that are already means-tested.

Reducing entitlements to medical assistance
Non-means-tested entitlement programs included raises special concerns. One problem is valuing

here are Social Secunty and Raitroad Retirement, medical services in dollar terms. One approach
Medicare. unemployment compensation, and veter- would base value on benefits actually received.
ans' benefits. The ana ysis excludes two other This approach col,, yield unacceptable results
major entitlement programs--federal ciilian and because it would assign the highest values to the
military pensions--because they are part of the labor sickest people receiving the most care. Another
contract between the government and its employees approach would count the federal subsidy to in-kind
and not transfers in the same sense that the included programs as benefits. In Medicare, for example, the
programs are. Several options to constrain spending subsidy would be the implicit value of an insurance
on these tvo excluded programs are discussed in premium paid for by the government.
ENr-41.

Means-testing benefits also poses a transitional
Means-testing could be based on individual problem, particularlv for retirees. Recipients of

income, couple income, or the income of a more benefits may have made financial decisions and
broadly defined family. The unit used determines plans expecting particular incomes from entitie-
%.hich recipients would be affected by the alterna- ments. Changing those benefits could impose hard-
live approaches, as well as how recipients might ships. Phasing in taxation of benefits or means tests
respond to means-testing. Because families gener- over time would mitigate this difficulty.
ally consume as a unit. family income and wealth
are probably better measures of need than individual Make All Entitlements Subject to Individual
income and wealth. Further, the family measures Income Tax. Under current law, some benefits of
are greater than the individa-J measures, so applying federal entitlement programs, such as unemployment
the same dollar thresholds in means tests to families compensation and military pensions, arc fully sub-
rather than individuals would affect more recipients. ject to individual income taxes. others, such as So-
At the same time. depending on how the means cial Security. are partially so. and still others, such
tests are structured, basing the tests on families as Medicare and food stamps, are entirely excluded
could induce families to split up into smaller units from taxable income. One approach to means-test-
to minimize benefit reductions. For example, in the ing all entitlements would include in taxable income
benefit reduction approach discussed below, a re- all federal entitlement benefits in excess of contribu-
tired couple in wshich each spouse has $20,000 of tions made for specific programs. Thus. for exam-
pension and investment income and $10.000 of ile. the insurance value of Medicare in excess of
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ance coverage would become part of a recipint's percent of the $5.000 by which total income ex-
taxable income. Program administrators would tell ceeds $40.000. If the family had $45.000 of non-
recipients annually the net value of benefits to re- transfer income, it would lose $2,500 of its Social
port as taxable income, using a form similar to the Security-10 percent of the $5,000 that falls in the
W-2 used to report wage income. Such inclusion $40.000 to $50,000 income range and 20 percent of
for all entitlements would increase revenues by the SIO.000 that falls in the S50,000 to S60.000
about S18.4 billion in 1995 and $264 billion from income range. A fanily with nontransfer income
1995 through 1999. above $120,000 would have its benefits reduced by

85 peicent. (Under the Coalition's plan. married
Taxing entitlements recognizes that entitlements couples and larger families would face the same

increase a recipient's ability to pay taxes in the income limits as single people, and all dollar values
same way that other forms of income do. Exclud- Aould be indexed for inflation.)
ing some entitlement payments from taxable income
simply because they come from the government This option would reduce benefits for all entitle-
could be viewed as violating the principle that taxes ments by about $10.1 billion in 1995 and $206
should be higher for people with higher incomes. A billion over 1995 through 1999. Compared with the
counterargument, however, asserts that entitlements option that would tax benefits, this proposal toarc not taxable now simply because benefit levels reduce benefits would have no effect on familiesi ,"

are set to be net of taxes. If those levels are too with lover incomes and a greater effect on high-
high. the Congress should reduce them within each income families.
individual program. Making benefits taxable does
have the advantage of providing a straightforward This approach reflccts the view that entitlements
annual measure of recipients' needs for federal should go primarily to those most in need of them,
assistance. Even so, it could be difficult to justify not to families with higher incomes. Imposing the
including noncash benefits received from the gov- same criteria for establishing need among all entitle-
eminent, but not those provided by employers. This n'znt programs mught be the fairest way to limit
last objection is not an issue, however, if tasation of benefit payments. A global approach to benefit
benefits is viewed as a means of allocating scarce reduction could also be less costly to administer
government resources to the most needy recipients. than ai approach that addresses each program indi-

vidually, although whether it would cost less de-
Reduce Benefits Provided to Middle- and High. pends in large part on whether new administrative
Income Families. The Concord Coaliton has re- apparatuses would have to be created.
cently proposed that federal entitlement benefits be
reduced rapidly as incomes rise. Benefit reduction A significant problem with this option is the
could be achieved either through supernormal tax disincentive for families to save and cam other
rates imposed under the individual income tax or income created by the rapid reduction in benefits as
directly through new programmatic structures. income rises. This effect would be mitigated some-
Under the Concord Coalition's proposal, families what, however, if the benefit reduction were phased

with incomes above S40.000 would lose benefits in gradually over a wide income range. Recipients
under a graduated scale beginning at 10 percent for with incomes well above the $120.000 level at
those with ircomes between $40.000 and S50.000 which benefit reduction is greatest would face
and increasing by 10 percentage points for each smaller or no disincentives, since they would have
$10.000 of income up to 85 percent of benefits to lower their inccmes greatly to incur smaller bene-
above $120,000 of total income. Nontransfer in- fit reductions. An alternative to forgoing income to
come would be considered first in deterr.,ing the lessen benefit reductions would be to shift income
rate of benefit reduction, and benefits would be to sources tha; would not be counted in the benefit
reduced only to the extent that they caused total reduction formula. If, for example, interest on tax-
income to exceed $40,000. For example, a family exempt bonds were not counted, entidtement recipi-
receiving $15,000 of Social Security and S30,000 of ents would be expected to shift their investments
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ho%%e'er. by counting as many forms of income as simply reduce benefits. Because benefits would he
posible in determining benefit reductions. phased out over a narrow income hand, however.

the work and saving disincentives would be signifi-
Deny Entitlements to High-Income Recipients. cantly greater for people with incomes near !he
Some .Mmcnbe-rs of Congre,, ha.e recently conid- cutoff level. Families Aith more than $10.o'X) in
ered a third approach to means-testing entitlements benefits and incomes in the phaseout range would
that would deny completely any entitlement pay- face marginal tax rates ot over 100W percent from
ments (o recipients with :ncomes abtve specific this provision alone. The narrower the band, the
limits. The budgetary savings shown výqume limits more likely would be potential recipients with in-
of $100,000 for single recipients and $120,000 for comes in or just above the phaseout range to adjust
marred couples. with benefi:s phasing out over a the timing of their income receipts, forgo savings,
$10.000 .ncome range. This option would reduce or reduce work effort to stay under the income
spending on all entitlements by about $4.3 billion in limit. At the same time. because beneficiaries with
1995 and $46 billion over a five-year period. Coin- incomes below the phaseout range would continue
pared with the proposal of the Concord Coalition to to receive full benefits. many fewer recipients would
reduce benefits, this option would exempt middle- face work and savings disincentives than in the
income families from benefit cuts and impose larger approach that would reduce benefits over a broad
benefit reductions on families with the highest in- income range. Any reduction in work effort or
comes. savings would reduce the budgetary savings. Fi-

nally, this approach would also create incentives to
This approach has many of the advantages of shift income to sources excluded from the income

and problems faced by the alternative that would calculation.



Chapter Five -

Revenues

t

tlhough policymakers just enacted substan- reductions enacted in the Economic Recovery Tax
tial tax increases--especially on high-income Act of 1981 (ERTA). combined with back-to-back
families--some analysts suggest that even recessions in 1980 and 1981-1982, brought the

further tax increases are necessary. Organizations revenue share down to 18 percent in 1983. ERTA , *

;uch as the Concord Coalition. for example, call for also removed most inflationary bracket crtep from
i balanced budget and argue that It is unrealistic to the personal income tax by enacting--starting in
-'xpect spending cuts alone to do the job. Further 1985 --indexation for inflation of t.he personal in- l

,ax increases, however. are unlikely to spzre lower- come tax bracket amounts, the standard deduction.
md middle-income families to the same extent as and the personal exemption. In subsequent years.
hose increases recently enacted in the Omnibus the revenue share, bolstered by sustained economic
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA-93). growth and deficit reduction measures, climbed to
Ihis chapter presents 36 revenue-raising options that 19 percent in 1989. As a result of the 1990-1991
iffect taxpayers at all income levels and include all
he major revenue sources.

Currently, about 90 percent of federal revenue
:omes from income and payroll taxes. In 1993. the Figure 3.
ndividual income tax raised 44 percent of federal Total Revenue as a Share of GOP
evenue, the payroll tax 37 percent, and the corpo-
*ate income tax 10 percent. In addition, excise , mntaoeotG°P
axes raised 4 percent of federal revenue. The rest ActU•, al ...

:ame from estate and gilt taxes, customs duties, and
"ees and other miscellaneous receipts. 20 ,

Under its baseline assumption that the Congress
:nacts no legislation affecting revenues, the Con- Is I
,ressionai Budget Office expects the revenue share

)f gross domestic product (GDP) to average 19
tercen' over the next five years, very similar to the 10
iverage share recorded since 1960 (see Figure 3).
;ince that year, the revenue share of GDP has
[ropped as low as 17.4 percent and risen as high as ,
A0.2 percent, with an average value of 18.6 percent.
'he revenue share surpassed 20 percent in the late I

,960s when the Congress enacted an income tax .
urcharge during the Vietnam War, and again in 190 IOU 1070 1975 i10110 IM 19M 196

981 after several years of rapid inflation pushed
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recession and the slow recos cr that followed, the and the shar- (if wages subject to taxatien have
rei~enue share fell to 18.3 percent in 1993. risen. Social insurance taxes have increased from 3

percent of GDP in 1960 to about 7 percent today.
The lonig-ter-m stability of the overall revenut.

share of* GIP inasks. some impornant shifts in the The GDP shares claimed by corporate income
11ijo;r sources of revenue: individual, som.al insur- taxes and excise taxes have fallen since 1960. The
alice. cOrporate. and exci.ýe taxes (see 1-igure 4). corporate revenue share declined steadily until the
Indi% IdUal income taxes. like overall ievenues, have mid-198Gs because of both a drop in corporate
risen and dipped as a share of GDP since 1960. but profits as a share of GDP and legislated reductions
:hey are curfently near their average level of 8 p-.r- in tax liability. Corporate taxes as a share of GDP
bent. Yet the GDP share claimed by social insur- have risen slightly since the Congress raised corpo-

rince taxc.s (mostly Social Security taxes) has in- rate taxes in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Excise
creased steadily since 1960 as tax rates, coverage, taxes continue to be the smallest of the four major

Figure 4.19
Revenues by Source as a Share of GDP -

Individual Income Taxes Social Insurance Taxes
10Perewdnage of GDP P' 1 rcentage of GOF
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MARCE: Corigrssioral Budget Offic.
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'erue sources. They haie claimed . decreasing It IS because of the substantial expanstn of the
iare of GDP largely bc-'!se they are often ,e~ed earned income tax credit tHETC) enacted :n (01B!3 1- V

Sthe quantity, not the value. of gotxds. .iorrover. Of) and OBRA-93 that the share of income -aid in
e Congress has not in general raised the tax rates taxes by famiies in the lowest in'om.e quintde has.
tough to keep pace with inflation gooe down since 1977. rThe EITC is a refundable

tax credit vai.alable 1,., low •rcome A( rk:ng Lui
The current mix of revenue sources translates to Before OBRAQ-•. only ,orking families with c:hil-

ov'--ll burden of ledcral laxies that i. moderately dren could recei•,e i-e ctedit. That a.t extended a
,,.r.- .ive, with higher-income famiii, paying a smaller EI'IC to low-income worki-'g families Nith.
cater share of their income in lax thmn lower- out children.
come families. CBO estimates that in 1994 fami-

is in the bottom income quintile will pay alout 5 As a share of income, the burden of income
!rccnt of their income in edcral taxes, ,neeas taxes is relauvely greater for higher-income lami-
milics in the middle income quintile vill pay lies, and the burden of payroll and excse taxes is
Iout 19 percent and families in the top income relatively greater for lower-income families. The
uintile will pay nearly 28 percent. CBO measures Congress can change the distributional burden of the
e tax burden in relation to family income, which tax system either by changing the shares of tax from
cludes all cash ircome received by families plus different sources or by changing the dstnbutional
cir shate of employer taxes and corporate income, burden of income and payroll taxes. It can maike

the individual income tax more or less progresi• e
Looking at the tax burden over time, CBO linds by changing either the tax base or the rate s.hedule

at the sweeping changes in tax laws that took and, to a lesser extent, can alter tne distribu'ion of
ace between 1977 and 1993 resulted in hittle dif- the payroll tax burden by changing the cap on
rence between the beginning and the end of that wages that are sulject to tax. Policymakers have
i-year period in either the overall share of income little control over the distributional burdens of other
.id in federal taxes or the share of income paid by tax sources.
nrious family income groups. The major exception
that the share of incime paid in taxes by families Federal taxes also affect the allocation of eco-
the lowest income quintile will be lowe" once the nomic resources in the pnvate sector. Taxes inevi-
anges enacted in the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia- tabiy create some distortion of private activities.
in Act of 1990 (OBRA-90) and OBRA-93 are For example, the individual income tax--whose tax
Ily implemented. base is wide!y accepted as a measure of the ability

to pay tax--discourages work and saving by taxing
By 1990, most family income groups paid the their return. Similarly. the corporate income tax

me share of their income in federal taxes as corn- raises ;he cost of capital, discourages use of the
rable families paid in 1977. except for the top I corporate form of business, and encourages corpora-
rcent of the incom,; distribution, which paid a tions to finance their operations with debt rather
,er share. OBRA-90, however, increased the than equity. In addition, the Congress has enacted

are of income these highest-income families paid cerairt incentives within the tax law to promote
taxes by raising the maximum marginal income public policy goals that also affect the allocation of

t rate to 31 percent and limiting the benefits from economic resources. For example, one rationale for I
mized deductions and personal exemptions for allowing people to deduct contributions ,o chanty
)se families. In addition. OBRA-93 added new under the income tax is to encourage charitable
Jividual income tax rates of 36 percent and 39.6 activities.
rcent and made all earnings subject to the payroll
c for Medicare. These changes will raise the total This chapter prese-'s a broad range of options
are of income paid in taxes by the highest-income for increasing federal revenue. The options raise
nilies back to the level that existed for coinpa- different amounts of revenue and affect economic
fle families in 1977. incentives differently. They also differ in the way
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they allocate economic resources among alternative cusses entitlements and other mra ndatory spending.
uses and in the way they distribute the tax burden This option is part of ENT-57, which would apply a
among taxpayers. Some options raise revenue from means test to federal entitlements.
existing tax sources by increasing tax rates, broad-
ening tax bases, or expanding tax coverage to in- Although most of the spending options pre-
clude additional taxpayers. The government could sented in this volume would take effect on Octo-
put many of these options into place quickly and ber 1, 1994. all but two of the revenue options take
easily because the taxes are already in place. The effect on January 1, 1995, The VAT option has a
other options raise revenue from new tax sources later effective date because implementing the tax
such as a federal value-added tax (VAT). Some of would take more time. The option to increase ex-
these options %ould impose additional compliance cise taxes on tobacco and alcoholic beverages takes
costs on taxpayers and administrative costs on the effect on October 1. 1994, consistent with the effec-
federal government because th,:y would require tive date for the President's proposed increase in the
additional tax computation methods and more Inter- tobacco tax. The revenue estimates for the options.
nal Revenue Service employees, most of which the Joint Committee on Taxation

prepared, may differ from estimates for similar
One revenue-raising option, to make all entitle- prov;sions in specific tax bills as a result of differ-

ments subject to the individual income tax, ippears ences in effective dates, transition rules, and techni-
not in this chapter but in Chapter 4. which dis- cal details.
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REV-01 RAISE MARGINAL TAX RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addit:on

Individuals

Raise Margina, Tax
Rates to 16 Percent,
30 Percent, 33 Percent
38 Percent, and 42 Percent,
and Top AMT Rate
to 30 Percent 23.3 40.1 41.8 44.0 46.0 195.2

Raise the Top
Marginal Tax Rates
to 38 Percent
and 42 Percent 3 9 6.3 6.0 6.2 6.0 284

Corporations

Raise the Top
Marginal Tax Rate
to 36 Percent 1.6 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.1 13.5

Raise the ATM
Rate to 25 Percent 2.3 3.7 2.9 2.8 2.7 14.4

SOURCE: Joint Committee oi "aation.

NOTE: AM'T - altenmave nimmurn tax.

Rate increases have two advantages over other tax Individuals. Before OBRA-93. the income tax
changes as a means for raising revenue. First, they structure had three explicit marginal tax rates--15
do not add to costs of enforcement or compliance percent. 28 percent, and 31 percent, with a maxi-
because they do not increase the complexity of the mum marginal tax rate on capital gains of 28 per-
tax code or the recordkeeping requirements of tax- cent. (The marginal tax rate is the percentage of an
payers. Second, the Treasury begins to receive the extra dollar of income that a taxpayer must pay in
additional revenues relatively quickly because it can taxes.) OBRA-93 added two more rate brackets of
incorporate rate increases immediately in withhold- 36 percent and 39.6 percent for the highest-income
ing and estimated tax .schedules. But rate increases taxpayers. Some high-income taxpayers will face
have drawbacks as well. Higher tax rates reduce effective marginal tax rates of more than 39.6 per-
incentives to work and save, and increase the ineffi- cent because of provisions that phase out their item-
ciencies that tax preferences produce. The Omnibus ized deductions and personal exemptions. These
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA-93) provisions were originally scheduled to expire under
increased marginal tax rates, effective in !993, for prior law, but OI.RA-93 made them permanent.
some individuals and corporations.
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Increasing all marginal ,'iratc on orthinar. regular taxable income These -djustments are nf
income to) 16 percent. 30 rerccnl. Ii 31 rercenlt. 38i IO types deferral preferences. such as accelerated
percent. and 42 percent (approirnatcly a ? percent depreciation. excess intangible dnllng costs, and
increase) would raise a.bout SIQ5 billion in I995 profit or loss from lone-term contracts, and exclu-
through 1999. This option also increases the top sion preferences. such as some tax-exempt intcrct
marcinal tax rate under the alcTrr..tise minimum tax and percentage depletion. As vith indi,•iduals,.
(ANtT) to 30 percent in order to keep the rate corporation,, must pay the larger of the regular tax
aligned with the regular tax ratcs and asoid a major or the A.IT. 11l(ieser. corporations can use one
shift of payments between the .\NIT and regular tax. year's AMT as a credit against regular tax liability
The ,.\MT i impoed on indisiduals at rates of 26 in future years. Thus, a portion of the revenue gain
percent and 28 percent on a broader base. individu- from a higher AMT rate results from a shift of
als pay the larger of the AMIT or the regular tax. some future tax liabilities to earlier years.
Under this option, families with tax credits would
face a somewhat larger percentage increase in their Increasing the top marginal rate to 36 percent
tax liabilities than other taxpayers, and families would raise about $13.5 billion in 1995 through
%%hose earned income tax credit gives them a tax 1999. Out of approximately I million corporations
tefund might have to pay tax. (This option and the that have positive corporate tax liabilities each year,
next one assume that the maximum rate on capital fewer than 3,000 corporations pay income taxes at
gain.i would remain at 28 percent.) the top rate and would be affected by this option.

Nonetheless, these firms earn approximately 80
Another option is to increase only the top two percent of all corporate taxable income. The change

marginal tax rates. Increasing the current 36 per- would not affect corporations that always pay the
cent rate to 38 percent and the 39.6 percent rate to AMT. Moreover, those corporations paying the
42 percent would rai';e revenues by about $28 bil- regular tax, but with unused credits, could offset
lion in 1995 through 1999. For 1995, this option some of the tax increase.
would increase taxes for married couples with tax-
able income of more than $144,550 and single filers Proponents of the corporate AMT argue that it
with taxable ir.come of more than $1 18,700. improves the perceived fairness of the tax system

because it largely ensures that corporations reporting
Corporations. Before OBRA-93. corporations also profits to shareholders pay the corporate tax. Critics
faced three explicit marginal tax rates--15 percent. maintain, however, that the corporate AMT places a
25 percent, and 34 percent. OBRA-93 added a new greater tax burden on rapidly growing and heavily
top statutory rate of 35 percent for a corporation's leveraged corporations and provides corporations
taxable income in excess of $10 million. The 15 with an incentive to engage in tax-motivated trans-
percent and 25 percent marginal rates continue to actions. For example, a firm that expects to pay the
apply to the first $75.000 of taxable income, and the AMT may be able to reduce its tax by leasing its
34 percent marginal rate now applies to taxable equipment, rather than owning the equipment and
income between $75,000 and $10 million. As under using the accelerated depreciation tax preference.
the law prior to OBRA-93. corporations with tax- Increasing the corporate AMT rate to 25 percent
able income above $100,000 pay a surtax in order would raise about $14.4 billion in 1995 through
to phase out the benefits of the 15 percent and 25 1999. This tax change, however, would incre-se the
percent marginal rates. In addition, OBRA-93 added use of these nonproductive tax minimization trans-
a second surtax bracket in order to phase out the actions.
benefit of the 34 percent rate (see REV-03).

Relationship Between Top Rates Affects Business
Corporations also face the alternative minimum Form. Changes in the difference between the top

tax. which limits the use of tax preferences. When corporate and individual rates aftect the form of
computing taxable income for the alternative mini- organization a business chooses. Owners of corpo-
mum tax, taxpayers may not make certain adjust- rate businesses pay both the corporate and individ-
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o%'r, -of noncorporatc bumincsws p.i, tax oni, at change relative ratei. OBRA-q3 made it rclatjrelv

1he "ndfidual kc.cl OBRA-93 rajed the top indi- more advanLageou% for businesses that reLtan their

.1,..0 t. x rate bhove the corporate tax rate. to about eamnlngs to choose the corporate form. Subsequent t

the relajme rp-osion that had existed before the Tax changes in this relationship would again alter the

Re•o•r Act of 11486 %kas enacted By making this incentives of busineses that face this choice.
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REV-02 AMEND OR REPEAL THE INDEXING OF INCOME TAX SCHEDULES

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollar-, Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 19% 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Suspend Indexing for 1095
(Except for earned income
tax credit) 5.0 8.4 10.2 11.7 10.7 46.0

Repeal Indexing (Except
for earned income tax
credit) 5.0 13.7 24.7 37.9 50.9 132.2

SOURCE: Joint Comminee on Taxaton.

To offset the effects of inflation, current law in- generally bear a smaller tax increase than those who
dexes annually the standard deduction, the personal use the standard deduction, and families with chil-
exemption, the minimum and maximum dollar dren (and more personal exemptions) would be
amounts for each tax rate bracket, the thresholds for affected more than families without children. Low-
the phaseout of personal exemptions, the limit on income families would have a smaller percentage
itemized deductions, and the earned income tax drop in after-tax income than other families because
credit (EITC). A repeal of indexing (except for the they have little or no taxable income. The percent-
EITC), beginning in 1995, would raise revenues by age drop in after-tax income would also be small
about $132 billion from 1995 through 1999, if the for families with the highest incomes because they
annual rate of inflation averages 3.0 percent over receive no benefit from the personal exemption, and
the period, as CBO projects. Revenues from the most of them do not take the standard ,eduction. A
repeal would grow rapidly as the effect of repeal general rate increase would allocate additional taxes
cumulates over time. Although suspending indexing more equally among families with the same income
only for 1995 would raise the same amount of reve- than repealing or suspending indexing (see
nues in the first year, it would raise much less in REV-0I).
later years--about $46 billion over the five-year
period. Another reason for retaining indexing is that it

allows the Congress to decide explicitly on tax
Repealing or suspending indexing would not increases. Without indexing, inflation would cause

burden all taxpayers equally. Among families with the average income tax rate to increase without any
the same income, taxpayers who itemize would legislative action.
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REV-03 TAX Al L CORPORATE INCOME AT A 35 PERCENT RATE

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1)4;7 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 1.9 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.7 16.2

SOURCE Joint Comnrunft on Tazauoo.

Under current law, corporations pay a 35 percent that have positive corporate tax liabilities each year,
statutory tax rate on their taxable income in excess all but approximately the most profitable 3,000
of $10 million, with income below that amount sub- qualify for reduced rates, although the lower-rate
ject to tax at reduced rates of 15 percent. 25 per- corporations earn only about 20 percent of total
cent, and 34 percent. The reduced rates provide a corporate profits. This provision not only provides
tax benefit only to corporations with taxable income a competitive advantage to some sma!l and mod-
below S18.3 million because corporations with in- crate-sized businesses, but other taxpayers benefit as
come exceeding this amount face additional tax well. For example, high-income individuals benefit
rates of 3 percent and 5 percent on some of their because the provision allows them to shelter income
income. Corporations with taxable income between as retained earnings in a small corporation. The tax
$10 million and $15 million receive $100.000--the law does not allow owners of personal service cor-
maximum benefit from the lower rates. Eliminating porations, such as physicians. attorneys. and consul-
the reduced corporate rates and taxing all corporate tants, to incorporate themselves in order to gain the
income at the single 35 percent rate would raise an tax benefit. Others still use these opportunities for
estimated $16 2 billion from 1995 through 1999. tax shelters, however. The Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1993 increased the incentive to use
Corporations face four marginal tax rates that these shelters by raising the top statutory income tax

are augmented by the two additional tax rates that rate for individuals by nearly 9 percentage points
phase out the benefits of the reduced rates for firms while raising the top statutory rate for corporations
in limited income ranges. Firms with taxable in- by only I percentage point. Additional unintended
come below S75,000 have the lowest tax rates of 15 recipients of the tax benefit are large businesses
and 25 percent. Firms with taxable income between with low profits. Some of these large corporations.
$75,000 and $10 million have a tax rate of 34 per- furthermore, may be able to control the timing of
cent on income in that range, and those with income certain income 4nd expenses in order to generate
above $10 million have a 35 percent rate. The tax low taxable income--and the tax benefit--in certain
benefit from the 15 percent, 25 percent, and 34 per- years. i
cent rates is reduced for corporations with income
above certain amounts by an additional 5 percent Lower corporate rates are not the only means of
tax that is levied on corporate taxable income be- reducing the double tax on income from these busi-
tween $100,000 and $335,000 and a 3 percent addi- nesses. As an alternative to incorporation, many
tional tax on income between $15 million and $18.3 businesses--especially small ones--could operate as
million. As a result, corporations with income of sole proprietorships or partnerships and pay tax only
more than $18.3 million pay an average rate of 35 under the individual income tax. In addition, many
percent and receive no benefit from the reduced small businesses could ccntinue to enjoy the advan-
rates. tages of incorporation by operating as S corpora-

tions, which must have 35 or fewer owners and
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REV.04 ELIMINATE OR LIMIT DEDUCTIONS FOR MORTGAGE INTEREST

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addiuon to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Eliminate Mortgage
Interest Deductions 25 6 52.4 55.3 58.7 62.1 254.1

Reduce Maximum
Mortgage Principal
Eligible for Interest
Deductions to $300.000 1.6 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 20.6

Limit Deducuons
to $12.000 per
Return (Single) or
$20.000 (Joint) 2.4 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 31.6

Limit Deductions
for Second Homes 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 2.6

SOURCE Jomw Comshe m Taxo.

A home is both the largest consumer purchase and gage interest deductions. Currently, about one-third
the main investment for most Americans. The tax of net private investment goes into owner-occupied
code has historically treated homes more favorably housing, so even a modest proportional shift of in-
than other investments. Current law allows home- vestment to other sectors could have important
owners to deduct mortgage interest expenses, even effects.
though homes do not produce taxable income, and
exempts most capital gains from home sales (see Limiting mortgage interest deductions would
REV-20). Such preferential treatment may benefit substantially reduce the preferential treatment of
neighborhoods because it encourages home owner- owner-occupied homes, particularly for those home-
ship and home improvement. The amount of pref- owners who must borrow to purchase their homes.
erence, however, is probably larger than needed to Under current law, taxpayers may deduct interest on
maintain a high rate of home ovnership. For exam- up to $1 million of debt they have used to acquire
pie. Canada. which grants preferential tax treatment and improve first and second homes and interest on
to capital gains from home sales but does not allow up to $100,000 of other loans they have secured
deductions for mortgage interest, has achieved about with a home, regardless of purpose (home-equity
the same rate of home ownership as the United loans), No other type of consumer interest is de-
States. ductible. Current law also limits the extent to

which interest deductions for carrying assets other
The tax advantages for owner-occupied housing than first and second homes can exceed income

encourage people to invest in homes instead of tax- from such assets. One way for taxpayers to circum-
able business investments. This shift may contribute vent the restrictions on consumer and investment
to a relatively low rate of investment in business interest deductions is to finance consumer purchases
assets in the United States compared with other de- and investments in assets other than homes with
veloped countries that do not allow such large mort- home-equity loans.
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The limits under current law on mortgage inter- $20,000 per joint return, and S10,00) per return for
est deductions result in a generous subsidy even for married couples who file weparately would raise
relatively expensive homes. Moreover, taxpayers about $32 billion in revenues in 1995 through 1999
with substantial home equity can circumvent the These limits are much higher than the deductions
limits on consumer and investment interest by us- most taxpayers claim. Of the 27 million taxpayers
ing, for example. home equity loans with deductible who claimed the mortgage interest deductiol in
interest to finance automobiles. In contrast, renters 1991, about 1.6 million (6 percent) had dedu,:tions
and those with small amounts of home equity can- that exceeded these limits, the average deduction for
not use this method to deduct interest on loans they home mortgage interest was about $7.500. At cur-
use to finance auto purchases. rent mortgage interest rates, the proposed $20,00)

cap would allow full interest deductions on new
Eliminate Interest Deductions. Eliminating the fixed-rate mortgages as large as about $275,0(9).
deductibility of mortgage interest would raise the Only 3 percent of new mortgages originated in 1993
taxes of about 27 million homeowners by an aver- were for amounts of $275,000 or more.
age of about $1,900 in 1995 and increase tax reve-
nues by about $254 billion over the 1995-1999 Capping mortgage interest deductions would
period. Housing as an investment would be made retain the basic zax incentive for home ownership
more nearly equal with other investment opportuni- without subsidizing the luxury component of the
ties, thus reducing the incentive to ovnrinvest in most expensive homes and vacation homes. Be- 7
housing. Furthermore, eliminating the deduction cause the caps are higher than the deductions most
would remove the opportunity for homeowners to homeowners now take. the caps would aftect home
circumvent provisions in the tax law that deny the prices and homebuilding in only a small segment of
deductibility of interest on other types of consumer the market. Moreover, because the proposal would
expenditures. But eliminating the mortgage interest not index caps for inflation, their real value would
deuction would increase housing costs sharply for gradually decline. Phasing down the deduction
current homeowners, potentially making it impos- gradually would cushion the effects on current
sible for them to afford their homes. Homeowners homeowners and the homebuilding industry.
could not fully avoid these costs by moving because
the prices of owner-occupied homes would fall. Like the other limits on interest deductions, the
Finally. the costs of eliminating the deduction cap would be more restrictive in areas with higher
would fall most heavily on those who do not have housing costs. Further, in periods of high interest
sufficient other assets to purchase homes without rates, the limits would affect recent homebuyers and
mortgages, thus disproportionately affecting home- those with adjustable-rate mortgages more than
owners with lower wealth and incomes, longer-term owners with fixed-rate mortgages.

Reduce the Principal Eligible for Deduction. Limit Interest Deductions for Second Homes. A
Lowering the limit on the amount of principal eligi- final option is to limit deductibility to interest on
ble for the mortgage interest deduction from $1 debt taxpayers incur to acquire and improve a pri-
million to $300,000 would reduce deductions for mary residence, plus $100,000 of other debt secured

Labout 1.1 million taxpayers with large mortgages by that home. That approach would require interest
and increase revenues by about $21 billion over the deductions for second homes to qualify under the
1995-1999 period. This change would reduce the $100,000 limit on home-equity loans. The proposal
deduction only for owners of relatively expensive would increase revenue by $2.6 billion in 1995
homes. It would not affect the vast majority of through 1999. The deduction under current law
homeowners, but would impose large adjustment provides special treatment for taxpayers who borrow
costs on some homeowners in high-cost housing to own second homes, relative to taxpayers who
areas. cannot deduct interest when they borrow to finance

education, medical expenses. and other consumer
Cap Interest Deductions. Capping the mortgage purchases.
intrerpt Adi~e-tinn at ltl'•I"ff rior :invoD. rptivm
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REV-05 ELIMINATE OR LIMIT DEDUCTIONS OF STATE AND LOCAL TAXES

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1Q Addition

Eliminate Deduction of
State and Local Taxes 16.8 41.0 41.7 44.5 47.3 191.3

Limit Deductions
to the Excess Over
I Percent of Adjusted
Gross Income 1.9 6.5 6.9 7.3 7.7 303

Prohibit Deductibility of
Taxes Above Ceiling of
8 Percent of Adjusted
Gross Income 2.0 6.4 6.9 7.5 8.1 30.9

SOURCE: Joint Committ•r oa Taxation.

Under current law, taxpayers may deduct state and more to higher-bracket taxpayers. Third, deducti-
local income, real estate, and personal property bility favors wealthier communities. Communities
taxes from their adjusted gross income (AGI). For with higher average income levels have more resi-
taxpayers who itemize, the deductions provide a dents who itemize ard are therefore more likely to
federal subsidy of state and local tax payments. spend more because of deductibility than lower-
This subsidy may cause itemizers to support higher income communities. Fourth, deductibility may
levels of state and local services than they would discourage states and localities from financing ser-
otherwise; consequently, the deductions indirectly vices with nondeductible user fees, thereby discour-
finance increased state and local government spend- aging efficient pricing of some services.
ing at the expense of other uses of federal revenues. And

An argument against restricting deductibility is
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 reduced the sub- that a taxpayer with a large state and local tax lia-

sidy to state and local governments directly by re- bility has less ability to pay federal taxes than one
pealing the deduction for state and local sale- taxes, with equal total income and a smaller state and
and indirectly by increasing the standard deduction local tax bill. But a taxpayer who pays higher state
and lowering marginal rates. The latter changes and local taxes often receives more benefits from
reduced both the number of itemizers and the value publicly provided services, such as recreational
of the deductions. The Omnibus Budget Reconcili- facilities. In that case, the taxes are more like other
ation Act of 1993 raised marginal tax rates for high- payments for goods and services (for example,
er-income households and thus indirectly increased private recreation) and should not be deductible.
the value of the deductions. This comparison is not perfect because any higher

public expenditures resulting from deductibility
As a way to assist state and local governments, benefit all members of a community, including

deductbility of state and local taxes has several dis- lower-income nonitemizers who do not receive a
advantages. First, the deductions reduce federal tax direct tax saving.
liability only for itemizers. Second, because the
value of an additional dollar of deductions increases Eliminating or limiting the value of the state
with the marginal tax rate, the deductions are worth and local deduction could raise simnificant reveniwt
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Eliminating deductibiltty would raise about $191 fixed ceiling, which also m-ght be a percentage of
billi,,, in 1995 through 1999. An alternative option AG!. A ceiling set at 8 percent of AGI would
%k low deductions only for state and local tax increase revenues by a roughly similar amount--

, above a fixed percentage of AG!. The $30.9 billion in 1995 through 1999. A floor and a
itemizer's state and local tax deductions ceiling, however, would have very different effects
percent of AGI in eery state. A I per- on incentives for state and local spendipg. A floor
on deductions would increase revenues in would retain the incentie for increased spending,

194', trough 1999 by $30.3 billion. Another alter- but a ceiling would reduce it.
nati,6e would be to prohibit deductions above a

IN
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REV-06 ELIMINATE OR LMirr DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE GIVING

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative

Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Eliminate Deductions
for Charitable Giving 1.8 17.6 18.6 19.4 20.3 77.7

Limit Deductions for
Appreciated Property
to Its Tax Basis 0.1 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 4.4

Limit Deductions to the
Excess Over 2 Percent of
Adjusted Gross Income 0.8 8.2 8.6 9.1 9.5 36.2

SOURCE: loinw Commirtme o Taxzao.

Under current law. taxpayers who itemize deduc- about which activities deserve taxpayer support.
tions can deduct the value of contributions they Another criticism is that the deduction provides
make to qualifying charitable organizations. The unequal federal matching rates for contributions by
amount of deductions cannot exceed 50 percent of different taxpayers. The government subsidy rates
adjusted gross income in any year. In 1991. 30 mil- are nearly 40 percent of contributions for the high-
lion taxpayers claimed $60 billion of deductions for est-income taxpayers, only 15 percent for taxpayers
charitable contributions, reducing federal revenues in the lowest tax bracket, and zero for people who
by about $15 billion. do not itemize deductions.

In addition to cash donations, taxpayers can Nonetheless, the decisions of individuals about
currently deduct the fair market value of a contribu- donations may be the best measure of which activi-
tion of appreciated property that they have held for ties should receive government support and yield
more than 12 months, regardless of ho% much they substantial contributions. Without deductibility,
paid for the property. The Omnibus Budget Recon- contributions might drop precipitously.
ciliation Act of 1993 permanently eliminated the
treatment of donated appreciated property as a tax Limiting the deduction of appreciated property
preference for the purposes of the alternative mini- to a taxpayer's cost of an asset under the regular
mum tax. income tax would increase revenues by about $0.1

billion in 1995 and by $4.4 billion over five years.
Eliminating the deductibility of charitable con- The existing provision allows taxpayers to deduct

tibutions would increase tax revenues by $1.8 the entire value of assets they contributed even
billion in 1995 and by about $78 billion over the though they paid no tax on the gain from apprecia-
1995-1999 period. In 1996. it would increase tax tion. This outcome provides preferential treatment
payments of more than 30 million taxpayers by an of one kind of donation relative to other kinds and
average of nearly $600 per return, expands the preferential treatment of capital gains

(see REV-21). However, the provision encourages
The deduction provides significant government people to donate appreciated assets to eligible activ-

support for charitable activities. But one criticism ities rather than passing them on to their heirs at
of the deduction is that the electorate as a whole, death, when any gains also escape income tax.
and not individual donors, should make decisions
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Another way to ',mit the charitable (!,-duction. tional 14 million, increasing revenues by about $0.8
v. hle rt!tanng an incentive for giving,. is to zilow billion in 1995 and by $36 billion over the 1995-
taxpayers to deduct only those contribut'ons in 1999 period. Such a change would eliminate the
excess of 2 percent of adjusted gross income. This tax incentive for more than 60 percent of the tax-
alternative would retain an incentive for inc-etased payers who currently make and deduct charitable
giving by people wvho give larre shares of their contributions. In addition, it would encourage tax-incomes but would remove the incentive for smaller payers who planned to make contributions over

contributor-. It would completely disqualify the several years to lump them together into one tax
charitable dedu,:tions ef about 20 million taxpayers year to qualify for a deduction with the percent
in 1995 and reduce allowed deductions for an addi- floor,
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ZEV-07 LIMIT THE TAX BENEFIT OF ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS TO 15 PERCENT

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

kddition to
'BO Baseline 25.3 56.8 60.3 64.0 67.9 274.3

;OURCE: Jkint Conmurtee on TUanon. t

-urrent law allows taxpayers to reduce taxable in- raising average tax rates for most middle- and up-
:ome by the amount of itemized deductions in ex- per-income taxpayers. The limit might also im-
:ess of the standard deduction. Taxpayers who prove economic efficiency because it would reduce
temize may deduct state and local income and tax subsidies that distort the after-tax prices of
orope"y taxes, home mortgage interest payments, goods, such as owner-occupied housing.
ontributions to charity, moving expenses, casualty
.nd theft losses, and medical and dental expenses. The itemized deductions for health expenses,
.urrent law limits some itemized deductions to the casualty losses, and employee business expenses,
mnount in excess of a percentage of adjusted gross however, are not subsidies to voluntary activities,
ricome and reduces all itemized deductions for but are instead allowances for costs that reduce the
,igh-income taxpayers. ability to pay income tax. Under this option, some

taxpayers would pay tax on receipts they use to
The tax benefit of itemized deductions increases defray such costs because they would pay tax on

vith a taxpayer's marginal tax bracket. For exam- their gross income at rates above 15 percent, but
lie. S10,000 in itemized deductions would reduce could deduct only 15 percent of the cost of earning
ixcs by $1,500 for a tvxpayer in the 15 percent tax income. Thus, an individual with unusually high
racket. $2,800 for a taxpayer in the 28 percent medical bills, for example, would pay more tax than
racket, and $3,960 for a taxpayer in the 39.6 per- another individual with the same ability to pay but
ent bracket. Most taxpayers do not itemize deduc- who has low medical bills.
ons. Among the one in five taxpayers who do
emize. however, about half are in tax brackets Like other limits on itemized deductions, this
bove 15 percent. This option would limit the tax option would create incentives for taxpayers to
enefit of itemized deductions to 15 percent for avoid the limit by convening itemized deductions
iese higher-bracket taxpayers. The limit would into reductions in income. For example, taxpayers
icrease revenues by about $274 billion over five might draw down assets to repay mortgages, reduc-
ears. ing both income and mortgage payments, or donate

time or services rather than cash to charities. The
Limiting the tax benefit of itemized deductions option would also make calculating taxes more

,ould make the income tax more progressive by complex for itemizers.
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REV-08 DECREASE LIMITS ON CONIRIBLT1ONS TO QUALIFIED PENSION
AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1999 1 CM Addition

D-rease Limits fur
Def ned Benefit Plans
to ibe Social Security
Wage Base (With
equivalent t'educ-
tions for defined
contnbuticn plans) 0.4 1.3 1.5 !.4 1.4 60 K

Decrease the Limit
for Deferrals in
Salary Reducuon
Plans to $4,000 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.7 0.7 19

SOURCE: Joint Comnunte on Taxation.

Saving for retirement through employer-provided enough will accumulate by the time the employee
qualified pension and profit-sharing plans provides retires to pay the promised pension. Currcnt law
two tax advantages: it exempts from taxes the in- limits contributions to defined benefit plans so that
vestment income earned by the assets in qualified annual benefits for pensions that begin at age 65 are
plans, and it defers tax on employer contributions to no more than 100 percent of preretirement wages or
qualified plans until retirement, when aw. employee's $118,800 for 1994, whichever is less. The tax law
marginal tax rate is often lower, reduces this limit on an actuarial basis for pensions

that begin at an earlier age. When an cmployer
Decrease Limits on Employer Contributions. sponsors both types of plans, a higher limit applies-
Section 415 of the tax code establishes limits on the the lesser of 140 percent of wages or $148,500 for
ýenefits that an employer can fund in qualified 1994.
Alans for any employee. The limits depend on the
ype of plan the employer offers. The limits on employer contributions are in-

tended to lirt.J the size of the tax benefits received
Defined contribution plans specify how much by highly paid people. These people are better able

he employer will contribute for each employee's to provide adequately for retirement without the full
-etirement-for example, 5 percent of oay. The em- tax benefits and may use pensions Fr shelter non-
)loyee's pension depends on how much the employ- retirement saving from taxation. Furthermore. pro-
:e's retirement fund accumulates by the time he or viding full tax benefits for these people would re-
;he retires. Current law limits annual contributions duce the progressivity of the tax code.
o such plans to 25 percent of compensation or
;30,000. whichever is less. The main argument for lowering the current

limits on contributions is that they allow the funding . '
Defined benefit plans specify the pension of pensions far higher than the preretirement earn-

mount employees will receive in retiremcnt, which ings of most workers. Two percent of people who
s usually a percentage of preretirement earnings. worked full time througiout 1992 earned as much
.mployers adjust their annual contributions so that as $100,000, yet current limits allow the funding of
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pensions up to $118,800. Workers who accrue Lowering the limit would affec.t higher-income
pensions this large are unlikely to n"eed the full tax workers who are likely to provile adequatcly for
advantage to provide adequately for their retirement. their own retirement without the ýax incentivý. In
Limiting funding for defined benefit plans to addition, many employers have added 401(k) plans
amounts necessary to pay benefits equal to the on top of other pension plans that already meet the
Social Security wage base ($60.600 in 1994), and basic retirement needs of employees. The 401ik)
making proportionate reductions in limits for de- plans pro,.ide supplementary ,aving for those who
fined contrbution plans, would raise $6 billior from prefer highei reticement income. Thus, limiting
1995 through 1999 because more employment in- contributions to 401(k) plans would nit threaten the
come would be subject to taxes. These limits would basic retirement security of these workers.
still be higher than the earnings of all but about 9
percent of full-time workers. Alternatively, higher limits provide a greater

incentive for employers to initi "e the plans, which
One argument against reducing funding limits is benefit employecs at all inconie levels. In particu-

that it would make participation less attractive to lar, 401(k) plans appeal to smail employers who
high-income business owners and top managers and have traditior,1!'" aot estilished pension plans.
thus might discourage them from sponsoring these Lower lirilis may discourage small employers from
plans for both themselves and their employees, offering what could be the only retirement benefit
Although the higher-paid managers and owners may available to their employees. Lowering limits on
not need tax-advantaged pension plans to save ade- these plans and not on other plans encourages tradi-
quately for retirement, their employees might. A iional pensions, which ire primarily defined benefit
further argument against reducing the limits is a plans. Unlike defined benefit plans, 401(k) plaps
concern that national saving is too low. Limiting and other define I contribution plans do not discrim-
incentives for pension saving could reduce total inate against workers who change employers or
saving, drop out of the work force temporarily. In additior,

the voluntary nature of plans with cash or deferred
Limit 401(k) Deferrals to $4,000. Section 401(k) arrangements allows workers who have spouses
of the tax code allows employees to choose to re- without coverage to save more for retirement than
ceive lower current (taxable) compensation and to other workers.
defer the remainder of compensation as a contribu-
tion to the plan. Similar arrangements are possible Recent Change in Other Funding Limit. In addi-
for some workers in the nonprofit sector (403(b) tion to the section 415 and section 402(g) limits
tax-sheltered annuities), for federal workers, and for described above. section 401(a)(17) limits the
workers enrolled in some simplified employer plans amount of compensation that can be considered in
(SEPs). calculating an employee's benefits. The Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 reduced this
Section 402(g) specifies indexed limits for em- compensation limit from $235,840 in 1993 to

ployee deferrals. In 1994, the limit for deferrals to %150,000 in 1994 and provided for indexing of the
401(k) plars, SEF;. and the federal plan is $9,240. limit in subsequent years. The reduction was esti-
A temporarily higher limit of $9,500 exists for tax- mated to raise $2.5 billion between 1994 and 1998.
sheltered annuities authorized under section 403(b).
Limiting deferrals in all plans with cash or deferred The section 415 and section 402(g) limits pri-
arrangements to $4,000 in 1995, and indexing this marily restrict pension benefits for high-income
limit thereafter, would raise about $2.9 billion in employees %%ith generous pension p1 ,ns. The com-
1995 through 1999. pensation limit primarily restricts pension benefits

for all high-income employees.
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REV-09 IMPOSE A 5 PERCENT TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME OF PENSION PLANS AND
INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNITS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1999 1999 Addition

Addition to

CBO Baseline 6.9 11.4 12.1 12.9 136 56.9

SOU'RCE: Joint Commtnm on Taxaton

Under normal income tax rules, the interest earnings slightly and probably result in less retirement say-
of savings accounts are fully taxable each year. The ing. The smaller tax advantage for pensions and
absence of this annual tax is one of the tax advan- IRAs would, however, make the tax burden between
tages for employer pensions and individual retire- titose with pensions and IRAs and those without
ment accounts (IRAs). Instituting a tax at a !ow them slightly more equal. It would also increase
rate on the earnings of pension funds and !RAs taxes relatively more for higher-paid workers.
would reduce the size of this advantage. A 5 per-
cent tax rate would raise $56.9 billion between 1995 Taxing pension and IRA earnings would affect
and 1999. (The other tax advantage of pensions more taxpayers than would lower Limits on em-
and IRAs is the deferral of tax on contributions un- ployer contributions to pension plans (see REV-08).
til retirement, when an employee's marginal tax rate Lowering the contribution limits increases taxes on
is often lower.) a ;mall number of the highest-paid workers, and

would increase taxes substantially fo, some of them.
The tax advantages for pensions and IRAs en- Taxing pension and IRA earnings affects workers

courage firms and workers to provide for retirement. throughout the income distribution, and because it
Most studies of pensions find that they increase say- affects so many more workers, it could raise more
ing; the studies of IRAs are less conclusive. Al- revenue with a smaller impact for each employee
though the tax advantages promote a public objec- who pays more tax.
tive, many people receive little or no benefit from
them. Only abot half of er-•,loyees receive pen- Taxing the annual earnings of pension funds and
sion coverage or contribute to IRAs. The largest IRAs would encourage fund managers to shift their
pension benefits go disproportionately to higher-paid investments toward assets that appreciate in value.
workers or to workers with long-term employment such as growth stocks and real estate, because they
at large firms. can defer tax on capital gains until realization (see

REV-21). To obtain this tax deferral, however,
Imposing a tax at a low rate on pension and pension funds would have to invest in riskier assets.

IRA earnings would reduce the tax advantage of Although this portfolio shift would reduce the secu-
saving for retirement through these vehicles. This rity of workers' retirement funds, it would make it
tax would reduce the use of pensions and IRAs easier for risky enterprises to obtain funding.
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REV-10 TAX NONRETIREMENT FRINGE BENEFITS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions ot dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 199 Addition

Tax Some Health
Insurance Premiums (see REV-16)

Tax Life Insurance
Premiums

Income tax 1.4 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.2 9.9
Payroll tax' 0.8 1.2 1,2 1.3 1.3 5.8

Impose a 3 Percent
Excise Tax on the
Value of Nonretirement
Fringe Benefits' 5.6 8.4 9.1 9.8 10.6 43.5

SOURCE: Joint Committee on Taxaion.

a. Estimates amg net of reduced income tax revenue,.

Employee compensation is taxable unless the tax to sharp rises in health care costs. All consumers of
code contains an explicit exception. Such excep- health care pay the higher prices, not just recipients
tions apply to most employer-paid nonretirement of tax-free insurance.
fringe benefits because of provisions in the tax law
that exclude them from the income and payroll tax The tax treatment of fringe benefits provides
bases even though they constitute current compensa- proportionately greater benefits for higher-income
tion to employees. Exempting fringe benefits from people because they face higher marginal tax rates
taxation reduces revenues substantially. For em- and typically receive more fringe benefits than do
ployer-paid health and life insurance premiums low-wage workers. It also creates inequities among
alone, the revenue loss will be about $55 billion in people with the same income because people cannot
income taxes and $37 billion in payroll taxes in convert income to tax-exempt fringe benefits easily
1995. In addition, the law explicitly excludes from or without cost. Thus, a taxpayer receiving no
gross income employer-paid dependent care and fringe benefits pays more tax than another with the
miscellaneous benefits such as employee discounts, same total income but a larger share in the form of
parking valued below a specified limit, and athletic fringe benefits. (If cash income and tax-exempt
facilities. fringe benefits were closer substitutes, the exclusion

would produce less inequity, but it would reduce
These exclusions reduce economic efficiency efficiency more.) The Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

because employees receive tax-free benefits that tion Act of 1993 increased the inequity of the exclu-
they might purchase in lesser amounts with after-tax sion by raising tax rates on higher-income house-
income. Moreover, the availability of tax-free ser- holds.
vices for some people can increase prices, thus de-
priving others who may value the services as much Making all fringe benefits taxable, however,
or more. For example, employer-paid health insur- would present problems in valuing benefits and in
ance plans have contributed to the demand for assigning their value to individual employees. Few
health care services, which in turn has contributed appraisal problems arise when the employer pur-
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chases goods or services and pro'ides them to em- health insurance coverage. The President's pro-
ployees, but it is more difficult to determine the posed Health Security Act would make the deduc-
value of a facility, such as an athletic facility, that tion permanent and replace it with a deduction of up
employers provide. Further difficulties arise if the to 100 percent of such expenses.
employer must allocate to individual empioyees the
total value of the fringe benefits they provide. For Tax Employer-Paid Life Insurance Premiums.
example, in cases where the employer provides a The tax law excludes from taxable income premi-
service, such as employee discounts, it might be ums that employers pay for group term life insur-
unfair to assign the same taxable value to all em- ance, but limits the exclusion to the cost of the first
ployces regardless of their level of use. It could be $50,000 of insurance. Employer-paid premiums in
administratively complex, however, to assign values excess of this amount are taxable under both the
that depend on each worker's use. Further, the income tax and the payroll tax. The exclusion is
costs of collecting taxes on small fringe benefits not available to the self-employed. Making all
(such as employee discounts) could exceed the employer-paid premiums taxable would add about
revenue collected. $10 billion to income tax revenues and about $6

billion to payroll tax revenues from 1995 through
The per-employee value of employer-paid health 1999.

and life insurance would be relatively easy to deter-
mine. Employers could report the premiums they This change would leave a preference for death
pay for each employee on the employee's W-2 form benefits provided by many employers under pension
and compute withholding in the same way as for plans as substitutes for life insurance. Employees
wages. Employers already withhold taxes on some can defer income tax and pay no payroll tax on
life insurance premiums (see below). Measuring employer contributions to pension plans. Also, the
insurance values would be more difficult for bene- first $5,000C of employee death benefits are tax
fits that employers provide directly, such as medical exempt. If the Congress made employer-paid life I
care or reimbursement for medical costs that em- insurance plans taxable, employers might choose to
ployees incur under self-insurance plans. offer less life insurance and larger death benefits on

pension plans instead.
Another way to tax nonretirement fringe bene-

fits would be to collect from employers a tax on the Impose an Excise Tax on the Value of Nonretire-
total cost of the fringe benefits they provide. Al- ment Fringe Benefits. An alternative to including
though the difficulty of determining the cost of employer-provided benefits as income to recipients
some fringe benefits would remain, this option would be to impose on employers an excise tax on
would eliminate the need to assign the value of the value of the benefits that they provide. These
benefits to individual employees, benefits would include the employer's share of

health insurance, premiums to fund the first $50,000
Tax Some Employer-Paid Health Insurance Pre. of life insurance, dependent care. athletic facilities,
miums. The present exclusion for employer-paid employee discounts, and parking with a value up to
health insurance premiums favors recipients of 'Aý- amount above which it is currently taxed. (Un-
employer-provided insurance over taxpayers who ft- current lawb employees must include in taxable
must pay for their own health insurance. Although income in 1994 the market value in excess of $155
the former receive tax-free insurance benefits, the per month, indexed for inflation beyond 1994, of
latter can only deduct medical expenses, including any parking provided free of charge by an em-
insurance payments, in excess of 7.5 percent of their ployer.) A 3 percent tax, for example, would raise
adjusted gross income, and then only if they are about $43.5 billion from 1995 through 1999. The
itemizers. (REV-16 describes two options to tax bulk of these revenues would come from taxing
some employer-paid health insurance premiums.) In employer-paid health insurance.
addition, through the end of 1993, a self-employed
individual was able to deduct as a business expense Under this option, employers would need to
up to 25 percent of the amount paid for family know only their total fringe benefit costs; they
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would not have to place a value on the benefits paid A flat-rate excise tax on employers would be
to each employee. Because the 3 percent excise tax relatively more favorable to higher-income employ-
rate would be much lower than the tax rate on ees than including fringe benefits in employees'
wages, this option would maintain most of the in- taxable incomes. Under an excise tax. the rate
centive for employer3 to provide fringe benefits would not rise with the income of employees, as it Iinstead of taxable wages. would if the benefits were subject to the income tax.
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REV-I I TAX THE INCOME-REPLACEMENT PORTION OF WORKERS'
COMPENSATION AND BLACK LUNG BENEFITS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 1.5 4.1 4.2 4.4 4 C 18.1

SOURCE. Joint Commirtie on Taxatoio.

r

Current law exempts workers' compensation and ment benefits and the wage-replacement benefi!.-
Black Lung benefits from income taxation. Taxing that employers provide through sick pay and disabil-
the portion of these benefits that replaces the in- ity pensions. It would also improve work incentives
come employees lose from work-related injuries or for disabled workers who are able to return to work.
black lung disease would increase revenues by (Under current law. the after-tax value of the wages
$18.8 billion from 1995 through 1999. The remain- they are able to earn may be less thar the tax-free
ing portion, which reimburses employees for medi- benefits they receive while disabled.)
cal costs (about 40 percent), would continue to be
exempt from taxation. An argument against taxing these benefits is that

legal or insurance settlements for non-work-re!ated
Taxing the income-replacement portion of injuries am not taxable, even if a portior of them

workers' compensation and Black Lung benefits reimburses lost income. Hence, taxing workers'
would make the tax treatment of these entitlement compensation benefits would treut these two types
benefits comparable to the treatment of unemploy- of compensation inccnsistently.
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REV-12 INCREASE TAXATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY
AND RAILROAD RETIREMENT BENEFITS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Tax 85 Percent of Benefits
for All Recipients 8.5 21.4 22.2 23.0 23.8 98.9

Tax 50 Percent of Benefits
Below and 85 Percent of
Benefits Above
$44,000 (Couples) and
$34,000 (Individuals) 4.1 10.5 10.9 11.2 11.6 4.3

Tax 85 Percent of Benefits for
Taxpayers with Income Above
$32,000 (Couples) and
$25,000 (Individuals) 0.4 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 4.1

SOURCE: Joint Committee on Taation.

Social Security and Railroad Retirement (Tier 1) added new income thresholds, $34,000 (single) and
together constitute the federal government's largest $44,000 (joint), above which 85 percent of benefits
entitlement program. The government can reduce become subject to tax. Because the thresholds
benefits from these programs by changing the bene- remain fixed over time, inflation will increase the
fit formula (see ENT-48 through ENT-51), reducing percentage of households who pay tax on benefits
cost-of-living adjustments (see ENT-56), or includ- from 22 percent in 1995 to 30 percent in 1999.
ing a greater portion of benefits in taxable income
(see ENT-57). Unlike changing the benefit formula Increasing the tax on benefits would reduce the
or freezing cost-of-living adjustments, increasing the net benefits of retirees compared with what some
fraction of benefits subject to tax reduces the addi- consider to be the implicit pro.nibes of the Social
tional burden for low-income families whose princi- Security and Railroad Retirement programs at the
pal source of income is Social Security. time recipients were working. The government has,

however, made numerous changes in the Social
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of Security and Railroad Retirement programs over

1993 (OBRA-93) increased the fraction of Social time, including changing the benefit formula, intro-
Security and Tier I benefits subject to tax from 50 ducing partial taxation of benefits, and changing
percent to 85 percent for higher-income taxpayers. payroll tax rates to finance the programs.
Under current law, a taxpayer first calculates his or
her combined income, which is the sum of adjusted Couples with incomes below $32,000 and indi-
gross income (AGI), nontaxable interest income, viduals below $25,000 currently pay no tax on their
and one-half of Social Security and Tier I benefits. benefits. Options one and two expand the popula-
If a taxpayer's combined income exceeds a fixed tion of beneficiaries subject to tax. Options one and
threshold, he or she includes a fraction of benefits three increase the fraction of benefits subject to tax
hi AGI. The thresholds at which 50 nercent of from 50 percent to 85 percent for some taxpayers
benefits are subject to tax are $25,000 for single with combined incomes below $44,000 (couples)
returns and $32,000 for joint returns. OBRA-93 and $34,000 (single). A rationale for increasing the
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percentage to 85 percent is to make the fraction of able incomes of the lower-income elderly less than
Social Security benefits that are taxable more simi- would curtailing cost-of-living increases.
lar to that of contribAtory private pension plans.

The second option would include 50 percent of
The first option would eliminate the income benefits in adjusted gross income for couples with i

thresholds entirely and would require all beneficia- combined incomes below $44,000 and individuals

ries to include 85 percent of their benefits in their with combined incomes below $34.000. Couples
adjusted gross income. In addition to the thresh- and individuals with incomes above these amounts
olds. the tax code protects lower-income elderly would still include 85 percent of their benefits in
households from taxation of income through per- adjusted gross income. In addition, almost all cou-
sonal exemptions, the regular standard deduction, pies with combined incomes between $32,000 and
and an additional standard deduction for the elderly. $44,000 and individuals with combined incomes
Under current law, 78 percent of elderly couples between $25,000 and $34.000 would be unaffected.
and individuals with benefits pay no income tax on (Because the taxation of benefits is phased in, some
their benefits. Eliminating the thresholds on t.xing couples with combined incomes just above $32,000
benefits would raise nearly $100 bWlion from 1995 and singles with incomes just above $25,000 would
through 1999. In addition, it would reduce the be affected.) Couples with combined incomes
share of couples and individuals paying no tax on below $32,000 and individuals with combined in-
their bciefits to 30 percent. comes below $25,000 would be added to the benefi-

ciaries whose benefits are subjuct to tax. This op-
Eliminating the thresholds would reduce tax tion would raise $48.3 billion from 1995 through

disparities among middle-income households. So- 1999.
cial Security beneficiaries receive a tax preference
because they exclude a portion of their income-- The final option would keep the current-law
Social Security benefits less than or equal to the income threshold of $32,000 for couples and
threshold amounts--from AGI, and taxpayers who $25,000 for individuals, while including up to 85
are not Social Security recipients must include all of percent of benefits for all taxpayers above this
their income in AGI. As a result, the average in- threshold. This option would almost exclusively
come tax rate that middle-income elderly families affect couples with combined incomes between
pay is less than the tax rate that nonelderly families $32,000 and $44,000, and individuals with incomes
with comparable incomes pay under current law. At between $25,000 and $34,000. The option would
the same time, for a comparable deficit reduction, raise $4.1 billion from 1995 through 1999.
eliminating the thresholds would reduce the dispos-
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REV-13 PHASE OUT THE DEPENDENT-CARE CREDIT

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Phaseout
Starting at:

$30.000 0.1 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 6.2
$50.000 0.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 3.6
S65.000 a 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 2.0

SOURCE: Joint Commitme on Tadoea.

. Less than $50 million.

Taxpayers who incur employment-related expenses Alternatively, phasing out the credit between
for the care of children and certain other dependents $50,000 and $78,500 would raise about $3.6 billion
may claim an income tax credit. The credit per dol- in the same period. This option would reduce the
lar of qualifying expenses declines from 30 percent credit for about 33 percent of eligible families and
for taxpayers whose adjusted gross income (AGI) is eliminate it for another 14 percent. Finally, phasing
$10,000 or less to 20 percent for taxpayers whose out the credit between S65.000 and $93.500 would
AGI is above $28,000. The tax law limits credit- raise $2 billion in the same period, reducing the
able expenses to $2,400 for one child and $4,800 credit for about 24 percent of eligible families and
for two or more. Creditable expenses cannot exceed eliminating it for another 8 percent.
the earnings of the taxpayer or, in the case of a cou-
ple, the earnings of the spouse with lower earnings. The credit provides a work incentive subsidy for
In 1991, taxpayers claimed about $2.5 billion in families with children. Phasing out the credit for
credits on 6 million tax returns, higher-income families targets that subsidy toward

families with greater economic need, but may dis-
About one-half of the credit benefits families courage parents in families with a reduced credit

with incomes of $50,000 or more. Retaining the from working outside the home.
credit only for lower-inconr. families would reduce
its revenue cost. One way to do this would be to If the credit were phased out, higher-income
reduce the percentage of credit as incomes rise. For employees could seek other tax benefits for depen-
example, reducing the credit percentage by 1 per- dent care by asking their employers to provide
centage point for each $1,500 of AGI more than subsidized day care. Current law allows workers to
$30,000 would raise about $6 billion from 1995 exclude from taxable income uo to $5,000 of annual
through 1999. This option would reduce the credit earnings used to pay for dependent care through
for about 51 percent of currently eligible families employer-based programs. To preclude taxpayers
and would eliminate it for another 30 percent of from using this alternative, the Congress could limit
these families (those with AGI over $58,500). the use of this fringe benefit.
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REV-14 TAX INVESTMENT INCOME FROIIFE INSURANC7E PRODUCTS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Tax Inside Buildup 4.2 10.3 9.7 90 8.3 41.5

Disallow Corporate
Interest Deductions
from Policy Loans 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 2.6

SOURCE: Joint Comnutm on Taxation.

Whole-life insurance is both an insurance policy and in that corporations can generate interest deductions
a tax-preferred savings plan. In the early years of a that they can use to shelter other taxable income.
policy, a policyholder pays a premium greater than Individuals do not have that opportunity because
needed to fund ,he death benefit, with the excess they cannot deduct such interest payments. Corpo-
payment earning interest that averts the need for rations that pay the alternative minimum tax (AMT)
larger premnuorms as the insured person ages. The receive only a limited tax arbitrage opportunity
investment income, called the "inside buildup." is because they receive only a partial tax benefit from
either tax-free or tax-deferred, depending on the inside buildup. These corporations, therefore, tend
circumstances under which the life insurance com- not to purchase these insurance policies for tax
pany remits the income. purpose,.

If the company pays a death benefit, the inside The Congress could raise revenue either by
buildup is not taxable either to the beneficiary or, taxing the inside buildup accrued after January 1.
with some tax planning, to the estate of the insured 1995, on both new and existing policies or. more
person. When a policyholder voluntarily cancels a narrowly, by disallowing corporations from deduct-
policy, he or she receives a disbursement called the ing the interest paid on loans with new or existing
"cash surrender value," which includes the accrued policies as collateral.
interest. This disbursement is taxable to the policy-
holder to the extent it exceeds his or her "basis" in Tax Inside Buildup on Life Insurance Policies.
the policy--that is, the cumulative premiums net of This approach would make the rules for taxing
dividend and loan distributions. Even though the interest on the savings components of whole-life
inside buildup is ultimatcly taxable in this case, insurance just like the rules for taxing interest from
deferral of the tax until cancellation of the policy ordinary savings accounts. The proposal would
confers a benefit to the policyholder, define the savings component as the excess of the

cash surrender value (the refund the policyholder
Corporations can take advantage of inside build- receives upon canceling or outliving the policy)

up by taking out loans with the cash value of the over the policyholder's investment in the contract.
policy as collateral. Corporations often purchase The policyholder's investment in the savings com-
life insurance against the death of certain important ponent is the difference between premiums paid in
employees. When corporations take out loans with excess of the true cost of the insurance provided
the policy as collateral, a significant amount of the (determined from mortality tables) and any policy
interest payments are tax deductible, even though dividends and other distributions the policyholder
the corresponding inside buildup is not taxable. receives. Making the annual changes in the savings
This treatment provides a tax arbitrage opportunity component of policies taxable in that way would
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raise $•1.5 billion in 1995 through 1999. This Investors can defer the tax on income from equities
estimate assumes the tax law is changed so that and homes until realization. An analogous rule !
taxpayers are no longer permiRed 1o exchange their would continue to allow the same deferral benefit t
whole-liFe insurance policies for deferred annuity for inside buildup.
pclicies, another tax advantaged insmimenL without•
recognizing taxable gain on any inside buildup. Disallow Corporate Interest Deductions from
Over the long term under this option, people would Policy Loans. In the Tax Reform Act of 1986. the
have a greater incent;ve to make new investments in Congress restricted the size of a loan that qualifies i
deferred annuities, although this shift in investments for the interest deduction to $50,000 per insured
has little effect on the revenue estimate for this employee. The Congress could expand on those re- "•
option over the next five years, strictions by denying the deduction by corporations,'•

of interest from all policy loans, regardless of 1o•
The major reason for taxing the inside buildup size. Denying these deductions would raise an i

with;.': whole-life insurance policies is to make its estimated $2.6 billion in revenues over the next five

•eatment more similar to the investment inc- ,e years. The Bush Administration proposed this t_•
from other financial assets that is taxed cutter".,, option in the budget for fiscal year 1993. The
The savings within whole-life insurance an,• ordi- option is available as an alternative to taxing inside
nary savings accounts, for example, are both easily buildup directly.
accessible with a readily measured and steadily t
growing value. The income from ordinary savings To circumvent the restrictions that the Congress
accounts, however, is currently :axed. Thus, the tax enacted in 1986, corporations have spread smaller
benefit for whole-life insurance encourages people policies over a larger group of employees. The
to switch funds f;om ordinary savings accounts to widespread use of policy loans implies that the
whole-life insurance policies. The revenue loss companies are making increasing use of life insur-
from the tax preference for inside buildup is grow- ance ¢onwacts for investment purposes rather than
ing rapidly because life insurance companies are as protection against the death of key employees.
selling more policies that have investment income
as their primary goal. These policies contain just Disallowing ;.nterest deductibility from loans on
enough of a death benefit to qualify for the tax existing policies would adversely affect corporations
preference for life insurance, that purchased contracts expecting to receive interest

deductibility. To ease the transitional burden, the
Looked at a different way, inside buildup re- Congress could decide to restrict interest deductibili-

sembles the appreciation from homes and corporate ty only for the loans from new policies. Suchequities. Like these assets, whole-life insurance is limitation would reduce the revenue pickup signifi- •• .... '
also typically a long-term investment with signifi- canal-, over the fast five years, but it would not •:.
cant transaction costs. The insurance companies affect revenue in the long term.!:

usually charge sizable fees to set up the policies.

!
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REV-15 EXPAND MEDICARE AND SOCIAL SFCUR1TY COVERAGE

Annual Added Revenues Cumulauve
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Fivc-Yevr
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Expand Medicare
Coverage to Include
State and Local
Government Employees Not
Now Covered 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 7-4

Expand Social Secunty
Coverage to Include All
New State and Local
Government Employees 0.4 1.2 1.7 2.3 2.9 8.5 ,.

SOURCE; Congressional Budget OfIce

NOTE These estimates do not include the effeit of any increases in benefit payments dt would result from the opioa. These would be small over
dus five-year period Estimates am net of reduced income tax revenues.

Government workers remain the largest group of meat, but 85 percent of these employees receive full
workers not paying Medicare and Social Security Medicare bernfits through their spouse or because
payroll taxes, even though legislation during the of prior work in covered employment. Inequitable

past decade mandated participation by certain treatment is less of a problem in the case of Social
groups of federal, state, and local government work- Security benefits because the benefit formula is
ers. This legislation required all federal workers to adjusted for retired government workers who have
pay Medicare payroll taxes beginn.ng in 1983 anti worked a substantial portion of their careers in
required federal employees who began work after employment not covered by Social Security.
December 31, 1983, to pay Social Security pa-,roll
taxes. Further legislation mandated that state and Requiring all state and local workers to pay
local workers who began employment after Medicare payroll taxes, and all new state and local
March 31, 1986, must pay Medicare payroll taxes. workers to pay Social Security payroll taxes, would
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 make coverage of state and local workers resemble
expanded Social Security and Medicare coverage to that of federal workers. This broader coverage
include state and local government workers not coy- would reduce the inequity from the high benefits
ered by any retirement plan. these workers receive in relation to payroll taxes

paid. Expanding Medicare and Social Security
Under current law, many state and local em- payroll taxes to include more state and local work-

ployees will qualify for Social Security and Medi- ers would increase the government's liability for
care benefits based on other employment in covered future program benefits. The additional revenues,
jobs or their spouses' employment. These workers however, would more than offset increased benefits
will thus receive benefits in return for a smaller for a long time.
amount of lifetime payroll tzxes than those paid by
people who work continuously in covered employ- Expand Medicare Coverage to Include State and
ment. This inequity is especially apparent for Medi- Local Government Workers Not Now Covered.
care benefits: one out of six state and local em- Expanding Medicare coverage to include state and
ployees is not covered through his or her employ- local government workers who began work before
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April I. 1986, would raise $7.4 billion from 1495 the portability of coverage, newly hited workers
through 1999 The Administration has proposed would find it easier to qualify for disability and
this option in its health care reform package, and in survivors' benefits under Social Security than under
recent years. the Congress has considered it during many public-employee benefit programs. Seccnd.
the budget reconciliation process. Sxial Security eligibility is not lobt if the state and

local employees change jobs before they arc vested.
Expand Social Security Coverage to Include All Third, Social Security beinefits are calculated on the
New State and Local Government Workers. basis of indexed wages, while benefits from psblic
Retirement coverage for state and local government pension plans are calculated on the basis of nominal
workers may be provided by a public-employee wages for a given amount of covered wages. Con-
program, the Social Security program, or a plan that sequently. workers who worked only when they
integiates the two programs. Expanding Social were young would receive more generous retirement
Security coverage to include all new state and local benefits from Social Security than from public pen-
government workers would raise S8.5 billion from sion plans
1995 through 1999. although in the long run higher
Social Security benefit payments would offset the State and local governments would have to pay
extra revenue. How states and localities revised the employer's share of Social Security taxes on
their pension plans in response to mandatory cover- new employees if coverage were r..ade mandatory,.
age would determine which workers gained and lost Bccause state and local government participation in
from this change, but requiring coverage of new Social Security is now voluntary, those states with a
state and local government workers is likely to low percentage of covered employees woud bear
benefit many workers who spend only part of their more of the cost of expanded mandatory coverage,
careers in the government sector. First, because of including the cost of setting up the system.
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REV-16 T\•X EMPLOYER-PAID HEALTH INSURANCE I
Annual Added Revenues Cumuauvc a

Uddton to (Billions of dollar) Fi'e-Year
"SBC Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Tax Some Employer-Paid Health Insurance

Income Tax t.5 10.2 12.5 15.0 17.8 620
Pairoll rax 4.5 70 8.6 102 12.1 42.4

Total 110 172 21.1 25.2 299 104.4

Tax All Employer-Paid Health insurance, but Allow indlviuuals a Credit
for Premiums They or Th.eir Employers Pay up to a ULmit

Income Tax 27.2 4.3 7.1 10.3 13.8 62.7
Payroll Tax 25.8 366 39.7 42,9 4. 191.1

Total 53.0 40.9 46.8 53.2 59.9 253.8
1,

.OURCE: Jovit Co.mmuitec on Taxauon

Employees do not pay taxes on income they receive about $42 billion over the 1995-1999 period. In-
in the form of employer-paid health insurance. In cluding employer-paid health care coverage in the
iddition. health insurance premiums and health care Social Security wage base, however, would lead to
:osts paid through a cafeteria plan are generally ex- increased outlays on Social Security benefits that
:ludable from income and payroll taxes. These ex- could offset most of the added payroll tax revenues
-lusions will reduce income ?ax revenues and from this option over the long run.
payroll tax revenues by a total of about $90 billion
in fiscal year 1995. Limiting or modifying the tax An advantage of this approach is that it would
,xclusion represents an incremental approach toward eliminate the tax incentive to purchase additional
iome of the objectives for health policy stated by coverage beyond the ceiling. Without such cover-
he President and Congressional reformers that age, there would be stronger incentives to econo- ,
.ould also reduce. the deficit. Some comprehensive miz. in the medical marketplace, thereby reducing
,ealth policy proposals also include limits on the upward pressure on medical care prices and the
ax exclusion. provision of unnecessary or marginal services.

Because the option indexes the ceiling amounts to
rax Some Employer-Paid Health Insurance. One the overall inflation rate, while health care costs
way to limit the exclusion would be to treat as tax- have been rising faster than inflation, it could con-
able income for employees any employer contribu- strain health care costs even more over time. The
lions for health insurance plus health care costs paid Congress has already limited the exclusion for em-
hrough cafeteria plans that exceed $375 a month ployer-paid group term life insurance in a similar
For family coverage and $175 a manth for individ- way.
jal coverage. These amounts are estimated average
imounts for 1995. The option would index these One disadvantage of limiting the tax exemption
imounts to reflect future increases in the general of employer medical inisurance premiums is the
level of prices. It would raise income tax revenues difficulty of determining when extensive coverage
3y about $62 billion and payroll tax revenues by becomes excessive. Also, a given premium pur-
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chases different levels of coverage depending on there were no credit, less about $214 billion in new
such face as geographic location and the charac- income tax credits. Payroll tax revenues would also
teristics orthe firm's work force. As a result, a rise substantially, by about $191 billion over the
uniform ceiling would have uneven effects. Finally, same period. As under the first option, however, in
if health insurance costs continue to rise faster than the long run, increases in Social Security outlays
the general level of prices, indexing to reflect the could offset most of the added payrr'i tax revenues.
general level cf prices would gradually reduce sub-
sidies for employer-paid health insurance. The In addition to eliminating the tax incentive for
result of all of these factors may be to increase the excessive health insurance, as under the first alterna-
number of workers without health insurarce. tive, an added advantage of this option is that the

subsidy would be available to all taxpayers who
Tax All Employer-Paid Health Insurance, but purchase health insurance, without regard to their
Allow Individuals a Credit for Premiums They emoloyment status. Moreover, the subsidy per
or Their Employers Pay up to a Limit. Another dollar of eligible health insurance premiums would
option would treat all employer-paid health insur- no longer be relatively higher for taxpayers with
ance premiums as taxable income and disallow higher marginal tax ,tes (and higher income-s).
payments for health care costs through cafeteria Limiting the amount of insurance eligible for credits
plans, but offer a refundable individual income tax to a fixed level, however, creates all of the same
credit of 20 percent for health insurance premiums problems as in the first option. Moreover, by ex-
up to the amounts described above for family and tending the subsidy to individual purchases of
individual coverage. The credits would be available insurance, the option may induce relatively healthy
to taxpayers whether or not their employers paid for employees to purchase insurance outside of the
or sponsored tho coverage. The option would in- work place. Consequently, insurance would become
crease income tax revenues by about $63 bi;!ion more expensive for the remaining employees, espe-
over the 1995-1999 period. This amount would be cially at small firms, and this rise in cost could
the net result of about $277 billion in revenues if cause more firms to terminate coverage.
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REV-17 TAX A PORTION OF THE INSURANCE VALUE OF MEDICARE BENEFITS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to MBillions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

With Incom Thresholds

Hospital Insurance Only 1.7 4.6 5.3 6.3 7.3 25.2
Supplementary Medical

Insurance Only 1._ 3.2 3.9 4.8 5.9 19.0
Both 3.1 8.3 10.0 12.0 14.4 47.8

Without Income Thresholds

Hospital Insurance Only 2.5 8.6 9.7 11.0 i2.4 44.2
Supplementary Medical

Insurance Only 1.6 5.7 6.8 8.1 9.7 31.9
Both 4.5 15.6 18.1 21.1 24.5 83.3

SOURCE: Joint C"oamminaco Taxanon.

Like Social Security, Hospital Insurance (HI) bene.- the value of Medicare health insurance would be
fits under Medicare are financed by payroll taxes, included in AG.. Taxpayers with lower incomes

which are earmarked for a trust fund. Social Secu- would have no additional tax liability. Because the
rity benefits, however, are partially taxable for high- thresholds are fixed inflation will cause a larger
er-income people, whereas the value of HI is not fraction of Medicare insurance benefits to become
subject to tax. In addition, the Supplementary Med- taxable over time.
ical Insurance (SM!) component of Medicare is
heavily subsidiz~ed; only about 25 percent of the With these income thresholds, the HI tax alone
benefits paid are covered by premiums. This option would increase federal revenues by about $25 bil-
would make the taxation of HI conform to current lion from 1995 through 1999. The SMI tax alone
law and the tax option for Social Security in REV- would yield $19 billion over the five-year period.
12 and would partially tax SMI. If both taxes were imposed simultaneously, revenues

would be nearly $48 billion higher over five years.
The first option would treat the insurance value The combined tax would generate more revenues

of Medicare like Social Security benefits, although than the sum of the HI and SMI taxes because some
the tax would be imposed on the average insurance taxpayers would be subject to higher tax rates as a
value of in-kind Medicare benefits, not on the dollar result of the increase in AG!. In addition, more
value of benefits actually received. In this option, enrollees exceed the threshold when both compo-
85 percent of the value of HI and 75 percent of the nents are included in combined income.
value of SM! would be included in adjusted gross
inco'me (AGI) for taxpayers with combined income The second option would include 85 percent of
(AG! plus nontaxable interest income plus one-half the insurance value of HI benefits and the subsidy
of Social Security, Railroad Retirement, and Medi- component of SM! (about 75 percent) in AG! for all
care benefits) over $34,000 for single returns and taxpayers. Without an income threshold, the HI tax
$44,000 for joint returns. For taxpayers with com- alone would increase federal revenues by about $44
bined incomes below these thresholds, but above billion over the 1995-1999 period. Revenues from
$25,000 (single) and $32,000 (joint), 50 percent of the SM! tax alone would be nearly $32 billion over
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the five-year period. If both taxes were imposed which to pay the tax liability. (There would be
simultaneously, revenues would be almost $84 little to recommend basir g the tax on actual benefits
billion higher over the five-year period, received, however, because it would then be directly

related to enrollees' hralth care costs. Such a tax
If the tax on HI benefits were earmarked for the would reduce the insurance protection Medicare is

HI trust fund, it would delay the projected deficit of iniended to provide.) In addition, the actual value
the trust fund in 2003. A tax on SMI benefits of insurance provided under Medicare varies among
would shift some SMI costs from taxpayers to en- households based on age, health status, and whether
rollees. If income thresholds were used, lower- they have other health insurance.
income enrollees woul not be affected. In fact,
only about 60 perce it of enrollees in 1995 would be Thus, including a fixed imputed HI premium in
affected by this propasaJ even if no income thresh- income may be viewed as unfair. The approxi-
olds were used. Furthermore, since this option mately 13 percent of enrollees in or above the 28
would use the mechanism already in place for tax- percent tax bracket would face a tax increase aver-
ing Social Security benefits, it would be straightfor- aging $1,170 in 1995 for individuals and about
ward to administer. $2,350 for couples with two enrollees, assuming the

combined tax was imposed with no income thresh-
Unlike the tax on Social Security benefits, this olds. In addition, more households would have to

tax would be imposed on the in•uiance value of in- pay tax on Social Security benefits if the definition
kind benefits rather than on the dollar benefits actu- of combined income were expanded to include
ally received. Some people might object that the Medicare benefits.
additional income does not generate cash with
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REV-18 CURTAIL TAX SUBSIDIES FOR EXPORTS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 2.6 4.6 4.9 4.8 4.9 21.8

SOURCE 3ouCommaneeosTagxe

The tax code subsidizes U.S. exports in two impor- how fully U.S. companies can use their foreign tax
tant ways. First, the allocation of income between credits to reduce their U.S. tax liability. For exam-
domestic and foreign business activities under the ple, when a corporation has excess foreign tax cred-
"tide passage" rule routinely allows U.S. multina- its, treating a dollar of income as foreign-source
tional companies to use excess foreign tax credits to income instead of domestic-source income allows
offset about half of the U.S. tax on their export in- the corporation to use excess credits that might
come by characterizing it as foreign-source income. otherwise expire to reduce the U.S. tax on its world-
Second, the tax rules for foreign sales corporations wide income by about 35 cents.
(FSCs) offer U.S. companies an opportunity to ex-
empt about 15 percent of their export income from Sales income is classified for tax purposes as
U.S. tax by characterizing it as income of a foreign domestic or foreign source according to a complex
subsidiary that is not effectively connected with set of sourcing rules that take account of the resi-
U.S. trade or business. de-,••n of the seller, the place of sale, the location of

the seller's business activities, and the presence of
Sourcing Rules for Sales of Inventory. U.S. com- any foreign tax on the sales income. Under a par-
panies generally pay U.S. tax on their worldwide in- ticular rule known as the "title passage" rule, the
come, but they may claim a foreign tax credit. The income of a U.S. company from the sale of inven-
foreign tax credit reduces the tax that U.S. compa- tory is sourced according to the place of sale. So
nies owe on foreign-source income by the amount when inventory is sold abroad, the income from the
of income tax they pay abroad. To prevent the ior- sale is deemed foreign-source income, regardless of
eign tax credit from offsetting domestic-source in- where the inventory was purchased and regardless
come, the tax code limits the credit to the amount of whether the income was subject to foreign tax,
of tax owed on foreign-source income. When for- When a U.S. company produces the inventory in the
eign tax payments exceed the U.S. tax on foreign- United States and markets it abroad, half of the
source income, U.S. companies accrue excess for- income is typically classified as foreign source on
eign tax credits that they cannot currently use. U.S. the basis of the title passage rule and half is classi-
companies retain these excess credits to offset taxes fled based on the location of the production activity.
owed on future income from foreign sources, but Assuming the company has excess foreign tax cred-
only for five years. (One consequence of lowering its to offset the tax on its foreign-source income, the
corporate tax rates in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 50-50 allocation effectively exempts half of the
is that more U.S. multinational companies are accu- export income from U.S. tax.
mulating excess foreign tax credits that are likely to
expire.) If the title passage rule allows a company with

excess foreign tax credits to classify more of its
In allocating worldwide income between domes- export income as foreign source than it could justify

tic and foreign sources, sourcing rules determine solely on the basis of the location of its business
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activities, the company receives an implicit export about as much as they increased in the export indus-
subsidy. tries.

Foreign Sales Co, ins. According to a deci- Export subsidies reduce domestic welfare by
sion by the goven, uncil of the General Agree- distc-.ing the allocation of economic resources at
ment on Tariffs and in, de (GA'TI). export income home and abroad. The subsidized production of
can be exempt from U.S. tax only if the eonomic export goods in the United States partially dis-
activity that produces the income takes place outside places the more efficient production of these goods
the United States. In response to the GATT deci- abroad. Moreover, the subsidies increase the world-
sion, the tax code was amended by the Congress to wide supply of goods that the United States exports
allow U.S. companies to charter FSCs in low-tax and decrease the worldwide supply of goods that the
countries and either supply goods to the FSCs for United States imports. The shifts in supply lower
resale abroad or pay commissions to FSCs on ex- the world price of U.S. exports and raise the price
port sales. Although the FSCs are largely paper of U.S. imports. As a result, domestic welfare
corporations with very few employees, the Congress suffers because the United States receives fewer
bclieves that they have enough foreign presence and import goods in exchange for its export goods.
economic substance to meet GATT's requirements
to exempt export income. Curtailing the export subsidies provided by the

title passage rule and the favorable tax treatment of
Under the tax code, when a U.S. company sells FSCs would raise about $22 billion from 1995

exports through an FSC, about 23 percent of the through 1999. The option would curtail the export
total income from production and marketing is subsidy from the title passage rule by eliminating it
attributed to the FSC and fifteen-twenty-thirds of and treating the income of U.S. companies from the
the FSC's export income is exempt from U.S. tax. sale of goods abroad as domestic-source income.
The exempt income, which is approximately 15 An exception would be allowed, however, if a U.S.
percent of the income from the sale, remains free company had a place of business that was located
from U.S. tax when the U.S. company receives it as outside of the United States and was substantially
a dividend from the FSC. involved in the export sale. Under the exception,

income would be allocated between domestic and
Economic Effects of Export Subsidies. Export foreign sources based on the location of the busi-
subsidies increase investment and employment in ness activities that produced the income. The op-
export industries, but do not increase the overall tion would curtail the subsidy from FSCs by treat-
levels of domestic investment and domestic employ- ing them like other foreign subsidiaries. In general,
ment. Stimulating exports increases the demand for all of the income rmpatriated from FSCs would be
U.S. dollars by foreigners, which raises the value of subject to U.S. tax, but some of it might be foreign-
the dollar and lowers the cost of imports, causing source income under the revised sourcing rule men-
imports to increase. In the long run, export subsi- tioned above. The tax on any income from the FSC
dies increase imports as much a: exports, which that was deemed foreign-source income could be
causes investmen, and employment in import-coin- offset by unused foreign tax credits.
peting industries in the United States to decline
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REV-19 IMPOSE A MINIMUM TAX ON FOREIGN-OWNED BUSINESSES

Annual Addcd Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollar,) Five-Year

1995 )996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Basehne 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 2.6

SOURCE: Joint Comnmat ca Txanan

Foreign-owned companies must pay tax on the in- profit rates. For example, foreign-owned companies
come they earn from business activities within the may have newer plants and equipment than U.S.-
United States. Treaties with other countries gener- owned companies in the same industry. Because
ally stipulate that the United States will not tax the accelerated depreciation methods allow companies
income of foreign-owned businesses more heavily to !laim larger annual deductions on newer equip-
than the income of U.S.-owned businesses. ment than on older equipment, foreign-owned com-

panies would have higher reported depreciation
When foreign multinational corporations operat- costs and lower reported profit rates as a percentage

ing in the United States import materials and ser- of sales. Moreover, because the absence of an
vices from affiliated companies abroad, the "transfer inflation adjustment for the book value of plant and
price" of imports affects the amount of income that equipment undervalues older assets relative to newer
is subject to U.S. tax. (The transfer price is the assets, U.S.-owned companies with older assets
price charged for goods sold between affiliated would tend to have higher profit rates as a percent-
companies.) By raising the transfer price of im- age of reported book value than foreign-owned
ports, foreign-owned companies can shift income companies with newer assets.
out of the United States to their foreign affiliates
and reduce their U.S. tax liability. U.S. tax law To discourage foreign companies from manipu-
requires companies to base the transfer prices of lating transfer prices to avoid U.S. tax, a minimum
many goods and most services on comparable trans- tax could be levied on foreign-owned businesses
actions between unaffiliated companies. But such that have a sizable amount of trade with affiliated
prices are often difficult for companies to determine companies overseas. One legislaive provision,
and even more difficult for the Internal Revenue introduced in 1992, would have imposed a mini-
Service (IRS) to enforce, especially when compara- mum tax on all companies that are at least 25 per-
ble goods and services are not routinely traded be- cent foreign owned and have transactions with for-
tween unaffiliated companies. eign affiliates in excess uf either !0 percent of their

gross income or $2 million annually. Under the
Foreign-owned multinational corporations may proposal, the foreign-owned company would com-

be manipulating transfer prices to shift income over- pute its taxable income under the current income tax
seas and avoid U.S. tax. There is circumstantial rules, but its taxable income would be subject to a
evidence that this kind of tax avoidance has oc- floor. The floor would equal 75 percent of its gross
curred. For example, studies have found that the business receipts multiplied by the average profit
reported profit rates (as a percentage of assets and margin on gross receipts for U.S. companies in the
as a percentage of sales) of foreign-owned multina- same industry. If the foreign-owned company's
tional corporations operating in the United States operations spanned several industries, the floor
are generally lower than the profit rates of U.S.- would be based on the profit margins in each indus-
owned corporations in the same industry. However, try weighted by the company's gross receipts in the
there are other plausible explanations for the low industry. The IRS could waive the minimum tax
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after examining a company's method of t.,.mouting than the income of their domestic competitors. The
transfer prices and finding it acceptable. minimum tax would be especially onerous on for-

eign-owned companies starting new businesses in
The formula approach under the minimum tax the United States because new businesses are sel-

provides a simple way to ensure that foreign-owned doam profitable initially. Under the minimum tax,
companies conducting business in the United States such businesses would still owe a sizable amount of
pay an acceptable amount of U.S. tax. The simplic- income tax based on their gross receipts.
ity of the approach may offer some ad' antage over
the cumbersome rules for arm's-length pricing, Other countries are likely to treat the minimum
which are extremely difficult to enforce. The for- tax as a protectionist measure and retaliate with
mula approach, however, provides a very crude similar taxes on U.S.-owned companies conducting
estimate of taxable protit. business within their borders. If so, then the mini-

mum tax would stifle international trade and reduce
The minimum tax would discriminate against economic welfare throughout the world. Imposing

foreign-owned companies, possibly in violation of the minimum tax on foreign-owned companies
U.S. treaties, by taxing their income more heavily would raise $2.6 billion from 1995 through 1999.

I

I
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REV-20 TAX CAPITAL GAINS FROM HOME SALES

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline '995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Tax 30 Percent
of Gain 1.2 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.5 22.1

Tax Lifetime Gains in
Excess of $125,000 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.4

SOUR( -! Comnmttee on Taxaion.

When homeowners sell their home, they realize a percent of the gain from home sales in taxable in-
capital gain or loss equal to the difference between come would make the tax rate on such gains range
the selling price and their basis. Their basis is the from 4.5 percent for taxpayers facing a 15 percent
initial cost of the home plus the cost of home im- marginal tax rate to 11.9 percent for those in the
provements. 39.6 percent tax bracket.

Although capital gains on most assets are tax- A tax on gains from home sales would discour-
able when sold, capital gains on home sales gener- age home sales in the same way that current law
ally escape taxation. A taxpayer can defer the capi- discourages taxpayers from selling other capital
tal gain from the sale of a principal residence if she assets. In the case of home sales, that might dis-
or he purchases another home of at least equal value tourage workers from relocating to take advantage
within two years. When a homeowner dies, the ac- of better job opportunities. The tax might also deter
crued gain on the current home plus any gain on some homeowners (especially aider taxpayers with
previous homes escapes tax permanently. Further, large accrued gains) from changing homes as family
the tax law allows taxpayers age 55 and older to requirements change.
exclude up to $125,000 of gain from one home sale
even if they do not purchase another home of equal Another option would allow all taxpayers to
or greater value within two years. Replacing the exempt the first $125,000 of gains on all home sales
above provisions with a rule that includes 30 per- from tax, while fully taxing the excess over this
cent of capital gains from home sales in taxable in- amount at the time of sale. This option would
come would raise about $22 billion in 1995 through protect the mobility of most homeowners. Taxpay-
1999. Alternatively, including all lifetime gains in ers who realize a gain of less than $125,000 on their
excess of $125,000 in taxable income when realized first home could apply the unused portion to future
would raise $1.4 billion over the same period. home sales. This exclusion would increase the

mobility of homeowners under age 55 relative to
The preferential treatment of capital gains from current law because they could move to homes of

home sales is only one of the ways in which the tax lesser value without incurring a tax as long as the
code strongly favors owner-occupied homes over gain on the home they sold was less than $125,000.
other investments (for a discussion of other ways. Although this proposal would increase mobility for
see REV-04). All of these tax preferences divert most homeowners, it would reduce it for those
savings from business investment to housing. One under age 55 whose gains from home sales exceed
way to make the tax treatment of housing more like $125,000. These taxpayers could no longer defer
that of other assets would be to replace the capital additional gain by purchasing a larger home.
gains deferral and exclusion provisions with a low-
rate tax on gains from home sales. Including 30
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Taxing gains on home sales without the rollover able to deduct fully their mortgage interest pay-
and exclusion that current law allows would in- ments, which include an inflation premium.
crease the need for taxpayers to keep records on
home improvements. They need to maintain these Any reduction in the tax benefit from home
records to establish the tax basis of a home upon owners.ip would lower the value of existing hous-
sale. Currently, many taxpayers do not keep such ing relative to other assets such as corporate equity.
records because the probability of any future tax on The loss in value would be felt most by middle- P
gains from a home sale is low and the expected income taxpayers because homes are their principal
present value of such a tax is small. Allowing a asset.
lifetime exemption of S125,000 would complicate
recordkeeping, especially when people buy and sell As a way of reducing the tax benefit to hume
successive homes with different spouses. ownership, the primary alternative to taxing gains

on sale is to limit the mortgage interest deduction
Much of the capital gain on home sales results (see REV-04). Limiting the mortgage interest de-

from inflation. Inflationary gains are not income duction has the advantages of not hindering mobility
and therefore ideally would not be subject to in- or complicating recordkeeping. Taxing gains on
come taxation. Taxing inflationary gains may. sale, however, has the advantage of preserving the
however, be an appropriate way to offset the tax greatest tax break for first-time homebuyers.
benefit homeowners enjoy from inflation by being

I
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REV-21 TAX CAPITAL GAINS HELD UNTIL DEATH

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 ,9g% 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Include Gains in the
Last Income Tax
Retwn of Deceased& b 8.1 8.6 9.0 9.5 35.2

Enact
Supplemental
10 Percent
Estate Tax b 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 3.6

Enact Carryover
Basis b 0.8 1.7 2.7 3.8 9.0

SOURCE. Joint Commium oan Tuaxbott.

a. Es.*matc is wet of reduced estate tax reventw.
b. Less thmn S50 nullioe.

A capital gain or loss is the difference between the There are three ways of taxing gains held at
current value of an asset and the owner's basis. death: the law could require that gains held at
The owner's basis is the initial cost of the asset plus death be included as income on the final income tax
the cost of any subsequent improvements and minus return of the decedent, the estate of the decedent
any deductions for depreciation. When an asset is could be subject to a supplemental tax rate on ac-
sold, the tax law normally requires that the owner crued gains, or the law could require that beneficia-
include any realized gain in taxable income. The ries assume the decedent's basis in the asset they
owner can deduct any realized loss against realized inherit Under this last method of carryover basis,
gains, and when the owner does not have gains in the beneficiaries would include the decedent's unre-
excess of losses, he or she can deduct up to $3,000 alized gain in their taxable income when they sell
of the loss against other income. the asset.

An exception occurs when an owner holds an Tax Gains on Final Return of the Decedent.
asset until death. Yn this case, the tax law allows Taxing accrued but unrealized gains on the final
the beneficiary to "step up" the basis to the asset's income tax return of the decedent would raise $35.2
value as of the date of the decedent's death. When billion from 1995 through 1999. This option would
the beneficiary subsequently sells the asset, he or exclude gains on assets that a spouse inherits. In-
she pays tax on the gain that accrued after the stead, the spouse would assume the basis of the
decedent's death. The gain that accrued before the decedent and pay tax on the full gain only if the I
decedent's death is permanently excluded from tax- spouse sells the asset. Any gains on assets that the
able income. The estate of the decedent may pay decedent leaves to charity would also be exempt.
taxes under the separate estate tax. but this tax ap- The option would include gains on other assets in
plies equally to assets on which the decedent previ- taxable income. It would also allow three additional
ously paid income tax and to assets with accrued modifications. First, to ease the problem of docu-
capital gains that had escaped income taxation. menting the basis, the option would allow the estate
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to use an alternative basis equal to one-half of the in order to avoid ta'.. Current law encrurazes tax-
asset's current value in computing the gain to be payers to hold on to assets longer than they other-
included on the final tax return. Second, the estate wise would. This "lock-in" effect distorts their
could claim the existing $125,000 exclusion on the investment portfolios and may hinder the flow of
gain from the sale of a principal residence if the capital to activities with higher rates of return.
decedent had not already claimed it. Third. the Reducing the lock-in effect is one of the advantages
estate could exclude an additional $75./,"0 of any of reducing the income tax on realized capital gains.
remaining gains. With all of these provisions, about Taxing gains at death would also reduce the lock-in
one-tenth of the people who hold accrued gains effect, but, unfike a lower capital gains tax rate, it
when they die would pay taxes on those gains. would reduce the preferential treatment of c'ipital
Finally. taxe. ?aid on gains realized at death would gains over ordinary income.
be deductib:e under the estate tax.

Using carryover basis would not achie' .he
Tax Gains Under the Estate Tax. An additional same unambiguous reduction of the lock-in effect
estate tax on accrued gains of 10 percent would that the other two options would achieve. Using a
raise $3.6 billion from 1995 through 1999. This carryover basis lessens the incentive for the original
option would apply a flat 10 percent rate to the owner to hold on to an assei until death. But an
same tax base as in the previous option. In addi- heir receiving an asset with a carryover basis has a
tion, however, taxpayers could offset the addiLonal stronger incentive to hold on to the asset than under
tax with any unused credits under the estate tix. current law.
Because of these credits, few people would owe
additional tax under this option. Only about I A disadvantage of taxing gains at death is that
percent of estates currently pay the estate tax and -. tax might force the family of the decedent to
the fraction paying the additional tax on gains ell assets to pay the tax, although two of the three
would be about the same. options minimize this problem. Forced sales of

illiquid assets at an inopportune time can reduce
Tax Gains Upon Realization by Heirs (Carryover their value substantially. Forcing heirs to sell a
Basis). A third option would carry over the dece- family farni or business would impose a particular
dent's basis in assets left to the heirs and tax the hardship on families wanting to continue the enter-
gains of the decedent when the heirs sell their as- prise. Forced sales wonld not occur if a carryover
sets. This option would raise $9 billion from 1995 basis were used because heirs could defer the tax on
through 1999. The option would also allow heirs to unrealized gains until they sell the assets. In addi-
set the basis of inherited assets at one-half of their tion, taxing gains held at death through the estate
current value. In addition, if the estate of the dece- tax would also reduce forced sales because the
dent paid any estate tax. shares of that tax would be estate tax permits heirs who continue to operate a
added to the basis of all the estate's assets in pro- family farm or business to defer payment for five
portion to their shares of the estate's value. Carry- years and then spread payment over the next 10
over basis would make most gains held at death years. Estates would receive no deferral, however,
taxable, but the timing of the tax payments would if gains were taxed on the final income tax return of
depend on when the heirs sell the inherited assets. the deceased. If this option were instead structured

to allow the estate to value a family farm or busi-
Gains held until death have always been exempt nesses on its current use instead of by its market

from income tax. The Congress enacted a carryover value, as is currently allowed under the estate tax,
basis in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 but postponed then this option would allow a deferral and would
it in 1978 and repealed it in 1980. It was never in raise less revenue than cited.
effect.

Taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service
Taxing accrued gains at death, on either the last often have difficulty determining the basis of assets

income tax return or the estate tax, would reduce of closely held businesses, personal property, and
the incentive for investors to hold assets until death assets for which the taxpayer did not keep adequate
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records. The diffkiulty in determining the amount at death had taken effect, however, people would
of the basis was one of the main arguments that U,ave a reason to keep better records. In the interim,
influenced the Congress to delay implementing allowing estates and heirs to set the basis at one-
carryover basis in 1978 and then to repeal it in half of the market value at the time of death would
1980. Because people currently planning to hold ease compliance. Finally, if gains held at death
assets until death might not have kept adequate were taxable under the estate tax instead of the
records, documenting the basis would be particu- income tax, most taxpayers would be exempt be- .
larly difficult immediately after passage of a law to cause of the high estate tax credit (see REV-22). ,
tax igns lIcLd unul death. Once a tax on gains held

t

L
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REV-22 INCREASE ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Reduce the Unified Credit a 3.0 3.5 4.1 4.8 15.4

Convert the Credit for
State Death Taxes
into a Deduction a 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 2.5

Include Life Insunnce
"Proceeds in the Base a 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.1

SOURCE: Jowi Commaum o Taxum.

a. s lta S~a350 milhom.

Current law imposes a gift tax on transfers of $3 million and the 55 percent rate that applies to
wealth during a taxpayer's lifetime and an estate tax estates of more than $3 million. The Congress
on transfers at death. The estate and gift taxes to- could raise the estate and gift tax, without raising
gether constitute a unified tax: one progressive tax rates, by reducing allowable credits or by including
is imposed on cumulative transfers during life and proceeds of life insurance policies in the tax base.
at death. Generous credits built into the sysem,
however, exempt most estates from taxation; about Reduce the Unified Credit. Lowering the unified
25,000 estates paid tax in 1991. credit from $192,800 to $87,800 would raise $15.4

billion from 1995 through 1999 and make an addi-
The estate and gift tax rates in 1995 will range tional 80,000 estates subject to tax. ThIs lower

from 18 percent on the first $10,000 of transfers to credit is equivalent to an exemption of only the first
55 percent on transfers of more than $3 million, but $300,000 of transfers, instead of the current
a unified credit of $192,800 effectively exempts the $600,000.
first $600,000 from taxation. As a result of the
credit, taxable estates face an initial tax rate of 37 The estate and gift tax reduces the extent to
percent on the first $150,000 of transfers in excess which concentrations of wealth can be perpetuated.
of $600,000. An additional 5 percent surcharge ap- Taxing these concentrations, along with other pro-
r lies to estates between $10 million and $18.34 mil- grams to aid the less fortunate, increases the equal-
lion. The 5 percent surcharge phases out the benefit ity of opportunity for members of each new genera-
of graduated rates for these larger estates. In addi tion. The tax may also slow economic growth,
tion, current law phases out the unified credit for however, by discouraging the accumulation of large
estates above $10 million. Another credit allows estates.
taxpayers to subtract a portion of state death taxes
from federal estate tax liability. The estate and gift tax provides the only tax on

the unrealized capital gains heid until death by
In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of people with the highest-valued estates. The estate

1993, the Congress made permanent the top two and gift tax, however, taxes these unrealized gains
estate tax rates that had been scheduled to decline to at the same rate as other accumulated wealth that
50 percent after 1992. These are the 53 percent rate has already been taxed as income when earned (see
that applies to estates of between $2.5 million and REV-21).
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Reducing ;he unified credit would extend the fr)m the federal to state govermmen:ws This shift is
tax to more estates wttn small husine.scs, family accomplishea by imposirg state taxes th',i .. -!',-
farms, and large homes. The necessity of paying match the amount of the federal credit. .hanging
the tax would put pressure on heirs to sell the•;e the state death tax credit to a deduction would raise
assets when they might prefer to retain them in the $2.5 billion from 1995 th.ough 1999 and would
family, or when the value of the assets is temporar- correspond to the itemized deduction that taxpayers
ily depressed. The estate tax has pruvisions for receive for state and local income and property
spreading payment over 15 years for small busi- taxes.
nessLs and family farms, but even this burden could
be prohihitrte for retuIning some family asscts. An altemative change that yields about the iame
Reducing forced liquidation of assets was one con- revenue is to reduce th- amount of state tax Lredited
cern of the Congress when it voted in 1981 to raise by half so that the maximum credit is 50 percent of
the credit from $47,000 to $192,800. the amount paid to states. The two alternatics are

not equivalent for c,,tates of different sizes. the
Convert the Credit for State Death Taxes into a value of the deduction increases as the marginal tax
Deduction. Currently, state death taxcs reduce rate rises, while the value of the credit is not af-
federal Lax liability by a credit that ranges from 0.h fected by the marginal tax rate.
percent on transfers of $40,000 to 16 percent on
transfers of more than $10 million. When imple- Include Life Insurance Proceeds in the Base of
mented in 1926, the credit could virtually eliminate the Estate and Gift Tax. Life insurance is an
federal tax liability because the top marginal rate on alternative way of transferring wealth to descen-
estate and gifts taxes was 20 percent. The credit dants, but is currently exempt from the estate tax if
acts as a state revenue-sharing system for estates the policyholder is someone other than the person
taxed up to the 16 percent exclusion level. Conse- who died. Making life insurance proceeds subject
quently. a majority of states have adopted death tax to estate and gift tax would raise $1.1 billion from
systems that simply redistribute estate tax revenues 1995 through 1999.

-5
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REV-23 AMORTIZE A PORTION OF ADVERTISING COSTS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

!995 1996 1997 1098 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 3.3 5.9 4.5 2.9 L.7 18.3

SOURCE. Joint Cunmiuee on Taxalon.

The income tax law allows taxpayers to deduct the Because advertising is not alwa)s easy to iden-
ordinary costs of doing business when they incur tify, this option would require complex riles to dis-
them. At the same time, it requires taxpayers to tinguish advertising costs from other ordinary busi-
capitalize expenditures to purchase assets with use- necs costs. Some costs, such as those of notifying
ful lives that extend beyond the current tax year. customers of price changes, redesigning product
They may then deduct rapital costs at prescribed packaging, or changing store displays, might or
rates as the assets wear out in order to match costs might not fit within the definition of advertising.
with income. Taxpayers may deduct advertising as Moreover, because the useful life of advertising de-
an ordinary business cost. pends on its unknown effect on customers, any am-

ortization rate would be arbitrary.
Because advertising often contributes to brand

recognition that may last for years, capitalizing a Amortizing a portion of advertising costs would
portion of advertising costs and deducting it over raise the after-tax cost of advertising and discourage
several years might improve the matching of busi- its use. To the extent that advertising is socially
ness costs with income. Requiring 20 percent of all wasteful, causing consumers to change their prefer-
advertisirg costs to be capitalized and deducted on a ences for essentially identical products, discouraging
straight-line basis over four years would raise $18.3 it could increase economic efficiency. However,
billion from 1995 through 1999. advertising is socially useful when it gives custom-

ers a wider choice of products by promoting real
product diversity.
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REV-24 REDUCE TAX CREDITS FOR REHABILITATING OLDER BUILDINGS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Repeal Credit for
Nonhistoric Structures
and Reduce
Credit for Historic
Structures to
15 Percent a 0.1 0l 0.1 0.1 0.4

Repeal Both Credits 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.9

SOURCE: Joint Commirtee on Taxation.

a. Less than $50 muiion.

The Congress enacted tax credits for rehabilitation Rehabilitation may have social benefits to the
to promote the preservation of historic buildings, extent that it discourages the destruction of histori-
encourage businesses to renovate their existing pre- cally noteworthy buildings. The government could
mises rather than relocate, and encourage investors promote this objective at a lower cost, however, by
to refurbish older buildings. The credit rate is 10 permitting a credit only for the renovation of certi-
percent for expenditures on commercial buildings fled historic buildings and lowering the credit rate.
built before 1936, and 20 percent for commercial Some surveys have indicated that a 15 percent
and residential buildings that the Department of the credit would be sufficient to cover the extra costs of
Interior has certified as historic structures because both ob~aining certification and undertaking rehabili-
of their architectural significance. tation of historic quality. Reducing the credit for

historic structures to 15 percent and repealing the
The credits favor commercial use over most credit for nonhistoric structures would increase

rental housing and may, therefore, divert capital revenues over the 1995-1999 period by about $0.4
from more productive uses. Moreover, in favoring billion. Repealing both credits would raise about
renovation over new construction, the credits may $0.9 billion over the same period.
encourage more costly ways of obtaining additional
housing and commercial buildings.
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REV-25 TAX CREDIT UNIONS LIKE OTHER THRIFT INSTITUTIONS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Tax All Credit Unions 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 3.7

Tax Credit Un; )ns with
More Than $10 Million
in Assets 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 3.4

SOURCE: Joint Comtnine on Taxatzon.

Credit unions are nonprofit financial institutions that 5 million in 1950 to about 65 million today. This
retain income on behalf of their members either as leap in numbers is evidence that credit unions, like
protection against unexpected events or as a source taxable thrifts, now serve the general public. More-
of financing expansion. The federal income tax over, credit unions are becoming more like savings
treats credit unions more favorably than competing and loans and mutual savings banks in the services
thrift institutions, such as savings and loan institu- they offer. A significant number of credit unions
tions and mutual savings banks, by exempting their now offer such servicts as first and second mort-
retained earnings from tax. As a result. more credit gages, direct deposit, automatic teller access, pre-
unions and fewer taxabic thrifts exist than would authorized payments, credit cards, safe deposit
otherwise be the case. This reduces economic effi- boxes, and discount brokerage services.
ciency to the extent competing institutions might
otherwise provide the same services at lower cost. Many smaller credit unions, however, retain the

chaiacteristics of nonprofit mutual organizations and
Credit unions, savings and loans, and mutual perhaps should not be subject to taxation. For

savings banks were originally all tax-exempt, but in instance, only volunteers from the membership
1951 the Congress removed the tax exemptions for managc and staff some of these credit unions.
savings and loans and mutual savings banks. It Moreover, these smaller credit unions often do not
considered them to be more like profit-seeking expand their membership beyond their immediate
corporations than nonprofit mutual organizations. common bond or provide services comparable to

competing thrift institutions. In order to protect
Since 1951, credit unions have come to resem- these smaller credit unions, the Congress may

ble those other thrift institutions in certain respects. choose to exempt from taxation those credit urions
Credit unions no longer limit membership to people with assets below $10 million. Such an action
sharing a common bond, which has usually been would exempt about 70 percent of all credit unions
employment. Since 1982, the regulators have al- from taxation, although they hold only about 10
lowed credit unions to extend their services to percent of all credit union industry assets.
others, including members of other organizations. In
addition, most credit unions allow members and Taxing all credit unions like other thrift institu-
their families to participate permanently, even after tions would raise $3.7 billion in 1995 through 1999.
members have left the sponsoring organization. Taxing only credit unions with assets above $10
Credit union membership has grown from about million would raise about $0.3 billion less.
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REV-26 REPEAL TAX PREFERENCES FOR EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES

Annual Added Revenue Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Repeal Expensing of
Intangible Drilling,
Exploration, and
Development Costs 0.9 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 6.1

Repeal Percentage
Depletion 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 4.9

SOURCE. Joint Commanen on Taxtion.

Under the normal tax rules for cost recovery, tax- of the gross income from oil and gas production up
payers cannot immediately deduct purchases of cap- to 1,000 barrels per day. (In contrast, integrated oil
ital assets such as plant and equipment from taxable and gas producers must use the normal method of
income. Instead, they must capitalize the purchase cost depletion to recover capitalized costs.) Produc-
price and then deduct the cost at a prescribed rate ers of hard minerals may also use percentage teple-
over the asset's useful life either by depreciation or tion, but the statutory rates vary. Minerals eligible
depletion. These rules also apply to assets that the for percentage depletion include sand (5 percent),
user constructs instead of purchasing (self-con- coal (10 percent), iron ore (14 percent), dimension
structed assets). Although oil and gas wells and stone and moilusk shells (14 percent), oil shale (15
mineral mines are self-constructed assets, they bene- percent). gold (15 percent), and uranium (22 per-
fit from special cost-recovery rules. Taxpayers may cent). The tax law limits the amount of percentage
immediately deduct (expense) certain exploration depletion to 100 percent of the net income from an
and development costs, including intangible drilling oil and gas property and 50 percent of the net in-
costs. Under general income tax rules, these costs come from a property with hard minerals.
would otherwise have to be capitalized and de-
ducted more slowly. Because percentage depletion depends on the

value of production rather than the amount of capi-
Expensible exploration and development costs talized costs, it is more akin to a production subsidy

include costs for excavating mines and drilling than a method of cost recovery. The subsidy pro-
wells. They also include prospecting costs for hard vides little or no incentive to develop or expand
mineral-. but not for oil and gas. Current law limits production from marginal properties, however, be-
expensing to 70 percent of these costs for corpora- cause the amount of percentage depletion cannot
tions engaged in extracting hard minerals and for exceed net income. Because marginal properties
integrated producers of oil and gas who also operate that are more costly to develop produce less net
sizable refineries. These corporations may deduct income, their percentage depletion deductions per
the remaining 30 percent of costs over a 60-month dollar of gross income are smaller.
period.

Percentage depletion and the expensing of ex-
The percentage depletion method of cost recov- ploration and development costs encourage oil and

ery allows taxpayers to deduct a certain percentage gas production and extracting hard minerals, but the
of a property's gross income, regardless of the ac- incentives are not available to all producers on an
tual capitalized costs. Current law allows noninte- equal basis. Integrated oil and gas producers may
grated oil and gas companies to deduct 15 percent not claim percentage depletion deductions that inde-
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pendent producers can use. Furthermore, most could use more productively elsewhere in the econ-
corporations can expense only 70 percent of their omy. Second, they encourage the use of scarce
exploration and development costs, including intan- doim•stic oil and gas resources, which may lead to a
gible drilling costs, while noncorporate producers greater reliance on foreign energy producers in the
can expense all of them. Finally, bec-tuse percent- future. Third, the provisions fail to provide all
age depletion and expensed exploration and devel- producers with the same incentive, which lessens

opment costs are tax preferences under the alterna- their effectiveness in encouraging production.
tive minimum tax, producers who pay the minimum
tax must defer or even forgo these deductions, while Repealing the expensing of intangible drilling
producers who pay the regular income tax may take costs and other exploration and development costs
them currently. would raise $6.1 billion in 1995 through 1999.

assuming that firms could still expense the costs of
There are several reasons to repeal expensing dry holes, unproductive mines, and worthless min-

and percentage depletion. First, these provisions eral rights. Repealing percentage depletion would
allocate capital to drilling and mining that firms raise S4.9 billion over the same five-year period.

1
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REV-27 ELIMINATE PRIVATE-PURPOSE, TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Eliminate All Private-
Purpose. Tax-Exempt
Bonds 0.2 0.6 1.1 1.5 19 5.3

Raise the Cap and Extend
Limits on , ,Aume to Ncv
Issues of All Private-
Purpose Bonds a o.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.6

SOURCE: Joint Comnmieme on Taxaton.

L. Le thaa $S0 million.

The tax law permits state and local governments to benefit would go entirely to the borrower, with tax-
issue bonds that are exempt from federal taxation. exempt financing, the borrower of funds shares the
For the most part, the bond proceeds have financed benefit with the investor in tax-exempt bonds. In
public investments such as schools, highways, and addition, because tax-exempt financing is not a
water and sewer systems. Beginning in the 1960s, budget outlay, the Congress may not routinely re-
however, state and local governments began to issue view it as part of the annual budget process.
a growing dollar volume of tax-exempt bonds to
finance quasi-public facilities, such as ports and air- The Congress has placed restrictions on tax-
ports, and private-sector projects, such as housing exempt financing several times, beginning in 1968.
and shopping centers. These bonds eventually be- During the 1980s, these restrictions included limit-
came known as "private-purpose" bonds because the ing the volume of new issues of tax-exempt bonds
ultimate users of the tax-exempt-financed facilities for some activities and eliminating or setting expira-
were private nongovernmental entities. tion dates on the use of tax-exempt bonds for other

facilities. The Congress frequently postponed some
Private-purpose, tax-exempt bonds include mort- of the expiration dates, however. In the Omnibus

gage bonds for rental housing and single-family (in Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, the Congress
some cases two-family) homes; bonds for exempt permanently extended the use of mortgage bonds for
facilities, such as airports, docks, wharves, mass single-family (and some two-family) homes and of
commuting, and solid waste disposal; small-issue small issues for manufacturing facilities and agricul-
bonds for manufacturing facilities and agricultural tural land and property for first-time farmers.
land and property for first-time farmers; student
loan bonds, which state authorities issue to increase The Tax Reform Act of 1986 included interest
the funds available for guaranteed student loans; and earned on newly issued private-purpose bonds in the
bonds for nonprofit institutions, such as hospitals base for the alternative minimum tax and placed a
and universities. single state-by-state limit on the volume of new

issues of exempt facility bonds, small issues, student
Although private-purpose bonds provide subsi- loan bonds, and housing and redevelopment bonds.

dies for activities that may merit federal support. The state volume limits are the greater of $50 per
tax-exempt financing is not the most effic:,.nt way resident or $150 million a year. Bonds for publicly
to provide assistance. With a direct subsidy, the owned airports, ports, and solid waste disposal
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facilities and bonds for nonprofit 501(c)(3) organi- nancing, but the cost increase would be small and
zations (primarily hospitals and educational institu- gradual.
tions) are exempt from the limits on issues of new
bonds. Large private universities and certain other Including all bonds for private nonprofit and
nonprofit institutions may not issue tax-exempt quasi-public facilities in a single state volume limit,
bonds if they already have more than $150 million while raising the limits beginning in 1995 to, say,in tax-exempt debt outstanding. $75 per capita or $200 million a year, would in-

crease revenues by $1.6 billion in 1995 through
If the Congress were to eliminate tax exemption 1999. Those changes would curb the growth of all

for all new issues of private-ourpose bonds, the private-purpose bonds without sharply reducing their
revenue gain would be about $5.3 billion in 1995 use. The curb would primarily affect bond issues
through 1999. This amount assumes that at least for nonprofit hospitals, which are not included in
some construction of airports and sewage and solid the current cap. The proposal would also apply to
waste facilities would qualify for tax-exempt financ- bonds for airport facilities, such as departure gates,
ing as governmental in nature. Eliminating the tax which are for the exclusive private use of airlines
exemption would eventually raise the cost of the under long-term leases, but would continue to allow
services provided by nonprofit hospitals and other unlimited tax-exempt financing of public airport
facilities that currently qualify for tax-exempt fi- facilities, such as runways and control towers.
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RFV-28 CAPITALIZE THE COSTS OF PRODUCING TIMBER

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 5.7

SOURCE: Joint Comnittee on Tuaai.

Businesses that incur costs to produce or purchase to be capitalized. The deductible costs include the
products that will be sold in future years generally costs of labor and materials to remove unwanted
cannot deduct these costs until the products are sold. trees and to control fire, disease, and insects; inter-
Instead of deducting production and acquisition est and insurance costs; property taxes; and adminis-
costs in the year they are incurred, businesses must trative overhead. By allowing timber producers to
capitalize such costs by adding them to the cost ba- deduct such production costs before the timber is
sis of inventory. When the product is sold from harvested or sold, in effect, the tax code "subsi-
inventory, the business deducts the cost basis of the dizes" timber producers by providing them with
inventory from the sales price to determine the long-,trm, interest-free loans from the government.
amount of taxable income. When businesses do not (Under certain circumstances, however, the subsidy
capitalize costs properly, business income is not to noncorporate producers of timber may be greatly
measured correctly because the costs associated with curtailed by the tax code's limitation on losses from
producing goods and services are not matched with passive business activities.)
the sale of the goods and services.

The subsidy from the interest-free loans distorts
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA-86) estab- investment behavior in two ways: more private land

lished a uniform set of rules for capitalizing produc- is devoted to timber production, and trees are al-
tion costs, but explicitly exempted the production of lowed to grow longer before they are cut. Without
timber and certain ornamental trees. The rules re- any spillover benefits from growing timber, these
quire businesses to capitalize not only direct costs, distortions lower the social return on investment in
such as the cost of production materials and the timber below that of alternative investments.
compensation paid to production workers, but also
the allocable portion of most indirect costs that ben- Whether or not timber production offers spill-
efit production. These indirect costs include proper- over benefits is unclear. Although standing timber
ty taxes and insurance costs for the plant and equip- provides some spillover benefits by deterring soil
ment, and the salaries and benefits of production erosion and absorbing carbon dioxide (a gas linked
managers. Moreover, if a product takes longer than to global warming), the cutting of timber can lead
two years to produce or if it has a useful life of 20 to soil erosion. In addition, the production of wood
years or more, the interest cost that is allocable to and paper products and the disposal of them add to
the production of the product must also be capital- pollution. I
ized.

Capitalizing costs incurred after December 31,
Because the production of timber and certain 1994, to produce timber and ornamental trees (in

ornamental trees is currently exempt from the uni- accordance with the uniform capitalization rules of
form capitalization rules, the producers of these TRA-86) would raise $5.7 billion in revenue from
products can deduct costs that otherwise would hav. 1995 through 1999 by accelerating tax payments
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from timber producers. In the long run, the capital- has been devoted to growing timber to be used in
ization of timber production costs will raise the other ways. In the short run, hov.ever. capitalizing
price of domestic timber and lower the value of timber production costs may lovwer the price of
land used to grow timber. Moreover, lease pay- domestic timber because producers have an incen-
ments to private landowners by timber growers are tive to harvest timber earlier when currently deduct-
likely to decline, causing some land that historically ible costs have to be capitalized.

r:
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REV-29 REPEAL THE ALCOHOL FUELS CREDIT AND PARTIAL
EXCISE TAX EXEMPTION

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
(Billions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Addition to
CBO Baseline 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 3.2

SOURCE: Joint Commattee on Tuiatmi.

Current law provides two tax preferences for pro- excise tax exemption that is claimed on the same
ducing alcohol fuels. The preferences are the alco- fuel.
hol fuels income tax creoit (AFC) and the partial
excise tax exemption from the motor fuels tax. One These tax preferences encourage energy produc-
purpo.e of these tax preferences is to increase na- ers to substitute ethanol for gasoline, resulting in an
tional security by reducing the demand for oil and inefficient allocation of resources because ethanol
thereby reducing U.S. dependence on foreign oil production uses more resources than gasoline pro-
sources. Another purpose is to provide an addi- duction. Moreover, the preferences do little to
tional market for the U.S. corn crop. Immediate reduce petroleum imports. It is estimated that the
repeal of the AFC and the partial excise tax exemp- preferences reduce imported petroleum by less than
don would raise $3.2 billion in revenues over 1995 1 percent. The need for the preferences has recently
through 1999. been reduced. The Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990 mandated the minimum oxygen content of
The AFC is available to producers of alcohol gasoline in certain air pollution nonattainment areas,

from nonfossil fuel sources that is used in internal and ethanol is one of the two primary sources of
combustion engines. The alcohol may be blended oxygen in gasoline. (Methyl tertiary butyl ether,
with gasoline or diesel fuel. The AFC almost ex- MTBE, is the other primary source of oxygen for
clusively benefits ethanol, an alcohol fuel made gasoline. It does not receive a tax preference be-
from nonfossil fuel sources, primarily corn. The. cause it is made from natural gas.)
credit is nonrefundable and is subject to the limits
applying to the general bus.ness credit. In addition, The net effect that repealing these tax prefer-
it must be included in gross income in the year it is ences has on ethanol producers and un farm income
received. Under current law, the credit expires on and agricultural support payments depends on mar-
October 1, 1999. ket conditions and on discretionary action taken by

the Secretary of Agriculture. The income of ethanol
Certain blends of gasoline or diesel and alcohol producers would probably fall, with some ethanol

qualify for a partial excise tax exemption from plants taken out of production and much anticipated
motor fuels taxes. The exemption rate depends on new capacity never completed. In response to the
the percentage of alcohol in the fuel and whether lower demand for corn from reduced ethanol pro-
the alcohol was made from a fossil fuel or nonfossil duction, the Secretary might increase corn set-asides
fuel source. For example, gasohol, which is a blend to prop up corn prices, offsetting to some degree the
of 10 percent ethanol and 90 percent gasoline, re- decline in farm income. Federal outlays for the
ceives a 5.4 cents per gallon exemption from the corn program would be affected depending on the
18.4 cents per gallon tax on gasoline. In addition, Secretary's discretionary action and related changes
the AFC is reduced by the amount of the partial in other farm programs.
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Repeal would reduce the use of ethanol as a MTBE imports would increase temporarily until
motor fuel oxygenate because it could not compete new capacity could be added to domestic produc-
with MITBE lniti-lly, there might be a significant tion. During this transition, as much as 30 percent I
shortage of motor fuel oxygenate that would in- of MTBE used in gasoline could come from foreign
crease the price of MTBE. If a shortage developed, sources.

Ii
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REV-3(0 IMPOSE A VALUE-ADDED TAX

Annual Addea Revenue Cumulative

Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CIO) Baslcine 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

5 Percent Rate, %kith
Comprehensive Base 0 96.3 154.9 172.4 184.3 607.9 I

5 Percent Rate. wi:h
Food. Housing. and
Medical Care Excluded 0 50.6 81.4 90.6 96.9 319

SOURCE: Joint Committee on Taxation

NOTE: Estimates ame based on an effective date of January 1. 1996. They ame net of reduced income and payroll tax revenues. but do not reflect added
adminisLralive costs.

A value-added tax (VAT) is a form of general sales nue increasa in selective consumption taxes. The
tax used in more than 50 countries, including 20 of VATs that have been enacted in other countries,
the 25 members of the Organization for Economic however, include many tax preferences and multiple
Cooperation and Development. It is typically ad- rates. Such a VAT would distort consumption
ministered by taxing the total value of sales of all choices more than a single-rate, broad-based VAT
businesses, but allowing businesses to claim a credit and could be more distorting than higher income tax
for tax's paid on their purchases of raw materials, rates.
intermediate materials, and capital goods, from other
businesses. As a result, only sales to consumers A VAT makes the price consumers pay higher
end uD being taxed, than the price sellers receive. Therefore, adopting

one would cause an initial jump in the overall con-
A 5 percent VAT on a broad consumption base sumer price level because the government computes

(as defined in Table 9) would increase net revenues 'he consumer price index on a tax-inclusive basis.
by about $96 billion in fiscal ye"_r 1996 at o $608 The increase in the price level, however, would not
billion through 1999. Most VATs, however, do not necessarily lead to further inflation, depending on
tax such a broad base. The typical European VAT, how the Federal Reserve responded. Many experts
for example, excludes food, housing, and medical believe that the Federal Reserve would adjust the
care. It also partially excludes finzncial services money supply in a way that would maintain nomi-
because they are difficult to tax. A 5 percent VAT nal income. Under this scenario, macroeconomic
on a narrower base (as defined in Table 9) would models generally predict little inflation beyond the
net almost $51 billion in 1996 and about $320 initial price jump.
billion through 1999. These revenue estimates
assume that collections would not begin until Janu- The VAT is a regressive tax in the sense that
a.y 1, 1996, because the Internal Revenue Service families with lower annual income pay a larger

would need more than a year to set up a VAT. share of their income in tax. This effect occurs
because the ratio of consumption to annual income

A VAT might be preferable to an income tax is higher for low-income families than for high-
increase because it would not discourage saving and income families. A VAT is less regressive over
investment by taxing their return. In addition, a people's lifetimes than in a single year because in-
broad-based VAT with a single rate would distort come and consumption nearly match over a lifetime,
economic decisions less than would an equal reve- even though income tends to fluctuate annually
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;nor.! thin consumption does. Man%. economists A VAT could N! made slightly less rcore-,sive by
hcla.-se thati lifeitme nmeaLsures of ta, butder.s are granting tax preferences for the goo~ds and sertices
motrre nicdulinhtul !han annual measýures, low-income people gen,-rally LonSUMe Thee

preferences, however, would ;-ubstaintttally increase
the costs of enforcement arid complianct!, and they
would reduce revenues. Another wav to lessen the

Table 9. VAT', regressi. -ty would be to al'low additional
'File Sile oif Two Possible T.-(Bae exemptior. or refundable credits for low-income
for a Valtuc-Added Tax, 1992 peopl. un. * he federal income tax. bit exemp-

tions fc. ..v-income people would also reduce the
AiOounI revenue gain and %would :ausýe manay people to file

H'.' tax returns who otherw',. would have rio need to
hut-. ls dield in Tji% 1.1' itt dollar%) file.

Broad Tax Base Like any new tax, a VAT would i. posc addi-

rota Pc~ona Co~urrnontional administrative costi on the federal govern-

III (Gr0it I1oiiiCS1tC Proiduct 4.!40 ment and additional compliance cosit, on bu,.inesses.
If the United States adopted a VAT that was similar

Ncl 1ur-,haisc of Residertlal to those used in Europe. these costs could be quite

Sirtictuircs 224 substantial. CBO estimates that admin;-tering such
Subtotal 4.364 a VAT would cost the government more than V'

Ecuio ~Is.ns from the Bisc' billion annually, and complying with it wouid cost
Rci.-l *.aIkie of housin. -60W busi,.,sses $6 billion to $10 billioa annually. These

Rultiout ndwfiaciite -116 costs would be lower if the VAT exempted more
Subltal 716sn.all businesses from collecting the tax and if it

Totail 3.648 taxed as man,- goods and s~ervices as possible at *he
same rate.

Narrower Ta% Base
A retail sales tax is z-nothier way to tax consump-

Toijil P.son.,l Consumption tion. Because a sales tax is collected entirely at the
n0 Gross Domes~tic Product 11, 40 retail level, however, the incentive to ev..de a sales

Exclu'.osit from the Base' tax would be much greater than the incentive to
Rcnti~i %alue of housing -600 evade a V AT. Moreover, because the sales tax
Reliviouis and welfare activities -116 lacks an effective credit mechanism for the taxes
All tiCdI~xtl Care (includi.ig insurance) -705
Food~ consumed at home -418 that businesses pay ;n their purchases, it taxes some
l'itod fiirnishcd to emplovccs -12 business purchases by mistake. Given the draw-
Foo~d Produced for farm consumptioin b backs of a retail sales tax, most countries with gen-

13r.kcrgc. ~mk ng.anduk isurnceeral consumption taxes have chosen a VAT over tht
'cr4 WOS 7M21 1

Locjl tritfl5I (excluding taxis) -6 sales tax.
Club. .and fr~aternal organizations -9
Tt~ll% for roads and bridges -2Other ways to tax a broad cons-mption base are

Sriaih ilut:ainadrsac -9.23 possible, o.ven though r_.. country has ever tried one.
____________________________________ A tax on consiimed income, for example, would tax

1.902 income but with an exclusion for net saving. Under
a consumed-income tax, taxpa)ers could deduct all

SOURCE Congressional Btudget Oficie ha~cd on nationjl income and contributions to qualiF~ed saving accounts but wouid
pro.Jio i .0 'iiits pay tax on net withdiawals. Because individuals

would pay tax on a measure of their total consump-
aý 1he culiuded amount assumes thai the specified conwiumption is

iUsed a~t a ceio rate, lion, the tax could incl-ide a graduated rate sched-
ule, like the rate schedule of the individual income

h, Rethiioior of tess than $500 million, tax. This schedule would make the consumed-in-
come tax less regressive than a VAT.
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RFV-31 IMPOSE A BROAD BASED ENERGY TAX

Afnnu41 Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (RBllions of !ollir") _ Five-Year

CBO Baseline 1995 19r6 1997 1998 1999 Addertn

Impose a Tax on
the Carbon Content
of Fossil Fuels

$15 pcr on) 13.2 19.6 20.3 21 1 21.9 96.1

!.npoxe a Tax
on the Heat Content
of Fuels (33 cents
per million Btus) 14.7 20.2 20.9 21.7 22.6 100.1

Impose an Ad Valorem Tax

on Energy Consumption
(5.3 percent of value) 14.7 20.1 20.8 21.%. 22.3 99 5

SCURCE. Joint Comitun'n o0 Taation.

NOTE. Esumates arc based on an effectve date of January 1. 1995, and ae net of reduced income and paymtU tax revenues. Increases in federal
government experot~buts for energy products under tOese options are not included. 11W OstMn1tell me based on C8O's baseline oil pnixt forecast
of $15 80 9cr barrel in 1995, rising to $18.50 per barrel in 1999.

Imposing new or increasing existing energy taxes fuels (measured in British thermal units, or Btus)
could raise significant amounts of revenue and en- that raised the same revenue wuld be more region-
courage conservation, thereby reducing pollution ally neutal but would be less effective in reducing
associated with energy use. But broad-based energy carbon emissions. An ad valorem tax on energy
taxes would impose new costs on the economy, raising the same revenue would raise energy prices
changing the mix and amount of energy use and in a nondistortionary way. but would also be less
tempc ly reducing economic output. Broad-based effective in reducing carbon emissions than a carbon
energy ,axes could also have adverse distributional tax. None of these options would meaningfully
effects because families with lower annual incomes reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil.
spend a larger share of their income on energy than
fanilies with higher incomes. The distributional A br3ad-based energy tax would be imposed on
effects of energy taxes are not generally signifi- energy used by consumers, businesses and govern-
canly different, however, from those of a general ments. The first option, a carbon tax, would be
corsumption tax, such as a value-added tax (see based on the carbon content of fossil fuels. This
REV-30), which would not further environmental option is designed to raise about $20 billion each
goals. year, requiring a tax rate of $15 per ton of carbon

(in 1995 dollars). The other two options, the Btu
Broad-based energy taxes fall into three types: a tax and the ad valorem energy tax, are designed to

carbon tax, a Btu tax, and an ad valorem tax. A tax raise roughly the same amount of revenue. T'e
on the carbon content of fos. . fuels (coal, oil, and base of a Btu tax would be the heat content of fuels
natural gas) would help to reduce global warming with a tax rate of 33 cents per million Btus (in 1995
by reducing carbon emissions. The tax, however, dollars). The carbon tax rates and Btu tax rates are
would be relatively harsh on coal-producing regions indexed for ti:flation. In the case of an ad valorem
and regions that generate electricity more from coal tax, a tax of _A.3 percent would be applied to the
rather than other fuels. A tax on the heat content of tetail value of energy consumed.
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Broad-ba:ied energy taxes can have different impose the tax on imported energy and reba'e the
effects across regions of the country because energy tax on exported energy. All three options make this
consanmption patterns differ by region. For exam- adjustment. The adjustment eases the impact on the
ple, households in colder regions, such as the North- domestic energy industry, but not the impact on
east and Midwest. would face higher per capita domestic producers of energy-.ntensive goods.
increases in expenditures than households in more Border adjustments on the energy content of all
temperate regions. In addition, as is the case with goods would also mitigate the adverse effects on
selective excise taxes (see REV-33), all three of energy-intensive industries, but they would be corn-
these options are regressive relative to family in- plicated and cosdy to administer. Therefore, they
c,"mes because the sha ! of income spent on energy are not included in these ootions.
declines as family income rises.

Impose a Tax on the Carbon Content or Fossil
The costs of administering and collecting taxes Fuels. A tax of $15 per ton of carbon content (in

increase as the number of taxpaying units increases. 1995 dollars) of coal, oil, and natural eas, if it were
There could be tradeoffs, however, between the cost i.dexed fo, .aflation, would raise aboui $10O billion
of administrat~on and other objectives, such as price over 1995 through 1999. The relative carbon con-
neutrality. All three of the options could be modi- tent of the three fossil fuels would dictate the spe-
fied to change the tax collection point to either cific tax rate: for each fuel. This tax rate, based on
increase or dec-ease the number of taxpaying units. average rarbon content, is equivalent to a tax of

approximately $9.10 per ton of coal, $1.95 per
The ultimate burder of the tax would not barrel of oil, and about $0.25 per thousand cubic

change, however, by shifting the tax collection point feet of natural gas (in 1995 dollars). In terms of
alone. The tax burden is after all determined by the current prices of fossil fuels, the tax equals about 35
conditions of supply and demand that exist in the percent of the minemouth price of coal, about 6
markets for the taxed goods. The burden would percent of the price of refined petroleum, and about
depend on the ability of consumers and businesses 4 percent of the price of natural gas delivered to
to switch to lower-taxad fuels or conserve energy or consumers. The percentage increase in the price of
do both. electricity, however, would be smaller than the

percentage increase in the price of coal because
All three options would cause a one-time in- cnal, at current prices, accounts for only 25 percent

cr-;.se in the U.S. general price level of about 0.4 of electric utility costs.
percentage points and an offsetting one-time decline
in the dollar's foreign exchange value. The prices Imposing a carbon-based tax at the minemouth,
of energy-intensive goods would increase mor, than wer~head, or dockside for imports could discourage
the general price increase and the prices of goods the use of fossil fuels and also encourage switching
that are not energy intensive would increase less. from higher carbon-emitting fuels to lower ones,
As a result, the prices of goods produced in the thereby reducing subsequent emissions of carbon
United States that are energy intensive--such as dioxide (CO2 ). The Congress could impose higher
aluminum and clhemicals--would rise when valued tax rates on fossil fuels than assumed in this option.
in foreign currency term.,, making these U.S. prod- for example either at levels that would discourage
L:Cts less compeutive in world markets. Similarly, future increases in CO 2 emisions or at levels that
the prices of goods produce.d in the United States would reduce emissions from current amounts by
that are not energy intensiev %ould fall when valued some target date.
in foreign currency terms. making these U.S. prod-
ucts more compeLtitive in world markets. Recent scientific evidence on the potential for

global warming through an intensified greenhouse
To allcviate the adverse effects on the domestic effect has prompted irntemational concern about the

energy and energy-intensi',e industries, the Unitc4' emissions of greenhouse gases. Changes in temper-
States might cornijer instituting border adjustmentL. at-are could result from increasing concentrations of
The simplest foii, of border adjustment would be to certain trace gases that trap excess solar heat in the
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atrwnpherc and thus affect the Earth's climate. The option, the change in relative prices between fossil
United Statcs, along %kith some 150 nations, signed fuels is similar to the change in relative prices under
a climate treaty at the June 1992 "Earth Summit" the carbon tax option because the carbon content of
conference in Brazil, agreeing to initiate steps aimed fuel is closely related to the heat content of fossil
at controlling emissions of greenhouse gases. Last fuels. On average, the tax rates in this option are
fall, the Administration announced an "Action Plan" lower than those under the carbon tax option be-
for reducing greenhouse gases through voluntary cause, the tax base is broader, including nuclear,
action by government and businesses. A leading hydropower, and other renewable resources. None-
greenhouse gas is CO., which industries and house- theless, the tax rate on natural gas is higher than
holds produce when they burn fossil fuels. A $15 under a carbon tax because the heat content is
per ton carbon tax (in 1995 dollars) would reduce higher relative to the carbon content for natural gas
CO. emissions by about I percent to 2 percent from than for coal and petroleum. Because the average
projected le,,els by 1999. price increases for fossil fuels would be smaller

under a Btu tax than under a carbon tax, the CO 2
U.S. action, however, would not significantly emissions reduction would not be quite as large as

reduce g!oba! CO, concentrations if other countries under the carbon tax option.
did not make similar effocts. In addition, since
scientists do not fully u:.uerstand how emissions of This tax wouid be easiest to administer if the
greenhouse gases affect atmospheric concentrations, Internal Revenue Service (IRS) collected it at the
even reducing CO2 emissions significantly may not points where fossil fuels enter the economy--mine-
prevent global warming. Moreover. a tax that signif- mouth, wellhead, or dockside for imports--because it
icatly reduced emissions could impose economic would minimize the number of taxpayers. The tax
costs that exceeded the benefits of this policy, should be imposed on fuel used in the fuel produc-
Adjusting to lower energy use would be costly, non and distribution industries to capture all the
especially in energy extr.,cting and processing in- energy consumed. If the tax is not imposed on
dustries and in energy-intensive manufacturing alternative fuels--including hydroelectricity, nuclear,
secturs. Furthermore, other means of controlling geothermal, and synthetic fuels--then the regional
greenhouse gases could be adopted. Another alter- disparities of the tax would be magnified. For
native to raising energy prices through an excise tax example, the Northwest generates more electricity
on carbon is to adapt to a warmer globe. This from hydropower than other regions of the country.
approach could be justified if the expected costs of
ad: .ing to a warmer climate were less than the The House of Representatives passed one ver-
co&t, of adjusting to a tax or other methods of re- sion of a modified Btu tax last year. The Congress
ducing greenhouse emissions, did not approve this option, however.

This option would impose greater costs on Impose an Ad Valorem Tax on All Energy. A
colder regions of the country, like the Northeast and tax of 5.3 percent levied at the retail level on all
Mid'Aest, and on regions that produce electricity forms of energy would also raise about $100 billion
primarily from coal. Coal-producing regions might over 1995 through 1999. An ad valorem tax ap-
also be hurt rela'ively more as utilities switched plied at the retail level would leave the relative
from coa! to other methods of producing electricity, prices of different energy sources unchanged and

therefore would not encourage consumers to switch
Impose a Tax on the Energy Content of All Fuel from one form of energy to another. As a result, it
Sources. A tax of 33 cents per million Btus (in would not decrease CO2 emissions as much as a
1995 dollars) imposed on all energy sources and carbon tax for the same revenue increase. In addi-
indexed tor inflation would also raise about $100 tion, enforcement would be relatively costly with
billion over 1995 through 1999. The relative heat such a tax because the IRS would collect it from a
content of coal. oil, and natural gas would dictate large number of retailers. If the IRS collected the
the specific tax rate for each fuel. This tax rate, tax at an earlier stage of the distribution process, tax
based on average heat content, is equivalent to a tax enforcement would be less costly, but the tax would
of approximately $7.05 per ton of coal, $1.80 prer then affect relative energy prices because different
barrel of oil. and about $0.35 per thousand cubic fuels have different markups at the retail level.
feet of natural eas (in 1995 dollars). Under this
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REV-32 INCREASE EXCISE TAXES ON TOBACCO AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Increase Cigarette
Tax to 48 Cents
per Pack 5.3 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.0 22.1

Increase Cigarette
Tax to 99 Cents
per Pack 13.3 10.5 10.2 9.9 9.6 53.5

Increase All
Alcoholic Beverage
Taxes to $16 per
Proof Gallon 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 23.1

Index Cigarette
and Alcohol Tax
Rates for Inflation 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.6 4.8

SOURCE: Joint Cormrttee on Taxation.

NOTE: Estimates ame net of reduced income and payroll tax revenues.

Federal alcohol and tobacco taxes raised $13.5 on tobacco and alcoholic beverages might unduly
billion in 1993, including $7.6 billion from taxes on penalize moderate and infrequent smokers and
distilled spirits, beer, and wines, and $5.9 billion drinkers.
from taxes on tobacco. The Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of 1990 increased the federal excise Increasing excise taxes to reduce consumption
tax on tobacco and most alcoholic beverages. may be desirable regardless of the effect on external

costs if consumers are either unaware of or under-
Smoking and drinking carn cre'ate costs to soci- estimate the harm that their smoking and drinking

ety that the prices of tobacco and alcoholic bever- does to them. Teenagers, in particular, may not be
ages do not reflect. Examples of these "external prepared to evaluate the long-term effects of smok-
costs" include higher health insurance costs to cover ing and drinking Evidence suggests that tMenage
the medical expenses linked to smoking and drink- smoking and drinking declines in response to higher
ing. the effects of cigarette smoke on the health of prices for tobacco and alcoholic beverages. A num-
nonsmokers, and the loss of lives and property in ber of national medical organizations have sup-
alcohol-related accidents. ported a substantial increase in the existing federal

excise tax on tobacco in the interests of reducing
To the extent that excise taxes raise the price teenage smoking.

and reduce consumption of tobacco and alcoholic
beverages, tax increases can further reduce the total Taxes on tobaccc and alcoholic beverages are
external costs that smoking and drinking produce. regressive when compared with annual family in-
If those external costs primarily come from heavy come; that is, taxes are a greater percentage of
or abusive consumption, however, then higher taxes income for low-income families than for middle-
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and upper-income families. (See Congressional Increasing the federal excise tax to $16.00 per
Budget Office. Federal Taxation of Tobacco, Alco. proof gallon for all alcoholic beverauges effective
holic Beverages. and Motor Fuels, August 1990.) October 1. 1994. would raise $23.1 billion ,vt,,en

1995 and 1999. A tax of $1600) per proot gallon
Increase the Cigarette Tax. The current federal would result in a tax of about 25 cents per ounce of
excise tax on cigarettes is 24 cents per pack. Rais- ethyl alcohol. It would raise the tax on a 750-milli-
ing it to 48 cents a pack on October 1. 1994. would liter bottle of distilled spirits from about $2.14 to
increase net revenue by about $22.1 billion between $2.54, the tax on a six-pack of beer from about 33
1995 and 1999. The President's Health Security cents to 81 cents, and the tax on a 7 50-milhliter
Act proposes to raise the federal excise tax on ciga- bottle of table wiine from about 21 cents to 70 -c,0ts
rettes to 99 cents per pack. effective October 1.
1994. That change in isolation would increase net Index Cigarette and Alcohol Tax Rates for Infla-
revenues by about $53.5 billion between 1995 and tion. Indexing cigarette and alcoholic beverage tax
1999. rates annually beginning October 1. 1994, for infla-

tion during the preceding year would raise $4.8
Increase Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages. Current billion between 1995 and 1999. Indexing ihese
federal excise taxes on beer and wine remain much taxes would prevent inflation from eroding real tax
lower than the federal excise tax on distiiied spirits rates and would avoid the need for abrupt increases
in terms of the tax per ounce of ethyl alcohol. The in the future.
current tax on distilled spirits of $13.50 per proof
gallon results in a tax of about 21 cents per ounce An alternative to indexing would be to convert
of alcohol. The current tax on beer of $18.00 per current unit taxes on quantities of these goods to ad
barrel results in a tax of about 10 cents per ounce of valorem taxes, which equal a percentage of the
alcohol (assuming an alcoholic content for beer of manufacturer's price. This method would link tax
4.5 percent). and the current tax on table wine of revenues to price increases, although it would tie
$1.07 per gallon results in a tax of about 8 cents per revenues to the price of taxed goods, not the general
ounce of alcohol (assuming an average alcoholic price level. A shortcoming of the ad valorem tax is
content of I I percent). that it might create incentives for manufacturers to

lower sales prices artificially to company-controlled
wholesalers in order to avoid part of the tax.
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REV-33 INCREASE TAXES ON PETROLEUM AND MOTOR FUELS

Annual Addel Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollati) _ Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Impose Tax on
ODtnestic and
Imported Oil
($5 per barrel) 16.5 22.0 22.2 22.6 22.9 IM.2

Impose Oil
Import Fee
($5 per barrel) 7.4 !0.3 10.8 11.4 11.9 51.8

Increase Motor

Fuel Taxes by 12 F
Cents per GAllon 8.8 11.8 11.5 11.3 11.2 54.6

Increase Motor
Fuel Taxes by 10
Cents per Gallon
Each Year for
Five Years 7.A 17.1 26 1 34.5 42.2 127.3

SOURrE: Joint Commttee on Taxation.

NOTE: Estimities we based on - effective date of lanuary 1. 1993. and ae net of reauced income and payroll ta revenues. Increases in federal
governinent expenditures for energy ptixduc's under these options we not estimated. The revenue estimates re based on CBO's baseline oil
price forecast of $15.80 per banel in 1995. rising to $18.50 per barrel L' 1999.

Increasing energy taxes could raise significant could, therefore, contribute to efforts to reduce glob-
amounts of revenue, encourage conservation by al warming.
making energy more expensive, reduce pollution,
and decrease the country's dependence on foreign Energy taxes would have different effects on
oil suppliers. The United States depends on foreign taxpayers in different parts of the country and with
sources for nearly one-half of its oil and about one- different incomes. Taxes that increase the relative
fifth of its total energy. Recent experience price of fuel oil would have the greatest impact on
illustrates that this dependence on foreign sources consumers in the Northeast, and taxes that increase
exposes the U.S. economy to potential interruptions the relative price of gasoline would have the great-
in energy supplies and to volatile energy prices. est impact on consumers in the West. In addition,

taxes on gasoline and other energy products ame a
Imposing new or higher anergy taxes would greater percentage of income for low-income fami-

raise energy prices and reduce energy consumption, lies than for middle- and upper-income families.
thus helping to promote conservation. To the extentt
that taxes on oil reduce the demand for imported Taxing energy is not the ondy way of reducing

oil, foreign suppliers would absorb part of the tax dependence on foreign oil supplies Stockpiling cil
through lower world oil prices. To the extent that is arguably a better way of coping with the risks of
energy taxes reduce energy consumption, the taxes increased dependence on imports because it would
would also reduce carbon dioxide emissions and not artificially reduce current energy use by house-
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holds and businesses. This argument is based on conservafion by increasing energy prices. These
the premise that, aside from the problem of inter- effects would reduce U.S. dependnce on foreign oil
ruptions in supply, world energy prices accurately in the short term. although in the long term they
reflect real resource costs and thus already provide might increase dependence by depleting U.S. oil
an appropriate incentive to conserve energy. supplies faster. Domestic and foreign oil are rela-

tively close substitutes and, therefore, the difference
Impose an Excise Tax on Domestic and Imported in the prices consumers would pay for them would
Oil. An excise tax of $5 per barrel on all crude oil be slight. But foreign prooucers would receive a
and refined petroleum products--both domestically lower net once than domestic producers because of
produced and imported--would raise revenues by the fee. A large portion of this difference betveen
about $106 billion from 1995 through 1999. It the net price that domestic and foreign producers
could increase the price of a gallon of gasoline or would receive represents a transfer of income from
fuel oil by as much as 12 cents. domestic consumers to domestic producers. Conse-

quently. the federal government would receive only
A tax on oil would increase the price that con- about half of the increase in consumers' expendi-

sumers must pay, giving them an incentise to use tures for oil under an import fee because the U.S.
less ill either through conservation efforts or by imports nearly half of the oil it consumes and de- i
switching wo an alternative source of energy such as mand is price insensitive in the short run.
natural gas or coal. The tax would cause oil re-
serves to decline in value, and coal and gas reserves Because an oil import fee would reduce U.S.
to increase in value. These shifts in value would demand for imported oil, important U.S. trading
discourage the exploratien and production of oil and partners might object to it. Under the terms of the
would encourage the production of coal and natural United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement, Carna
gas. dian oil imports would be exempt from an import

fee. Hovever. a similar exemption does not apply
An oil tax, whether on all oii or only imported to Mexican oi, under the North American Free

oil. would raise the Losts for industries that use oil Trade Agreement. Because imports from Canada
as the primary production input tfor example, petro- now account for almost 15 percent of U.S. oil im- |
chemicals and paints). Consequently, domestic ports, the Canadian exemption reduces the fee's
companies in these industries would find it more revenue potential substantially. Legislation imple-
difficult to compete with foreign companies that menting a fee requires special rules to prevent other
would pay less for oil. To ameliorate this loss in countyris from avoiding the tax by shipping oil
competitiveness, it would be necessary to impose through Canada. An import fee might also violate
the same tax rate on the oil content of competing the Generai Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
imports. Such a tax would be very cumbersome to (GATT, although disagreement exists on whether
design and administer. GATT exempts od import fees that countries im-

pose to protect national security.
Impose an Oil Import Fee. As an alternative to an
excise tax on all oil, the Congress could impose the Increase Motor Fuel Excise Taxes. Federal motor
tax only on imported crude oil and refined peiro- fuel taxes were increased by 4.3 cents per gallon in

!eum products. An oil import fee of $5 per barrel the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.
would raise revenues by about $52 billion from They are currently 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline f
1995 through 1999. and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel fuel. Revenue

from 6.8 cents per gallon goes into the general fund
An oil import fee would allow domestic sup- until September 30, 1995, and revenue from 4.3

pliers to charge a higher price and still remain com- cents per gallon will go to the general fund begin-
petitive with imports, providing an incentive to ning October 1, 1995. The remaining revenue goes
increase domestic crude oil production and a wind- into the Highway Trust Fund and several related
fall to some domestic oil producers. Like the tax trust funds.
on all oil, the fee would also maintain incentives for
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State governments also impose gasolire and A tax increase would reduce consumption of
Jicscl taxes, ranging from 7.5 cents to 29 cents per gasoline and diesel fuel by encouraging people to
gallon. Twenty-seven states have increased motor drive less or purchase more fuel-efficient cars and
fuel tax rates since January 1991, and currently five trucks. In addition, the tax would offset, though
states have announced increases going into effect in imperfectly, the costs of pollution and road conges-
1994. However, in comparison with motor fuel tax tion that automobile use produces. A rate increase
rates in other countries, many of which are well on motor fuel taxes would not adversely affect U.S.
over $1 a gallon. U.S. tax rates are still among the competitiveness because final consumers and the
lowest in the world, domestic transportation industry purchase most of

the motor fuel.
Eacjh additional penny of tax would generate

roughly SI billion in revenues per year. A 12 cent Increasing tax rates on motor fuels ,aould im-
increase Aould raise motor fuel prices by about the pose an added burden on the trucking industry and
sarme as a S5 per barrel oil t;•. Although a 12 cent on people who commute long distances, by car. who
increase c,)uld increase the general price level, it are not necessarily the highway users who impose
\c, ulj not permanently increase the rate of inflation, the highest costs of pollution and conge!,,ion on

others. Pollution and congestion costs are muc:h
The average national price of all grades of gaso- higher in densely populated areas, primarily in the

line has dropped from a peak of about $S.40 per Northeast and coastal California. whereas per capita

gallon in March 198, to about $1.20 in the fall of consumption of motor fuel is highest in rural areas. p
1993. This represents a 14 percent price reduction A 50 cent ,ax increase would produce significant
in nominal terms and 53 percent in real terms. adjustment costs for people and businesses who
Therefore, an additional tax of 12 cents or even 50 have based decisions about where they live and
kents per gallon woulri not put the total cost of work and their choice of vehicle on low gasoline
gasoline above what consumers have already experi- prices. Phasing in the tax increase, however, would
enced in real terms. reduce these costs by allowing businesses and con-

sumers more time to adjust.
If the Congress used the additional tax revenues

to finance additional highway spending, other dis- An additional 12 cent per gallon federal tax on
cretionary spending would have to decrease by an motor fuels would raise about $55 billion from 1995
equal amount, assuming that the Congress adhered through 1999. Alternatively, five successive annual
to the discretionary spending caps. If so, the deft- o ,ent increasei; would raise about $127 billion
cit would decrease by tie additional tax revenues, over -Lnat same period.

I

I
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REV-34 IMPOSE EXCISE TAXES ON WATER POLLUTANTS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 19% 1997 1998 1999 Additiou4

Tax on Biological
Oxygen Demand 1.3 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 8.9

Tax on Toxic
Water Pollutants 2.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 16.9

SOURCE Joint Cominuttee o Taxation.

NOTE: Estimates am net of rtduced income apd payroll taxes.

Major facilities that discharge pollutants directly class of pollutants might reduce other pollutants be-
into water c: indirectly into sewer systems are cur- cause some wastewater treatment processes reduce
rently subject to regulations that specify pollution several pollutants simultaneously. In addition. con-
abatement technology or impose conc:rtrauor limits stitutional issues concerning federal taxation of local
on their discharges. Taxes on water pollutants dis- governments may arise, requiring direct taxation of
charged by these facilities could provide a signifi- primary sources that discharge to publicly owned
cant source of revenue and could encourage further treatment works (POTWs) rather than taxing the
reductions in pollution below the level that current POTWs themselves.
regulations require. Generally, firms subject to
water pollution standards do not pay taxes or fees Tax on Biological Oxygen Demand. BOD mea-
on effluents (discharges) that regulations still allow. sures the effect of pollutants that encourage algae
There are two major ty-es of water pollutants: bio- growth, which in turn depletes oxygen necessary to
logical oxygen demand (BOD) and toxics. One op- sustain much aquatic life. Most of the high-volume
tion is to impose a tax on BOD discharges. BOD is dischargers (sometimes referred to as point sources)
a common measure oi water quality because exces- are POTWs, paper and pulp mills, food processors,
sive levels of BOD make it difficult to sustain aqua- metal producers, and chemical plants. Total dis-
tic life. (One BOD equals one milligram of oxygen charges by point sources are about 4.8 imllion liters
consumed per liter of effluent.) A second option per day. About 4.4 million liters of this amount are
would impose a tax of varying rates on certain toxic discharged by publicly owned treatment works.
discharges.

The cost of controlling BOD discharges at
Taxes can reduce pollution in a cost-effective POTWs and many industries subject to the Clean

manner because they encourage firms with the low- Water Act regulations averages about 5 cents to 7.5
est abatement costs to reduce pollution, while allow- cents per BOD removed. A charge on BOD dis-
ing firms with high abatement costs to continue pol- charges could encourage manufacturing facilities
luting and pay the tax. Reductions in discharges and POTWs that face lower abatement costs to
caused by the tax would increase welfare if the ad- reduce pollution. Assuming effluents record an
ditional abatement costs were less than or equal to average concentration of 22 BOD, a tax of about
the social benefits from reduced poliution levels. 6.4 cents per BOD discharged would raise $8.9
However, accurate estimates of additional social billion between 1995 and 1999. The revenue esti-
benefits from reducing pollution levelý do not exist mates cited here, however, assume that no addi-
in many cases. In addition, imposing a tax on one tional abatement from imposition of the tax occurs
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and that firms cannot exceed allowable standards. This option adopts tax rates developed by the
If additional abatement were to occur, revenue col- Cc gressional Research Service (CRS) in a study on
lections would be lower. manufacturing firms' discharges in 1987 and applies

these rates to 1991 discharges. The CRS defined
Costs of administering a BOD water pollution five different categories of pollutants based on their

excise tax would be small because allowable levels toxicities. The tax rates varied from 65 cents per
of BOD discharges are specified in the permits pound for the least toxic category of pollutants to
issued to every source of water pollution by state or $63.40 per pound for the most toxic category.
federal governments. Levying a tax on effluents These rates correspond to a charge of $32.35 per
from POTWs, as well as from large industrial dis- toxic pound equivalent. The variable tax rates
chargers, would ensure that the tax base would provide firms with a greater incentive to reduce
include all of the largest dischargers of BOD. If a their most toxic discharges.
tax could not be levied for constitutional reasons
directly on POTW discharges. the POTWs them- According to the EPA. the cost of controlling
selves could collect the tax directly from polluters another toxic pound equivalent varies among indus-
that discharge into sewer systems. tries, ranging from $1.50 to $606.00 per toxic

pound equivalent (in 1991 dollars). This tax, there-
Tax on Toxic Water Pollutants. The manufactur- fore, could encourage industries and firms with low
ing sector in the United States discharged more than abatement costs to reduce their toxic discharges.
240 million pounds of toxics into water directly in Assuming that discharges of toxics remain the same,
1991 and more than 400 million pounds of toxics the tax would raise $16.9 billion from 1995 through
into water indirectly through sewers. Toxic pollut- 1999. Revenues could be lower, however, if the
ants generally include organic chemicals (such as amount of toxic pollutants the firms discharge de-
solvents and dioxins), metals (such as mercury and creases as a result of the tax.
lead), and pesticides. These toxics may pose a
threat to the aquatic environment and to human T'lhe Internal Revenue Service (IRS) could use
health. information that the EPA's Toxic Release Inventory

(TRI) provides on toxic discharges by manufactur-
The amount of environmental harm that toxic ing firms to assess tax payments or the EPA could

water pollutants cause depends on their tox;eity. collect the tax on behalf of the IRS. An important
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has consideration, however, is that the accuracy of TRI
devised a weighting method to indicate the toxicity data is questionable. The TRI contains self-reported
of various pollutants. Use of this weighting system data and many facilities that meet the reporting
makes it possible to measure the quantities of differ- requirements fail to file reports or file inaccurate
ent types of toxics by their "toxic pound equiva- reports. In order to improve the accuracy of the
lents" (which the EPA defines as the pounds of the TRI data base and enhance enforcement, it would be

pollutant multiplied by its toxic weight). important to have frequent auditing.
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REV-35 IMPOSE EXCISE TAXES ON AIR POLLUTANTS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulative
Addition to (Billions of dollars) Five-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Stationary Sourcas
Impose a Tax of
$432 per Ton on SO, 4.3 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 29.9 r

I.

Impose a Tax of
$1.170 per Ton on NO, 7.5 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2 52.3

Impose a Tax .t

$3.610 !.r Ton on
Pa'ticulate Matter (PM-10) 7.0 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 49.0

Impose a Tax of

05,000 per Ton on VOCs 36.3 54.2 54.2 54.2 54.2 253.1

Mobile Sour.es

Impose a One-Time
Emission Tax (Averaging
$250 per Vehicle) on
New Automobiles
and Light Trucks 1.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 13.3

SOURCE: Joint Cointmee Ce Taation.

NOTE: Estimants am n• of reduced income and payrI axes.

The pollutants SO, and NO. are considered primar- 1991, about 85 million people lived in areas that did
ily responsible for acid rain, which the Environmen- not meet the EPA's National Ambient Air Quality
tal Pitection Agency (EPA) believes degrades sur- Standards, which define acceptable levels of CO.
face waters, damages forests and crops, and poten- NO2, PM-10, SO, lead, and ozone.
tially increases the incidence of respiratory ailments.
Large industrial sources, notably coal-fired electric With some minor exceptions, firms subject to
utilities, emit significant quantities of these pollut- air pollution standards must incur the costs needed
ants. Industrial production and the use of automo- to reduce emissions to comply with regulations.
biles and trucks emit NO. and volatile organic corn- Most firms do not, however, pay taxes or fees on
pounds (VOCs), which combine with sunlight and emissions that regulations still allow, although
other compounds to produce ozone pollution. Elec- major point sources do pay approximately $400
tric utilities and motor vehicles emit parti., late mat- million annually in user fees to cover program
ter (PM-10) when they burn fossil fuels. Particulate costs.
matter can carry heavy metals and cancer-causing
organic compounds into the lungs, thus increasing The marginal cost of pollution control for sta-
the incidence and severity of respiratory diseases. tionary sources varies, given the numerous industrial

Carbon monoxide (CO) is produced primarily from and other sources. The four options that tax pollu-
the use of motor vehicles and residential woodburn- tioi, from stationary sources would base the tax
ing, and it can also pose direct health hazards. In rates on the average firm's estimated current cost of

____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___
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reducing pollution at the margin. Some firms with mandated levels contained in the CAAA if some
low abatement costs may reduce pollution below firms adopt currently available abatement techniques
allowable standards in response to the taxes. The whose capitalized costs per unit of reduced emis-
option that taxes emissions from mobile sources sions are lower than the tax rate.
(vehicles) could also reduce pollution levels. (See
REV-31 and REV-33 for other taxes that might Tax Emissions of PM-10 from Stationary
reduce emissions of air pollutants.) Reductions in Sources. A tax of $3,610 per ton of particulate
emissions caused by the taxes would increase wel- matter would raise $49 billion from 1995 through
fare if additional abatement costs were less than or 1999. based on levels of emissions that the EPA
equal to the social benefits from reduced pollution projects under current regulations. Some electric
levels. However. accurate estimates of additional utilities and manufacturing plants might install im-
social benefits from reducing pollution levels do not proved electrostatic precipitators, wet scrubbers, or
exist in many cases. other equipment that reduces PM-10 emissions to

lower their tax burdens. This tax could be adminis-
The revenue estimates cited here, however, as- tered in the same manner as the taxes on SO, and

sume that no additional abatement from imposition NO,.
of the taxes occurs and that firms cannot exceed
allowable standards. If additional abatement were Tax Emissions of VOCs from Stationary Sources.
to occur, revenue collections would be lower. Stationary sources of volatile organic compounds

range from huge industrial facilities such as chemi-
Tax Emissions of SO, and NO. from Stationary cal plants, petroleum refineries, and coke ovens to
Sources. Imposing taxes of $432 per ton of SO, small sources such as bakeries and dry cleaners.
emissions and $1,170 per ton of NO, emissions Their vast number and diversity make it difficult to
from all stationary sources would raise roughly $30 estimate emissions and costs of abatement. A tax of
billion for SO, and $52 billion for NO. from 1995 $5,000 per ton Gn all stationary-source VOC emis-
through 1999. Basing the tax on the terms granted sions might promote some abatement and would
in air pollution permits would minimize costs of generate about $253 billion in revenies from 1995
administration. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) through 1999.
could collect the tax itself or the state and local
government agencies that issue pollution permits The advantage of a broad-based tax on VOCs is
could collect the tax on the behalf of the IRS. The that it captures small sources, which the EPA esti-
present monitoring and reporting system for station- mates are responsible for approximately 80 percent
ary sources that the EPA and state regulators oper- of all emissions from stationary sources. Because
ate could be used to enforce the tax. If polluters' stationary sources emitting less than 2.5 tons of
actual emission levels were lower than permitted VOCs per year are not currently subject to federal
levels, polluters could apply for revised permits regulation, a broad-based VOC tax would be admin-
based on those actual levels. If the tax were based istratively more difficult to carry out than a tax on
on permitted emissions levels, it would be equiva- large sources alone. Assessing the tax on small
lent to the government selling pollution permits at sources on technology-based estimates of emissions
their fair market price. rather than on m-easured emissions would reduce

administrativ, ;,jsts, but make the incentives less
The proposed tax on SO, could reduce pollution p .'ec::. Alternatively, imposing the tax only on

below the mandated amounts contained in the Clean large stationary sources would raise only $10.8
Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA). Some billion annually.
electric utilities and manufacturing plants might
switch to lower-sulfur coals because this would be Tax Emissions of NO,, VOCs, and CO from
less costly than paying the tax, and others might Mobile Sources. A one-time tax imposed on new
choose to operate their most heavily emitting plants automobiles and light trucks could be based on
less fiequently or to install new SO, control devices, grams of NO,, VOCs, and CO emitted per mile as
The tax on NO, could also reduce emissions below estimated under the EPA emission certification tests ,
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required on every new vehicle. The tax could be dards. Revenues would be lower than projected if
administered like t- "gas guzzler" excise tax. The the tax induced consumers to purchase more fuel-
EPA would determine the tail-ppe emissions for efficient vehicles. Also, if new cars become cleaner
each new model light-duty versicl.i and the tax over time. revenues would be lower than projected.
would be based an these emissions rate,,. The auto Vehicles made in earlier years have been excluded
dealer would collect the tax on behalf of the IRS from the estimate because of the adminptrative
from the vehicle purchaser. problems of collecting a tax on older vehicles. A

disadvantage of excludiag them, however, is that
Such a tax averaging $250 per vehicle could earlier-year vehicles represent more than 90 percent

raise $13.3 billion in revenues from 1995 through oi the light-duty ve-hicles in aie and an even greater
1999. The revenue estimates presented here are share of emissions. In addition, the tax would en-
based on projected new car sales and assume that courage people to delay purch&ies of new vehicies
new cars meet, on average, current tail-pipe otan- by raising their price.

I

IL

I,

SI
I.
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REV-36 TAX ADDrIIONAL OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICALS

Annual Added Revenues Cumulauve
Addition to (BiJlioni of dolla•r) Fve-Year
CBO Baseline 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Addition

Impose ODC Tax
on Methyl Bromide
at Current Rates 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 02 0.9

Impose ODC Tax
on HCFCs at
Current Rates 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 02 0.6

SOURCE Joint Comnmine on Taison.

NOTE: Estinates are net of reduced income and payoUl tax =evenoe.

In 1989, the Congress imposed an excise tax on the end of 1992, 24 leading industrial countries rec-
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons, chemicals ognizcd scientists' concerns about these ODCs by
with high potential to deplete ozone. The Congress adding them to the Montreal Protocol, a 1987 ac-
added carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform to cord that set international production limits and
the list of chemicals subject to tax in 1990. Fur- phaseouts on most of the known harmful ODCs.
thermore, the Congress increased the tax rates on
ozone-depleting chemicals (ODCs) in the Energy Broadening the tax base to include methyl bro-
Policy Act of 1992. Current law imposes a separate mide and HCFCs could raise $1.5 billion from 1995
tax rate on each ODC. This rate is a product of the through 1999 and further spare the ozone layer.
base tax rate and the ODC's ozon,'-depleting factor The new taxes would raise prices of the chemicals
-a measure of the chemical's potential damage to and some related retail prices, which could expedite
the ozone layer. The base tax rate is $4.35 per the development of substitutes, alternative processes,
pound in 1994, increasing to $7.15 per pound in and recycling programs.
1999.

Agricultural industries use methy! bromide as a
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pesticide and multipurpose fumigant. Its most

regulations phase out most ODCs by 1996. The prominent agricultural use is as a soil (fungicide)
current tax could accelerate the phaseout. fumigant. Recent scientific evidence substantiates

that methyl bromide is more harmful than many of
The current tax excludes methyl bromide and the chemicals that current law taxes. EPA regula-

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), chemicals that tions phase out the production and importation of
also damage the ozone layer. These chemicals are methyl bromide by the year 2001. Taxing it at
exempt for several reasons. Scientists only recently current-law rates could raise $0.9 billion from 1995
identified methyl bromide as a significant contribu- through 1999.
tor to ozone depletion, while they still consider
HCFCs to be much less harmful than CFCs. As industries phase out CFCs, they will pro-
HCFCs are also valuable near-term substitutes for duce more HCFCs. EPA regulations, however, sub-
CFCs, serving as a bridge for industrial users. Re- stantially reduce the production of HCFCs between
cent scientific concerns, however, are that HCFCs the years 2003 to 2020 and completely phase out
may be more harmful than originally thought At remaining production by 2030. Taxing HCFCs
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could expedite this phaseOUL Because HCFCs have affect their prices is sigrificantly. Taxing HCFCs
a smaller ozone-depleting factor than CFCs. their at current-law rates could raise $0.6 billion from
applicable tax raMs would be lower and would not 19q5 through 11999.

4.•
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Appendix A

Estimated Savings in the Department
of Defense Budget for Selected

National Defense Options

T abie A-] provides additional cost estimates for nationa! defense options that affect military or civilian

pay. Estimated savings in the federal budget for these options would be less becausi certain payments
bh the Department of Lkfenfe reult in tragovemmental transfers that are offset within the total federal

b.jget. The most significant of these payments are the accrual payments ior military retirement and the govem-
ments contnbutions for civilian retirement sý;tems.

Table A-I.
Estimated Savinp in the DoD Budget for Selected Options in Budeti Function 050

Annual Savings Cumulative
tM~lhio• of dollars) Fioe-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

DEF-O1 REDUCE NUCLEAR DELIVERY SYSTEMS WITHIN OVERALL LIMITS OF START 11

iavirnp from CO0 Baelne

Budget Authonty 4(X) 770 940 E.120 1.260 4.490
Outlays 1(M) 640 830 1.020 i.170 -. 960

Savings from C80 Estiate ot Admiahulrationm Plan

Budget Auth'rity I1 1 350 560 780 920 2,740
OUjlIs 90 280 47) 670 830 2-3W0

PEF 06 REDUCE MHE NL'%IBL# OF AIRCRAFT CARRIERS AND AIR WINGS TO 10

s.aingp from CBO Bae

Budget AuiNhni3 .Sii 7(X) I.1,10 i.60 1.69, 9.110
Out ia.1 2o -171)(1 1,570 .2.034) 217 7'I 6.8"30

Sa inp from ('90 Estimaite of Admlniration's Plat

Budgcq Aui•hxtiy 2.7tX) 700 94W 1.190 1.220 6.840

OuilNa % 2N) 720 ,.210 1.460 1.550 5.2M0
---- . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Conunued)
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Table A-I.

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollar,) Five-Year

1993 1996 1997 1998 1999 Saving

DEFOf ELL 41NATE FRIGATES FROM THE NAVAL FORCE

Sawi4P fr0m C3 O audim

Budget Authorty 120 370 640 920 1.230 3.28=
Outlays 90 300 540 810 1.100 2.840

Saviap hrm CE3 EAtimate of Admlalsbatio's Pus

Budget Authority so 260 450 650 840 2.2M0
Outlays 60 210 380 570 760 i.980

DEF-1O REDUCE AIR FORCE TACTICAL FORCES

Samisp from CBO Bmseae

Budget Authority IS0 990 1.650 1.700 1.760 6.280
Outlays 140 770 1.390 1.570 1.680 5.550

Smiwep fim ClO Ealmame of Ad.Wmkbmde's PMm

Budget Authority 130 730 1,220 1.260 1.-00 4.MI
Outlays 100 560 1.020 1.160 !.240 4,080

DEF-14 REDUCE THE NUMMER OF ARMY LIGHT DIVISIONS

Sedge Authority 420 1.410 3.090 4.1M 6.ooo 15.790
Oulays 360 I.2 2.790 4.490 5.6•0 14,540

S-vimp b C1O Esdtmaem s Adol lsuinmt'ib lm

Budget Authorky 520 1,810 3,170 4.220 4,740 14.460
Outlays 440 1.590 2.880 3.910 4.500 13.320
......... ..................................................... ...........

(Con6tid)
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Tabit A-I.
Coatinued

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dollars) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

DEF-18 RETIRE EXCESS KC-135 TANKERS

Savings from CBO Bawin and CBO FaUnate of Admlniauatlo's Pla

Budget Authority 40 120 210 300 400 1.070
Outlays 30 100 190 280 370 970

DEF-21 USE EARLY RETIREMENT TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF MILTARY PERSONNEL

Saevap from C80 Baselbw and CBO Eatbmale of Admhlaratiom'a PUS

Budget Authonty -400 2,520 2020 1.490 930 6W560
Oulays -380 2.380 Z.030 1.510 960 6.500

DEF-22 RESTRUCTURE OFFICER ACCESSION PROGRAMS

Sav•w from C8O Bweil

Budget Authorty 130 210 300 390 390 1.420
Outlays 110 200 290 390 400 1.390

Seviamp from CBO EdbmW of AdmlwAmbam's Pkan

Budget Auhrity 140 22n 310 400 400 1.470
Outlays 120 210 310 400 410 1,450

DEF-23 REDUCE THE SIZE OF THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE

Sevlmp brm C3O DdMe

Budget Authority 220 690 1.190 1.720 2.M8 6.100
Outlays 200 640 1.120 1.640 2,190 5.790

Sovbp from- CBO Ezim of A ibmm's Pho

Budget Authoty 50 180 400 700 1.030 2-360
Outlays 50 170 390 690 1.020 2.320
.......... .................................................. C.............o ..

(Continued)
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Table A-1.
Coaudnued

Annual Savings Cumulative
(Millions of dol!,us) Five-Year

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Savings

DEF-24 RESTRUCTURE RESERVE COMPENSATION

Savi•r from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 470 490 500 520 530 2,510
Outlays 450 490 500 520 530 2.490

Savings from CBO Estimate a Administadon's Plan

Budget Authority 450 430 430 430 430 2,170
Outlays 430 430 430 430 430 2150

DEF-26 REDUCE DRILLS FOR NONCOMBAT RESERVE UNMT•

Savings from CBO Beldine

Budget Authority ISO 160 160 170 170 810
Outlays 140 160 160 160 170 793

Savionr 2to CBO Fimae of Aadmlitraldm's Plan

Budge Authority 150 140 140 140 150 720
Outlays 140 140 140 140 140 700

DEF-27 REDUCE GOVERNMENT SPENDING FOR MIL1TARY

HEALTH CARE TO ACCOMPANY CA.'ITATION

Smy,. frmm C3O Basne

Budget Authority 190 390 620 870 1.140 3.210
Outlays 140 330 550 780 1,050 2.850

Savbis hm CEO Esdime r of.adimstradam's Plan

Budget Authority ISO 370 580 320 1.080 3,030
Outlays 130 310 510 740 990 2.680
...° .o .o ... .o°.. °o.o. ...... ..... ..° ..... o .o .... ooo° .o .° °.. ..... C o u.'. °

(Contnuct;ý
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Table A-i.
Continued

Annual Savings Cumulative
i (Millions of dollars) FiveYear

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Saving-i

DEF-29 CLOSE THE UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES

Savinp from CBO Baseline

Budget Authority 20 30 50 so 80 260
Outlays 20 20 40 70 70 220

Savings from CBO Estiniate of Administration's Plan

Budget Authority 0 0 0 0 0 0
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0

DEF-32 REVAMP MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING

Satinp from CBO lauling and CM) Estimate of Administration's Pi"

Budget Authority 750 780 800 740 630 3,700
Outlays 90 370 580 770 550 2.360

DEF-37 REDUCE AND RESHAPE DOD'S CIVILIAN WORK FORCE

Satabp frm C8O Domline

Budget Authority 1.220 3.620 6.030 8.640 11.470 30.980
Outlays 920 2.940 5.250 7,770 10,510 27.390

Saevig bm CEO Edimk of Admiauntros's Pam

Budget Authority 390 i.150 2.030 3.250 4.750 11.570
Outlays 290 940 1.750 2,870 4.260 10.110

W! Pw all wmd -fm, apdam s appwsig tna d bk. owig is defmt bwls uiacbm 050 equal 5 fdua savin. [
F



Appendix B

Spending Options
by Budget Function

050 National Defense

DEF-01 Reduce Nuclear Delivery Systems
Within Overall Limits of START II ...................... 19

DEF-02 Terminate Production of D5 Missiles After 1994 ............. 21
DEF-03 Reduce DOE's Warhead Activities ....................... 24
DEF-04 Focus Theater Missile Defei:,.- Efforts

on Core Systems .................................. 26
DEF-05 Terminate Production of the Titan IV ..................... 29
DEF-06 Reduce the Number of Aircraft Carriers

and Air Wings to 10 ................................ 32
DEF-07 Terminate Production of Seawolf Submarines ............... 35
DEF-08 Eliminate Frigates from the Naval Force ................... 37
DEF-09 Reduce Procurement of DDG-51 Destroyers .................. 39
DEF-10 Reduce Air Force Tactical Forces ........................ 41
DEF- I I Cancel the Air Force's F-22 Aircraft Program ................. 43
DEF-12 Cancel the Upgrade of the Navy's F/A-18 Fighter ............ 45
DEF-13 Cancel the Marine Corps's V-22 Aircraft Program ............ 46
DEF-14 Reduce the Number of Army Light Divisions ................. 48
DEF-15 Cancel the Army's Tank Upgrade Program ................. 50
DEF-16 Cancel the Army's RAH-66 Program ..................... 52
DEF-17 Cancel the C-17 Aircraft and

Buy Commercial Airlifters ........................... 54
DEF- I 8 Retire Excess KC- 135 Tankers .......................... 56
DEF-19 Phase Out Spending on SEMATECH and

the Technology Reinvestment Project ................... 58
DEF-20 Cut Funding for Military Space Programs .................. 60
DEF-21 Use Early Retirement to Reduce

the Number of Military Personnel ...................... 61
DEF-22 Restructure Ot!( cer Accession Programs ................... 63
DEF-23 Reduce the Size of the Army Natioral

Guard and Reserve ................................ 65
DEF-24 Restructure Reserve Compensation ....................... 67
DEF-25 Deny Unemploymen? Compensation to Service

Members Who Vo..natarily Leave Military Service .......... 69
DEF-26 Reduce Drills for Noncombat Reserve Units ................ 70
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DEF-27 Reduce Government Spending for Military
Heaith Care to Accompany Capitation .................... 71

DEF-28 Revise Cost Sharing for Military
Health Care Benefits ................................ 73

DEF-29 Close the Unifonned Services University
of the Health Sciences .............................. 75

DEF-30 Reduce Funding for Defense Environmental Programs ......... 77
DEF-31 Reduce Funding for DOE's Cleanup Program ............... 79

DEF-32 Revamp Military Family Housing ........................ 81
DEF-33 Eliminate Federal Support of Commissaries .................. 83
DEF-34 Reduce Subtuies for Morale.

Welfare, and Recreation Programs .. ..................... 85
DEF-35 Reduce Funding for U.S. Forces Stationed Abroad ............ 87
DEF-36 Adopt Short, Unaccompanied Tours for Europe ............... 89
DEF-37 Reduce and Reshape DoD's Civilian Work Force ............. 91

150 International Affairs

DEF-38 Recover the Full Cost of Military Exports .................. 93
DEF-39 Reduce State Department Funding and Eliminate

Miscellaneous Foreign Affairs Activities .................. 95
DEF-40 Reduce Development Assistance ........................ 97
DEF-41 Eliminate P.L. 480 Title I Sales

and Title III Grants ................................. 99
DEF-42 Eliminate Overseas Broadcasting

and Reduce Exchange Programs ....................... 101
DEF-43 Reduce Eximbank's Credit Assistance ...................... 103
DEF-44 Reduce Security Assistance ............................. 104

250 General Science, Space, and Technology

DOM-OI Cancel the International Space Station Program ............... .. Il

270 Enerfy

DOM-02 Reduce Department of Energy Funding for Energy
Technology Development Efforts ....................... 112

DOM-03 Eliminate Further Funding for the Clean Coal
Technology Program ............................... 115

DOM-04 Halt Acquisitions of Crude Oil for the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve .......................... 117

DOM-05 Allow Private Producers to Cogenerate Electricity
at Federal Civilidn Facilities .......................... 118

DOM-06 Eliminate Credit Subsidies Provided by the Rural
Electrification Administration ......................... 119
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ENT-O Charge Market Prices for Electricity Sold by
Power Marketing Administrations ...................... 204

300 Natural Resources and Environment

DOM-07 Eliminate Below-Cust Timber Sales from National Forests ...... 121
DOM-08 Abolish tne Bureau of Mines ............................ 123
DOM-09 Eliminate Federal Grants for Wastewater

Infrastructure and State Revolving Funds ................. 124
DOM-10 De-emphasize Permanence in Superfund Cleanups;

Emphasize Land-Use Controls and Containment Methods .... 125
DOM- I Substitute Private Financing for Government Financing

of the Superfund Program to the Maximum Extent Possible .... 126

ENT-02 Improve Pi icing for Commercial and Recreational Uses
of Public Lands . .................................. 205

ENT-03 Change Revenue-Sharing Formula from a Gross-Receipt
to a Nect-Receipt Basis for Commercial Activities
on Federal Lands . ................................. 207

ENT-04 Index Nuclear Waste Disposal Fees for Inflation .............. 208
ENT-05 Charge Royalties for Hardrock Mining on Federal Lands ........ 209

350 Agriculture

It
D0M412 Reduce Federal Suppoit for Agricultural Research

and Extension Activities ... ............. ............. 127
DOM-)3 Streamline the Operation of Farm Agencies' Field Offices ....... 128
DOM-14 Reduce USDA Spending for F--' Ma ,'" -in.-

n " .-. ,,ional Activities . .......................... 129
DOM-.. iciuce Loanrs Made by the Farmers Home Administration

for Farm Ownership and Operations ..................... 130

ENT-06 Reduce Deficiency Payments to Farmers Participating
in USDA Commodity Programs by Loweing Target Prices .... 211

E1N1T-07 Eliminate thu 0/92 and 50/92 Programs for Participants
in USDA Commodity Programs ....................... 213

ENT-08 Raise the Proportion of Each Farmer's Base Acreage
Ineligible for Deficiency Payments from 15 Percent
to 25 Percent . .................................... 214

ENT-09 Restrict £ligibility for Benefits from Price Support
Programs and Reduce nte Payment Limitation ............. 215

ENT-10 Reduce Loan Guarantees Made Under the USDA's Export
Credit Programs and Eliminate Loans to High-Risk Borrowers 217

ENT- II Eliminate the Export Enlancement Program ................. 218
ENT-12 Eliminate the Market Prenmoion Program .................. 219
ENT-13 Reduce Costs for the Dairy Price Support Prograni by

Increasing Producer Contributions ....................... 220
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ENT-14 End the Federal Crop Insurance Program and Replace
It wit- Standing Authority for Disaster Assistance .......... 221

ENT-15 Reform Milk Marketing Orders .......................... 222

370 Commerce and Housing Credit

DOM-16 End Small Business Administration Loans and Loan Guarantees .. 131
DOM-17 Scale Back the Rural Rental Housing Assistance Program ....... 133
DOM-18 Scale Back the Housing Loan Program for Rural Homeowners ... 135
DOM-19 Reduce the Budget of the Export Administration ............. 137
DOM-20 Eliminate the U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration

and the Trade Promotion Activities of the
International Trade Administration, or Charge
the Beneficiaries .................................. 138

DOM-21 Eliminate the Advanced Technology Program ............... 139

ENT-16 Increase FCC User Fees .............................. 223
ENT-17 Charge a User Fee on Commodity Futures

and Options Contract Transactions ..................... 224
ENT-18 Grant the Government an Option to Buy Shares

of Depository Institutions that Convert
from Mutual to Stock Form .......................... 225

400 Transportation

DOM-22 Reduce Federal Aid for Mass Transit ..................... 141
DOM-23 Eliminate Airport Grants-in-Aid ......................... 142
DOM-24 Eliminate Regulation of Motor Carriers and Abolish

the Interstate Commerce Commission ................... 143
DOM-25 Eliminate Funding for Highway Demonstration Projects ........ 144
DOM-26 Eliminate the Operating Subsidy for Amtrak ................ 145

ENT-19 Establish Charges for Airport Takeoff and Landing Slots .... ... 226
ENT-20 Establish User Fees for Air Traffic Control Services .... .... 227
ENT-21 Impose User Fees ou the Inland Waterway System ............ 228

450 Community and Regional Development

DOM-27 Eliminate Certain Rural Development Programs .............. 146
DOM-28 Eliminate the Economic Development Administration .......... 148
DOM-29 Eliminate the Appalachian Regional Commission .............. 149
DOM-30 Eliminate or Restrict Community Development Block Grants .... 150
DOM-31 Reduce Federal Support for Tennessee Valley

Authority Activities ................................ 152
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500 Education, Training. Emoloyment, and Social S'rN ices

DOM-32 Eliminate Ancillary Vocational Education Programs ........... 153
DOM-33 Eliminate Education Programs That Have Largely

Achieved Their Purpose ............................ 155
DOM-34 Fliminate State Student Incentive Grants ................... 157
DOM-35 Eliminate or Reduce Funding to School Districts

for Impact Aid ................................... 158
DOM-36 Eliminate Untargeted Funding for Mathematics

and Science Education .............................. 160 I
DOM-37 Eliminate 19 Grant Programs in the Department of Education .... 161
DOM-38 Eliminate or Reduce Funding for the Arts and Humanities ...... 162
DOM-39 Eliminate Federal Funding for Campus-Based Student Aid ...... 163
DOM-40 Reduce Pell Grant Spending ........................... 164
DOM-41 Eliminate the Senior Community Service

Employment Program .............................. 165
DOM-42 Consolidate Social Service Programs

and Reduce Their Budgets ........................... 166
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Glossary

his glossary defines economic and budgetary terms as they relate to this report. Some entries sacrifice

precision for brevity and clarity to the lay reader. Where appropriate, sources of data for economic
variables are indicated as follows:

BLS denotes the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the Department of Labor;

CBO denotes the Congressional Budget Office; and

NBER denotes the National Bureau of Economic Research.

appropriation act: A statute under the jurisdiction of the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations that
provides budget authority. Enactment generally follows adoption of authorizing legislation unless the authoriza-
tion itself provides the budget authority. Currently, 13 regular appropriation acts are enacted each year. When
necessary, the Congress may enact supplemental or continuing appropriations.

authorization: A substantive law that sets up or continues a federal program or agency. Authorizing legislation
is normally a prerequisite for appropriations. For some programs, the authorizing legislation itself provides the
authority to incur obligations and make payments.

Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985: Also known as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings or
the Balanced Budget Act, the act sets forth specific deficit targets and a sequestration procedure to reduce
spending if the targets are exceeded. The Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 established new budget procedures
through fiscal year 1995 as well as revised targets, which exclude the Social Security trust funds. It gave the
President the option to adjust the deficit targets for revised economic and technical assumptions when submitting
the budget for fiscal years 1994 and 1995, an option he exercised. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1993 further extended various provisions of the Balanced Budget Act, without including fixed deficit targets
beyond fiscal year 1995.

baseline: A benchmark for measuring the budgetary effects of proposed changes in federal revenues or spend-
ing, with the assumption that current budgetary policies are continued without change. As specified in the
Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 (BEA), the baseline for revenues and entitlement spending generally assumes
that laws now on the statute books will continue. The discretionary spending projections are based on the
discretionary spending caps set by the BEA in 1995 through 1998 and are adjusted for inflation in 1996 through
1999.

budget authority: Legal authority to incur financial obligations that will result in spending of federal govern-
ment funds. Budget authority may be provided in an authorization or an appropriation act. Offsetting collec-
tions, including offsetting receipts, constitute negative budget authority.
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budget deficit: Amount by which budget outlays exceed budget revenues during a giv~en period

Budget Enforcement Act of 1990) IREA ?: Title X111 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciition411 Act of 1990) This
act amended both the Congressional Budget Act of 19~74 and the Balanced Budget mnd [rinct-iriec' D eficit
(Control Act of 1 985, [-he BLA pro'. rdes for nc%% budget target%. sequestration prokedurcs. pa'.as\ t1%(. go
procedures, credit ref'orm. anrd ' ariou, other change', The discretionar-t -spending apl~ antd the ;).i as, \0 U -90

process %%~ cre extended through 1(99S F', the ( )mnnihus. Budget Reconciliation Ac tt of Il

hudgrt function: ( )ne of 20) AirC&I into '-khil h fcderal %pending and credit tLti.it'. di'. tied Nationral needs
are ivt tuped Into I , broad budgelt I unc0i ion including national defense. i nternatirm nl itl airs, cncrie 'Agri.. ulture.
hcJi It h . tine se. m ii w it II andt]1C I Iec .i I Lt ii, ci nient Three function --net intc~est ilt. ~ ii..Arid undi s~irhuted

o11,tt stine rceipts dot no 't.1kitres' rnt it trl riced' butl are included to complete the hujdect

budget resolution: N re .1 it 'n. passýcd h\. Nith llo use-s of Congress-. that sets forihl I oc 's o id

pih11 1''r IIhe netl( fi\x T as1he pLin roost he carried out through suhsequent Iegisl,,rtt :!4ukhtidri qN11ropria

1111 its.iid khtanc'es III ti. and c-ittcitrint-n Ii.t'. The resolution sets guidelines totr Ct .ngress tral a hili llbu it I,.

III' I!' ne'd h.\ the President rod 14 -c, tit tI home la\&. The Congressional Budget Act ti I 0'4 establ I shcd a
nuiithciIC rite. 11hani sltw. that ircei rito t hold spending and rex enues to the tar1ge'ts estaih i hed tin the budget
rest ki ut tO

hridgetaris resource%.: All SOItnrces itt budget authority that are subject to sequestlrat:on. Budgetar'. reso(urces
icII ode le'.'. hudget Aut hoiit\. uno1bligated balances. direct spending authority. and obligation limitationis See
seqtuest ration.

compensation: All income due to emiplosees for their work during a given period. Compensation include.-
"xagees and salaries as well as fringe beniefits and employers' share of social insurance taxes. (Bureau of Eco-
nom ic Atnalysi s

constant dollar: Measured in terms of prices of a base period--currently 1987 for most purposes--to remove the
effect of inflation. Compare with current dollar.

credit reform: A revised system of budgeting for federal credit activities that focuses on the cost of subsidies
conveyed in federal credit assistance. This process was authorized by the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990.
which was part of the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990.

credit subsidies: The estimated long-term costs to the federal government of direct loans or loan gu-.rantees
calculated on the basis of net present value, excluding administrative costs and any incidental effects on govern-
mental receipts or outlays. For direct loans, the subsidy cost is the net present value of loan disbursements less
repayments of interest and principal, adjusted for estimated defaults, prepayment%, fees, penalties. and othet
recoveries. For loan guarantees, the subsidy cost is the net present value of the estimated payments by the
government to cover defaults and delinquencies, interest subsidies. or other payments, of tset by an'. pa'. ment, to
the government, including origination and other fees., penalties, and recoveries. See present value

current dollar: Measured in the dollar v alue- -reflecting then-prevailing prices -of the period ulnder consider
ation. Compare with constant dollar.

deblt held by the public: IDeht issued hN the federal go'.ermient and held h\ iiiniicdcr.rlii est in ii.lding

the FeCderal Rceser'. e'.st~ern

dlebt ser-6 cr: Pa'.mert it .IsLhedulctd initero osi ligat ions o n outstanding debt



defrense ,lpending: See diacretionar.• spending

delipit inuraune: Ihe cijr.itet ý,' a federal agenr, that an mdIX hI&dt depolsitor at a participating dep,,,itir,%
"" , !11 t,' '!'.c The ?1 il • ,itt ,t the deposit iutp to S D().( w ,1 it the institution become, insi'lent

direct %pending: I he h,' I I c.ntot -%\, 1i 11") deflnes th:, tcrm as ia' budget authoriti, pro% ided h, arn
5r,1h', I• ,,W, 11nuding nandatrN ,inihng ,ontained in approlprination a,.i. and

S , 'i"~ '" • - .... -,mandator, spending (Cmpare %ith di-cretionari spending

d,, rrl lwnari ,,m riding, ,; -"r-,cramr, %,%how tundirnv Ic'-As are determined 'hrougl the appropr'.-.:. r
'I CA h % e-ir ii' deIterTivne 1 -. 1' mmd-ollars %%il hI e deioiki4 t,, C'Ifnlnu

. ., .T.he liudgct t - ni-n•, ncrc i -Xc! if , 1" di,.Jied dicret'c ,nar,.

C. ." ,enti'n... and Compart:e (%kipart s ith direct ipending

" - "- '. p'•T'.• ,I the !,," i" , . Ti\ tie,, of the D)-'partn,"nt it Defen c.
. .. . ..... . .. .- - l'tn n i tlrl *p; . n b't J It also in.ludc% the urtc.'.- rc'latcd

' " k ;'l'.i•r '�'n t ,l I nr '- Jc.r ',%e.cpt•nfs prograims

"* ' ':'wc 'mpa,,es sFcni~:rc V r t,,rcign economic and mnilitar* a:d. the
t.-i the I S int',rma,:.,n A.l:cn, N. and international financial programs. such

•. ..u ,.+• , mist . crnincrnt i.tl tie, in %cience and space, transportation.
.,,n and I, entorcemcnit, aming other spending programs. Funding for

;-.- I ec .innal appropnation billk,

dit rrti,,nari *.prnlinei tap%;: -\rmifl ciings (,n budget auihorit\ and outlays for discretionary programs as

'.. ,-, Th' c t I Wtc'' -\Ient A\t oft l990 and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. For fiscal
`.'.: !hre I','1). the ,Jps \,cre divided among the three categories of discretionary spending--defense.

'rlJn.i. ind ,,C, F-,,r -•ical \,ear% 1994 through 1998. there is one cap for all discretionary spending.
rut:.,n,,.r, spnding I.11- are enforced through Congressional rules and sequestration procedures.

dometic discretionari. spending: See discretionary spending.

entitlements: Proigram% that make payments to any person, business, or unit of government that seeks the
p,'\ ucnt,' and mcets the criteria .,et in law. The Congress controls these programs indirectly by defining eligibil-
t,, nrld setting the hncefit or payment rules. Although the level of spending for these programs is controlled by

Ohi ,uth.,iiirng legislation, funding may be provided either in an authorization or an appropriation act. The best-
.kni'"f entitlemcnt'. are the major benefit programs, such as Social Security and Medicare; other entitlements
,l,1 farm pric Cupportls and interest on the federal debt. See direct spending.

extise tax: .\ tax lcicd oin the purchase of a specific type of good or service, such as tobacco products or
ýt I 1p'hinlCc r

f,,al poli'.: 1 hc .c, ernments choice of tax and spending programs, which influences the amount and maturity
*::,,rnm',ni dicbt a, Aell as the lh.,el. composition, and distribution of output and income. An "easy" fiscal

,,V :. '. xt,!.ut., the Nhlrt term til'r'th of output and income, whereas a "tight" fiscal policy restrains their
•.'r \, *'. lwntý In the si.unlarhicd-emplvment deficit constitute one overall indicator of the tightness or
S- t,-, ! d ii.- ;- 4i,h . in ink,.. cra,c relative to potential gross domestic product suggests fiscal ease, whereas

. ..... ,.i,•,.'. , ii rc,rtitn The President anJ the Congress jointly determine federal fiscal policy.
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fiscal year: A yearly accountir d. The federal government's fiscal year begins October 1 and ends
September 30. Fiscal years are o, ignated by the calendar years in which they end--for example, fiscal year
1933 began October 1. 1992, and ended September 30. 1913.

(;DP: See gross domestic product.

(NP: See gross national product

glrants: rransfer payments from the federal government to state and local gosernments or other recipients to
help fund pro.lect% or activities that do not involve substantial federal participation.

Itrants-in-aid: Grants from the federal government to .tate anti 1, k.A go•,ernments to help prv-'ide for programs
,,t a,-i,,tajn-e or %ervice to the public.

gross domestic product iGDP): The total market value k,, , :ls and services produced domestically during
a gitcn period The components of GDP are consumption, gros, -1.mc,,tic mnsrstment, government purchases of
good% and services, and net export, (Bureau of Economic Anas,,,t

gross national product (GNP): The total market value of all god, and ,crv.ces .rodurcd in a given period by
labor and property supplied by residents of a countr.. regardles,, t -.hcr- the labor and property are located.
GNP differs from GDP primarily by including the exces,( of capital income that residents :c-n from investments
abroad less capital income that nonresidents earn from domestic mincsment.

inflation: Growth in a measure of the general price level, usuall, expressed as an annual rate of change.

infrastructure: Government-owned capital goods that provide sersices to the public, usualy wsith benefits to
the community at large as well as to the direct user. Example% include schools. roads, bridges, dams. harbors.
and public buildings.

investment: Physical investment is the current product set aside during a given period to be used for future
production, in other words, an addition to the stock of capital goodl. As measured by the national income and
product accounts, private domestic investment consists of investment in residential and nonresidential structures,
producers' durable equipment, and the change in business inv'en'ories. Financial investment is the purchase of

a financial security. Investment in human capital is spending on education, training, health services, and other
activities that increase the productivity of the work force. Investment in human capital is not treated as invest-
ment in the national income and product accounts.

long-term interest rate: Interest rate earned by a note or bond that matures in 10 or more years.

mandatory spending: Another term for direct spending.

marginal tax rate: Tax rate that applies to an additional dollar of taxable income.

means of financing: Sources of financing federal deficits or uses of federal surpluses. The largest means of
financing is normally federal borrowing from the public, but other means of financing include any transaction
that causes a difference between the federal (including off-budget) surplus or deficit and the change in debt held
by the public. The means of financing include changes in checks outstanding and Treasury cash balances,
seigniorage (that is, government revenue from the manufacture of money), and the transactions of the financing
accounts established under credit reform.
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means-tested programs: Programs that provide cash or services to people who meet a test of need based on
income and assets. Most means-tested programs are entitlements--for example, Medicaid, the Food Stamp
program, Supplemental Security Income, family support, and veterans' pensions--but a few, such as subsidized
housing and various social services, are funded through discretionary appropriations.

national saving: Total saving by all sectors of the economy: personal saving, business saving (corporate after-
tax profits not paid as dividends), and government saving (budget surplus or deficit--indicating dissaving--of all
government entities). National saving represents all income not consumed, publicly or privately, during a given
period. (Bureau of Economic Analysis)

net interest: In the federal budget, net interest includes federal interest payments to the public as recorded in
budget function 900. Net interest also includes, as an offset, interest income received by the government on
loans and cash balances. In the national income and product accounts (NIPAs), net interest is the income
component of GDP paid as interest--primarily interest that domestic businesses pay, less interest they receive.
The NIPAs treat government interest payments as transfers, so they are not part of GDP.

nominal: Measured in the dollar value (as in nominal output, income, or wage rate) or market terms (as in
nominal exchange or interest rate) of the period under consideration. Compare with real.

off-budget: Spending or revenues excluded from the budget totals by law. The revenues and outlays of the two
Social Security trust funds and the transactions of the Postal Service are off-budget and (except for discretionary
Social Security administrative costs) are not included in any Budget Enforcement Act calculations.

offsetting receipts: Funds collected by the federal government that are recorded as negative budget authority
and outlays and credited to separate receipt accounts. More than half of offsetting receipts are intragovernmcntal
receipts that reflect agencies' payments to retirement and other funds on behalf of their employees; these receipts
simply balance payments elsewhere in the budget. An additional category of receipts (proprietary receipts) come
from the public and generally represent voluntary, business-type transactions. The largest items are the flat
premiums for Supplementary Medical Insurance (Part B of Medicare). timber and oil lease receipts. and proceeds
from the sale of electric power.

outlays: The liquidation of a federal obligation, generally by issuing a check or disbur, Ing cash. Sometimes
obligations are liquidated (and outlays occur) by issuing agency promissory notes, surb as those of the former
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Unlike outlays for other categore-, of spending, outlays for
interest on the public debt are counted when the interest is earned, not when it .s paid. Outlays may be for
payment of obligations incurred in previous fiscal years or in the same year. Jutlays, therefore, flow in part
from unexpended balances of prior-year budget authority and in part from budget authority provided for the
current year.

pay-as-you-go: A procedure required in the Budget Enforcement A i of 1990 to ensure that, for fiscal years
1991 through 1995, legislation affecting direct spending and receirý. does not increase the deficit. Pay-as-you-
go is enforced through Congressional rules and sequestration procedures. The pay-as-you-go process was
extended through fiscal year 1998 by the Omnibus Budget Re-onciliation Act of 1993.

potential real GDP: The highest level of real GDP that could persist for a substantial period without raising the
rate of inflation. CBO's calculation relates potential GDP to the nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment,
which is the unemployment rate consistent with a constant inflation rate. (CBO)
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present value: A single number that expresses a flow of current and future income (or payments) in terms of
an equivalent lump sum received (or paid) today. The calculation of present value depends on the rate of
interest. For example, given an interest rate of 5 percent, today's 95 cents will grow to $1 next year. Hence,
the present value of $1 payable a year from today is only 95 cents.

productivity: Average real output per unit of input. Labor productivity is average real output per hour of
labor. The growth of labor productivity is defined as growth of real output that is not explained by growth of
labor input alone. Total factor productivity is average real output per unit of combined labor and capital inputs.
The growth of total factor productivity is defined as the growth of real output that is not explained by the
growth of labor and capital. Labor productivity and total factor productivity differ in that increases in capital per
worker would raise labor productivity but not total factor productivity. (BLS)

real: Adjusted to remove the effect of inflation. Real (constant dollar) output represents volume, rather than
dollar value, of goods and services. Real income represents pomer to purchase real output. Real data are
usually constructed by dividing the corresponding nominal data. such as output or a wage rate, by a price index
or deflator. Real interesi rate is a nominal interest rate minus the expected inflation rate. Compare with
nominal.

recession: A phase of the business cycle extending from a peak to the next trough--usually lasting six months
to a year--characterized by widespread declines in output, income, employment, and trade in many sectors of the
economy. Real GDP usually falls throughout a recession. (NBI-R)

reconciliation: A process the Congress uses to make its tax and ,pending legislation conform with the targets
established in the budget resolution. The budget resolution mav contain reconciliation instructions directing
certain Congressional committees to achieve deficit reduction through changes in tax or spending programs
under their jurisdiction. Legislation to implement the reconciliation instructions is usually combined in one
comprehensive bill. The reconciliation process primarily affects taxes, entitlement spending, and offsetting
receipts. As a general rule, decisions on defense and nondefense discretionary programs are determined sepa-
rately through the appropriation process, which is also governed bN alho:ations in the budget resolution.

recovery: A phase of the business cycle that lasts from a trough until oerall economic activity returns to the
level it had reached at the previous peak. (NBER)

sequestration: The cancellation of budgetary resources to enforce the discretionary spending caps and pay-as-
you-go process established under the Budget Enforcement Act of 199)0) and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1993. Sequestration is triggered if the Office of Management and Budget determines that discretionary
appropriations exceed the discretionary spending caps, that legia.1tion affecting direct spending and receipts
increases the deficit, or that the deficit exceeds--by more than a spc•ificd margin--the maximum deficit amount
set by law. Failure to meet the maximum deficit amount would trigger across-the-board spending reductions.
Changes in direct spending and receipt legislation that increase the deficit would result in reductions in funding
from entitlements not otherwise exempted by law. Discretionar% spending in excess of the caps would cause the
cancellation of budgetary resources within the appropriate discretionar- spending category.

short-term Interest rate: Interest rate earned by a debt instnrment that will mature ,ithin one year.

ten-year Treasury note: Interest-bearing note issued by the U'S. Trcamury that is redeemed in 10 years.

three-month Treasury bill: Security issued by the U.S. Trea,,ur% that i,, redeemed in 91 days.
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transfer payments: Payments in return for which no good or service is currently received--for example, welfare
or Social Security payments or money sent to relatives abroad. (Bureau of Economic Analysis)

trust fund: A fund, designated as a trust fund by statute, that is credited with income from earmarked collec-
tions and charged with certain outlays. Collections may come from the public (for example, taxes or user
charges) or from intrabudgetary transfers. More than 150 federal government trust funds exist, of which the
largest and best known finance several major benefit programs (including Social Security and Medicare) and
certain infrastructure spending (the Highway and the Airport and Airway trust funds). The term "federal funds"
refers to all programs that are not trust funds.

unemployment: Joblessness. The measure of unemployment is the number of jobless people who are available
for work and are actively seeking jobs. The unemployment rate is unemployment as a percentage of the labor
force. (BLS)
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